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"WE DO NOT YET HAVE DEVELOPMENT": ENCOUNTERS OF 
DEVELOPMENT KNOWLEDGES, IDENTITIES AND PWCTICES IN A NGO 

PROGRAM IN RURAL HAIT1 

by Raymond Vander Zaag 

ABSTRACT 

In rural Haiti. community development programs are delivered predominantly by 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs). and commonl y have goals related to 

empowerment. participation. and local capaci ty development. Y et attainment of these 

goals is ot-len difficult, and analysis of these programs neglects the cornplex micropolitics 

of development interventions. This thesis investigates the local-level encounter and 

contestation of NGO and local discourses of development in a community in rural Haiii. 

My thcoretical kamework is taken tiom a post-developmentalist perspective, 

which sees discourses of development as pervasive forces which shape identities. 

knowledges and relations of power in much of the southem world (Escobar, 1992a: 

199%; 1995; Ferguson, 1990; Crush, 1995; Peet and Watts, 1996). Yet, following 

Foucault (1980; 1982), these discourses o f  developrnent are not monolithic or fixed, but 

rather remain criticaf sites of encounter where various social actors smiggle and 

manoeuvre for political. social and economic advantage. The impact of cornmunity 

development progarns can only be understood in ternis of complex local-level processes 

in which diRerent social actors interpret, negotiaie and contest knowledge and power 

'interfaces' (Long, 1989; 1992) created at these sites of encounter. 

1 analyze four specific sites of encounter: NGO-supported cornmunity 

development associations; improved home-yard kitchen gardens; NGO activities in 
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support of a poiitically active peasants' movemeni: and the process of field research 

itself 1 demonstrate that while the dominant position of NGO development discourse has 

led local people to adopt 'identities of underdeveloprnent' and embrace the promise of 

development, they also manoeuvre to interpret these interventions in largely pragrnatic 

ways. Even in a self-described 'peasants' rnovement', rural grassroots contestation of 

development discourses are smiggles jbr access to and participation in the perceived 

benefits of development. Contrary to post-developmentalist daims that such grassroots 

organizations represent 'new social movements' that reject 'development' and articulate 

local identities and knowledgcs conceming 'alternatives to development' (Escobar. 

1992b: Esteva, 1992), 1 argue that rural Haitian identities and knowledges remain firmly 

embedded within overall dominant discourses of cievrlopment. 

Understanding NGO interventions in tems of discursive stniggles leads to more 

insightful and appropriate understandings of the dynmics of local community 

development interventions. My research also suggests that. in rural Haiti. thc 

renegotiation ofdevelopment according to p n p a t i c  'local development knowledges' 

hstrates the intentions of outside NGOs, resulting in a none-the-less predictable 

stalemate of partialiy successfùi but dependent local development activities. 
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Chapter One 

THE ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT: INTRODUCTION 

"The goal of the Woman/Child Impact Proçram (WCI) is to contribute to hurnan 
development and the empowerment of women and chiidren as critical 
participants and beneficiaries of their community's sociai and economic 
development ." 

Save the ChiIdren Maissade Project Document, 1992. 

"MM poko ,yen d d o p r n u ~ ~ .  " ("WC do not yet have development.") 
Women's club rnember, Maissade. tIaiti. 1997. 

"H ris the notion of 'developrnent ' become passé?" 
From a poster tor a conference entitled "Towards Post- 
developmentalisrn" held at the Harvard University Law 
Sctiool, April 1998. 

The above quotations present three seemingly contradictory statements 

conceming development. The tirst statement expresses optimism - the planners at the 

non-govemmental development organization (NGO) Save the Children (SC) confidently 

see their prograrn interventions as actively contributing to the development and 

empowerment of women in rural Haiti. This confidence was later contirmed in a positive 

final program evaluation report, which stated that: 

One of the rnost important accornplishments of the WC1 Program has been the 
highly success%l introduction of women as direct participants and targets of 
[Save the Children] interventions. not just as agents to reach children, but as 
participants and beneficiaries in their own nght in the process of community and 
rural developrnent (Boyle. 1995. p. 12). 

However, the Haitian woman who, as a member of a women's club, was a participant in 

this 'women's empowerment' prograrn for over four years, stated to me that development 
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was something that still had to 'corne' to her community. Despite the organization o î à  

women's development association in her community and the various credit, education 

and income generation activities it had undertaken with Save the Children support, she 

understands development to be something 'out there' that her cornmunity still does not 

have, sornething that remains clusive yet desirable. Meanwhile. academics gathered at 

Harvard suggest that the notion of development belongs to the past (even before it has 

had a chance to corne to rural Haiti,) and question if it should not be replaced by 

'al ternat ives to drvelopmen t ' articulated by various yassroots social movements. 

These three statements illustrate (though by no means exhaust) the numerous 

understandings that diffèrent people hold conceming development. In Haiti, as in other 

places where development assistance is practised or thcorized. development is a powerful 

but contested concept. Thus. in the above statements, Save the Children officiais are 

legitimating their program interventions. a local woman challenges the et'fectiveness of 

these interventions and expresses her desire to receive 'developrnent' as shr sees it 'out 

there' beyond her rural community, and development researchers contest the dominant 

neo-liberal development paradigm. The different meanings of development held by 

different people (NGO ofiicials, local women and men. or development researchers), and 

their use in staternents like those above, become ways of establishing and contestinp 

claims to power. niey  can be analyzed as discourses of development, as claims to power 

through struggles over the meaning of developrnent. 

This thesis is an investigation of the local-level operation of various discourses of 

development in a cornmunity development program in rural Haiti. My theoretical 

framework is taken from a broadly post-developmentalist perspective, which sees 
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discourses of development and underdevelopment as pervasive forces which s hape 

identities, knowledges and relations of power in much of the southern world (Escobar, 

199%; 1992b: 1995; Ferguson. 1990; Slater, 1997, Watts. 1993; Cmsh. 1995; Peet and 

Watts, 1996). Yet, following Foucault (1980; 1982). these discourses of development are 

not monolithic or tixed. but rather remain criticül sites of encounter wtiere various social 

actors struggle and manoeuvre for political, social and economic advantage. This 

theoretical approach will guide my analysis of comrnunity development interventions in a 

rural Haitian community as encounters of local community discourses of development 

with development discourses associated with outsidr NGOs. 1 will argue that the impact 

of community development programs c m  only be understood in terrns of complex local- 

level processes in which diffèrent social actors interpret. negotiate and contest knowledge 

and power 'interfaces' (Long, 198% 1992) creüted at these sites of encounter. 1 analyze 

four specific sites of encounter - NGO-supported community development associations: 

improved home-yard kitchen gardens; NGO activities in support of a politicall y active 

peasants' rnovernent; and the process of field research itself - where these development 

discourses are contested and thereby revealed. 1 propose that analysis of these discursive 

struggles leads to more insightful and appropriate understandings of the dynamics of 

local community development interventions. My research also suggests that. in rural 

Haiti, rural grassroots contestation of developrnent discourses are strugglesfor access to 

and participation in the perceived benefits of development. Contrary to post- 

developmentalist daims that such grassroots organizations represent 'new social 

movements' that reject 'development' and articulate local identities and knowledges 
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concerning 'alternatives to development' (Escobar, 1992b: Esteva. 19c)z). I argue that 

rural Haitian identities and knowledgrs remain firrnly ernbedded within overall dominant 

discourses of development. 

The Contest for the Rescarch within Development Studies 

In this section, 1 will locate my research within the broader field of development 

studies. After tjrst brietly outlining the overall state of the field. I will narrow thc 

discussion to descnbe the place that NGOs and local community organizations have 

occupied in development theory. The section will conclude with a discussion of the 

weaknesses of mainstream analytical approaçhes to the study of the impacts and 

dynarnics of NGO interventions aimed at empowering local community organizations 

and strengthening civil society. 

Development has been a dominant social project in the so-called 'Third World" 

for the past five decades. The lack of development has become the dominant identity of 

these regions of the world, retlected in the fact that they are most commonly referred to as 

the 'developing world' or as 'less-developed' countries. (The previous. more direct. label 

of 'underdeveloped' is no longer deemed acceptable.) Development assistance has 

become a big 'industry', spending tens of billions of dollars each yeaf and ernploying 

' The tenn Third World' is used to suiggest the distancing and sothering' that is pan of the 
process of declwing certain areas of the world to lack development. En the remaindcr of the thesis. 1 wilI 
use the terrn 'South' when refening to the countries that have üaditionally been the targets of developrnent 
assistance. 

The donor countnes in the OECD provided approximately JUS 48 billion in total oveneas 
development assistance (through both bilaterd and rnultilateral channels) in 1997 (OECD, 1999, Table 1). 
This figure has deciined considerably fiom a total of over $60 billion in 1992 (OECD. 1999, Table 1). 
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tens of thousands of people around the world in a whole complex of organizations, 

institutions and bureaucraties devoted to "international good deeds" (Hancock, 1989: 

Powell and Seddon, 1997.) 

Despite the large arnount of financial and human resources devoted to 

development assistance, producing 'development ' has proved to be complex and di fticul t. 

Mainstream western developrnent theory (which has dominated the developmrnt 

industry) has implemented and then abandoned a steady succession of 

paradigms and models. in an attempt to produce'better' development.' While the annual 

developrnent reports fiom the Urorld Bank and the United Nations Development Progrm 

(UNDP) indicate that some oggegate human welfare indicators (such as lik expectancy. 

infant mortality, literacy) are improving in most regions of the wor1d.J other indiçators 

(such as per capita income, health care, schooling) are decreasing, particularly in 

comparison with thebdeveloped' world and in spccific regions of theedeveloping' world 

(e.g. World Bank. 1997: 1998; UNDP, 1997; 1998). The environmental and cultural 

costs of development are also increasingly recognized (i.e. Peet and Watts, 1996; Adams, 

It is diffcult to make a sharp distinction between development throricj and the models of 
development practice they produce. It is perhaps more helpful to suggest ri continuum extending fiom 
specitic models of development assistance interventions to broader, underlying 'theories' ofdevelopment. 
Specific development assistance models have included: technology transfer and investment (the 1950s and 
60s), comrnunity development (the 1 9 6 0 ~ ) ~  integrated rural development and basic needs (the 1970s). 
women-in-developrnent, NGOs. and institution building ( 1 9 8 0 ~ ) ~  participatory development and 
environmentally sustainabk development (the 1990s). (For reviews of the history of developrnent 
assistance models, see Cassen ( 1986); OECD ( 1986) and Delgado ( 1995)). The dominant underlying 
theory of deveIopment behind these interventions has been 'modernization', based on Western models and 
experience, applied in economic, political, social, and institutional spheres. Economic aspects of 
modernization have dominated, and in the 1980s shifted from the role of the state to a neo-Iibenl emphasis 
on market forces, limited government and structural adjustment and tiee trade. In the 1990s, the pendulurn 
has swung back sornewhat, withbgood governance' and democntization being added to the neoliberal 
economic emphasis (Delgado, 1995). 

'' Though not in Afnca. 
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1995; Pieterse and Parekh. 1995; Hale, 1997). Much debate continues, therefore. both 

about whether 'aid works' (Cassen, 1986), and much more tùndarnentally, about whether 

'development works' (i.e. Sachs. 1997; Escobar, 199%; 1995b; Schuurman, 1996). 

In the ongoing atteinpts to make both development and development assistance 

work, the themes of empowerment, participatory development and the strengthening of 

local organizational capacities remain among the most important. These have been 

particularly important themes in rural development et'forts. since it is in rural areas that 

the majority of the world's poor live, and their poverty is linked to their weak 

institutional participation and influence in their national socio-political-economic life. 

The history of participation and community involvement in rural developmcnt 

extends almost to the beginning of development itselt: The literature analyzing the theme 

of participation in m a l  development is large (e.g. Hapgood, 1969: United Nations. 197 1 ; 

Uphoff, Cohen and Goldsmith, 1979; Chambers, 1983; Goulet. 1989: Abbott. 1995: 

Cnig and Mayo. 1995: World Bank. 1996; Opp, 1998), and 1 will only provide a very 

bnef outline oî'its evolution to its current incarnation. 

Starting in the late 1950s and continuing through to the early 1970s (Holdcroti, 

1984; Delgado. 1995). community development programs (also known as unimution 

nirale in Francophone nations) were popular, and attempted to promote localized 

development which lifted entire rural cornmunities out of their 'backwardness' and 

'isolation' through what are now seen as idealistic principles of community participation, 

self-reliance and local societal integration (Opp, 1998, p. 13; Bryant and White, 1982, p. 

209; Holdcroft, 1984). In the 1970s came an emphasis on 'development participation'. 

which focused on improving the effectiveness of development interventions through the 
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involvement of beneficiaries in defining and implementing programs. This emphasis was 

linked to the 'basic needs' paradigm of the time, and also incorporated concem to bridge 

the 'organizational gap' between central govemment agencies and rural communities 

through the strengthening of local participatory institutions (Esman and Uphoff. 198% p. 

50). Y et, top-down planning approaches remained dominant in most actual mainstream 

development practice, and the "difficulties in starting or sustaining effective local 

institutions [kept] many agencics fiom making organization a central part of their 

development strategy" (Esman and Uphoff. 1954. p. 50).' At the same time. more 

radical. 'bottom-up' participatory movements emerged, guided by alternative visions of 

local development based on conscientization. self-empowennent, collective action. and 

political and economic liberation (e.g. Freire, 1970; Goulet. 1 97 1 ). 

During the 1980s, mainstream development interventions were dominated by 

rnacro-economic strucîural adjustment concems. which were linked with state retreat 

from social services, and their (partial) replacement by the private and 'voluntary' 

sectors. Participation and local development largeiy became the domain of increasing 

numbers of 'intermediary' NGOs (Carroll, 1992). Yet the political and institutional 

d i~cu l t i e s  of implementing structural refonn, as well as criticism for the impact of 

structural adjustment progams on vulnerable social groups, have brought the major 

development agencies such as the World Bank to return to ideas of participation (e.g. 

I cannot but wonder if the difficulties of promoting local organization were the effect nther than 
the cause of top-dom planning approaches! The difficulry of understanding and intervening in complex 
local situations wiil be a major theme in my discussion of previous research on NGO development 
interventions later in this chapter. 
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World Bank, 1989; l996).' Thus, participation is again incorporated within curent 

development policy priorities of good govemance, promoting civil society and 

democratization, local partnership and development sustainability. As Williams and 

Young (1994, p. 37) note, the concept of govemance includes both 'technical areas', such 

as the policy and legal frameworks and political and administrative institutions. as well as 

'civil society', a broad range of representative associations, NGOs, and other social or 

voluntary groups.' These elements of civil society are seen as çreating channels of 

participation, establishing "links both upward and downward in society and [voicing] 

local concems more effectively than b~assroots institutions" (World Bank. 1989, p. 1). 

Indeed, as Fisher (1997. p. 440) comments. the potential of a "global associational 

explosion has captivated the imagination of a wide variety of development plannen, 

policy makers, activists and analysts". Some observers have gone as far as to declnre that 

"the third world ... is being swept by a nongovemmental, associational. or 'quiet' 

revolution that ... may 'prove to be as significant to the later twentieth century as the rise 

Some view this as a 'degradation' and cooption (Gardner and Lewis. 1996. p. 1 1 1). or 
'recycling' (Watts, 1995) of the original conception of participation. as  mainstream devefopment agencies 
seek to gain ideological lcgitimacy while none-the-lrss still insisting on prescribing and irnposing Western 
models of economy and politics (Gardner and Lewis. 1996. p. 1 13. see also Watts, 1995'). 

' The concept and nature of 'civil society* has sparked numerous drbates. The most helpful 
definition of civil society that 1 have seen is that of Hadeius and Uggla (1996, n.p., cited in Stewart. 1997. 
p. 15): 

A common way of chritLing the concept of civil society is to say that it denotes (a) a 
certain area of society which is (b) dominated by interaction of a certain kind. The area 
in question is the public sphere behveen the state and the individual citizen (or 
household). Civil society is W e r  distinguished by the fact that the activities contained 
therein take an organized and collective form. When we speak of civil society, it is to 
groups arranged in social networks of a reasonable f i e d  and routinized chancter that we 
refer. 
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of the nation-state was the Iater part of the nineteenth century'" (Fisher, 1997, p. 440, 

citing Salamon, 1993. p. 1 ). 

Thus, the concept and discourse of civil soçiety is currently the dominant 

h e w o r k  in which mainstream development agencies view local participation and 

community involvement. A Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) 

document states: "A key dimension of sustainable development is building strong civil 

societies. S trengthening civil society, and the voice and capacity of marginalized actors 

within it. has become an important element of CIDA's development policies and in the 

work of Canadian vol untary agencies" (CIDA. 1 996. p. 3). This is seen as particulad y 

important in countnes such as Haiti, which have weak democratic traditions and 

institutions. In Haiti, current U.S.AID plans include the promotion of "the formation and 

growth of community level goups around collective sustainable management of natural 

resources and sanitation" and encouraging decentralization and the expanding role of 

"civil society organizations" so that they can "build their advocacy skills so that they may 

positiveiy intluence govemment policies and oversee public institutions" as well as 

"resolve community-level problerns." (U.S.AID. 1998. n.p.) 

The delivery of 'civil society-building development ' - participatory, empowering 

and local community capacity-building development interventions - has increasingly 

become the domain of NGOs and grassroots organizations (GROS).' This rise of NGOs 

The category NGO by its very defmition includes a wide variety of organizations that only share 
the 'porous' characteristic of being officially 'non-governmental'. Traditionally. NGOs have been seen as 
belonging to the 'third' sector of votuntary service organizations, after public (govenunent) and private 
(market) institutions. Within development assistance. NGOs range 6om large professionalized 
international agencies working in many counuies (i.e. CARE, World Vision, Medicins Sans Frontières) to 
small national volunteer-staffed agencies. Because of this diversity, some analysts have designated the 
term GR0 for small, membership-based, collective action voluntasr organizations, as a subset of NGOs. 
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within development assistance is based on their role as linkage institutions between local 

communities and outside donors and govemments. NGOs are seen as having unique 

abilities in bridging knowledge and power differentials to reach the poor and improve 

their wellbeing. These linkage abilities are viewed tiorn a range of perspectives. 

Mainstrearn donor agencies such as the World Bank, the üN system and the officia1 

OECD-country agencies, in response to their concerns with weak state administrative 

capacity and the need for good governance, have tumed to NGOs as tlexible, (cost-) 

efficient, entrepreneurial and decentralized alternat ives for the delivery of social services 

and the promotion of 'civil society' (e.g., Israel. 1 991; Salman and Eaves, 1989: Carroll, 

1992; Wodd Bank. 1994; Lewis, 1994; Edwards and Hulme, 1996; Stewart, 1997). 

Writing about the new development policy agenda of good çovemance, Edwards and 

Hulme ( 1996, p. 96 1-62) state, 

NGOs and GROs are awarded a key role in the democratization process by 
bilateral and multilateral agencies .... They are seen as an integral part of ri 
thriving civil society and an essential countenveight to state power, opening up 
channels of communication and participation. providing training grounds for 
activists, and promoting pluralism. 

Some see this emphasis on the role of NGO as going too fa. As Powell and Seddon 

(1 997, p. 9) state, "for many, NGOs [have] become equated with civil society, and civil 

society with NGOs - as if there are no other institutions or organizations ... of any 

significance in promoting civil rights and human deveioprnent." The result. Edwards and 

Hume suggest, is that NGOs may be getting "too close for cornfort'' to officia1 aid donors, 

For a discussion of the reIationship and distinctions between NGOs and GROs. see Uphoff (1993). NGO 
and GUO areas of intervention range fiom traditional concerns such as agriculture, health and education to 
human rights and peace-building. 
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thereby compromising their pertormance, independence and legitimacy (Edwards and 

Hume, 1996, p. 96 1 ). 

Advocates of gassroots and 'bottom-up' approaches to development have long 

focused on NGOs' ability to promote participation, to empower traditionally 

marginalized groups and build on their local knowledges and capacities, and so to creatc 

an 'alternative' development that challenges dominant, globalizing modrmization 

approaches (e.g., Korten, 1980; 1990; Esman and Uphoff, 1984; Carroll, 1992: 

Chambers, 1953; 1993). Yet in each perspective, the important characteristics and 

advantages of NGOs relate to the linking or mrdiation of knowledge and powcr processes 

between the outside (development agencies. state bureaucraties and political structures) 

and local populations. The related ideas of linkage. mediation and transfer form ihc core 

of the theoretical undcrstanding of NGO advantage in development interventions. 

The nse in prominance of NGOs in development practice can be seen in the level 

of financial resources being channelled through them. Accordinç to OECD statistics 

( 1 995. p. 1 26-7), northern NGOs provided $6.3 billion in development assistance to 

developing countnes in 1993. Retlecting their role as service providers for bi-lateral 

donor agencies, over one-third of this amount came fiorn bi-lateral agencies in 1 993 (as 

opposed to private, voluntary sources.) Five percent of the total ofticial bi-lateral aid 

given by OECD countries was channelled through northern NGOs in 1993 (OECD. 

1995). In Canada, considerably larger proportions of government bilateral development 

assistance are channelled through NGOs. CIDA provided 13 percent of its total budget 

directly to Canadian NGOs in 1993 (Smillie and Kelmich, 1993), and in addition. many 

of CIDA's bilateral projects were implemented by NGOs as contractors. In addition to 
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northem NGOs, there are (tens ot) thousands of southem NGOs. supported both by 

northem donors (NGOs and official) and national sources, though there are no reliable 

estimates of their exact number or the total monetary value of their programs. 

With the nse in prominence of NGOs in development practice has corne a fluny 

of analysis and comparative research on NGO roles and performance in development 

assistance. These studies are beginning to respond to what numerous anülysts have 

referred to as a "disproportionate" lack of documentation and analysis of NGOs in 

development (Carroll, 1992. p. 12; also Riddell and Robinson, 1995, p. 7; Israel. 199 1. p. 

1 1 - 12: Edwards and Hulme. 1996. p. 963). Edwards and Hulme remark that an 

increasing number of such studies are questioning "many of the accepted wisdoms about 

levels of poverty-reach, cost-etfectiveness. popular participation. tlexibiiity and 

innovation arnong NGOs and GROS" (Edwards and Hulme, 1996, p. 963). Some of this 

research on NGO pertbrmance has focused on more macro policy issues. such as NGO- 

state relations, NGO accountability and donor dependence. and public policy intluence 

(e.g., Fowler, 199 1 ; Bratton, 1990; Famngton and Bebbington. 1993; Edwards and 

Hulme, 1995). Other research has focused on more micro-level organizational and 

structural variables. in an attempt to find "the cornrnon or recurring organizational 

features and development strategies" (Carroll, 1992, p. 9) associated with good 

performance. These studies analyze NGO performance in tenns of criteria such as cost- 

effectiveness, 'poverty-reach', beneficiary participation, organizational capacity building. 

women's involvement, leadership and management (e.g., CarroIl, 1992; Esman and 

Uphoff, 1984; Riddell and Robinson, 1995; Edwards and Hulme, 1995). 
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Yet the cornplexity. variability and multiplicity of concrete NGO interventions 

(and the societies in which they operatc) tnean that only very limited understandings and 

models of NGO performance can be desçribed, as many of these studies of NGO 

pertbrmance themselves recognize (e.g.. Carroll, 1997; Riddell and Robinson, 1 995: 

Edwards and Hulme. 1996: Fisher. 1997). Otten development interventions produce 

unintended results that overshadow their intended objectives. which may or may not be 

achieved (cg., Ferguson, 1990; Long and Villarreal. 1993). Riddell and Robinson ( 1995. 

p. 8 1 )  describe the limitations of their study in the following parayaph: 

I f  this summary of the results of the case studies hris shvwn anything, it  is surely 
the complcx nature of societies into which NGO projects are inserted. as wetl as 
the sheer rmgr of different interna1 and extemal factors which influence project 
outcornes. The results . . . throw light on the diftÏculties NGOs face in their 
attrmpt to assist in poverty allcviation. as well as Iielping us understand better 
what rniyht or might not prove to be effective. Yet there are clrarly othrr. and 
psrhaps evrn more important. lessons to be Icarnt, many of which probably lie 
embedded in the t?Ies and expericnces of the increasing number of NGOs in the 
North and ille South who are serking to contribute to the albviation ofpoveny 
across the devctopiny world. This study has barcly scratched the surface of an 
area of developrnent which remains extraordinarily dit'ficult to understand. and 
thus to address çomprehensively. 

Riddell and Robinson seern to recognize that NGO interventions are dynamic and 

complex practices, that cannot be enclosed within organizational and planning models. 

Yet they lack the analytical tools to conceptualize these process. 

More recently, a nurnber of studies have taken a more critical approach to NGOs. 

These studies have analyzed the 'politics' of NGOs within development practice - their 

increasing incorporation and 'closeness' to official aid agencies (Edwards and Hulrne, 

IY96), the contested nature of civil society and therefore also of NGO roles within civil 

society (Stewart, 1997), and the location of NGOs within complex and multiple local and 

global networks of ideas, knowledge, funding and people (Fisher, 1997, p. 439). 
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Studies of local comniunity organizations (LOS) - key eiements of strong 'civil 

societies' - have displayed similar conceptual weaknesses. Some analyze local 

organizations using concepts of collective action taken tiom rational choice theory, 

simplifjling human agency and rationality to considerations of exchange and utility 

maximization (Le.. Nübli and Nugent, 1989; Nugent. 1993: Bardhan 1993). Perhaps the 

best known and most detailed (though now sornewhat dated) study of local organizations 

has been undertaken by Esman and Uphoff ( 1  984: sec also Uphot'f. 1956; 1993). Using 

150 case studies, they attempted to 'disaggegate' the concept of local organization by 

examining their performance at the 'micro level', in order to determine "which structural 

and operational features are associated with various dimensions of  successful 

performance under different environmental conditions" (Esman and Uphoff. 1984, p. 

286). 

Esman and Uphoff recognize the complex and social nature of LO interventions: 

"Such projects are not a matter of transfemng known techniques but of attempting to 

adapt existing, contingent knowledge to social structures and relationships that are only 

imperfectly understood and are not passive objects for transformation" (1 952, p. 281). 

Yet they continue to use what Nuijten (1992, p. 189) cails "notions of formal bureaucratie 

rationality." The analysis remains conceptually enclosed, focused on analysing project 

impacts only in terms of project objectives, and on creating models and discovering key 

organizational variables. While the dynarnic and contextual nature of the intervention 

process is often acknowledged. there is no place for different social actors to appear. for 

other actors' 'projects' to be operating, for other impacts and efiects to be considered 

other than those of 'development' (Heijdra, 1989; Nuijten, 1992). The analysis does not 
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examine these development processes at the level of meanings and understandings people 

attach to them, and is therefore not able to examine the complex knowledge and power 

processes involved. Despite the recent emphasis on empowerment and increasing local 

community participation in civil society, few other recent studies are availabie which 

explicitly examine the impact of proyams intended to achieve these goals. 

The di fficulty of understanding and anal yzing the complexity and diversity of 

NGO and LO developrnent interventions in local situations lias been critiqued on the 

basis of the positivist notions of knowledge and power implicit in these approachrs 

(Scoones and Thompson. 1993; Escobar. 1995: Long, 199%; Hobart. 1993). These 

critiques point out the shortcoming of viewing knowledge (either expert 'scientitic' 

knowledge or local 'indipenous' knowledge) as a tangible stock that NGOs c m  easily 

extract, accumulate or tnnsfer. They show the shoncomings of approaching power as an 

extemal. structural force that acts upon or through particular social categories of people 

(i.e., peasants, women. bureaucrats). or that c m  easily be shared or clüimed through 

'empowement'. Instead, they suggest that knowledge and power are intimately linked. 

shaped in complex and multiple ways by people's position in the social world. and in tum 

shaping people's identities and action. These approaches demonstnte the importance of 

focusing on the local level, and the agency and identities of diverse human beings. As 

Long states, analysis needs to focus on individual actors' "capacity to process social 

expenence and to devise ways of coping with life, even under the most extreme toms of 

coercion" (Long, 1991a, p. 22). Thus, NGO interventions cannot be understood simply 

as planned, linear processes, or without 'deconstructing' normative concepts such as 
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participation and empowerment (Long. 1992a), and examining the encounters of 

identities and know ledges. 

Summarizing the current literature on NGOs, Fisher suggests 

This literature as a whole is based more on fai th thm tact: There are 
relatively few detailed studies of what is happening in particular places or 
within specific organizations. k w  analyses of the impact of NGO practices 
on relations of powr among individuals. communities. and the state. and 
little attention to the discourse within which NGOs are presented as the 
solution to problems of wel fare service delivery. developrnent and 
democratization (Fisher, 1997. p. 14 1 ). 

The current critiques of developrnent are rooted in more fundamental and radical 

analyses based on examination of the foundations of modem Western ihought and 

society. These post-modemist and post-structuralist approaches have shallenged the 

Enlightenment hope that human ntionality and positivistic scientitic knowledge will lead 

to tmth, tieedom and progess. This critique sees development theory as the application 

of this western modemist tàith in its scientific knowledge and rconomic progress to the 

non-Western world. The developrnent enterprise is seen as Euracentric and dorninating, 

first constructing the 'deveioping world' according to its conceptual apparatus. and then 

authorizing and normalizing its interventions and prescriptions. As Escobar states. "From 

this perspective, development can best be described as an apparatus that linksjorms oj' 

hnoivledge about the Third World with the deplo-vment o/jorrns o/power and 

intervention ..." (Escobar, 19954 p. 2 1 3, emphasis added). An increasing body of critical 

scholarship has ernerged which has analyzed the 'discourse of development', examining 

how the idea of development has evolved into a powerful complex of knowledge, 

practices and institutions with the ability and authority to "make and remake the world" 

(Crush, 1995, p. 8; also Escobar, 199%; 1995b; Sachs, 1992; Peets and Watts, L 993; 
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Routledge, 1995; Cowen and Shenton, 1996; Moore and Schmitz, 1995; Pieterse and 

Parekh. 1995: Gardner and Lewis. 1996). In a related manner, many of these schoiars are 

examining the gassroots initiatives of various social niovements as they struggle for their 

own space to dethe and transfom their lives (Le. Escobar and Alvarez. 1993: Friedman. 

1992; Routledge, 19%: Crush, 1995). The label upost-developmentalist' has become 

attached to these approaches (Latouche, 1993: Mohan. 1997: Pieterse, 1 9W), in reference 

to their cal1 for 'alternatives to development' (Watts. 1995. p. 15; Pietene, 1998) that 

move beyond the paradigm of development. 

Yet not al1 local and gassroots resistançe and confrontation with developmcnt 

rejects the mainstream development project. As a number of analysts have pointed out. 

"many popular organizations are concemed with uccess to development. with inclusion 

and participation. while othen are çoncemed with renegotiating development. or with 

devolution and decentralization" (Pieterse. 1998, p. 363). Many political struggles in the 

South are "reactive in terms of material well-being rather than proactive in a more 

progressive and radical sense" of altemate poli tics and identity (Mohan, 1 997. p. 322. 

citing Fuentes and Frank, 1989). As Rangan ( 1  996, p. 206) illustrates in a case study 

~ o m  India, many new social movements are "not agaircsr the idea of development. but 

are part of it." These analysts emphasize that discourses of development remain highly 

diverse, their "cornplex rneanings, values and benefits constantly negotiated and 

contested in the public realm" (Rangan, 1996, p. 209; also see Mohan, 1997). 

Al1 these new approaches have brought a range of innovative conceptual and 

analytical tools, which have been used to move the focus of development studies in new 

directions. 1 will present both the theoretical foundations and the specific features of 
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these post-structuralist tools in detail in the following chapter. Broadly speaking, 

however, these approaches bnng a more micro, interpretative 'cultural' analysis to 

developrnent, as opposed to more rnacro, 'material' positivist analyses. Development 

interventions are exarnined in tems of the operation of knowledges, identities, meanings 

and discourses - how these 'cultural' aspects of society both are constituted by and 

contest relations of power in development. These approaches focus on the local 

micropolitics of development, in which identitirs. knowledges and discourses produce 

and reproduce social relations. and how syrnbolic contestations embody or constitute the 

struggle for i mproved 1 ive1 ihoods and increased resources. They focus on the interplay 

between these everyday actions and larger scale development processes. and the resulting 

complexity and multiplicity of development practice. By exposing the operation of 

diverse social forces (power) through the practice of development. they seek to m a t e  

new possibilities for alternative action and self-determination for poor and marginalized 

peoples. 

In this thesis. 1 will apply some of these post-structuralist malytical tools 

conceming knowledge, identity and power to examine NGO developrnent interventions 

aimed at promoting rural community developrnent in Haiti. I will examine how 

discourses of development operate in a specific NGO community development program 

in rural Haiti, how they interact with and affect the identities and knowledges of local 

people involved in the program, and how these people in tum deploy strategies based on 

these identities and knowledges. The effects of the NGO community development 

program will be analyzed by conceptualizing its developrnent interventions as creating 

complex sites of encounter and struggle of development knowledges and identities. This 
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analysis will attempt to show that 'what happens' in a development program c m  only be 

understood in tems of the encounter of these knowledges and identities conceming 

development. By examining the dynamics of the "tlow of meaning" (Dahl and Hjort, 

1984, p. 172) involved in a specific development program. 1 hope to contribute to a more 

pneral understanding of the social processes involved in development interventions. 

lt should be stated that my goal in this study is not to evaluate Save the Children's 

development progarns (or NGO community development progams in generai), in terms 

of how well they promote development or achieve iheir goals, or against some measure of 

effectiveness or et'fi~iency.~ Thus, rny purpose is not to analyze or theonze about the role 

of NGOs and cornmuoity associations in the practice of community development. though 

some inferences will likely emerge ti-om the ünalysis. Similarly, 1 also do not focus on 

the outcornes of the encounter of outside development agençies and local community 

actors - to attempt. in othrr words. to declare 'who wins' and 'who loses'. Ratlier. the 

goal is to analyze what happens in development practice in order to understand a little 

better how these things happen. The goal is "a better theoretical grasp of the problems of 

planned intervention and social change" (Long and Villareal, 1993, p. I N ) ,  particularly 

as experienced in rural Haiti. Such understanding can lead to better and different 

practices by NGOs and other development assistance agencies in the future, by 

encouraging them to abandon simpiistic rnodels of intervention in favour of more 

nuanced and theorized approaches to local social realities (Long and Villareal, 1993, p. 

14 1 ; Long, 1992, p. 1.) 

' At the end of rny field work in Maissade, I prepared a  consultant's report' for Save the 
Children, in which 1 provided such an program evaluatioa, dong with specific programming 
recommendations. This report is included in Appendiu Four. 
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Outline of the Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in ien chapters. The first three chapters focus on laying 

out a 'post-developmental' theoretical Framework for my analysis of development 

intervention. This introductory chapter has introduced the topic under study, set the 

context for the thesis within the tield of development studies. and described its goals and 

purpose. The second chapter develops the theoretical approaches utilized in the thesis in 

detail. It begins by introducing the concept of discourse and 'development as discoursr'. 

drawing on Foucault's notions of power/knowledgc and subjectivity. The mots of (and 

challenge posed by) these analytical concepts are then established through a revirw of the 

recent progression (tiom modemism to post-structuralism) of theoretical approaches to 

knowledge and subjectivity in the social sciences. I then review how ihese post- 

stnicturalist approaches relate to development theory and the study of knowledge and 

power in development interventions. These three reviews are then tied together in the 

final section of the chapter through elaboration of how a Foucauldian 'analytics of power' 

approach can be applied to the analysis of the encounter of development discourses. 

The third chapter develops the research fiamework. It describes Long's 'actor- 

oriented' approach to studying development interventions. detailing how it applies the 

theoretical concepts developed in chapter two. The research questions that guided the 

study are then presented. These questions then lead to a description of the particular 

research methods and procedures utilized dunng the field research. The chapter 

concludes with a discussion of some of the theoretical concems raised by the field 

methodology. 
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The following six chapters develop the body of the analysis by describing and 

analyzing a senes of 'sites ofencounter' which illuminate the dynamics of identities, 

knowledges and power resulting tiom the operation of discounes of development. 

Chapter four and five are largely historical. Chapter four descnbes the development 

geography of Haiti as a historical and geographical site of encounter of interventions thüt 

are the mtecedent of current developrnent practice. While providing the historical and 

geographical context for the study, the description also attempts to show how the 

'space/place' that is Haiti has been shaped by past dominant discourses. 

In Chapter tive. a similar analysis is provided for Maissade. the site of the NGO 

development program and the research. The history and geobgaphy of Maissade and its 

regions are described, foçusing in particular on the character of rural livelihoods. Then 

the history and structure of the Save the Children are descnbed. The final pan of the 

chapter descnbes other development progams in Maissade. both past and present. with 

particular emphasis on a 'rivnl' development program that is part of a larger regional and 

national 'peasants' movement'. This section attempts to show. also at the local level of 

Maissade, how 'development' has been an important 'cultural' or 'discursive' site of 

struggle which has shaped people's identities and social understandings. 

Chapter six describes and analyzes the encounters that take place as a result of 

Save the Children development interventions at the site of the famiers' and women's 

associations in one of the communities studied. The events that took place during the 

research period are described, and these are then analyzed in terms of the meanings 

amibuted to the associations and their development activities by the various actors, and 

the knowledges and identities people assumed in relation to them. 
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In chapter seven, the analysis tums to a more physical site. household gardens. 

and examines a range of contested understandings of gender relations and 'women's 

development' that are revealed ai the site of these gardens. The official SC program 

discourse concerning women's role in rural society and agricultural production. and the 

importance of kitchen gardens is critiqued and contrasted with the understandings and 

actions of local women and men. The second part of the chapter utilizes the interventions 

promoting the kitchen gardens to examine and analyze the discursive struggles around 

ideals of household mutuality and equality and the 'competent, development-oriented 

woman'. 

Save the Children was not the only development program operating in Maissade, 

and chapter eight analyzes the encounter of discourses at the site of the program 

interventions of MPP, a self-described 'peasants' movement'. The chapter tirst reviews 

the literaturc describing grass-mots movements in Haiti. and then analyzes and critiques 

the grass-roots development discourse of MPP in relation to New Social Movement 

theory. The third section examines the specific local practices of MPP and the 

community goups and individual participants involved in its prograns, and dernonstrates 

that even more 'alternativeT development prograrns largely remain struggles for access to 

development, rather than struggles against it. 

Chapter nine tackles the field research process itself as a site of encounter. 

Current concems for participatory and 'retlexive' research methodology are reviewed. 

and the practical difticulties 1 encountered implementing such an approach are discussed. 

The identities, understandings and actions of both local people and myself as the 

researcher are examined through the analysis of several research 'encounters', to show 
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how they too c m  be understood to illustrate the knowiedge and identity effects of the 

discoursr of development. 

The final chapter of the thesis attempts to provide some interpretation of the 

findings of the research. engaging in synthesis and retlection on the implications of the 

arguments presented in the thesis. 1 fnt discuss some empirical questions conceming the 

gencraiizability of the notion of rural Haitian 'identities of underdevelopment'. Then I 

suggest some theoretical interpretations conceming the directionality and intentionality of 

emergent 'structures of power' that result of NGO development practice in rural Haiti. 

Finally. 1 discuss some of the practical implications of rny analysis for current 

development practice. 
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THE ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPMENT: THEORETICAL APPROACHES 

In the first chapter 1 outlined the shortfalls of positivist mainsiream development 

tlieory, particularly as it has bccn applicd to thc study of NGOs and gss roo t s  

development interventions. and introduced the poststructuralist concept of development 

as discourse. In this second chapter. 1 develop this conceptual approach in greatcr detail. 

through a discussion of its key theoretical foundations in post-structuralist thought. 

First, 1 elaborate the idea of discourse and 'development as discourse'. This 

review will show that these conceptions rest critically on new ways of viewing two 

foundational ideas in the social sciences: knowledge and identity. Therefore. in the 

second section I retum to review the theoretical progression of these two kcy concepts in 

the last 200 years. Third, 1 describe and critique how these theoretical conceptions of 

knowledge and identity have provided the basis for diffèrent models of developrnent and 

development intervention, fiom 'modernist' transfer-of-knowledge rnodels to post- 

colonialist, identity-based models. I suggest that even so-called post-developmentalist 

approaches, despite their emphasis on alternatives and difference, also oHen become tixed 

and idealist 'models'. Finally, 1 retum to the notion of discourse and elaborate a post- 

structuralist 'analytics of power' theoretical approach to the analysis of discourses of 

development. 1 suggest that such an approach enables the anaiysis of the operation and 

effects of development interventions, reveaiing the complex encounter of multiple 

extemal and local 'developmentalist' and 'post-developmentalist' discourses. 
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Development as Discourse 

As was introduced in the tirst chapter. a discourse of development is a particular 

way of representing the notion of 'developrnent'. A discoune "is a group of staternents 

which provide a language for talking about - Le. a way of representing - a particuiar kind 

of knowledge about a topic" (Hall. 1 W6a, p. 70 1 ). Such (i notion of discourse denves 

tiom the work of the French social theorist Michel Foucault. who called such a group of 

statements that 'work together' a "discursive formation" (Foucault. 1972, p. 3s). Thus. 

for example. when statements about development are made within a particular 

development discourse, the discourse makes it possible to constmct development in a 

certain way, and limits the other ways in which development cm be represented (Hall. 

1 W6a. p. 20 1 : Foucault. 198 1 ). 

Yet discourse is not separüted from action, and the notion of discourse rejects "the 

conventional distinction between thouçht and action, language and practice" (Hall. 

1996~1, p. 20 1 ). As Ha11 ( 1996a, p. 20 1-02) states, 

Discourse is about the production of  knowledge through language. But i t  is itself 
produced by a pnctice: "discursive practice" - the practice of producing 
meaning. Since a11 social practices entail mruning, al 1 pract ices have a discursive 
aspect. So discourse enters into and influences al1 social pnctices (italics in 
original). 

This rneans, for example, that Westem discourses of development - what development is. 

how developrnent is produced - are deepiy implicated in Westem practices towards and 

interventions in 'less-developed' countries. Developrnent has become a discursive 

formation, 

a particular mode of thinkîng and a source of practice designed to instill in 
'underdeveloped' countries the desire to strive toward industrial and economic 
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growth. It has becorne prokssionalized. with a range ofconcepts, categories and 
techniques through which the generation and dif'fùsion of particular forms of 
knowledge are organized, rnanaged and controlled (Gardner and Lewis. 1 W6. p. 
6,  citiiig Escobar. 1988; 1995b). 

This conception of discourse and its relation to knowledge and practices bnng  

the notions of truth and power into consideration. The concept of discoune seems similar 

to the notion of 'ideolo~y': "a set of statement or beliefs which produce knowledge that 

serves the interests of a particular goup or class" (Hall. 1 %Nia, p. 202). Yet as Hall 

States, the notion of idrology is "based on the distinction between trire statements about 

the world (science) and jiilse statements (ideology). and the belief that the facts about the 

world help us to decide between true and false staternents" ( l996a. p.202. italics in 

original). But, as I indicate îùrther in the second section of this chapter. statements about 

the social. human world "are rarely ever simply true or false" (Hall. 1996a. p. 202). The 

'facts' themselves "do not rnable us to decide dethitively about their truth or tàlsehood". 

in part because 'Yhe very language we use to describr the so-called facts interferes in this 

process" (Hall. 1 W6a. p. 202-03). 

For example', rural Haitians working to mate  local community organizations can 

be described as either 'underdeveloped' peasants, working for their full participation in 

the benetits of rnodemization and integration into the development of Haiti's rconomy. or 

as 'oppressed' peasants, resisting the imposition of foreign development models and 

rlaiming an alternative political space for local foms of developrnent. It is a tàct that 

they are forming community organizations, but what do these community organizations 

' The format and structure of this example are borrowed fiom Hall (1996a. p. 203). whîle I have 
replaced Hall's example with a developrnent example from Haiti. Where I have directly used his words. 1 
have indicated this with a citation. 
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mean'? 'The facts alone cannot decide. And the very language we use - 

['underdeveloped' peasants 'embracing' development, or 'oppressed' peasants 'resisting' 

westemized forms of development] - is part of the difficulty. Moreover. certain 

descriptions, even if they appear false to us. c m  be made 'true' because people act on 

them believing that they are true, and so their actions have real consequençes" (Hall, 

1996a. p. 203). Whether rural Haitians are in fact 'underdeveloped' or not, if we think 

they are. and act on that 'knowledge', in effect they become 'underdeveloped' because 

we treat them as such. 

The langurige (or discourse) has real effects in practicr: the description becornes 
'trur' ... [K]nowlsdgr of the [problems of rural Haiti] is produced by cornpeting 
discourses, ... and ... each is linkcd to a contestation over power. It is the 
outcome of tliis strugglr which will decide the 'tmth' of the situation (Hall. 
1996a. p. 303). 

Thus a key innovation of Foucault's concept of discourse is that it 'priontizes' thc 

issue ofpowcr. placing it before questions of truth and falsehood, since it is powcr. rather 

than the facts about reality. which rnakes things 'true' (Hall. 1996a. p. 203).' As Flax 

( 1992, p. 452) states, "This does not mean that there is not tnith, but that tmth is 

discourse dependent." The difficulty of determining tmth (i.e. the ' problem of tmth and 

falsehood) cm only be resolved by tirst exarnining questions of power and discoune. As 

Foucault ( 1980. p. 27) states, "We should admit that power produces knowledge ... That 

power and knowledge directly imply one another; that there is no power relation without 

Hall suggest. that Foucault's use of the concept of discounr "is an artempt to side-step whnt 
seems an unresolvable dilemma - deciding which sociaI discourses are true or scientific, and which false or 
ideological" (1996a, p. 203). Whether one considers Foucault to "evade" the problem of rmth. or uistead 
to conceptualize tmth in a different marner, is perhaps a matter ofone's approach to post-modemism in 
general. 
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the correlative constitution of a tield of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not 

presuppose and constitute ... power relations." 

Furthemore. discoune is not simply the constrircrion of knowledge and meaning, 

it is also the con~estario>i and tiegoriatior~ over knowledge and meaning. I t  is through this 

contestation. the ability to construct and daim meaning. that relations of power are 

established. Power and knowledge become interrelated. for "the critena of what 

constitutes knowledge, what is to be excluded and who is designated as qualified to 

know. involve acts of power" (Foucault, 19s 1. çited in Hobart, 1993. p. 9). Therefore. 

"not only is discourse always implicated in power; discourse is one of the 'systems' 

through which power circulates" (Hall, 1996a. p. 204). 1 will retum to elaboratr on 

Foucault's analyt ical approach to power as ' çirculating' and 'discursive' in the thal 

section c?f this chapter. First. however. it is necessary to introduce a tiinher aspect of 

Foucault's notion of discourse. 

For Foucault. an essential element of how discourses establish such powerful 

'regimes of truth* is integrall y linked to the 'normalization' and 'discipline' of human 

subjectivi ty and identity. The application of these discourses creates 'abnomalities' and 

'deficiencies' in populations and individuals, which then must be treated and reformed 

(Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982. p. 195-96.) Once these anomalies are identitied 

' scienti fically' , they are effective1 y removed from the "realrn of political discourse" and 

''trmsfonned into a technical problem", recast "in the neutral language of science" 

(Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982, p. 196). Foucault detailed the ways in which aspects of 

human subjectivity - the body, sexuality, morality - were 'marked', 'attached'. and 

'imposed' upon people, made into foundational elements of people's conscience and self- 
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knowledge (Foucault. 1982, p. 3 12). Foucault "rejects the active subject" (Best and 

Kellner, 199 1, p. 5 l), and statrs that the subject must be "stripped of its creative role and 

analyzed as a complex and variable hnction of discourse" (Foucault, 1977. p. 135). 

Building upon this approach, post-development writers such as Escobar argue that 

the dominant discourse ot'development '-operates as an arena of cultural contestation and 

identity construction" ( 1995, p. 15). Development proceeds by diagnosing deticiency in 

the 'client' people of the 'Third World' and prescnbing the remedy of 'development'. 

Escobar suggests that since the beginning of the development era aRer World War II. "a 

threshold of intemalization" has been crossed. and people in the south who were once 

simply the objects of development "now corne to see and detine themselves in its tenns. 

They began ... to fight 'not against development, but about it"' (Crush. 1995. p. 1 1 ). 

Discourses ofdevelopment f o n  or shape individual and g o u p  subjectivities. "which in 

turn shapes the context for more visible brms of political participation" (Mohan. 1997. p. 

3 1 3). 1 wiil argue in subsequent chapters that 'identities of underdevelopment '. produced 

by decades of development interventions in rural Haiti. now strongly shape the forrns of 

participation of rural Haitians in development programs. 

As the above discussion suggests, and as numerous wnters have aqued. Western 

discourses of development have become extremely powerful 'regimes of truth' (Escobar, 

1992; 1995; Sachs, 1992; Crush, 1995; Peet and Watts, 1996). The concept of 

development "is an enonnously powertùi set of ideas which has guided thought and 

action across the world" (Gardner and Lewis, 1996, p. 2), at least since the second part of 

the twentieth century, and arguably even before this (see Cowen and Shenton, 1996). It is 

associated with the ideas of modemity and progress, in the discovery and application of 
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'scientitic' knowledge to 'lacking' and 'lagging' parts of the world. As Peet and Watts 

state, " ... development [is] perhaps the main theme in the Western discursive formation; 

it is simply the case that, in the West. the passage of time is understood developmentally. 

that is, 'Things are getting better al1 the time"' ( 1996. p. 16, italics in original). 

Yet. as 1 elabonte tùrther below, Foucault also insists that discourses are always 

multiple and changing, always open to contestation and resistance. "[Wle must not 

imagine a world of discourse divided beiween accepted discoune and excluded discoursr, 

or between the dominant and the dominated one; but as a multiplicity of discursive 

elements that c m  come into play in various strategies" (Foucault. 1978. p. 100). The 

multiplicity of discounes means that there are always opposing and resisting discourses 

and power relations. There are always people who hold altemate knowlrdges and 

identities. Thus. development practice based on the mainstream development discourses 

regularly fails because its 'monolithic assumptions' do not allow for the complexities of 

local social, cultural and political realities (Mohan. 1997, p. 3 15). Further. the active 

agency of local people regularly subvert development interventions. due to their various 

altemate discourses of development. From this has come an emphasis in 

postdevelopmentalist writing on contestation and everyday resistance by rnarginalized 

groups against state power and external interventions, in the narne of local. indigenous, 

autonomous knowledges and identities (Peet and Watts. 1996, p. 10). 
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The Roots of Development Discourse 

In the Brst section, 1 have described the concept of discourse. and how discourscs 

operate through the manner in which they construct human knowledgrs and subjectivities 

(identities). As well, i have suggested ho w dominant (though contested) Western 

discounes of development have become powertùl forces throughout the world. This 

dominance stems in part tiom the particular conceptions of knowledge and subjectivity 

that are foundational to Western modernist discourses. Therefore, in order to hlly 

appreciate post-structuralist discursive analytical approaches. it is helptùl to review (in a 

highly simplified manner) the theoretical progression of these two key concepts in the 

social sciences in the second half of the twentieth century. This discussion also lays 

some ground for my discussion of the development knowledges and development 

identities in subsequent chapters. 

Enlightennzent Knoivledge and Sirbjectivi^> 

With the advent of the Eniightenment, 'true' knowledge was seen as being based 

upon rationality and objective, empirical science. Rationality and science were seen as 

able io create a "cosmos of natural causality" (Weber, 1970, p. 355, cited in Bocock. 

1996, p. 170), and produce knowledge which had universal significance and value. 

Associated with the nse of science and technology was "the growth of western capitalism 

as a 'rational' form of economic life", and of a western political culture "rooted in legai- 

rational laws or rules and procedures" (Bocock, 1996, p. 17 1). At the core of the 

modemist, Enlightenment hope was the conviction that rational scientific knowledge 
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would lead to human progress and emancipation - what today would be called 

'development' . 

The subject of this Enlightenment knowledge was a "klly centered, unified. 

[male]' individual, endowed with the capacities of reason, consciousness, and action" 

(Hall. 1996b. p. 597). This was an individualistic and essentialist view of hurnan 

subjectivity. "whose 'centerT consisted of an inner cure which first rmerged when the 

subject was boni. and unfolded with it, while remaining essentially the same ... 

throughout the individual's existencev( l996a, p. 597). This was the Cartesian subject. 

the ' I think. therefore 1 am' center and origin of knowledge. reason and being. whose 

identity was uni tied. continuous and stable. 

Yet these views of knowledge and subjectivity soon became problematic, at least 

in theoretical ternis. As Weber (1970) already saw. the increasing rationalimtion of more 

and more areas of Me. and the increase in control and ' knowledgeT associated with it 

paradoxically also resulted in reduced freedom and meaning in life. Rational knowledge 

was leading to an increasingly secular and materialistic culture, "instrumental rather than 

spiritual in its outlook" (Bocock, 1996, p. 172), and a resulting "disenchantment of the 

world" (Weber, 197 1). The paradox of the Cartesian mind/matter duality remained. 

Sociological Knowledge and Sirbjectivity 

The concepts of a centered, 'modemist' subject and 'his' 'mie', scientific 

knowledge have remained dominant ideas in many areas of life. Yet already by the late 

Until recently, it was always assurned that gender was not a sipificant source of difference for 
this 'unitied' and 'essential' subject, though of course this 'essential' subject was also always assumed to 
be male. 
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1800s. growing awareness that neither knowledge nor the human subject were 

autonomous or self-sufficient led to the devclopment of more sociological or interactive 

approaches. 

In these approaches. human knowledge is understood as always partial and 

changing, geographical (location-specitic) and histoncal (tirne-specitic). Knowledge is 

seen as social and contextual - generated, acquired and classi tied by active human agents. 

according to the particular cultural situation and relations in which they are located. 

Knowledge requires "the interpretation ot'appearances in order to uncover an underiying 

meaning. a reaiity distorted but not destroyed by the power of those able to constnict the 

appeannces in the tirst place" (Ferguson. 1 99 1. p. 3 26). 'True' meaningfül knowlcdge is 

still possible, but requires that "comnlirriities of people interslrbjechdy build up an 

understanding of how their local worlds 'work' (an understanding that is largely implicit 

but that is in a sense 'represented' in their practices)" (Cloke et cil. 199 1, p. 89. rmphasis 

in original). Knowledge cannot just be objective or scientitic - the meanings and values 

of things to humans is what constitutes an essential element of any knowledge of that 

thing, and these meanings and values can Vary greatly. Knowledge is herrneneutic, 

involving interpretation. and is therefore a creative, progressive and open-ended process 

in which there is no final knowledge or tmth (Barnes, 1994, p. 245). Knowledge needs 

to be critical - based on critical public debate about moral and political values, which 

does not hide behind the illusion of vaiue-neutrality of so-called objective reason. 

In a similar fashion, a more complex conception of the hurnan subject developed, 

particulariy in sociological thought. This sociological subject was not autonomous and 

self-sufficient, but as Stuart Hall ( 1 W6b, p. 597) descnbes, 
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was tormed in relation to 'si_oniticant others,' who mediated to the subject the 
values, incanings and symbols - the culture - of thc worlds he/sht: inhabited. ... 
[Ildentity is formed in the 'interaction' between self and socirty. The subjeçt 
still has an inner core or essence that is 'the real me', but this is tormed and 
inoditled in a continuous diaIogue with tlie cultural worlds 'outside' and tlie 
identities which they ol'tèr. 

Humans project themselves into the various cultural identities available around them. at 

the same time intemalizing their meanings and values, making them part of themselves. 

alibwing their subjective feelings with the objective 'places' they occupy in the social and 

cultural world (Hall, 1 9O6b. p. 598). While 'intemalizing' the outside into their idcntity. 

the humün subject also 'externalizes' 'his' intemal identity (and social knowledges) 

through action in the social world, thereby sustaining social processes and structures 

(Hall, 1996b, p. 605). 

Thus, while knowledge and identity are not tixed in this approach. they both have 

a relative "stability" (Hall. 1996b. p. 598). They both are the product of reciprocal and 

interactive processes between the structures and cultures of a stable, ordered world 'out 

there'. and the tùnctioning of human consciousness. interpretation and action. 

Postrnodernisr Knodedge and Subjectivw 

The increasing Pace and scope of change in the world in recent decades has been 

descnbed as the beginning of a 'post-modern' era. Social theorists have suggested that 

these rapid changes associated with late rnodernity are producing "dislocation" (Laclau, 

1990), bbruptures and fragmentations" (Harvey, 1989) and "discontinuity" (Giddens. 

1990) in social identity and understanding. Globalization and technology are 

transfoming or "cornpressing" time and space, and causing the "disembedding of the 

social system" - "the 'lifting out' of social relations from local contexts of interaction and 
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their restructuring across indefinite spans of tirne-space" (Giddens. 1990, p. 7 1. cited in 

Hall, 1996b, p. 599). In order to better understand the theoretical foundations and 

implications of the postmodemist approach, it is helphl to review what Stuart Hail 

descnbes as five 'advances' in intellectual thought which have combined to 'de-center' 

and fiagrnent the  modem subject and positive knowledge: Marxist structuralism. 

Freudian psychology, linguistics, Foucauldian notions of powedknowledge. and 

feminism (Hall, 1996b, pp. 606-6 1 1 ). I will only quickly mention the first three of these 

'de-centerings', since they do not bear immediateiy on my theoretical approach (though 

they do represent important foundations for postmodemist approaches. and revealing the 

progression of postmodem notions of knowledgc and subjectivity 'out of  its modem 

foundations clarifies these concepts.) I will elaborate in greater detail the approaches of 

Foucault and ferninisrri, since they directly set the stage for my discussion of 'post- 

developmental' analytical approaches that follows. 

The first major de-centering cornes tiom Mmist  structuralism. and its emphasis 

on structures of social relations and materialist (class) forces. rather than the individual 

human subject. as the deteminants of history. nie second de-centering comes tiom 

Freudian psychology, with its focus on the unconscious as the source of identity and 

desire. This Freudian subject "plays havoc with the concept of the knowing and rational 

subject, with a fixed and unified identity" (Hall, 1996b, p. 607). Knowledge and identity 

were not the process of conscious learning and interaction with the outside world, but of 

unconscious psychic processes, involving suppression, denial and rejection. 

The third de-centenng comes tiom linguistics, and its emphasis on the rolr of 

language in producing, rather than reflecting, meaning. "Language is therefore 
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constitutive rather than retlective of social reality. There is no necessary tixed relation 

between a signifier (sound or written image) and a signified (meaning)" (Pratt, 1994, p . 

468). It is the regulrir practices of language that categonze and differentiate, thereby 

establishing knowledge and identity. Both knowledge and identity requires an 'other' 

whose absencc detines - for example, 'male' identity is established as 'not tèmale'. and 

knowledge of 'developed' countries is detined in relation to other places that are 

'underdeveloped.' Languap. and tl~erefore meaning and knowledge. is inhcrently 

unstable, always open and variable. canying 'marsinal' traces of different and alternative 

propositions and premises (Hall. 1906b. p. 609). 

The fourth de-centering of knowledge and subjectivity occurred as a result of the 

work of Michel Foucault. which 1 have already introducrd in the first part of this chapter. 

Foucault's work links the previous work on lanyuage with a 'new' approach to power. 

and applies it to hun~an knowledge and subjectivity. Drawing on the previous ideas that 

language could never be neutral, but rather always involved power. Foucault described 

'discourses' of power - "historical. socially and institutionally specitic stnicture[s] of 

statements, tems,  categories and beliefs, the site where meaning[s] are contested and 

power relations determined" (Parpart and Marchant, 1995, p. 7-3). Discourse is not 

simply the constnrction of knowledge and meaning, it is also the conteslafion and 

negotiation over knowledge and meaning. It is through this contestation. the ability to 

constmct and daim meaning, that relations of power are established. Power and 

knowledge are closely correlated, for "the criteria of what constitutes knowledge, what is 

to be excluded and who is designated as qualified to know involve acts of power" 

(Foucault, 198 1, cited in Hobart, 1993, p. 9). Thus, relations of power and knowledge are 
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articulated through discourse (Foucault. 1978, p. 10 1 ). Yet Foucault is insistent that 

power relations, operatin2 through discourse, are not sirnply or only neçative or 

repressive. "....[W]e must not imagine a world of discourse divided between accepted 

discourse and excluded discourse, or between the dominant and the dominated one; but as 

a multiplicity of discursive elements that can corne into play in various strategies" 

(Foucault. 1978. p. 100). 

Foucault also links his notions of power/knowledge and discourse to human 

subjectivity. As has already been discussed. Foucault rejects notions of an active or 

creative subject. instead seeing the subject as -a complex and variable function of 

discourse" (Foucault. 1977. p. 138). A major theme of Foucault's work is how 

'technologies of power' shape and create human subjectivity and the human body. 

Power operates through discourse and knowledge. which at the local level, through 

specific 'disciplinary' and 'confessional' practices. shape and create the 'normal' 

human subject - medically . behaviourally , sexually . and ethically (Flax. 1990, p. 207- 

OS). Power operates "through the hegemony of norms, political technologies. and the 

shaping of the body and soul" (Best and Kellner, 199 1, p. 49). For Foucault. human 

identity and action do not spring frorn a 'sovereign' place within the human subject. but 

rather the 'normalizing technologies' of society have constructed and produced the 

human mind and body according to the dominant power relations. "The individual is 

an effect of power, and ai the same time, . ... it is an element of its articulation* 

(Foucault, 1980, p. 98). The constitution of human subjectivity becornes the means by 

which power relations are reproduced and propagated - 'the individual that power has 

constituted becomes the vehicle of that power" (Flax, 1990, p. 207). 
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The fifth de-centering of human subjectivity and knowledge that Hall identities is 

the impact of feminism, both as theoretical critique and as a social movement (Hall. 

1996b. p. 6 10). Feminism has arguably been the leading and most intluential of a whole 

range of 'new social movements'. (others include student movements, peace movements, 

ecological movements, rural peasant movements, indigenous people's movemrnts) that 

have expanded the range of social identities and understandings that have begun to 

contest for political and social voice in recent decades.' More directly, feminist theonsts 

have dernonstrated that wornen's experience and knowledge is not cornmensurate with 

modemist. 'objective' knowledge. whiçh i t  has shown to be articulated fiom a particular 

'patri-centric' point of view. Knowledge is îi-agmented and disçontinuous along gender 

(and other) lines of di fference. Feminist theory has rmphasized the gendered nature of 

identity, and how this gendered identity is not 'natural'. but the product of specific social 

relations within a culture. Feminism has not simply challenged women's social position, 

but included a challenge against the dominant social formation of womrn's und men's 

gendered identity (Hall, 1996b, p. 6 10). This revealed the ways in which a white. 

mascuiine, middle-class subject was established as the norm. and al1 'others' were sern as 

departures or deviants (Gregory, 1993) . Debate within feminism has tiirther shown how 

gendered identities are themselves no t ' centered', but intersected and tiagrnented by other 

dimensions of identity. such as class, race, sexuality, and ethnicity (e.g. Harding, 1992; 

Parpart and Marchand, 1995). 

'' 1 will retum later in this chapter to a discussion of new social movements and their importance 
for post-developmentalist approaches to investigating the practices of development. 
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As a result of these conceptual shifts. then, it is possible to identitj. the core 

elements of a postmodemist approach to the perceived fragmentation and dislocation of 

human subjectivity and human knowledge. ln this postmodernist approach. al1 

knowledge is seen as constructed, for there is no order 'out there' to be discovered. and 

there c m  be no tixed or exact correspondence between "an externalized reality and 

interna1 representations of that reality" (Peet and Watts. 1996, p. 13). Knowirdge should 

be seen as "a matter of conversation and of social practice. rather than as an attempt to 

mirror nature" (Rorty, 1979, p. 17 1 ). There is no 'true' knowledge to De had. h r  the 

world is a place of flux and discord (Ferguson. 199 1. p. 327). The postmodemist 

approach suggests that any attempt to reduce the infinite. irreducible complexities of the 

world into a unified and homogeneous system of knowledge or 'Truth' (a 'meta- 

narrative') inevitably leads to domination and oppression. Any belief in the ability of any 

epistemology (whether positivist or hcmeneutic) to uncover a single meaningtùl 'Real' 

causes it to seek to enclose anything 'other' into its system of mith, and thus to violence 

and domination against that 'other'. Any 'will to knowledge' is inevitably and essentially 

a form of Nietzche's infamous 'will to power'.' As Kathy Ferguson States, the task for 

the postmodemist is "to deconstruct meaning daims (knowledge) in order to look for the 

modes of power they carry, and to force open a space for the ernergence of counter 

meanings" ( 1 99 1, p. 3 24). 

' In his Bqond Good and Evil: Prelirdr to o PliilosopI~~v oj'the Fiirure ( 1966, p. 2 1 ), Nietzche 
asserted: "A living thing seeks above al1 to discharge its strength - life itself is will to power .... In slion. 
here as everywhere else. let us beware of superfluous teleological principles .-." (cited in Gay, 1998. p. 92). 
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In a related mannrr. the post-modernist approach de-centers and Fragnents human 

subjectivity. Instead of having a unified. stable. 'single' identity, the human subject is 

seen as composed of multiple, tiagmented, at times contradictory or unresolved identities. 

The very process of identification with the various identities available in the social 

landscape "has become more open-ended, variable and probletnatic" (Hall. 1 W6b. p. 

598). Instead of a îixed or essential identity, the post-modem subject is conceptualized as 

being "formed and transformed continuously in relation to the ways we are represented or 

addressed in the cultural systems which surround us. It is histoncally, not biologically. 

defined ..... assum[ing] ditterent identities at different times. identi ties which are not 

unified around a coherent 'self" (Hall. 1996b. p. 598). Identities are formed at the 

intersection of multiple, competing discourses - powerful socially-ciinstructed 

knowledges of ourselves w hich produce "permissible modes of being and thinking while 

disquali@ing luid even making other impossible" (Escobar. 1995. p. 5) .  

The link benveen nibjectiviy and hnowledge 

In the above discussion, the strong links between subjectivity and knowledge have 

been implied. The nature of these links and relations, however, bears bnef elaboration 

and explicit discussion. At the most basic level. subjectivity and knowledge are linked by 

the fact that subjectivity is the ground for human knowledge. beginning with the 

knowledge of who we are - Our identity - and then extending to knowledge of the world 

around us (Pratt, 1994, p. 604). Subjectivity can be defined as our undentanding of 

ourselves, Our consciousness of our being. This notion of our self-understanding is 

reflected in Descartes' famous dictum, "1 think, therefore I am." Subjectivity also implies 
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the idea of being an active 'subject' in history. instead of merely the object of historical 

forces. I t  implies "the possibility of historical agency" (Harding, 1 992. p. 1 56). As was 

suggested above, in the Enlightenment or modemist model. autonomous and individual 

human action is privileged. Most importantly. ail individual human subjects were 

essentially the same, endowed with the same capacities for reason and action. As a result. 

al1 human knowing - and therefore knowledge - should also converge on a single 'truth' 

conceming ourselves and our world. 

In both sociological and postmodernist approaches. subjectivity and knowledge 

are each interactive and flexible. though to difièrent degrees. Both einphasize the impact 

of experience and the 'outside' on human subjectivity and identity. and the reciprocal 

impact of identity and subjectivity on human interpretation and understanding 

(knowledge) of our expenrnce. Both our subjectivity and knowledge are the result of the 

multiple social relations in which each person is entwined. social relations that are deeply 

embedded in the structures of society (Harding, 1992, p. 179). In both of these 

approaches. subjectivity and knowledge become l inked in what feminist wri ters have 

temed 'situated knowledges' (Rose, 1997, p. 305). This approach explicitly focuses on 

the manner in which ways of thinking and knowing are generated tiom various 

'positions' of identity and subjectivity (Haraway, 199 1 ; Rose, 1997). Yet because 

subjectivity itself is shaped by powerful social consmicts around us. subjective positions 

in themselves do not provide reliable grounds for knowledge claims (Harding, 1993, p 

.185). The impact of different toms of subjectivity on knowledge must therefore be 

explicitly acknowledged and subjected to snutiny. 
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Here the two approaches diverge. Sociological approaches suggest that ethical 

and meaningful foundations (humanistic 'tmth', if you will) can be amved at through 

interpretation, dialogue and critique conceming subjectivity, knowledge. and the links 

between them. Such a hermeneutic approach retains a 'humanistic' fiundation for 

subjectivity and knowledge, based on the reality of "human rneaning and intentionality" 

(Barnes, 1904, p. 245). and on the ethics and responsibility inherent in such human 

meaning, agency and intersubjectivity (Gregory. 1994). The postmodemist approach - nt 

least 'strong' versions of it (Rose. 1994, p. 24: Squires. 1903. p. 3. citing Benhabib. 

1997) - moves to an 'anti-foundational' position. uguing that both subjectivity and 

knowledge must remain without foundations. and that both are the 'effect' of multiple 

and competing power relations operatin~ in the world. In this approach. all that seems to 

be leîl is Nietzche's 'wiil to power' ( 1  966. p. 2 1 ). This position remains difticult and 

challenging for many who otherwise embrace much of the postmodemist approach as 

useful and necessary in current social analysis, including in postdevelopmental analyses. 

1 will discuss my position in relation to this debate when I elaborate the specific 

theoretical and methodological approach of my research in Chapter Three. 

Subjectivity, Knowledge and Development 

So far, I have introduced the idea of the discourse of development. and reviewed 

the 'progression' of theoretical approaches to subjectivity and knowledge available for 

social analysis. Now 1 will review how these approaches relate to development theory 

and the sîudy of development interventions. 
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Knowledge and Deidopment 

In the debates about both development itself and development assistance 

interventions, questions about knowledge and power have been central concems. 

Knowledge, in mainstream development theory. is the means by which development is 

effrcted. Underdevelopment. in its broadest sense, represents the lack of knowledge. In 

earlier decades. this knowledge was çonceived of as scientitic and Western. and 

development implied modemization - change based on the application of this modem. 

scientific knowledge. Now most development theorists are more cautious and less 

ethnocentric conceming Western knowledge. hiiving broadenrd their appreciation for 

'indigenous' and local knowledge. Yei this appreciation for indigenous knowledge is 

largely limited to 'technical' knowledge domains such as agriculture. health and the 

environment. In ihese areas. a large literature has developed which documents and 

advocates the importance of these 'local' knowledges for development (e.g. Bro kensha et 

al, 1980; Uphoff, 1992; Chambers. 1993; Scoones and niompson. 1994: Warren et al. 

1995; Nelson and Wright, 1995.) This emphasis on local understandings is also key in 

recent participatory and community development approaches". particuiarly those 

employing participatory action research (PAR). These approaches are "based on people's 

participation in identifjing their own problems, priorities and solutions" (Kelly and 

Armstrong, 1996, p. 246), in which knowledge generation and awareness for action 

become a cooperative activity brtween outside agencies and local people. 

Sre Chapter One for a bnef review of the evolution of participatory approaches in developrnent. 
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However, in the more macro areas of development policy concerned with 

economic. political and social policy. Western knowledges çonceming markets. 

institutions and democratization ofen continue to be applied with few attempts at local 

contextualization, or incorporation of alternative local experiences. As Kelly and 

Armstrong ( 19%. p. 245) write, "Western experience provides the ternplate for social and 

economic processes which are then applied to developing societies." Thus. though the 

assumption that the West %as' the knowledge required for developrnent has diminished 

somewhat in some dornains, the basic faith that the 'disçovery' of objective knowledge 

will iead to prosperity remains intact. Development continues to proceed fiom the 

Enlightenment assumptions expressed in Francis Bacon's famous statement that 

"knowledge itself is power." As Hobart (1993. p. 9) states, development "consists in no 

small part of knowledge, positivistically conceived as truc propositions about the world, 

being treated as a valuable resource." 

This çommitment to knowledge as the key resource in development is illustrated 

in two recent documents fiom officiai development agencies. In Canada. a govemment 

strategy document for promoting sustainab le development in Canada's foreign policy 

lists "strengthen[ing] Canada's role as a knowledge broker in suppon of sustainable 

development" as the tirst item in its "action plan" for promoting sustainable developrnent 

via "increasing economic gowth and prosperity" (DFAIT, 1998). The World Bank has 

entitled its most recent World Developmenr Report "Knowledge for Development." It 

states: "Because knowledge is at the heart of economic gowth and sustainable 

development, undentanding how people and societies acquire and use it-and why they 

sometimes fail to do so-is essential to improving people's lives, especially the lives of 
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the poor" (World Bank, 1998. p. 4). Clearly implicit in these illustrations are modernist 

concepts of knowledge as 'innocent', neutral, but powerful - "a tangible stock, body or 

store" (Scoones and Thompson. 1993, p. 12) that must be extracted. documented and 

transferred to those lacking it in order to produce development. Mainstream development 

practice appears to ignore the complex sociologcal, discursive and political nature of 

knowledge, elaborated in the critique of sociological and postmodemist approaches to 

knowledge discussed above. 

P o w r  and Deveiopment 

In contrast to these mainstream knowledge-based approaches. there have always 

been alternative development theones which have focused on the key importance of 

power relations for development. In rarlier decades. Marxist-intluenced theories 

emphasized (economic) relations of dependency and domination between core and 

periphery (i.e. Frank, 1967: Cardoso and Faletto. 1979). Power was seen to reside in 

macro-level, structurai, materialistic forces, and operate according to the logic of capital 

accumulation against the struggle of the working class (Escobar, 1995a, p. 2 17). With the 

decline of dependency theory since the 1980s (James, 1997; Slater. 1995), çntical 

approaches which emphasize questions of inequality and domination have shitted to post- 

smicturalist and post-modemist approaches to power. These approaches have shifted the 

focus to the ways in which imperial power and discursive representations are bound 

together in development practice and intervention (Mohan, 1997, p. 3 1 5). Development 

is interpreted as "a set of ideas and practices ..., [which] has histoncally functioned over 

the twentieth cenhiry as a mechanism for the colonial and neo-colonial domination of the 
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South by the North" (Gardner and Lewis. 1996- p. 3). This is the 'development as 

discourse' approach that has already been introduced in the beginning section of this 

chapter, w hich diagnoses and normalizes the necessi ty of 'development ' . These 

poststructuralist approaches "increasingly corne to see development efiorts as 'uniquely 

efficient colonizers on behalfof central sirategies of power' - the apparent ability to 

'make things better' is the main way of achieving power" (Pet't and Watts. 1996. p. 16- 

17. citing Dubois. 199 1. p. 19, emphasis in original). Arturo Escobar. perhaps the most 

intluential writer in this approach (Mohan. 1997. p. 3 14; Peet and Watts. 1996. p. 17), 

thus argues thai "modem development discourse [is] the latest insidious chapter of the 

larger history of the expansion of Western reason" (Peet and Watts. 1996, p. 17). 

Ideas about development ... [are] assembled witk a vrist hierarchical apparatus of 
knowledge production and consumption sometimes known ... as the 
'dcvelopment industry.' This industry is itselt'implicated in the operation of 
networks of power and domination that. in the twentieth century, have corne to 
encompriss the globe (Crush. 1995. p. 5). 

In an attempt to counter the dominant power of 'development', post- 

developmentalist writers have tumed to the local-level contest of power relations by 

various marginalized groups in 'civil societyT in the South (La. Escobar and Alvarez. 

1992; Friedman, 1992; Escobar, 1995; Routledge, 1996, Esteva and Prakash, 1998). 

Women's groups, indigenous and ethnic minorities, ecological movements, peasant 

f m e r s '  associations, informal sector unions and other altemate social groups are seen as 

foming New Social Movements (NSMs) engaged in resistance and struggle for cultural. 

economic and community suMval in the face of dominant developmentalist forces. In 

the view of these writers, these grassroots movements subvert the 'linearity' of 
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development proyams through V ~ ~ O U S  acts of resistance which build up into an 

alternative politics outside of mainstream deveiopment (Mohan. 1997, p. 3 18). 

Converging with the increasing emphasis on civil society in mainstream 

development theory, these new social movements are seen as the source of new. 

decentralized. practice- and identity-based alternatives to the traditional 'bi-polar' 

struggle based on univenalist Eurocentric theories of either capitalism or socialism 

(Watts, 1995. p. 59). Anthony Cohen ( 1985) describes the key characteristics of these 

new social movements: They are based on alternative social identities, goals and modes 

of association, more diverse and diffuse than the traditional class-based oppositional 

movements of the past. They do not view thcmselves primarily in terms of 

sociorconomic class, or associate within the narrower structures of unions and political 

parties. Rather. "they focus on grass-roots politics. create horizontal, directly democratic 

associations that are loosely fedented on national levels". and "target the social domain 

of 'civil society' rather than the economy or the state directly, raising issues concerned 

with the democratization of structures of evetyday life and focusing on foms of 

communication and collective identity" (Cohen, 1985, p. 667)' These new social 

' Cohen is writing about m w  social movemcnts in genenl. not specifically those involved in 
development struggtes in the South. Most of the theoretical work on new social movements originates in 
Europe, with the work of such social theorists as  Melucci ( 1989), Laclau and MoufTe (1985), Offe (1985) 
and Touraine (1988) on the emergence and proliferrttion of feminist. peace. ecological and other local- 
autonomy movements in the West since the mid- 1970s (Cohen. 1985). As Watts (1 995. p. 59) suggests. 
there rernains disagreement over the extent to which southern new social movements "have similarities to 
social movement and identity politics in the West". Escobar (1995a. p. 221) asserts that southern scholars' 
increasing retlection on the unique experience of southem social movements is "leading the way in the 
reformulation of social movement theory and methodology ..." He suggests several of their paniculrir 
insights: southem social movements' strong relation to crises of democratization and authoritarianism. 
their resistance against the social costs of economic reslnicturing, and their emphasis on difference. 
'afterity', autonomy, self-determination and stniggles against cultural and economic globalkation 
(Escobar, 19951, p. 225-26). 
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movements are local. pluralistic, concerned more with the creation of 'decentered 

autonomous spaces' than direct assess to state powcr, "their economic concems ... 

socialIy embedded and expresseci in cultural terms which often rest upon local 'subaltem' 

knowledges (Watts. 1995, p. 59, çiting Warnba, 199 1). Escobar ( l995a. p. 2 17) 

emphasizes the importance ot'every-day social practices in the analysis of these social 

movements, as their identity and motive for action is "located at the intersection of the 

micro-processes of meaning production and the macro-processes of domination". 

Similarly, Melucci ( 1988. p. 248. cited in Escobar, 1995a. p. 720) stresses the production 

of symbolic and cultural networks of meaning in these movernents. claiming that "[wlhat 

nourishes [collective action in these movcments] is the daily production of alternative 

tiameworks of meaning, on which the networks thrmselves are founded and live h m  

day to day." "The actions. of popular çommunity-based organizations were seen to 

retlect the diversi ty of their subject positions, localized experiences and forms of 

consciousness" (Veltmeyer. 1997, p. 1 4 3 ) .  Control over the production of meaning and 

the constitution of new and diverse collective identities are the central katures of these 

new social movements. 

The importance of such grassroots social movements for contesting dominant 

patterns of power is illustrated in Haiti, where a number of analysts of Haitian politics 

and development have described the importance of these new social actors in challenging 

historically dominant structures of political and economic power. Smarth ( 1996) 

describes the key role of various types of popular organizations, including liberation- 

theology-inspired Christian base communities, peasants' groups, students' organizations, 

and urban workers' groups, in ending the Duvalierist authontarian role and bringing 
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democracy to Haiti. Maguire ( 1990; 199 1 ; 1995; 1997) has detailed the particular role of 

a decentralized and diverse range of grassroots peasan t groups (cal led groupnzari) in 

Haiti's stniggle for democracy, and their growing participation in local political 

leadership. Charles ( 1  995) outlines women's goups' struggle for space in Haiti's civil 

society . Arthur ( 1 997) describes the rolc of various peasant grououps in struggling for 

alternative agriçultural and environmental policies. which support local production and 

local control of rural land resources. None of these analyses is made explicitly within the 

theoretical tiamework of new social movements, and political participation and power are 

important elements of the agendas of Haiti grassroots groups. Yet Haiti provides a strong 

example of new ways in which 'ordinary people' have contested dominant power 

relations based on a range of localized social identities and action. 

As is cvident in the above discussion of new social movements. post-structuralist 

and post-modemist theories concernins power and identity are very influential in their 

understanding and analysis. This then leads me directly to the tinal section of this 

chapter, conceming speci fic post-developmentalist anal ytical approaches to the study of 

local-level processes in development interventions. 

Post-developmentalist Analytical Tools 

As 1 have sketched above, post-modemist approaches in the social sciences have 

brought together the concem for power and knowledge. These approaches have 

emphasized the inseparable relationship of knowledge to power - how relations of power 

are established through the practices of language and meaning, and through stmggles 

over the construction of knowledge and identity. They argue for a new 'analytics of 
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power' based on investigation of the interrelations of discourse. knowledge. identity and 

power. 

Post-modernist analytics begin with a unique conception of power. For Foucault, 

the contested and discursive nature of power means that it cannot be viewed as a 'thing' 

which a peson either possesses or does not. and which is thrn repressive and wielded 

over another. On the contrary. Foucault argues that "power is everywhere. not because it 

embraces everything, but because it cornes iiom everywhere ... Powrr is not an institution. 

a structure, or a certain force with which certain people are endowed: it is the name given 

to a complex strategic relation in a given society" (Foucault, 1978. p.93). Since power is 

relational. it "circulates" and is "exercised through a net like organization" (Foucault. 

1980, p. 98). Thus. power is "çapillary" and "polymorphous" in nature. circulating 

through the social sphere. rather than emanating tiom central sources (Fraser, 1989. p. 26; 

Opp, 1998, p. 25). Power is "immanent" in the multiplicity of relations found 

throughout the "entire social body down to even the tiniest and apparently rnost trivial 

extremities" (Foucault. 1979. p. 94). Power is "diffùsed through society". nther than 

located in any single body or structure such as the state, tinancial capital, or 

'development' (Parpart. 1993,440). 

Foucault's objective is not theory - any definite description of what power is or 

who has power - but rather he aims to describe hoir power relations operate in specific 

circumstances. Because power/knowledge relations are multiple, complex, and changing, 

and are also 'subjectless', a priori detinitions of their relations in any given situation are 

never possible (Byrne, 1992. p. 338). Yet power, though it has no inrentional direction, is 

not directionless. For Foucault there is a "grid of intelligibility of the social order", and, 
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as has already been cited above, power "is the name that one attnbutes to a cornplex 

strategical relationship in a particular society" ( 1978, p. 93). "There is a push towards a 

strategic objective, but no one is pushing. The objective emerged historically. taking 

particular foms and encountering specific obstacles. conditions and resistances" (Dreyfus 

and Rabinow, 1982. p. I V ) .  At the local level, 

actors more or less know what they are doing when they do it ... But it does not 
follow that the broader conscquences of these local actions Eire coordinated. The 
fact that individuals make decisions about specitic policies or particular groups 
jockey for their own advantage does not mean that the overall activation and 
directionality of power relations in a society implies ri subject. (Dreyfus and 
Rabinow, 1952, p. 187) 

This is a key aspect of Foucault's notion of power, "as the idea of a subjectless power 

leaves the analyst with only the task of exarnining practices. The practices themselves. as 

the local, institutional and societal level embody what the analyst seeks to comprehend" 

There is logic to the practices. There is a push towards a strategic objective. but 
no one is pushing. The objective emerged historically, taking particular h m ~ s  
and encountering specitic obstacles. conditions and resistances. Will and 
calculation are involved. The overall effect, however, escaped the actors' 
intentions, as well as those ofanybody else. As Foucault phrased it, 'People 
know what they do; they tiequently know why they do what they do: but what 
they donit know is what what they do does' (Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1952, p. 
187). 

From this relational, multiple, circulating, yet directional conception of power' 

Foucault emphasizes that power relations are productive rather than restrictive and 

exercised rather than possessed (DuBois, 1991, p. 5). At the human level, power 

relations? embodied in diverse discursive practices, construct and normalize the human 

subject, our ways of knowing ourselves and our world. Further, the 'subjectless' yet 

'directional' nature of power relations means that they "build 'strategies' of power - the 
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weave of power relations that is the condition for macro-relations of power and more 

'general' or 'global' foms of domination" (DuBois, 199 1, p.5). 

A powertùl example of such an analysis of the effects of the operation of 

development discourses is Feguson's Anti-Politics iMaclrine ( 1 W O ) ,  which examines the 

'development apparatus' of a World BanWCIDA-funded rural development project in 

Lesotho. Adopting a Foucauldian 'analytics' ofpower as subjectless. de-centcred. 

circulating, yet directional, Fcrguson argues that 

Whatever interests may be at work, and whatever they may think they are doing. 
they can only operate through a cornplex set of socia t and cultural structures so 
deeply embedded and so iil-perceived that the outcome may be only a baroque 
and unrecognizrible transformation of the original intention. (Ferguson, 1990, p. 
17) 

Development program plans and outcomes. therefore, "cannot be interpreted simply as a 

production or consequence of the interests of the different parties involved, some of 

whom possess power, and others who are powerless" (Opp, 1998. p. 33). Though the 

World Bank-CIDA project fails to producc 'developrnent', but rather expands state power 

and de-politicizes the causes of rural poverty in Lesotho, Ferguson argues that these 

effects are not intentional. in tems oî'either planning or çonspiracy. Rather, they are the 

result of an "anonyrnous set of interrelations that only ends up having a kind of 

retrospective coherence" (Ferguson- 1 990, p. 275). Ferguson shows "how the outcomes 

of planned social interventions c m  end up coming together into powerful constellations 

of control that were never intended and in some cases never even recognized. but are al1 

the more effective for being 'subjectless"' (Ferguson, 1990, p. 19). Such an approach - 

seeing power as articulated through discourse and micro-practices - allows Ferguson 

therefore to make the analytical distinction between the intentions of those 
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implernenting development proerams and the effecfrs of these interventions (Gardner and 

Lewis. 1996, p. f 1). 

Yet Foucault insists that these larger strategies of power are never monolithic, but 

always open to contestation and resistance. Since power is "employed and exercised 

through a net-like organization, .. not only do individuals circulate between its threads: 

they are always in a position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising this power" 

(Foucault, 1980, p. 35). 

This conception of power relations leads to a 'micro-onented' meihodologiçal 

approach to the analysis of power relations. Since there is nothing inherent in the 

directionality of power. and its directionality "cannot be deduced .... [i]t is not a suitable 

object for a theory. It can. however, be analysed. and this is Foucault's project" (Dreyfus 

and Rabinow. 1982, p. 188). Foucault's project - the analysis of hoic power relations are 

created. resisted, transforrned - centres around investigation of the local-level discursive 

struggles over the production and utilization of knowledge. Foucault calls for an 

"ascending analysis of power, starting, that is, fiom its infinitesimal mechanisms . . . " 

(FoucauIt, 1980, p. 99). Analysis must look at the way in which the procedures of power 

are "displaced, extended and altered" at the local level( 1980, p. 99). Analysis is required 

of exactly those local points of resistance where counter claims and discourses are 

expressed, for power and resistance are always comected. "Where there is power. there 

is resistance, and yet. or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of 

exteriority in relation to power" (Foucault, 1978, p. 95-96). Foucault States that points of 

resistance c m  be used as a "catalyst so as to bthg to light power relations, locate their 

position, find out their point of application and the methods used" (1 982, p. 2 1 1). 
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Foucault aims to uncover and expose "subjugated knowledges," and give attention to 

these "local, discontinuous, disqualiiied, illegitimate knowlrdges against the claims of a 

unitür). body of theory which would filter. hierarchise and order them in the name of 

some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of what constitutes a science and its object" 

(Foucault, 1980, p. 8 1. 83). These counterclaims c m  uncover multiple subject positions 

and multiple knowledges (truths), and aftirm particularities and difference. 

Increasing numbers of analysts of development practict: are following these 

post-structuralist approaches to powerlknow ledge to break open a more critical and 

penetrating analysis of horv development practices produce their effects. These studies 

attempt to explore the brnicro-politics' of development, the local-level development 

sites, resources and practices where meaning, knowledge and identity (and therefore 

also power) are contested. In so doing, they attempt to emphasize the complexity. 

variability and multiplicity of development practices. and how local actors both are 

shaped by and contribute to the shaping of such development practice. With this 

theoretical foundation, 1 now nim in the following chapter to the specitk research 

framework of my thesis. 



Chapter Three 

THE ANALYSIS OF DEVELOPKIENT: THE RESEARCH FRANIEWORK 

In this chapter. I present the specifics of the research tiamework and methods 

utilizcd in the rcscarch. In the first part of the chapter, I present an 'rictor-orirnted 

interface' analytical framework, which in tep tes  the conceptual concerns and approaches 

that were presented in the previous ciiapter. This analytical tiamework leads to ri 

presentation of the original research questions that guided the actual field work. In the 

second part of the chapter. I present and discuss the methods and procedures followed in 

the tield research and in the prepantion of this thesis. In the final pari of the chapter. 1 

introduce and review issues of participation, research retlexivity. and research ethics. 

An Actor-oriented Interface Research Framcwork 

The previous chapters have pointed to the nred for an analytical approach to 

development interventions (specitically, NGO community development interventions) 

that respects the rnultiplicity and heterogeneity of social reality. and that builds on 

dynarnic and relational concepts of knowledge, power and identity. In particular, I have 

argued that an anaiysis of development interventions needs to be able to investigate how 

complex power and knowledge relations created by the encounter of outside interventions 

aimed at creating participation and empowerment are actually worked out in women and 

men's concrete, everyday struggles over representations, meanings, and resources. 
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The approach that will be used in this study is denved from Norman Long's 

( 1989; IW%; I9Yzb) actor-oriented interface approach to development interventions. 

The starting point of Long's approach (and therefore also the label it cames) is his 

emphasis on the active agency of social actors in al1 developrnent situations. As Long 

states, "The concept of intervention needs deconsrrircting so that it is seen for what it is - 

an onpoing, soçially constructed and negotiated process, not simply the execution of an 

already specified plan of action with expected outcornes" (Long, 199%. p. 35. emphasis 

in original). Actors are "knowledgeable" and "capable" (Long. 1993a. p. 23). using their 

frames of understanding to interpret these interventions. to leam how to intervenr in  the 

evrnts around them. to enroll others in their own personal 'development projects' . 

Importantly, people are social actors, and agency is composed of social relations. The 

social nature ofagency involves two aspects: the social construction of agency and 

subjectivity, and the social relations (struggles and abilities to influence and make claims 

on others) required for the effective expression of effective agency (power). Thus agency 

is fundamentally involved with knowledçe and power processes. being shaped and in tum 

contnbuting to the ongoing shaping of these processes. 

The first aspect recognizes that people's subjectivity. agency and knowledges are 

shaped by larger frames of meaning and action. Development interventions are only one 

of many larger 'extemal' hunes of meaning and action that operate and make claims 

through multiple 'nodal points' of interaction (Long, 1 9Xa, p. 24). Long's approach thus 

incorporates the work in psychological, cultural and feminist studies which have 

problematised the modernist assumption of a universal, unitary human subject, having a 

single rationality, a single way of knowing, and thus a single 'source' of agency. Agency 
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instead can proceed %om multiple subject 'positions' or identities. fom~ed by a variety of 

'internalized reference points' (Mead, 1974. cited in Villarreal, 1997, p. 249). such as 

gender, race. class and other (ofien more local and particular) types of social relations. 

Actors çonsciously and unconsciously draw on the vanety of cultural fonns, knowledges 

and discourses that are available to them. 

The second aspect of the social nature of agency relates to the fact that effective 

agency involves using social relations to intluence others. In order to exercise agency 

(power), it is essential "for social actors to win the struggles over the attribution of 

specific social meanings to particular events, actions, and ideas" (Long. 19921. p. 34). 

Further. people use 'discursive means' in order to make these meaning and knowledge 

daims. Because of the range of subjectivities, discourses and knowlcdges held by 

difièrent people, agency involves an encounter of discourses and knowledge. 

Development interventions in particular tend to bring together 'outside' discourses and 

knowledges that Vary widely tiom those established locally. Thus Long and Villareal 

stress the importance of exploring the 'nature of knowledge processes' at these 

'development interfaces' (Long and Villareal. 1993, p. 143). They suggest that in 

analysing such intervention interfaces, "[olur guiding notions ... should be, discontinuiv 

not linhge, and transformarion not transfer of meaning" (Long and Villareal, 1993. p. 

147, italics in original). Development intervention interfaces are 

characterized by discontinuities in interests, values, [knowledge] and power, and 
their dynamic entails negotiation, accommodation and the struggle over 
definitions and boundxies. A detailed study of  them provides insights into the 
process by which policy is transfonned, how 'empowerment' and roorn to 
manoeuvre is created by both intervenors and 'clients', and how persons are 
enrolled in the 'projects' o f  others through the use of metaphors and images of 
development (Long and Villareal. 1993, p. 143, 147). 
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Long's use of the concepts of discontinuities of knowledge and transformation of 

meaning emphasizes the gaps and disconnections between "different social systems, 

tields or levels of social order where ... differences of normative value and social interest 

are most likely to be found" (Long and Villareal. 1993, p. 147). Knowledges are not 

merely diffèrent. for this implies that simple linkage or transfer could overcome 

differences of knowledge or meaning. Thus Long's approach can be seen to relate to 

Foucault's concept of discourse and discursive formations, in which relations of power 

constitute 'fields of knowledge' (Foucault. 1979. p. 18).' 

In Long's approach. development interventions are social situations "wherrin the 

interactions between actors become oriented around the problem of devising ways of 

'bridging', accommodating to. or struggling against each other's different social and 

cognitive worlds" (Long and Villareal, 1993. p. 147). Men, women. farmers and local 

bureaucrats organize themselves individually and collectively in a vanety of ways when 

hced with planned intervention by govemment, NGOs or other interests. "The strategies 

they devise and the types of interaction that evoive between them and the intervening 

parties shape the nature and outcornes of such intervention" (Long, 1992a. p. 35). I t  is 

through these local knowledge encounters, therefore, that power relations are established. 

contested, altered and resisted, and the overall direction of social change is established. 

Long uses the concept of 'emergent structures' to undentand the relationshi p 

between the local dif ise  operation of power and larger-scale social change. For Long, 

"macro-structures should not simply be conceptualized as aggregations of micro-episodes 

' FIax (1992, p. 452) suggests that "each dixourse has its own distinctive set of niles or 
procedures that govern the production of what is counted as a meaningfui or tnithfiil statement." 



or situations, since many of them corne into existence as the result of the ~inintended 

consequences of social action" (Long, 1 989, p. 228). Rather. they are "emergentfornrs 

that are not explicable (nor fully describable) in terms of micro-events" ( 1989, p. 725). 

The interactions, reinterpretations and transformations of knowledge and power by 

various social actors involved in interface situations produce and reproduce in a dynamic 

and never-permanent way the larger social structures and forces of socirty.? 

Methodologically, Long emphasizes the analysis of how power relations are çreated, 

resisted. and modified at the local level. As Villarreal (1991. p. 758) States. 

if the intention is to understand the causes. connections and consequences of 
power processes. we have to look very closely nt the everyday lives of the actors. 
explore the small ordinary issues that take place within different contrxts and 
show how compliance. adaptation, but also resistance and open struggle are 
generated. 

Only analysis of 'small-scale interactional settings' cm provide an understanding of 

macro phenornena (Long, 1989, p. 226). T'us  Long's approach san be seen as 

supporting a view which rejects any overall theory of NGO development interventions. 

and supporting the necessity of analysis grounded in investigation of the cornplex 

encounter of women and men's everyday lives. 

Long's analytical approach to development interventions is particularly 

appropriate for NGO interventions in comrnunity development prograrns, for several 

reasons. First, since NGO's reputed advantages in development assistance interventions 

are their ability to 'bridgeo the knowledge and power differentials between 'outsiders' and 

local comrnunities, Long's focus on the social processes that occur at the knowledge and 

' This conception of Long has panllels with Foucault's notion of power as haviag no intentional 
direction, yet also not being directionless, as was described in Chapter Two. 
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power interfaces created during development interventions is particularly usetùl. This 

focus allows analysis of the ''types of discontinuities that exist and the dynamic and 

rmergent character of the struggle and interactions that take place, showing how actors' 

goals, perceptions, values, interests and relationships are reinforced or reshaped in the 

process" (Villareal, 1992, p. 11 4). 

Second, a defining characteristic of NGO interventions is that they are based on 

voluntary action. and unlike ofticial p r o g m s  based on bureaucratic control. NGOs "cm 

only invite voluntary involvement in their activities and must therefore use discussion. 

bargaining, accommodation and persuasion" in their relations with local populations 

(Edwards and Hulme. 1996. p. 966). Therefore. the power relations associated with NGO 

interventions are necessari& based on discursive daims to meaning, truth and 

knowledge. Thus, "in development practice, the struggle to impose one version of reality 

as more legitimate than others has been one of the most important" (Opp. i 998. p. 5). 

The interface approach also permits a critical new analysis of the ' dilemma of 

empowerment' inherent in many NGO community development and local organizational 

capacity-building approaches. These approaches emphasize 'participatory' development. 

validating local knowledge, strengthening local organizational capacities and developing 

alternative strategies tiom below. Yet they still seem to cary the connotation of power 

injected from outside aimed at shitting the balances of forces toward local interests, 

through the strategic intervention by the 'enlightened experts' of NGOs (Long and 

Villarreal, 1993, p. 160). The interface approach allows critical analysis of the 

unavoidable encounter of power relations between development practitioners and their 

local 'partnen' in participatory projects. 
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The Research Questions and Objectives 

Utilizing an actor-otiented interface approaçh, my research examined the specific 

case of the NGO Save the Children (SC). and its ongoing integrated, multi-sectoral 

development program with local community goups in the commune of Maissade (see the 

rnap in Figure 1 on the following page) on the Central Plateau of Haiti. 

The general objective of my research was to move beyond past analyses of rural 

development in Haiti, which have utilized homogenizing and simpliij4ng understandings 

of both rural Hüitians' knowledge and agency, and the processes ofdevelopment 

interventions. Instead. 1 set out to conduct a detailed examination of the impact of 

gender-t'ocused NGO interventions in a rural Haitian community. by analyzing how 

different women and men interpret, negotiate and contest the knowledge and power 

interfaces created by these interventions. 

Four specific research objectives are set in the research proposa1 developed at the 

beginning of the research process (Vander Zaag, 1996): 

a) To describe the multiple social identities, discourses. and stniggles that women and 

men encounter in their everyday lives in Maissade, and how they negotiate and 

manoeuvre in this diverse social world. 

b) To describe and analyze how different natural and material resources (trees, gardens, 

credit, literacy programs) and 'organizational resources' (farmers' groups, women's 

clubs, regional associations) provided by the NGO intervention are used by different 

female and male social actors as sites of negotiation and struggle. 

c )  To examine the effects of progressive NGO development discourses, such as 

'empowerment', 'participation', and 'building on local knowledge', on local women 
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and men, and analyze how these local social actors manoeuvre. interpret and 

appropriate these discourses. 

d) To analyze the emergent t'onns and larger (intended and unintended) impacts that are 

being produced as a result of the knowledge/power encounters created by the NGO 

interventions with local actors. 

These questions provided the basis for the fieldwork procedures and methods as 

that work was initiated. As the fieldwork progressed, these questions were signiticantly 

modi tied and sharpened, as particular, research-feasible 'sites' of encounter. described in 

Chapter One, were identi tied. In the tollowing section, I describe the specific research 

procedures and methods utilized. and the speciftc 'sites of encounter' that emerged as the 

focus of my investigations and subscquent anal ysis in this thesis. 

Research Methods and Procedures 

nie field research was initiated during a preliminary week-long visit to the 

research site in May 1996. During this visit, initial contacts were made and the broad 

outlines of the research project were shared with SC staff and community participants. 

Introductory visits were made to several communities, and background program planning 

and evaluation papers were obtained. This information provided the basis for the 

prepantion of the research proposal. 

The field research was conducted over an 1 1 month penod in 1997. Dunng this 

time, 1 lived with my farnily3 in a small rented house in the town of Maissade. Dunng the 

My family consisted ofmy wife and ni;o children (aged 9 and 4), to which a third child was 
added near the end of the year. 
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first part of this tirne, we were the only non-Haitians living in the çomrnunity. Two 

Peace Corps volunteers (associated with the SC program) arrived in the late surnrner. and 

two other (medical) researchers lived in the SC guest quarters outside town for short 

periods of time during the year. However, a number of foreigners had lived in Maissade 

previously, including thc -4merican SC p r o g m  director tiom 1993 to 1996. an American 

SC agriculture program coordinütor in the late 1980s. a missionary tàmily who operatcd 

an orphanage in the mid 1 980fs, and numerous European Catholic pnests up until the 

1980s. 

1 began the research with a period of orientation and introduction to the progam 

area. My entree into the field was facilitated by the hct that I spoke fluent Haitian 

kreyd and had previously worked for tive ycars in an NGO community development 

program with rural groups in another region of the Central Plateau. 1 was introduced to 

SC staff by the program director, and arranged to accompany field staff(the anirnnrè and 

anima~*ises) as they conducted their rcgular community visits to the farmrrs' and 

women's associations. Dunng these visits. 1 presented myself and my research interests, 

was sometimes given the opportunity to conduct shon goup  or individual semi- 

structured interviews with cornmunity members about the history and activities of their 

association, and otherwise simpiy observed the regular association meetings and 

activities. Before and alter meetings, I had infonnal discussions with the SC animal6 or 

unirnatris about the particular community association we were visiting, about the SC 

prograrn in general, and about the various social, economic and political aspects of life in 

the Maissade area. Also during this period, I finalized a research agreement with SC 
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management staff, whicich detailed mutual expectations and responsibilities, as well as 

procedures for sharing research results. 

Aller visiting over 1 O community associations. and consulting with SC field and 

management staff, 1 selected two communities, "AnwoiTimonn" and "Bodl~/Savann"~. 

for tùrther in-depth study. 1 had initially planned to select oniy one community for in- 

depth study. but SC staff encouraged nie to select two sites. to spread the 5 s k '  if any 

unforeseen obstacles should anse in a particular community. and to increase the range of 

intervention dynamics observed. The two specific sites of AnwbITimonn and 

Bodlo/Timonn were chosen for a number of reasons: each had both a hrrners' and 

women's association. so that gender dynamics and other cornparisons could be 

investigated; one of the communities had been involved in the SC proyram since its 

inception, while the other wüs a more recent participant: and one was üssured to be 

accessible tiom Maissade. even during the rainy seasons. while the other would 

potentially be inaccessible due to a deep river-crossing after heavy rains. A k r  this. I 

concentrated rny fieldwork in these two communities. Specific details and descriptions of 

the procedures and observations related to the research on the cornmunity associations are 

found in Chapter Six. 

4 i have used double names, separated by a slash. because (ris is common everywherr.) in rural 
Haiti multiple names exist for geographical locations of varying overlap. In each of the two locations 
where 1 concentrated my research, the tàrmers' and women's associations drew member groupmun and 
Mibfanm from a more-or-less similar area, But in both cases, this area was sufficiently large that they 
contained several 'places'. sach identified by a distinct name. In both locations, the fitrmers' and women's 
associations were each physically located in, and named after. the two different major 'places' in their 
larger community. some 30 minutes walk (1-7 km) fiom each 0 t h .  Thus. the Bodlo Farmers' Association 
had its headquarters in. and was identified as, the Bodlo Farmers' Association. though it aIso included 
grorrprnun that were fiom Savann. Similarly. the Savarrn Women's Association had its building located in 
Savam, but also included women's clubs fiom the Bodlo area. I therefore use the double names 
'Bodlo/Sava~' and 'Anwo/TimonnT when 1 refer to the broadtx community €rom which the f m e r s '  and 
wornen's associations drew their members. 
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In addition to observations of the activities of the SC-associated t'amers' and 

women's community associations, I also attempted to observe the activities of 

development groups and individuals associated with other development projects and 

proyams in these communities. 1 decided to do this since my observations of events 

during the first months in Maissade indicated to me ihat the very concept of development 

itself was a significant 'site' of contestation and encounter in the communities. Thus 1 

wanted to observe and anal yze the di ffering practices, interpreiations. and manoeuvres 

with and between different development progams. These observations of other non-SC 

development groups and activities were somrwhat more difticult, since I did not have the 

official entree of being associated with the NGO partners with which these groups or 

individuals were associated. However. individuals fiom somc of the SC groups were also 

involved in these other groups, and others were simply eager to share and discuss their 

activities with me. Dunng the last five rnonths of the research, I attempted to attend and 

observe as many community meetings and events of MPP-afiiliated community groups as 

possible, and also conducted informal interviews with the MPP representative and 

members of MPP-affiliated groups. More deiails of the procedures and activities 

followed with these groups are found as part of the analysis in Chapter Eight. 

During the last four months of the fieldwork, I engaged a research assistant. I 

intentionally recruited a female person for this position, in order to facilitate the gender 

aspects of the research, particularly with interviewing women and in helping this male 

researcher understand and interpret the resulting information. "Marie" was a former 

employee of the SC prograrn, who had worked as an aiiimatris in the Women's 

Empowerment (WCI) cornponent of the program for several years, until the end of that 
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component's grant hnding had required the reduction of field staff tiom ten to five. Thus 

she was well infomed of the dynamics of the proppm, and well qualitied to assist me in 

understanding the actions and activities that we recorded. However, she had not 

previously worked directly in the two communities of AnwoiTimonn and BodlolSavann. 

In addition to the fieldwork conducted in these two cornmunities, 1 also observed 

the ongoing activities of the SCF program itself. Most mornings 1 would initially go to 

the SC office and chat with the various staff who were gathered there. to îïnd out what 

was going on that day, to discuss other events happening in town. or in the national or 

international news. When 1 was invitcd or when 1 was able to secure an invitation, 1 

attended various staff meetings. ranging in 'importance' h m  formal quarterly program 

coordinator meetings to informal meetings of tield staffregarding a timely concern. 1 

also requested and obtained various program documents. ranging h m  quarterly section 

reports to annual planning documents and tinding proposals. 

Bascd on my observations during the îïrst months of research, 1 decided to focus 

on home-yard gardens as a particular 'site' of encounter of progam interventions and 

community understandings. Initial1 y, data were collected on the general out linrs and 

dynamics of these interventions and understandings during various interviews and 

observations of community activities. Following this, however, 1 conducted a specific 

series of focus-group interviews and exercises with women and men to deepen the 

analysis. A total of eight tbcus-groups sessions were conducted in the community of 

BodIo/Savam, based on al1 possible combinations of 3 variables: adopting households 

vs. non-adopting households; female household members vs. male household member: 

the more distant region of the cornmunity vs. a closer-to-town region in the cornmunity. 
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For each session. participants wrre identified with the help of the local SCF agriculture 

promoter, who then extended the invitations. In one location. the sessions were held in a 

Catholic church chapel, a different location from the regular meeting place of the 

f m e r s '  association. In the second location, the session was held in the women's 

association's building. A moditied participatory research technique was utilized. as ericli 

participant in tum was asked to create a 'map' of her or his home-yard gardcn using cut- 

out drawings of house buildings. storage buildings. fence barriers. various types of trees 

and various types of field crops. While this map was being created. a senes of questions 

was asked which attempted to probe the decisions and dynamics involved in the 

management of the home-yard garden. The guide list of questions is included in 

Appendix 1. The maps çreatcd by the placement of the cut-ours were traced on the large 

piece of paper on which they were laid. and this map was utilized for anaiysis and 

cornparison with the rnap drawn by each participant's spouse. 

In addition to these qualitative methods, 1 also undertook a survey on women's 

roles and understandings in development. This survey combined quantitative and 

qualitative data. The impetus for the survey was the availability of data from two 

previous surveys of female SCF progarn participants, conceming women's role in 

agriculture and the women's associations. In 1993, SCF commissioned A. White to 

conduct a survey of al1 female participants in al1 the L30 famiers' goups and 52 women's 

clubs then involved in the SCF program. A total of over 1,200 women were surveyed by 

project staff, and a randorn 10 percent sample was utilized in the analysis of the data. 

The results are contained in White's 1 993 report "Study on the Role of Women in 

Agriculture, the Socio-Economic Status of Women, and the Status of SCF-Supported 
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'Groupement' and Wornen's Clubs in Maissade, Haiti." The names and data for the 10 

percent sample of this survey were available, and formed the basis for an expanded re- 

suI-vey. 

In addition to this survey, in 1996 a survey was conducted of female members of 

the women's clubs, as part of the final evaluation of the WC1 gant  that had supponed 

these aciivities for four years. This survey intewiewed 148 women, selected as a random 

5 percent sarnple h m  the membership lists of al1 the women's clubs. The results are 

contained in Narcisse's 1996 report "Women Child Impact Program Final Evaluation." 

The computer files containing the raw data for this survey were obtained, though rhis 

survey was done with participant anonymity, and so re-surveying was not possible. 

Using the questions fiom these two surveys. an expanded survey questionnaire was 

deveioped, and then tield tested by the research assistant. The questionnaire is included 

as Appendix Two. The SCF animatris staff was engaged to conduct the surveys', and the 

names of the 1 13 people to be re-surveyed was distributed among them. Each animatris 

was given the names of the survey participants who lived in the communities in which 

they were workinp. (One animatris was on matemity leave at the time, and the research 

assistant conducted the surveys in this region.) As expected. a significant number of 

original survey participants could not be located. due to moves. deaths. or other reasons. 

A total of 72 of the 1 12 original participmts were resurveyed, a 64 percent re-survey rate. 

The negotiations with the animowises proved CO be an interesting rvent. as remunention becme 
an issue. SCF management did not want to set the precedent of remunerating staff whenever 'extra' 
surveys related to program studies and evduations were pcrt'ormed, while tield staff encouraged me to 
work out an informal agreement directly with them. 1 discuss and analyze this incident hrther, in terms of 
an 'encounter of deveIopment knowledges', in Chapter 7. 
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All the data tields liom the survey were entered into a standard spreadsheet 

software program. Quantitative data were analyzed by calculating means and liequency 

distributions (as appropriate), using the mathematical hnctions of the software program. 

Qualitative data (the descriptive answers to survey questions) were coded into categories 

that were judged appropriate, and the liequency distributions of the answers detemined. 

The data tiom 1993 tor the 72 women who were re-surveyed in 1997 were ais0 analyzed, 

to determine comparative means and distributions for the same sarnple. The majonty of 

the data tiom the survey is presented and discussed in Chapter Scven. in the discussion of 

gender roles in agiculture and households. However. the data are also utilized in other 

chapters where they are relevant to the analysis under consideration in that chapter. 

The tield research was hnded by a Young Canadian Researchers grant tiom thc 

International Development Rrsearch Centre in Ottawa. Further support throughout the 

proposai. tield and writing stages of the thesis was provided by a Doctoral Fellowship 

tiom the Social Sciences and Humani ties Research Council of Canada, and a Faculty of 

Graduate Studies and Research scholarship from Carleton University. 

Participation, Reflexivity and Interprrtation 

The presence and identity of an 'outside' researcher in a cross-cultural setting 

raises significant issues of ethics, participation and reflexivity. As the discussion in the 

previous chapters has indicated, knowledge and processes of creating knowledge involve 

questions of power, interpretation and responsibility. In Chapter Nine. I discuss and 

develop these issues further in a specific and contextual analysis of the actual research 

experiences, dynarnics and dilemrnas that 1 encountered dunng my fieldwork. 
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The rise of the post-modemist critique of the disciplining, ethnocentric and ofien 

oppressive character of NorthernNestem knowledge of 'other' cultures and societies lias 

led to much concern for questions of ethics. participation and respect in social science 

research. This critique warns of the danger that any knowledge of an 'other' constructed 

by a researcher will tend to misunderstand them, constnict a hulty knowledge of them, 

and in so doing perpetuate or promote domination or violence against them. This is 

particularly twe if the ' knowledge' gencrated by the research is intended to be used to 

thrn act or inteniene in the world of those 'others'. as is quite potentially the case in 

'development research' such as mine. At the other rxtreme is the prospect that my 

academic. theoretical and disciplinary points of departure cause me to producc 

'knowledge' that is so far removed from the understandings and concems of the field thüt 

this thesis becornes irrelevant. 

In response to these concems, many social scientists have argued for research that 

is 'symmetrical' (Lntour, n.d.. cited in Smith, 1998, p. 7) or 'participatory' with those 

who are its 'subjects'. Among other things, this usually includes at least partial attempts 

to establish the research agenda and questions in partnenhip or dialogue with those being 

researched. It may also include research that is 'action-onented', that is linked with 

concrete initiatives to change the social situation under study. It necessanly involves 

following ethical guidelines that ensure research subjects give tùlly infomed consent to 

their participation in the research, that confidentiality of identities and information 

provided is ensured, and that research results are shared in a suitable and potentially 

useful format with those who have been researched. 
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With the rise in participatory research approaches, cntical and deconstnictionist 

responses have also emeged. Approaching these research questions tiom a post- 

structuralist perspective (as outlined in the previous chapter). these responses have 

challenged the possibili ty of genuine participation and 'sharing ' of power and know ledge 

in a world of difference and multiple truths. Even when researchers çonsciously attempt 

to retlexively examine and take into account their position. and that of the research 

participants (Rose, 1997. p. 305; McDowell. 1997, p. 409). many have found suçh 

attempts at creating 'ethical intersubjrctivity' diffcult or inadequate. For some. the only 

option is to "take responsibility ... to f i n l y  situate ourselves within contingent and 

impertèçt contexts. to acknowledge di fferential privileges ..." in the production "of 

knowledge and tmth daims" (Flax. 1992. p. 460,458). 

I stmggled with these interrelateci issues of participation and the possibility of 

genuine participation during the field research. In rny research proposal. 1 planned to 

make the research somewhat participatory, by çstablishing 'research agreements' with the 

four local f m e r s  and women's associations that would be the focus of the study.Wese 

agreements would establish specific accountabili ty and feedbacbveri fication procedures 

for the inhrmation gathered from these groups. I also planned to use participatory 

appraisal exercises to elicit community understandings of the development process as 

they experienced it, and so to ensure that the words, categories and practices of local 

people would ground my descriptions and analysis. These all proved quite difficult. As 1 

will describe more h l ly  in Chapter Nine, I did not establish research agreements with the 

As noted above, 1 did establish a research agreement with SC. which included procedures for 
mutual accountability and feedback, but oriented to the management Ievei (not field stat'f level) of SC. 
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local associations. due to the disruption. attention and expectations 1 felt would be created 

by the extra meetings that would be required to do the participatory research. As a result. 

the research that is presented on these pages is less participatory than 1 would have 

wished or some may consider minimally appropriate. As 1 have already indicated in the 

introduction in Chapter One, this thesis is still very much the result of an encounter of rny 

personal theoretical and analytical understandings with the events and people that 1 

interacted with in Maissade. 1 have still largely extractcd information and data from 

Maissade. and the analysis present on these pages is still very much my interpretation. In 

Chüpter Nine, 1 attempt to discuss and analyze these issues in greater detail. in light of 

specific events and observations that 1 made in the field. 

Confiden tiality and Identities 

Concerning the issue of contidçntiality and identities. 1 have decided to take a 

'middle road' that avoids excessive vayeness conceming the location of my research yet 

still protects the confidentiality of informants. Thus 1 have not attempted to keep the 

location of rny research confidentid. nor the identity of the NGO agency that graciously 

allowed me access to its program. I have, however. utilized pseudonyms and altered 

details for the specific community associations and for specific individuals (both SC staff 

and community members) who participated in the research, 

1 have corne to this decision for a nurnber of reasons. First, the 'geogaphical' 

aspects of the research means that the specific features of the place in which the program 

operated were essential to the analysis of what happened and how. [t would have been 

very difficult to mask the research location without losing essential details and insights 
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into their analysis. It seems to me that making Maissade 'placeless', uprooted tiom the 

specifics of its location, would have meant going against the requirements of good current 

geographical research pnctice. Second. my presence in the community was quite visible 

and well-known. Anyone with a strong desire to deterrnine the location of the research 

could do so with little more than a quick tour and a few interviews in the major towns of 

the Central Plateau. Third. despite possible acadrrnic optimism on my pan about the 

impact of my research, 1 am quite realistic about the limited diffusion that this thesis will 

receive. Various copies and translated summaries are being shared and retumed to the 

community in which it was conducted. but beyond this there seems to bç little potential 

for persons with punitive intentions to access this research. Fourth, and most 

importantly, throughout rny research 1 was given consistent permission to report my 

observations of the activities in Maissade. In particular. the leaders of Save the Children. 

the organization that might most readily be subject to negative reaction in response to this 

thesis, ageed to my presence and the reporting of the research in this thesis.' 

However, since it is not the goal of my research to endanger, embarrass. praise or 

criticize any particular individual, I have protected the anonyrnity and the confidences 

showed to me by many individual people in Maissade. I have great admiration for most 

of the hard-working and dedicated people with whorn 1 had the privilege of walking, 

learning and discussing, and 1 hope that they are able to recognize themselves despite the 

masking, and forgive my disguising their accomplishments. 

' In the research agreement that 1 established with them at the stan of the research, 1 agrerd to 
submit al1 artictes or papers inteaded for publications in journals, books or at conferences to SCF for 
comment and discussion, and if so desired, to retain the anonymity of the program in those articles and 
papers. 
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Translation and Terminology 

Throughout this thesis, 1 have used many Haitian creole (b-e-vol) tems. and 

occasional French narnes, which 1 indicate by placing them in italics. k'reyol terms are 

used directly in the text when using a translated English word would hide the fact that I 

am refemng to a particular Haitian category or thing, or when I judge that no English 

translation çan qui te capture the specitic meaning of the &vol tem. M e n  I have judgrd 

that thesç terms are unfmiliar, I have detined or translated them in a tootnote the tint 

time they are used. 1 have also includrd the most important and tiequently used tems in 

the Glossary and List of Abbreviations which precedes the bibliognphy at the end of the 

thesis. When the French roots of a krqvol term is recognizable. 1 do not provide a 

translation. 

Al1 translations are my own unless othenvise noted. 1 have followed the officiai 

"phonrmic system" of orthography in writing kyvol tems. despite the persistence of 

other systems in some sources. When plural krqol terms are used within English text. I 

have used an anglicized plural form (added 's' or 'es* as appropriate) instead of using the 

plural hreyol ending 'yo', in the interest of ease of reading (i.e. I have written 

'animatrises' instead of the plural krqvol 'animatris p'.) 



Chapter Four 

SITES OF ENCOUNTER: A GEOCRAPHY OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT IN 
RURAL HAIT1 

In this chapter, 1 review in some detail the historical development geography of 

mral Haiti. I trace how Haiti's constniction as 'underdcveloped' had its roots in its 

colonial period, continued to develop through its unique, çompantively early and Icngthy 

post-colonial period, and now has cvolved to its present integration into the realm of 

underdevelopment. While the goal of this thesis is to focus on the local-level practices. 

impacts and rneanings of a particular community development program. these cannot be 

understood or analyzed outside of their historical and geogppaphical context. Thus. my 

purpose in this chapter is to set the context for the events and activities of the community 

members and development progams descnbed and analyzed in this thesis. This 

information will also begin to help determine to what extent this study's analysis of NGO 

development intervention in Haiti may be expected to apply to other places. 

As 1 have introduced in the previous chapters. the practices, identities 'and 

knowledges of development that 1 observed in 1997 have al1 been constmcted and shaped 

by that which has gone before in the particular place called Haiti and Maissade. I will 

argue that since the beginning of its history, Haiti has been the site of encounter of 

various political, econornic and discursive forces, which have interacted with the 

geography of the Haitian countryside to produce what most people now cal1 

'underdevelopment' in rural Haiti. 1 will focus on both the extemal, larger-scale factors 
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that have aftècted rural Haiti, as well as the struggies and strategies that the rural people 

have developed and employed in response. 

Geography and Early History of  Hispaniola 

As numerous post-colonialist wnters (Le. Manzo, 199 1 ; Mudimbe. 1988) have 

argued. the genealogy of 'development' extends back to the beginninys of European 

colonialisrn. Haiti was 'discovered' on the maiden voyage of coionialism to the Western 

Hemisphere. when Columbus landed on the island of Hispaniola in 1492 and çlaimed the 

island for Spain. The Spanish initially exploited the preçious mctal wealth of Hispaniola. 

and in so doing exterminated the native Arawak population through harsb enslavement in 

mines and deadly infection with new diseases. Soon Spanish attention tumed to other 

more easily expioitable colonies in the Ameriças, and for over a hundred years Hispaniola 

was used pnmarily as a staging and provisioning base tor Spanish tleets travelling to 

these areas. In the mid 1600s. the French king Louis XIV turned his attention to the 

economic possibilities presented by thejiliblutiers and bom-miers who alternately traded 

with and raided passing naval tleets tiom the shores of the westem parts of Hispaniola 

(d'Ans, 1987; SACAD & FAMV; 1993a). In 1697, with the signing of the Treaty of 

Reswick, Spain officially ceded the westem third of Hispaniola to the French. This was 

the begiming of a century of French colonial settlement based on plantation agiculture 

and slave labour, which saw Saint Domin y e  become the nchest colony in the Arneïicas. 

The colonial wealth of Saint Domingue rested on the export of sugar and cofiee - in the 

1780s, it produced threequarters of the world's sugar, and had more revenues than d l  the 

thirteen Amencan colonies (Francisque, 1986; Farmer, 1992). It is more accurate, 
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however, to say that Saint Dominque's wealth rested on the unspeakable cruelty and 

exploitation of its slave labour.' However, the cruelty of the slave labour system was also 

the colony's undoing, and resulted in a bloody. decade-long slave revolt which 

culminated in the establishment of the independent, black-ruled Republic of Haiti in 

1504. 

The Early Political Economy of Rural Haiti' 

The rest of the Western world's slave-holding colonial powers did not welcome 

the first successful modem slave revolution. and decades of political-economic isolation 

followed for Haiti. Turmoil also çontinued within Haiti. as the uneasy alliance between 

the slaves and the aflanclli (mostly mixed-blood or mulatto frced slaves) broke down. 

Though the black slaves were now declared fice. the ufifranchi mulatto class attempted to 

rebuild Haiti's export economy by re-establishing plantation production using feudal-like 

arrangements with the former slaves (SAC AD & FAMV, 1993a; Trouillot. 1090; Dupuy. 

1989). In 1526, the Haitian govemment s iged  an indemnity agreement for 150 million 

francs with France as compensation for its lost possessions, in an attempt to gain 

international recognition, eliminate French threats of invasion, and facilitate trade. This 

' So harsh was the ueaanent of slaves that its population is estimsted to have been replaced wery 
twenty years becriuse of the high death rate (Lundahl, 1992, citing Rotberg and Clague. 1971). Between 
1785 and 1789 alone (the period just before the eruption of the slave rebellion), 150.000 slaves were 
imported, due to high mortality and the expansion of plantation agriculture. In 1 739. it is estimated that 
40,000 white settlers owned over 500,000 slaves. Other historians who have documented this period 
include Fick ( 1 WO), James ( l989), Nicholls ( 1979) and Dupuy ( 1989). 

The following section borrows in parts fiom the outline given by White ( L 994). For a varirty of 
more in-depth treatments of the nature and history of the Haitian political economy, see James (1949), 
Trouillot ( 1 WO), Fass ( 1 988), Dupuy ( 1989), Lundahl ( 1979), and Weinstein and Segal( 19%). 
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debt hrther reinforced the elite's attempt to re-build an export-oriented economy (d'Ans. 

1987; Fass, 1 988; White. 1 994).' In the course of the next drcades, resistance to this 

forced plantation system caused its slow decline, as tonner slaves escaped to squat and 

settle on abandoned coffke plantations md other 'state' lands in the more mountainous 

areas. The land-owning di te  progressively was limited to small pockets around the urban 

centers, while most retreated to controlling positions in government and commerce in the 

cities. Thus the transition was made to small-holder peasant ab~culture in Haiti. 

particularly in the less-tàvourable and isolated hills. mountains and interior plateaus 

(d'Ans, 1987; SACAD & FAMV, i993a). 

This was the beginning of Haiti's historical political. economic and cultural divide 

between the poor, rural peasant majority and a small urban merçhant and political elite. 

The remainder of the 19th century was marked by the consolidation of the urban dite's 

control of the economic and political apparatus. Coffee. cacao and other exported 

agricultunl products t'rom the rural areas providcd the base of Haiti's economy, and so 

even the most isolated rural peasant-producer was linked to the çapitalist world-econorny. 

While pesants for the most part controlled their own small parcels of land, they did not 

control the sale of their surplus crops. The merchant elite, through control of rxport 

This rarly foreign debt arnounted to ten times the annual government budget at that timr. 
However, a subsequent triaty in 1838. in which France tormally recognized its former colony and its 
independence, reduced the balance of indemnity owed by 60 million h c s  (d'Ans. 1987. foomote. p. 192). 
Sources differ on when the debt was finaIIy îùlly paid - d'Ans indicates the year 1893, White indicates the 
year 1936 (d'Ans, 1987, p. 193; White. 1994. p.24). A third source, Weinstein and Segai( 1992. p. 29) 
states that afier the American occupation, U.S. bank Ioans were used to pay off the French debt in 1922. 
which were then repaid to these American interests through their 'custodial' control of Haitian çustoms 
collections. They report that in 1927,40 percent of the Haition budget was spent on debt repayment (1992. 
p. 3 1). Whichever it was, it can be remarked without doubt that Haiti was one of the f i t  ex-coIonial states 
to sufier an unsustainable Foreign debt, debt restructuring, and the resulting imposition of an export- 
oriented 'stnictural adjustment program' on its masses by its nrling elite. 
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lieenses and regional intenediaries çalled specirlciteiirs. was able to extract the maximum 

surplus tiom the peasantry. They also imported manufactured goods and other products. 

and resold them nationally. The state. in tum. appropriated its share of rural wealth 

through taxes on the sale and export of co ffee and other cash crops, and the granting of 

export perrnits to di te groups supporting the faction in power. Additional regressive 

taxes were collected directly h m  the peasants. either by the local tax office. or by 

otherwise unpaid rural section chiefsJ and their deputies. The former collected local sales 

taxes. land sales registration taxes. market taxes. and taxes on animals brought to market. 

while the clzefde seh-von would both adjudicate and collect crop damage fees caused by 

animals which had become untied. collect 'inspection' and contirnation fees for the 

verification of such crop damage. impose 'cornplaint' and 'judgment' fees for the 

arbitration of disputes among individuals, charge for branding livestock, or l ew  a fee for 

writing out contracts between parties (Dupuy, 1989. p. 1 03, 104). 

Thus, as Dupuy ( 1 989. p. 1 08) describes, though the peasants won the stmggle h r  

land after independence, this victory was "illusive" as they did not escape subordination 

to a ruling elite who controlled the state and merchant economy. Interested only in 

maintaining their position, and considenng the darker-skinned, illiterate peasants with 

little regard, the state reinvested precious few public resources in the countryside. either 

in the tom of schools, medical services, transportation intiastructure. or productive 

investments in agriculture. The pattern was set for rnuch of the twentieth century. As 

Mintz (1  995, p. 8 1) states, "the Haitian rural masses expected little tiom their govemrnent 

' The ruml section chiefs were officially part of the military, and their primary responsibility was 
to serve as the rural police. Up until the abolition of the Haitian military in 1994. the Haitian police have 
always been a division of the military, and not a civilian police force. 
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political interests in the çontext of World War I (particularly Amencan concems 

regarding German commercial interests in Haiti). yet also occun-ed within that en 's  

dominant neo-colonial ideology of 'civilization and progess' (d'Ans. 1987; Slater. 

1995). As d'Ans suggests, the Amencans understood their custodiünship of numerous 

'backyard' countries during this time as "bringinç to those who had been deprived of 

them, the benefits of civiiization and progress (translated into modem voçabulary: 

democracy and development.)" ( 1987, p. 20 1. my translation). The construction of Haiti 

within the discourses of development was tirmly undcrway. 

The Amençan occupation lasted 1 9 years. unti 1 1 931. In the eiirly years. the rural 

cucu militias formed a strong guemlla resistance to the Amencan occupiers, and their 

ability to operate in the rural areas proved "that the Haitian countryside. the second 

world. was largely îke tiom the control of Port-au-Prince" (Weinstein and Segai. 1997. 

p. 30). (The caco resistance and American response to it has some particular effects on 

the research study area. to which 1 will retum below.) Though the Arnericans succeeded 

in crushing the caco rebellion by 1920, it shaped the remainder of the occupation period. 

and detemined its major long-term impact. In line with the dominant themes of 

'modernization' and 'govemability' of the time, the Arnericans proceeded to strengthen 

and centralize governrnent administrative power in the capital, 'professionalize' and uni* 

the Haitian army, and construct new roads and communication systems into the 

countryside. Anglade ( l982a; 1982b) describes how Haiti's regionalized econornic 

geography of the 19th century, consisting of at least eleven important coastal cities 

serving as export/import gateways for their rural hinterlands, becarne centralized in the 
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capital, Port-au-Prince.' Trouillot describes the impact of the occupation as reinforcing 

the divide between the 'State' and the 'Nation'. and setting the stage for the Duvalier 

dictatorship: 

The Occupation worscned the econornic crisis by augmenting the peasantry's 
forced contribution to the maintenance of the State and of the urban parasites. It 
worsened the crisis ot'power by centralking the Haitirin Amy and disarming 
[citizens in] the provinces. Ofcourse, by putting in place the structures of 
~nilitary. fiscal and commercial centralization, the Occupation postponrd 
judgemcnt day for thirty years: but it also guaranteed that the tinale would bc 
blocidy (quoted in Frimer. lW2. p. 1 77). 

Besides the political-economic effects of the American occupation. ünother 

important rffeci was the beginning of the integration of rural Haitian labour into the 

hemispheric economy. Between 19 15 and 1930. between 300,000 and 500,000 mostly 

rural Haitian labouren were recruited to work on sugar plantations in Cuba and the 

Dominican ~ ~ ~ u b l i c ~  (Anglade, I9S?a, p. 9 1 : Weinstein and Segal, 1992. p. 33: Dupuy. 

1989, p. 137). As Anglade ( 1982~1, p. 9 1 ) notes. this represented approximately one-fifth 

of the total Haitian population of 2 million, and had the duai impact of benefiting the 

large US. capital invesiments in the Cuban and Dominican sugar industry, and diffusing 

support for the rural caco rebellion. Thus it bears emphasizing that rural Haiti. even 

"is was accomplished by eliminating communal budgets and taxation in favour of a national 
budget and a centraiized tm-collection system, closing regional ports to international commerce. 
establishing preferential tarif& in Port-au-Prince. improving roads and communications to the capital. and. 
with the help of a centralized rniIitary, gaining administrative control of regional public institutions ( t x  
and customs houses) and suppressing existing regional authorities (Anglade. 1982. p. 9 1: Weinstein and 
Segal. 1992, p. 32-33). 

' These sources differ in the total number of migrants: Dupuy reports the figure as "between 
300,000 and 400,000" (1 989, p. 137), Anglade reports 250,000 each to Cuba and the Dominican Republic 
(1982a, p. 93). while Weinstein ruid Segal only report that "Haitian emigmtion ta Cuba ... averaged more 
than 16,000 per year during the 19205" ( 1992. p. 33). With the decline of the sugar industry during the 
Depression, hundreds of thousands were forcibly repatriated to Haiti, particularly from the Dominican 
Republic. 
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before the advent of official discourses of 'development' (to which 1 will now tum), was 

strongly connected with the larger political economy of the hemisphere, through both its 

commodities and its labour. As 1 wil 

important historical elements of rural 

of identi ty . 

1 argue tùrther below, thesr connections are also 

, Haiti's connection to the larger political economy 

The Arriva1 of Underdevelopment 

Afier the Amencan occupation. the increased Haitian nntionalism and racial 

consciousness produced during that prriod resulted in the rc-emrrgence of old divisive 

colour distinctions between the black and mulatto dite classes (Weinstein and Segal. 

1992). Among the increasing black iniddle and dite classes, a noirisre moverncnt 

developed, which promoted interest in black culture, peasant l i fe and Ati-ican origins. 

understandings of Haitian liistory in terms of race (colour) rather than class, and debate 

conceming the 'authentic racial identity' of Haitians (Weinstein and Segal, 1992; Dupuy. 

1989: Nicholls, 1979). Whereas previously the lighter-skinned elite had always aspired 

to a 'French' (i.e. western, 'civilized') identity, Haitian writers, led by Jean Price-Mars. 

now argued that 'true' Haitian culture was a unique result of both French-European and 

Afican inthences and values. 

Despite the rise of this noiriste movement, the first two post-occupation 

presidents were still mulaito, however. They attempted to further enhance the political 

dominance of their class by favouring them for appointments in the state administration at 

the expense of the black middle class (Dupuy, 1989, p. 146, citing Labelle, 1976; 1978). 
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The cultural hierarchy between the 'civilized' lighter classes and the majority black 

peasant classes was hrther reinforced when. 

[i]n collaboration with the mosrly white and Foreign hienrchy of the Cntholic 
Churcii. the governrnent nttacked the cultural values of the popular classés by 
launching an anti-superstition campaign in 1942. Vodou pnctitionrn were 
persecuted. and vodou temples and cult objets were systematically destroycd 
(Dupuy. 1989. p. 146. çiting Labelle. 1976. p. 1 M-l37)." 

In 1946 the growing black middle classes reboundtd. with the black leader Estimé 

coming to power. and a "nationalist black revolution" occurred. with blacks now being 

promoted within the civil service and into the cabinet (including Dr. Francois Duvalier in 

the Ministry of Health.) When Estimé attempted to extend his mandate in 1950, soldirrs 

headed by Colonel Magloire, a black man backed by the mulattos. torced Estimé to 

resiçn. and Magloire himself was elected president later the same year. 

d'Ans descnbes this period as the beginning of the 'take-off ofdevelopment in 

Haiti. His colourfùl (and Foucauldian) analysis bears quoting at lenbqh: 

it  is strikiiig to note how much domestic and international discourse rrspondrd 
and complrmentrd each other. and how. since its beginning, contrniporary 'rteo- 
r~oirisnrr' in Haiti has had its fate tied to the expansion of the international 
politics of 'developmrnt'. In these years immediataly tollowing the end of the 
Second World War. President Truman came to invent tliis new notion ... The 
United Nations (which itself came to be created) was completely seized by this 
notion, and made it  its business. And al1 this concentrated itselt'immediately on 
Haiti: this former land of Amencan occupation was now going to becorne the 
* laboratory' pur excellence of development. A horde of experts immediatrly 
swooped down on the country, coming ro scrutinize. auscultate'. put in numben. 
pronounce diagnostics and suggest miracle-so lut ions. And it is necessary to state 
that if there was ever a place where, upon hindsight. the false chûractrr of 
developmental actions s howed themselves perfect 1 y, it is assuredl y in Haiti 
(d'Ans, 1989, p. 205-06). 

It should be noted that this dite prejudice against vodou was not new. Nicholls ( 1979. p. 182) 
states ttiat vodou practices had been illepal in Haiti for many years, and in 1935 the penalties had becn 
increased. However, these laws had not been enforced in most areas. 

Meaning: to sound or listen with a stethoscope. 
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Magloire strengthened Haiti's ties wirh the U.S ., luid American and UN support 

started the construction of a dam and imgation canals on the Artibonite River. New 

factories opened, tourism expmded, bridges and roads were built. and "the economy as 

viewed h m  Port-au-Prince prospered" (Weinstein and Segal. 1992, p. 35: d'Ans. 1957). 

M e n  Hunicane Hazel stmck in 1954. American tbod aid was added to its assistance 

program. and total Amencan assistance reached almost SUS 1 O million per year (English. 

1954, p. 24; DeWind and Kinley, 1 988. p. 40). Magloire's administration. however. was 

also noted for its corruption and mismanagement of public funds. and much of the 

development investment only benefited the govemment and business classes.'" Publicly 

discredited yet attempting to extend his term in office, Magloire was forced into exile in 

the United States in 1956. reportedly with betwcen SUS 12 and 25 million in stolen 

public money (Dupuy. 1987. p. 155). 

Five provisional govemments followed in quick succrssion during the subsequent 

seven months, with the instability hrther marked by violent contiontations between 

supporters of the main candidates in the scheduled presidential election (Dupuy, 1987. p. 

155). Francois Duvalier, supported by the black middle classes and elements in the 

military, was declared the winner and took office in October 1957. The history of 

Francois Duvalier's dictatonhip is well known, as "the terrorïsm of the state reached new 

heights" (Dupuy, 1989, p. 16 1 ) and the "Duvalier dictatorship distinguished itself tiom 

al1 the previous ones in its unlimited and indiscriminate use of violence" (Pierre-Charles, 

'O The annuûl governmnt debt rose more than ten-fold during this period, to $US .H) million in 
1957 (Weinstein and Segal, 1993. p. 51, citing Manigat, 1964). 
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1973, p. 46, cited in Dupuy, 1989, p. 161 )." Initially, Duvalier was able to use Amrrican 

tèars of communist expansion tiom nearby Cuba to maintain aid levels, but tinally in 

1963 high levels of misrnanagement and corruption (reported by some to be reaching 80 

percent of total aid) caused the suspension of American assistance (Dewing and Kinney, 

1988, p. 40). 

The Duvalier dictatorship produced a number of important impacts in the 

countryside. Primary among them was the extension of political control to the 

countryside through his infamous Voltrrrfan'cs de [a Secirrifi Narionnie (VSiV). better 

known as tonton niacotrtes." In the countryside. the tonton macowes were recruited fiom 

among the section chiefs. vodou priests and other slightly more affluent peasants. and 

formed an informal and decentralized paramilitary force that reported direcily to the 

President's office. In exçhange for loyalty and the suppression of any perceived 

opposition to Duvalier. the ronron macoutes were given tiee and arbitrary power to extort. 

intimidate and engage in al1 manner of compt practices. 

Secondly, Duvalier's reign of terror also initiated a second e n  of large-scale 

emigation. Between 1959 and 1985, an estimated 500,000 Haitian emigrated, pnmarily 

to the United States, but also to Canada. the Dominican Republic, the Bahamas, 

Martinique and Guadeloupe, and France (DeWind and Kinley, 1988, p 8). In addition to 

legal migration charnels, many followed various illegal channels, as boat-people, using 

forged documents or staying oversens once entry had been gained with a tourist visa. As 

" Wriren who have covered this period in Haiti's history includr Nicholls, 1979: Trouillot, 1990: 
Heinl and Heinl, 1978; and Abbott (1988). 

" The term ronron mocoirrr cornes fiom the figure in Haitian fouore who carries off wicked 
children at night in a basket (mucoure) (NichoIls, 1979. p. 2 17). 
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several writers have pointed out, 'investing' family resources in financing the emigration 

of a son or daughter became an important 'familial development strategy' for lower- 

middle and middle class families during this penod of few other opportunities. In 

addition. 1 would suggest. this increasing 'transnational' experience in many Haitian 

families. established through remittances, visits and stones tiom expatriate family 

members, also served to reinforce an increasing sense of 'underdevelopment' among 

those who remained living in Haiti. 

Yet despite the terror and nsing identity of 'underdevelopment'. Nicholls ( 1979) 

points out that the power of the Duvalier era should not be viswed as a purely repressive 

or entirely controlling force. There remained "considerable ûrras of personal liberty for 

the vast majority of the population; only those intercsted, or thought to be interested, in 

political power and those who attempted to thwart the ambition of local Duvalierists 

found themselves persecuted or kilied" (Nicholls, 1979. p. 7 13). Smucker. an 

anthropologist who did fieldwork in a rural northern çornrnunity in the mid-1970s. adds 

that "ihe authontarian charaçter of the Haitian state is not to be conhsed with effective 

control over rural areas" (Smucker, 1986, p. 103) Thus, while the elite groups in the 

cities and the wealthy and powertLl in the countryside were inevitably caught up in the 

terror of Duvalier's reign, the mass of the rural peasants did their best to remain 'below' 

the operation of power.I3 Furthemore, as Dupuy (1  989. p. 163) notes, the patterns of 

authority were different from previous foms only in quantity, not quality. Many rural 

people continued to cultivate patronage linkages with local tonton macoutes, and as 

l 3  1n Chapien Five and Seven 1 describe and discuss in more drtail exampics h m  rny fieldwork 
which illustrate rural people's aversion to anything perceived as 'political'. 
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Nicholls ( 1979. p. 2 15) states. "Duvalier's govemrnent enjoyed the support or the 

benevolent neutrality of a large part of the population who werc shrewdly aware that their 

lot under a succeeding regime would probably be not better and might possibly br 

worse." Smucker notes that state power relations were not highly rationalized. but had "a 

quality of chaos. a tùnctional contùsion which allow[ed] fieedorn to manoeuvre the 

prerequisites of office to personal advantage7* ( 1953. p. 70). What is çlear riom these 

descriptions is that rural people lerimed to develop quite prabmatic and personalized 

strategies to attempt to deal with the relatively arbitrary. unprtdictable and ruihless nature 

of power relations confronting them. Nor can simplistic notions of 'oppressive' power be 

uscd to undentand this situation, but rather Foucault*~ notions of power as circulating. 

reversing, resistance-producing, and net-like are applicable. 

Finaily, this paradoxical combination of neglect and arbitrariness produced an 

openness to outside missions and NGOs in the countryside, and began the early 

'pnvatization' and 'NGOization' of much developrnent assistance in rural aras.  The 

suspension of most ot'ricial aid, combined with the weakness and indiference of 

government channels, meant that responding to the many social needs fell to the localized 

and uncoordinated efforts of expatriate Catholic priests. Protestant missionaries and other 

voluntaiy agencies. '" Duvalier tolerated and even encouraged the prolifention of these 

'" Lip until the 1970s. many Catholic priests in rural regions wrre French. Belgian or French- 
Canadian, particularly on the Central Plateau, where priests from the Schutt order were assigned in many 
parishes. In most CathoIic parishes, a parochial eIernentary school was established. and larger parishes also 
installed a medical dispensary, both often run by a Catholic sister. Through these priests and sisters. 
parishes had access to sources of support fiom overseas parishes and tiom Caritas, the Catholic relief 
agency, which they used to support these educational and medical activities. as welI as other developmental 
projects. Protestant missions and mostly North American NGOs (ofien also associated with a church) also 
were involved in similar efforts, providing support to Iocal church-run schools, promoting literacy efforts 
and primas. health care, and implementing agricultural projects. Thus many rural towns had one or more 
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small international missions and NGOs in the countryside, since these agencies did not 

have the stature or interest in development policy or politics to challenge his position. As 

a result, NGOs and missions had a disproportionate role in rural development ef-brts. 

with two important results. First, the conservative nature of these agencies, combined 

with the unpredictable ruthlessness of the Duvalier reçime, ensured that tbese outside 

interventions remained small-scale. persooalized. and a-political in character. yet 

disproportionately important in each locality as one of the few sources of outside social 

assistance. Second, outside agencies and personnel were allowed direct access to the 

Haitian countryside, unmediated by govemment and national representatives that 

othenvise would have been expected to deliver development and social services." In 

many communities, these foreign representatives held considerable intluence, as bearen 

of attractive cultural. financial and social resources. As 1 will discuss Iater, both the 

relationship of NGO proçrams to national and local politics and the cultural impact of the 

pervasive NGO development presence are two important aspects of the development 

enterprise in Haiti. one that shapes both NGOs themselves, and local responses to their 

progms.  

'hians' (literally, 'whites*, rneaning foreigner) living in them. usualty with their attendant vehicles. 
gencrators. and other artifacts of western convenience. providing an important cultural window to 
'development' overseas and the reafity of 'underdevelopment' locally. 

l 5  My previous work experience on the Central Plateau provides two anrcdotal cxamplos of thé 
extent outside NGOs and missions came to be directly involved in state hnctions. A nearby mission 
apncy, which worked with over 40 daughter churches throughout the central and no&-cast of Haiti, 
actually imported its own road grader to construct and maintain passible roads to some of the communities 
where these churches were located. They would also grade the stretch of the principal (and only) (ceravel) 
road serving the Central Plateau, where it passed in fiont of their mission cornpound. An NGO working in 
the region installcd wells and handpumps in local communities without any coordination. cooperation. 
supervision or approval firom SNEP (Service Nationale d 'Euri Potable), the govemment agency 
responsible for water services. 
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The Return of 'Developrnent' in Rural Haiti 

The etfects of the historie structure of the Haitian political sconomy, culminating 

in the terror and neglect of Francois Duvalier's regime. are clearly illustrated in the 

following statistics on Haiti's social and economic situation: in 1960, life expectancy 

was 12 yeaa. infant mortality was 183 per 1000 births. and the adult literacy rate was 15 

percent (World Bank, 1982; UNDP,  1994). From 1950-5 1 to 1967-68, per capita GDP 

declined from about SUS 80 to SUS 74 (Dupuy. 1989. p. 165). 

Significant levels of official foreigp aid did not return until several years after the 

death of Francois Duvalier in 197 1, when his son Jean Claude had proved a sornewhat 

more humane and restrained approach to governing. The US. resumed its official aid 

program in 1973, and was soon joined by both other bilateral donor such as France and 

Canada, and multilateral agencies such as the World Bank and the InterAmencan 

Development Bank. The result was a veritabie tlood of 'developrnent'. d'Ans ( 1  957. p. 

2 1 4) again provides a colourful description: 

... with the jeun-chidienne relaxation [in oppression], the country became again 
a veritable field of manoeuvre for developrnent coopention. as it had once been 
before 19%: public or private, bilateral or multilriteral, secular or religious (and 
in this case, of al1 possible confessions), international aid swooped down on 
Haiti, disproportionately and anarchically, elirninating any possibility of 
evaluatinç its total amount, ignoring al1 national planning which rnight eventually 
desire to articulate its initiatives, and assisting imperturbably to the monstrous 
failure of most of its actions. 

Total assistance levels increased tenfold tiom the last year of the Duvalier pere 

era to the fourth year of the Duvalierfils reign, fiom $US 6.2 million in 197 1 to SUS 59.3 

million in 1975. It aimost doubled again in the following 6 years, to SUS 107 million in 

198 1 (English, 1984, p. 25). This aid becarne very important to the govemment budget - 

by 198 1, foreign aid financed two-thirds of public investrnent, and one-third of total 
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(current and capital) central govemment cxpenditures (English. 1984. p. 3 1). Further 

evidence of the skills of government authorities in "managing Haiti's reputation" (d'Ans. 

1987, p. 715) as the 'poorest country in the Western hemisphere' to attract foreign 

assistance is found in the fact that the govemment budget doubled between 1975 and 

1980 fiom JUS 90 to 1 SO million, yet the country's genenl balance of payrnents 

remained positive in an era when most other southem çountries began amassing large 

foreig debts. 

This massive infusion of foreign assistance, with their constituent discourses and 

practices. had a major impact on the oganization and 'construction' of Haiti's social 

'space'. As Georges Anglade, a critical geopppher of Hait i. writes. these assistance 

projects resulted in "an overload of foreign presencc" throughout the country which 

"should be recognized as a trusteeship and de facto occupation" (Anglade. 1982b. p. 68). 

The "national scale" of these many projects and progams. writes Angiade. extended 

beyond "the level of individual good intentions to attain a presence whose total 

signification created, by its size. a fearsome apparatus of foreign domination and national 

dependence" ( l982b, p. 68). Though Anglade does not explicitly employ Foucauldian 

concepts of discoune. his analysis of development interventions creating an 'tèarsome 

apparatus of domination' beyond 'individual intentions' clearly echos Foucault's 

conceptions of power as desaibed in Chapter Two. The impact of discounes of 

development, through the construction of development knowledges and identities, will 

also be an central theme of the analysis of the fieldwork data collected in Maissade. 

The avalanche of 'development' during Jean Claude's era, suggests d'Ans (1 987, 

p. 2 12-16), produced severe "indigestion" and contributed to the ending of the Duvalier 
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dynasty in 1986. As Weinstein and Segal (1 992. p. 44) argue, greed came to replace 

terror as the means of goveming, and this greed even~ually undermined the regime. By 

the mid-1980s. Haiti had become much more sensitive to international criticism, due to 

its dependence of foreign loans and gants. "and without bilateral govemment-to- 

govemment assistance the Haitian state could not operate in the manner to which the 

ruling elites had become accustomed"(Weinstein and Segal, 1993, p. 47). Yet 

"entrenched govemment corruption and inefticiency" increasingiy pushed aid agencies to 

tum to the private sector to implement development programs (DeWind and Kinley. 

1988. p. 68). Multilateral financing for inhstructure projects was subcontracted to 

private çompanies. The U.S. Congess stipulated that "development assistancc for fiscal 

year 1982 should be providcd through private voluntary organizations (PVOs). in order to 

bypass generall y ineffective host country agencies and to zmphasize grassroots 

deve1opment"'"DeWind and Kinley, 1988. p. 68). In fact. DeWind and Kinley report 

that by 1983 over 50 percent of Amencan assistance was administered by NGOs. making 

the Haiti U.S.AID mission the most dependent on NGOs of al1 large AID country 

prograrns in the world (DeWind and Kinley, 1988. p. 69, citing AID 1984. p. 27)." 

l6 The implication that PVO (NGO) implemrntation oidrvdopmrnt prognms would "cmphasize 
gassroots development". expressed here by Congresi;. corresponds with my previous discussron of the 
perceived advantases of NGOs. 

" The rolr of food aid in the Arnerican assistance prognm reveals important aspects ofboth the 
worsening political ecology in the Haitian countryside. and Arnerican development policy for Haiti. 
DeWind and Kinley report that, in 1982. an estimated 45 percent of U.S.AID's $US43 million budget was 
used to provide food aid under Public Law 380. Of this food aid, approximately half was provided at 
concessional rates to the Haitian government, to be sold on the domestic market and the revenues to be 
used to finance government policy reforms and devdopment investments. The other half, approximately 
$US 10.5 million, was provided for fiee distribution through school and health service charnels by four 
large American NGOs. The üNDP estimates that already by 1991. national food production had declined 
to a per capita average of only 1 145 calories per person per day (from the 198 1 level of 1500 calories per 
person per day.) Imported food aid increased during the same 198 1 to 199 1 period from 430 to 820 
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English ( 1  984, p. 47) reports that over 70 percent of CIDA's disbursements to Haiti went 

through its Partnership Branch to Canadian NGOs in 1982-83, and increasing amounts of 

Canadian bilateral aid bypassed the Haitian govemment, instead being subcontracted to 

NGOs for irnplementation. 

The rcsumption of ofticial developrnent assistance to Haiti. largely through non- 

govemmental çhannels. produccd the incorporation of previously mostly small-scale 

NGO programs into the development industry (as also occurred in many other countries - 

see Powell and Seddon. 1997). The completion of the 'NGOization' of development 

assistance in Haiti, created a distinct domain of development pnctice. separate or 

removed tiom the politics of gvemment. Development progams and projects came to 

be understood as a separate 'a-political' field of outside intervention and practice, 

hnctioning with its own 'professional' noms. " Local people responded and adapted to 

this new 'tield' of outside intervention. leaming how to participate and manoeuvre within 

it. developing what 1 will describe as specific 'local development knowledges' in 

subsequent chapters. The 'NGOization' has strong parallels to the 'anti-politics machine' 

which James Feryson ( 1990) has described in his study of a rural development progam 

in Lesotho. The 'development apparatus' in Haiti has operated as an anti-political 

calories per person per day ( W P ,  1996). T'here remains. of course, a long-standing drbate about the 
relationship between food aid and domestic agriculturd production. DeWind and Kinley ( 1985) argue that 
the Arnerican development policy of promoting export-led agriculture and industry and supporting this 
'transition' in the Haitian economy through hcreased supplies of food aid had severe detrimental etTtxts in 
Haiti. and as the title of their book States. "aided migration" of Haitians both intsmdly from the 
countryside to urban areas and internationally to North Amerka. 

'' This docs not mean that development prograrns did not remain 'po1itic;rI' in the generic sense of 
involving competition and manoeuvre for access and control, as I repeatedly descnbe in subsequent 
chapters. With the return of 'legitimate' government in late 1994, govemment and development project 
politics started to become intertwined again. as 1 also describe in Chapter Eight. 
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machine in Haiti, a "counterpart to dystùnctional govemment institutions ... " (Trouillot et 

al, 1997, p. 7 3 ,  transforming largely political development problems into bureaucratie 

problems of knowledge and technoloçical transfer. While this development apparatus has 

not necessarily strengthened state presence in mral Haiti, it has strengthen and solidi tied 

the bgip of western discourses of development on local peoples' imagination. 

Riddell ( 1987) included Haiti as one of a number of country cases in a study on 

the impact of foreign development assistance in situations of both extreme poverty and 

ineffective and compt govemment. Drawing on a range of studies (English. 1984: 

Zuvekas, 1978; Prince, 1985; Fass, l982), he concludes that these programs had 

disappointing and limited results. both in alleviatinç poverty and changing the 

government's general orientation of neglect. Intctrestingly for this present study is his 

diagnosis of one of the central causes of development assistance ineffectiveness: 

A central problem ... is the absence of local grass-roots urgrinizations and a 
tradition of Iocal democracy which could providc. and in otlier circumstances has 
provided, a catalyst for mass mobilization of the poor pçasantry. Whût the 
Haitian case apperirs to show is that the lack of gnss-roots organizrition is not 
only a pnmary cause ofaid îàilure but a principal reason why aid withdrawal 
would have been unlikely to lead to a mass political rnovemrnt resulting in either 
substant iaI reformist or revolut ionary socio-economic change. ( Riddell, 1 957. p. 
259) 

Riddell concludes that while foreign aid has had '"extremely limited value. ... the nature of 

the government and its administration [corruption. absence of political cornmitment to the 

poor'] lies at the root of aid's etiectiveness" (Riddell, 1987, p. 262). Yet withdrawal of 

aid would also not likely have had much impact on these 'intemal' constraints, since "it is 

precisely these inhibiting factors lpolitical and institutional factors inhibiting aid 

effectiveness] which would have been likely to mistrate the benefits anticipated fiom 

donors adopting a policy of withdrawal or external intervention" (Riddell, 1987, p. 262). 
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Perhaps Riddell was premature in his analysis of the weak potential of the Haitian 

gassroots. In 1955 and early 1956, opposition protests tiom students. unions. and others 

in the popular classes. emboldened by their participation in the expanding liberation- 

theology-inspired base-cornmunity church movernent, expanded throughout the country. 

Combined with international pressure and increasing reserve arnong the business classes. 

Jean-Claude Duvalier wûs pushed into exile. Yet despite the crlebration and optimism 

that erupted after Duvalier's departure. little changcd dunng the next four years. A 

national goveming council was selected. headed by Henri Namphy. the a m y  chief. 

Hopes for a dernocratic governrnent were crushed whrn paramili tary groups attacked and 

killed dozens of voters on election day in November 1957. Even Leslie Manigat. the 

compromised president elected several months later in a widely boycotted election. was 

won deposed by Geneml Namphy. During 1988 and 1989. rival generals then proceeded 

to stage a series of coups d'itat against each other. People came to realize that Duvalier's 

rernoval had in fact simply been "the tirst in a series of desperate coups d'état staged by 

Duvalierists who realized the present Duvalier was undermininç their system" ( Weinstein 

and Segal, 1992, p. 50). 

Dunng this period of political turmoil. local efforts to produce change and 

'development' continued. Imrnediately following the departure of Duvalier, the 

population "set about trying to dechotrke, or uproot, the traditions of corruption and abuse 

that had so chronically and thoroughly permeated the governrnent" (Smith, 1998, p. 33). 

This involved the dissolution of the tonton macoute system of political intimidation in the 

countryside, and the dismantling of the politicized konse-v d a h o n  korninote [community 
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council] structure.'' These openings initially caused an explosion in the organization of 

popular community groups. Public debate about the governrnent and politics became 

possible. Optimistic and hl1 of good intentions to support the increased participation of 

rural people, NGOs supported by official aid agencies expanded their prog-ams 

throughout the countryside. When the military backlash came alter the aborted 

November 1987 elections, many leaders of the more politically engaged çommunity 

groups, many of them associated with the Catholic base-community movement. were 

arrested, beaten or went into hiding. International NGO programs and community groups 

associated with them. already more cautious of 'political' involvement. redoubled their 

efforts to remain 'apolitical'"'. With the military take-over of the govemrnent. even more 

bi-lateral programs were contracted to NGOs as executing agencies. particuiarly social 

service progams in health and education. and rural development prograrns. By 1989. for 

example. al1 of CIDA's bilateral progams in Haiti were implemented by Canadian NGOs 

as contractors. 

Continued domestic and international pressure continued dunng this tirne. and 

eventually resulted in the surprising election of a populist, 1 i beration theology-inspired 

pnest, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, as president in December 1990. International observers 

had helped ensure a fiee vote, and record numbers of Haitians participated in what many 

called the first 'tiee, democratic' elections in Haitian history. Many of the rural 

l 9  These community developrnent councils were instituted by Fnnqois Duvalier in the 1960s. as 
part of a national community development policy. I wilI descnbe the history of rural development in Haiti 
hrther below. 

'O For descriptions o f  how the SC program and the community groups associated with it in 
Maissade negotiated this period, see my review of the project history in Chapter Five. 
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community goups actively supported Aristide's candidacy, and following his election. 

the mobilization of these groups continued. However. the 'chaotic' nature of political 

power in Haiti soon reasserted itselc and Aristide was deposed in a bloody military coup 

d'état in September 199 1. Many leaders of progessive çommunity groups again were 

arrested. beaten. or forced into hiding. At least several thousand people were killed. a 

leaky and ha1 f-hearted econornic embargo was declared by the Organization of Amencan 

States (OAS), and over 65.000 rehgees took to small boats sailing for the US. in 

attempts to escape the oppression and misery (Lundahl. 1998, p. 79: Morley and 

McGillon. 1997). The United States, attempting to justiw the interdiction and reiurn of 

the majority of these boat-people as 'economic' retùgces. switched the majority of its aid 

to 'humanitarian' relief, in order to allcviate the worsening social conditions within 

Haiti." Other donors also suspended regular development çooperation assistance. with 

the exception of humanitarian relief tùnding (UNDP. 1996)' and again NGOs and other 

private channels were called upon to deliver food aid, maintain basic medical services. 

1 1  

and implement other short-term post-coup projects.-- 

'' During the post-coup period (199 1- 1994). the Haitian GNP dropped by 30 percent. The sharp 
drop in public revenues causrd the largesr ever budget drficit. which was financrd by the central bank. 
leading to a devaluation of the local currency by 46 percent kom 1990-9 1 to the end of 1994. n ie  
inflation rate reûched 50 percent at the end of in 1994 (UNDP, 1996). Basic hcalth and nutrition indicators 
also declincd during this period. 

17 - Two examples illustrate the nature of these projects: CIDA cstablished a $4.5 million Canada- 
Haiti Humanitarian Alliance Fund in 1993. which funded 36 projects planned and implemented by 
Canadian NGOs and their local Haitian prirtners (Coupa1 and Simoneau, 1998). The Coopthntion 
Fruncaise instituted a food distribution project channelkd through V ~ ~ O U S  NGO community development 
projects. In Maissade, this project provided over 1400 bags (70.000 kg) of donated corn to the SC- 
associated fumer's associations, which sold the corn to members at below-market p k e s  and used the 
capital to establish revolving credit funds. These credit activities are discussed hirther in Chapter Six 
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In October, US.-led multilateral forces secured the departure of the ruling 

military leaders, the return of President Aristide, the dernobilization of the arniy, and the 

establishment of a new civilian police force. In the words of the annual UNDP report on 

W ith the return of constitutional govemment, the international community 
dccided to support the consolidation of dcmocracy and the process of 
drvrlopmrnt of tlic country. ... In spite of difticultics of the Haitian povernmcnt 
in absorbing aid. the international corniiiunity disbursed. from October 1 Y91 to 
December 1995. a little more than $US 533 million, tvhile external aid only 
totalled SUS 135 million in 1990 and SUS 136 million in 1991 (UNDP, 1 W6, p. 
31). 

In total, over SUS 2.1 billion in financial assistance was pledged for the coming four 

years by international donors. This massive intlux of aid was targeted to al1 sectors of the 

economy and society - balance of payments support. structural reform of the economy. 

reform and training of the police and judiciary, regional development. agiculture. health 

and social development (UNDP. 1996). Development was detinitely big business again 

in Haiti. 

Initially, large mounts of this aid were targeted at efforts to "prevent[] a relapse 

to political, economic and social instability" (U.S.AID, 1996, p. 1 ), and to support the 

transition to democracy, and therefore a variety of programs were implernented whiçh 

attempted to provide immediate and direct benefits to local communities. U.S.AID. the 

largest dond3 ,  provided funding for a 'local govemance transition program' which 

provided support for over 1,900 local 'self-help' projects, ranging tiom maintenance of 

local water senices, road repairs, flood prevention and sanitation; a short-tenn jobs 

'3 The US. pmvided SUS 235 million of the SUS 534 million in aid in 1995 (U.S.AID, 1996. 
UNDP, 1996). 
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program, which created over 500.000 person-months of employment in labour intensive 

road repair, irrigation canal repair, famiand rehabilitation, and sanitation projects; 

intensified food aid programs that reached 1.2 miHion beneticiaries per day with a meal 

and imported a total of SUS 52 million in food; and an intensified tree-planting program 

(U.S.AID. 1996. p. 3). 

As might be expected, this wave of local development efforts created a range of 

effects. Local leaders jockeyed to secure projects for their community, and local people 

manoeuvred for the jobs and resources available through them. When 1 visited Haiti in 

1996, rarely would 1 travel more that I O  kilometers on a provincial road without seeing a 

prominent sign deciaring one development project or another. dong with the source of 

the financial support, often the 'Office of the President', in 'partnership' with some 

international donor. The promise of 'development' was everywhere. 

Aid levels, however, have declined considenbly in subsequent years. due to the 

fading of the initial international good will following the coup. continuing problems in 

government aid absorptive capacity, and intemal govemment wrangl ing concerning the 

acceptance of structural adjustment conditionalities. This last factor was particularly 

important, as significant portions of the overall assistance promised was contingent upon 

the acceptance of an Emergency Economic Recovery Plan (EERP). This plan was sigird 

by representatives of the exiled Haitian government in Pans in 1993 (under pressure to 

accept the deal in order to maintain international support for efforts to 'restore 

democracy') with the IMF, the World Bank, and western donors. This plan called for the 

implementation of a strict structural adjustment program (SAP) involving government 

downsizing, privatization of state enterprises, trade liberalization, the maintenance of low 
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wagrs, and financial drregulation. The issue of pnvatization became especially 

politicized. and was one of the factors in the split in the goveming Lnvulas coalition. 

Total aid levels dropped to $US 4 18 million in 1996 (UNDP, 1997), and dropped again to 

$US 35 1 million in 1997 (UNDP, 1998). 

The Nature of Developrnent Assistance in Rural Areas 

In the above section reviewing the historical evoluiion of Haiti's politics of 

devrlopment. 1 have already introduced somr analysis of the rffects of the pürticular 

character of development assistance in rural areas. In this second shorter section of the 

chapter. 1 will review some of the available literature which analyzes the specific nature 

and character of rural social relations as they were impactrd by the history of 

development reviewed above. 

A good way to introduce this review of rural social relations is to cite another 

colouriùl description fiom André-Marcel d'Ans. the French sociologist. who has writtcn 

perhaps the most penetrating analysis of the construction of rural Haiti at the intersection 

of culture, geography and development (d'Ans, 1987). d'Ans çalls the stniggle of the 

rural populations as "une gestion inzaginative de la pénïrric " - 'an imaginative 

management of shortage', as rural Haitians have survived and endured despite 

compounding shortages of available land, government seMces and investment. hurnan 

rights and democracy, and appropriate international support. d'Ans and others. in their 

investigations of the adaptations and manoeuvres of rural Haitians, convincingly 

demonstrate the falsehood of any image of Haitian 'peasants' as a 'traditional society', 

agrarian and illiterate, "fafatalistically condemned to the obstinate reproduction of tradition, 
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a reproduction that assures its community solidarities and histot-ic rituals, but also a 

profound reluctance toward 'proyess' or adaptation to changing conditions" (d'Ans. 

1987, p. 232). As the following writers show, and as 1 will attempt to demonstrate in 

detail in subsequent chapters, rural Haitians have indeed managed to survive. adapt and 

influence the conditions in which they have found themselves. though certainly in more 

pragnatic and multiple ways tlian that imagined by outsiders and experts. 

Rural Politics and Commlrnity Deidopment 

As I have noted above, the major@ of Haiti's poor live and work in rural areas. 

and so rural development and community development progpms2" have always been 

important components ~Fdrvelopmrnt assistance rt'torts. Yet. in Haiti as elsewhere. rural 

development programs have had a low degree of success. due to their "failure to reach 

down to the poorest groups in rural areas and the frequent inability to achieve their stated 

objective. particularly those related to raising living standards" (Riddell. 1 987. p. 23 5). 

'" Integrated rural developrnent and community developmcnt progrms are similar but not 
identical. Integnted rural development programs. as thctir nrtme suggests, attempt to address the çomplex 
and in rep ted  nature of the 'conscraints' on rural development, and generaily attempt to incrcase rural 
agricultural productivity and incomrls by "bringing rt basket of goods and services. consisting of 
production. social and infrastructural components to rural areris" (Lacroix. 1985. p. 15). Thest: programs 
often consist oE the provision of rural credit. the suppIy of  inputs. marketing services or structures. 
agicultural extension training, rural infrastructure, community health services, and other community 
development services (Lacroix. 1985). Community developrnent programs. the dominant mral 
development mode1 dunng the 1950s (Holdcroft. 1980), have tended to remriin smal1t.r-scale and more 
focused on principles of self-help and local institutional development. Smucker (1986. p. 94. citing 
U.S.AU), 1962) provides the defrnition of community development long used by USAID: 

it is a process of sociaI action in which the people of a comrnunity .. organize themselves 
for planning and action; define their needs ... ; make ... plans to meet their needs and solve 
their problems; carry out these plans with maximum reliance upon c o m u n i t y  
resources; supplernent these resources when necessary with services and materials fiom 
governmental and non-governrnental agencies outside the community. 

Despite the differences in these two types ofprograms, they face rnany of the same constraints. and for the 
purpose of the present discussion 1 will treat them as a single category. 
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Behind these Bilures, Riddell observes. lie the more tùndamental (and interrelated) 

constraints in any attempts to promote rapid change in rural areas: the "high degree of 

complexity" of the process of rural development, and "widespread ignorance" of these 

complex processes (Riddell, 1987, p. 140). 

Smucker (1956) provides a good overview of the history of community 

development efforts in Haiti. Smucker notes that the origins of these eKorts date from the 

1030s and 40s. in both the literacy campaigns of missionaies and the promotion of rurai 

cooperatives. By 196 1. the government had created the Oj/ice Nutionale d 'Edticntiun 

Cornmirnatuaire (ONEC), which merged its existing community development bureau and 

adult education program. In 1963. Francois Duvalier announcrd community 

development as a national policy devotcd to integrating rural çommunities into the 

"rhythm of national progress" (CONADEP. 1963. cited in Smucker. 1986. p. 99). and 

instituted c o m d s  d'action conimmaii&clire [kreyol: lionse! dahyo>t kominote: 

community action councils) as the official organs for rural development. In 1970. the 

govemment planning council (CONADEP) announçed a 'decade of development'. and 

called for the creation of comrnunity councils throughout the temtorial limits of the 

republic - using the services of ONAAC (the reorganized ONEC), foreign aid and NGOs. 

However, there were very few government resources or control directed toward the 

cornmunity councils. Many functioned only to the extent they were able to secure 

material aid and services tiorn NGO and church sources, and entrepreneurid comrnunity 

leaders took to forming them in their locality as a means to access these resources and 

local political influence. During this time, large arnounts of U.S. PL480 food aid were 

channelled to cornmunity councils through 'food for work' projects (DeWind and Kinley, 
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1985. p. 53). Community councils were responsible for planning and executinp local 

labour-intensive projects, usually tertiary road improvements and soi1 conservation 

measures, paying workers with food aid. Various disaster relief food distributions. atier 

humcanes or drouçht. also promoted the evolution of cummunity councils as local 

institutions. Since al1 of these projects inevitably involved large amounts of patronage 

and skimming, they became "tangible incentives for peasant famers to organize new 

councils" (Smucker. 1986, p. 1 O 1 ). Meanwhile. workers &en resold their food 'wages' 

in the local inarket? As DeWind and Kinley report. independent U. S. AID-supported 

evaluations found that these relief efforts "tended to reinforce local eh-dorninated 

power structures and to stitle [sel f-help] initiatives among peasants". and that the 

community councils werc "not likely to serve as the institutional basis for authentic rurai 

developrnent" ( 1 985, p. 53, citinç U.S.AID. 1979). 

Smucker ( 1986. p. 100) notes that "a pivotal feature of the community council 

movement was the unusual role played by private voluntary organizations - mostly 

foreign in ongin." Some NGOs served as intemediaries between international sources of 

food aid and local community councils. Othen utilized the community councils as the 

channels for the execution of their community development et'forts. As Smucker notes, 

this created a "tendency for foreign agencies and community councils to be viewed as 

purveyon of relief goods, public services, and daily wage labour" (1 986. p. 10 1). In 

*' Dumg my residence on the Central Plateau from 1985 to 1990, and again in 1997. we regularly 
wouId buy household supplies of oatmeal or rolled c ~ c h e d  wheat in the local market. However. supplies 
wouId dry up during the summer montfis, when school vacation halted distribution of supplies to lccal 
school canteens. For a time in the late 1980s. peopie would corne to Our door trying to sel1 bags of surplus 
California raisins distributed to local schools. which Iocal tastes did not appreciate, at least not as much as 
we were willing to pay for them. 
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1982 the govemment tinally implement requirements for NGOs to register with the 

Ministry of Planning. and so recognized NGOs' convenient yet ambivalent role as major 

service providers in the countryside. NGOs 

have become clients of local govemrnents and foreign aid bureaucracies, 
providing public services that would be provided directly by govemment 
institutions in another context. ... [Theyj have bern vinually institutiona1izt.d as 
permanent. or at lsast long-tcrm. features of the Haitian politicai liindscape. 
Nevertheless, this outward convenience rnrisks an inner ambivalence in 
relationships that occasionally tlares up into open çontlict. It  is not difticult to 
establish a coherent critique of the PVO network as an efkçtive nsocolonial 
system with remarkable acccss to remote areas ofpeasant Haiti .... Yet PVOs do 
provide essential services to the rural masses in a cost-effective and llighly 
deçentralized rnanner (Smucker, 1 956, p. 1 0 1 ). 

In the 1980s. after a penod of relative ticedom of the press. Jean Claude Duvalier 

moved to establish political control over the community councils. crrating CONAJEC. 

the Conseil iVntionaI d 'Jcrion Jean-Claltdisrc. as a political watçbdog over local council 

leadership, limiting the number of councils to one per secfion comrnlrnale. giving this 

council legal status as a official orgünization charged with local development. and 

establishing a hierarchy of community council federations at the cornminle level and 

confederations (made up of several federations) at the arrondiFsemenr level (Smucker. 

1986, p. 104). As Smucker notes, CONAJEC "was commonly perceived as laying the 

foundations for an official political party of the govemment" ( 1986. p. 104). The 

leadership of the councils and local cornmittees of CONAJEC was made up of local 

notables. VSN leaders, and others connected to the ruling authonties. Politics and 

conflicting interests, both within rural communities and with the larger national scene. 

were an essential feature of the councils. 

As the community councils became increasingly politicized during the 198Os, 

growing nurnbers of NGO prograrns stopped working with hem, and instead began to 
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encourage the formation of smaller and less formal gl-oiipmniîs, who then identified 

themselves principally in ternis of the NGO project to which thcy were affiliateci. In 

response to the increasing intluence of liberation theolog within the Catholic çhurch. 

many parishes also took to oqanizing alternative community groups based on principles 

of nnimutioit i-ztrule and Freirian consierztization. Several Cat holic-based animation 

training centers were established. at which parishes and NGOs sent field staffand/or 

community leaders for training in group formation and tàcilitation techniques?' As 

subsequent chapters will show. this was also the case in Maissade. where vanaus 

grolrpmnns and other community groups formed in affiliation with Save the Children, the 

Catholiç-associiited hIorwmun Pcvizarr Pnp~ye (MPP), and other smaller NGO programs. 

T/ze Politics O/' Comrnlrni', 

The anthropologist Srnucker provides an insighttiil description of the nature of 

politics in rural Haitian communities. While other well-known studies of rural societies. 

such as James Scott's CVeapom of'iize Weak: Eveqvdgv Forrns of 'Peasnnr Resistnnce 

( 1 985). provide similar analyses br other contexts, Smucker's description of the 

particulars of the politics of rural Haitian communities is worth reviewing and citing in 

some detail. Smucker ( 1986, p. 106) states that: 

'' As Smith (1998, p. 228) explains. and as will be illusüated funher in the discussions on the 
community associations in Chapter Six, training as an unimur2 or unimarris involved Iearning to a) 
motivate residents of a locale to organize into small groups; b) guide these groups in a process of reflecting 
together on social problems; and c) teach group members ways to work together effectively for positive 
social, economic andior politicai change. Animators were aIso often trained to give more specific or 
technical training in areas such as literacy, sustainabIe agricultural production techniques. preventative 
health strategies, income generation, finance management. human rights, civic education. and women's 
empowerment. 
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a proper assessment of community development stiould take into account its 
political charactcr nt al1 levels. including relationships interna1 to the comniunity. 
This issue calls into question the very existence of cornmunity in peasant Haiti. ... 
The pcasantry is not a homogenous class. it is characterized by t'iictionalism and 
subordination to outsiders. A clearer understanding of these issues helps to 
explain Iiow community developmrnt works. and why it doesn't work as 
intsnded. 

Smucker enurnerates a numbctr of reasons wliy the 'assumption of community' is 

inadequate: peasants "are not isolated tiom factors outside their çommunity": the simple 

existence of population aggegates "does not imply unity of purpose or çommonality of 

interests"; and the "very notion of community is idroiogical" - a form of rhetcrriç (or 

discourse) intended to promote 'democratization', 'self-determination', or new ways of 

integating rural communities into the national Me. Smucker ( 1986, p. 106) States: 

'.These are matters of particular interest to peasant f m e r s  in a rural çontext where the 

political process is viewed with a combination of cynicism and opportunism." Though 

these words were expressed before the self-proclaimed populist govemments of President 

Aristide and Preval. the events of the past few years would only seern to reinforce 

Smucker's assessment of rural attitudes to the political process. This 'combination of 

cynicism and opportunism' also rxtends to the politics of development programs. as I 

will illustrate in subsequent chapters of this thesis as 1 analyze numerous ~encounters' 

between NGO development prograrns and local 'participants', and community 

association leaders and association members. 

Smucker goes on to describe the nature of community in rural areas. The lack of 

community cohesion does not mean there is not a sense of locality among neighbours. yet 

even a neighbourhood orientation would not provide a basis for soiidarity for community 

organization. "Neighbours are in abundance but not al1 neighbours are equai" (Smucker, 
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1986. p. 106). Some are Protestant. others are Catholic. Some are family relatives. 

others are not. Some are larger land owners, othcrs need to rent or sharecrop land in 

order to produce enough to survive. Some have family in the city. others do not. Some 

hire day labourers, others are iooking for such employment. Throughout, a variety of 

levelling mechanisms mediates inequalities. jealousies and disputes among neighhbours 

and neighbourhoods. "In short. the Haitian peasantry is not a homogeneous class. I t  is 

composed of various peasant classes whose interests are tiequently at odds with eaçh 

other" (Smucker. 1986, p. 106). 

Any attempts at creating community organizational structures, such as those of 

Save the Children in Maissade that I describe in subsequcnt chapten. have been inserted 

into this cornplex and contested social arena. New institut ions (whether the community 

councils of the 1970s and 1980s. or the 'gassroots' community associations of the 1980s 

and 1990s that are part of my study in this thesis). enter into and disturb existinç patterns 

of social respect and obligation. These councils and associations are "intended to be 

organized dong the lines of abstract equality rather than special ties" yet in practice "a 

relatively more well-to-do farmer may find it unseemly to work on a project supervised 

by a council president he does not respect, or on land of someone to whom he has no 

special ties and obligations" (Smucker, 1986, p. 107). A woman may not want to attend a 

health meeting led by a neighbour whom she perceives as a threat for the attention of her 

husband. Younger people, by virtue of their litente skills, tend to occupy more important 

offices in community organizations than they would otherwise play in traditional 

community structures. 
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Beyond interna1 local politics. community councils and associations. by virtue of 

their access to matenal resources and services frorn outside agencies. have been able to 

gain a "certain room for manoeuvre independent of traditional govemment institutions in 

nearby towns" (Smucker. 1986. p. 107). Leaders of these community oqanizations have 

gained a new source of power via control of these goods and patronage - for example. in 

the execution of 'food for work' projects utilizing Amencan food aid. or in the allocation 

of credit to local poup  mernbers. Thus. they may serve to reinforce existing power 

relations, çreate new dependencies toward the outside. or even exacerbate local tensions. 

Yet none of these processes is guaranteed - the effects may also be 'beneficial' and 

levelling. What can be said is that the promotion and activities of new community 

organizations provide new opportunities. new encounters between social actors. 

employing new (and old) knowlrdges, discourses and identities. 

Smucker provides a quote he recorded riom a peasant farmer which reveals rural 

conceptions, understandings and attitudes to development: "Development is aid fiom 

foreigners. It is another nation which cornes to develop the country and create work 

us. Community councils are a movement under govemment orders. It cornes by 

government drcree. The president sent it" (Srnucker, 1986, p. 109). Based on such 

understandings, Smucker ends his discussion of comrnunity councils with a rather 

negative and pessirnist ic assessment: 

The political and cultural context accounts for the failure of local councils as 
representative local groups. In general they are unable to sustain themselves 
with any degree of local solidarity or political autonomy. As a rule, comrnunity 
councils do not mediate upward the political interests of peasant fatmers. Rather. 
they serve prirnarily as downward channels for foreip social services in m l  
areas. The service role of councils is not without its virtues, [given that] there 
are few government services. .... Theoreticaily, community councils have this 
possibility [to function politically as pressure groups], but in practice they do not 

for 

ocal 
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renerally hnction this way. They tend to be de fined in terms of the agencies that 
L. 

funnel goods and services in tfieir direction. in the absence of suc11 agencies. the 
role of community councils is arnbiguous rit best. Under these circurnstances 
they are more likely to be the empty fonns of modem collectivities, witliout a l i  fe 
of their own but ready to spring into action at the tirst signs of outside agencies 
(Smucker, 1986. p. 109). 

Though Smucker's çomments were made of the community councils of the 1970s. 

my past work experience in Haiti and the research presented in this thesis suggest that 

rnuch of his assessrnent remains val id. Grolipntans, çomrn uni ty associations. women 's 

clubs and other community goups that tiequently are fomed in response to community 

development progams remain. to a sigiticant extent. " p u p s  of spbo l ic  participation" 

(Kautman. 1996, p. 1 O). A similar conclusion was made in a reçent study of the rapid 

spread of thrsr various types of çommuniiy organizritions by Smuçkcr and Noriac ( 1996). 

Refemng to this study, Trouillot n al. ( 1997. p. 75)  report that 

rural people's access to services depended upon their grmiprmuz membership 
status. In the past 10 years,grotrp»ium funded by NGOs cxpanded into al1 
regions of Haiti and took on community service roies previously crimed out by 
çommunity councils, which were disbanded with the hl1 of Duvalier. Motivated 
by dissatisfaction with govemment and collective activism. these cooperativcs 
took on the responsibihty for the bettement of their cornmunities. 

Thus the organization and maintenance of these groups has become an important part of 

local 'development knowledge' conceming the management of outsidr development 

interventions, which local people draw upon in their day-to-day struggles to obtain or 

retain access to scarce resources. As Li ( 1996, p. 503) describes, "Identieing sources of 

power and leverage is an exercise in which relatively powerless people are. of necessity, 

particularly adept. It is part of their daily work." This "indigenous micro politicai- 

economic knowledge .... is every bit as important as the indigenous technical and 

agroecologicd knowledge that has won international acclaim" (Li, 1996, p. 503). 1 will 
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describe numerous examples of such local development knowledge in subseqiient 

chapters. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has described the manner is which Haiti has been sliaped by the 

dominant discourses and practices of colonization. neocolonialism and development, 

creating its çurrent state of 'underdevelopment'. In particular. 1 have emphasized how 

these interventions have created the character of Hai ti's rural poli tical aonomy. 

including particular features such as the state's neglect of the çountryside. the dominance 

of NGO development progams. the dysfunctional yet widespread implementation of 

V ~ ~ O U S  community groups, and the strong pragmatic approach of many rural people to 

the resources of development probpms as one of the few sources of outside investment in 

rural areas. In the following chapter, I will describe and analyze the specific feütures of 

this development political economy in Maissade, the region of the reseürch. 



Chapter Five 

SITES OF ENCOUNTER: THE GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY OF 
DEVELOPMENT IN MAISSADE 

This chapter will outline the physical (geographical), sociai and dcvelopment 

history of the Maissade region. in order to provide the backdrop for the events and 

pnctices analyzed in this study. Geography has intertwined with history to produce the 

particular economic, political and social features that are found in Maissade today. Thus, 

the physical and social aspects of its history will not be treated separately - rathrr thrir 

interconnectedness and mutual intluence will be emphasized. This history then provides 

the context for the recent history of development practice in Maissade. The description 

of past development program efforts in Maissade will emphasize the pervasive impact of 

these prograrns - the manner in which they have become dominant social forces. shapiny 

(constructing) social relations and communi ty structures. 

Regionai History and Geography 

The recorded history' of the Central Plateau begins soon atter the hegiming of the 

Spanish colonial period in 1492. Doura (1995. p. 47) reports that as early as 1502, the 

Spanish had established a settlement at Hinche (the current departmental capital - set: the 

map in Figure 1 in Chapter Three). Yet, as on much of Hispaniola, Spanish exploitation 

' The pre-history of the Central Plateau begins much earlier, of course. but linle is known about 
the particular nature of indigenous life on the Plateau. More general information about the indigenous 
Arawak peasant culture in Haiti can be found in the beginning chapters of Andre-Marcel d'Ans' Hcziti: 
Puysage et SociL;ti ( 1 9 8 7). 
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did not tlout-ish. and on the plateau focused on using the abundant gasslands for cattle- 

raising. In 1724, Hinche was described by Moreau de Saint-Méiy as "reduced to a state 

of excessive mediocrity". with a regional population of only 4.500. though it "rcmained 

the residence of the commander of al1 the western part of the Spanish colony" ( 1 954 

[1796], cited in Doura. 1995, p. 45, my translation) The above quotation also points out 

the fact that Spanish çontrol of the Central Plateau sontinued after the French colony of 

Saint Domingue was created in 16'17. French plantation settlement concentrated on the 

richer coastal plains, and the configuration of the mountain ranges surrounding the 

Central Plateau blocked easy French açcess, instead promoting transportation links to the 

east. 

The iritegation of the Central Plateau into Haiti only dates tiom the time of 

Haitian independence. Both Toussaint Louverture ( 1794) and Henri Christophe ( 1808) 

led successive campaigs to secure the important regional towns such as Hinche and St. 

Raphael, and Haiti gained permanent control in 1544 while the Dorninicans were 

occupied with their struggle for independence (Doura, 1995, p. 43). With the breakdown 

of plantation agiculture after independence, freed slaves began to settle and claim the 

abundant land in the more remote regions of Haiti, including the Central Plateau. 

Physical Geography of  Maissrde 

The current commrine of Maissade is located in a transition zone fiom drier 

plateau on its northem edge to highlands in the south, and c m  be roughly described 

according to three landscape types. The northem savann occupies approximately 40 

percent of the commune, averaging 200 meters in elevation and 800 to 1400 mm of 
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rainfall. and consists of deeply dissected plateaus made up of relatively poor, sandy soils. 

The central foothills occupy another 40 percent of the commune. range in elevation %om 

150 to 700 meters and 1400 to 1800 mm of raintàll, and consist of variable soils. some 

alluvial and quite rich. The southem highlands in the south are the most isolated parts of 

the commune. They cover 20 percent of its area, range between 700 to 1500 meters in 

elevation and 1500 to 2500 mm of raintàll, and are steeply sloping (White. 1994: OAS. 

1987: GRET-FAMV, 1990). The commune covers a total area of 27,000 hectares. and 

extends approximately 20 kilometers liom north to south. and 17 kilomctcrs from east to 

West. The climate is classified as humid sub-tropical, and prccipitation is seasonal with a 

bi-modal distribution - spin& rains (April to June) are usually more intense and reliable 

than the fa11 rains (August to October) (White. 1994). Irnportantly for agiculturc. a long 

dry season occurs from November to March. Average temperatures are 1 6 T .  with daily 

hi& avenging approximately 35 "C in the summer and 25 " C in the winter (GRET- 

FAMV, 1990). 

History of Maissade 

According to older residents interviewed in Maissade. the settlement of Maissade 

began as a market-meeting-place, where traders of corn and tobacco coming fiom the east 

and West exchanged goods. According to one such source, Maissade was proclaimed a 

'cornmirne' in 1880, and the first local magislra [mayor] was named. Small-holder 

agriculture was the base of the local peasant economy, as peasants produced what their 

limited labour and other input supplies allowed. Animal husbandry remained important, 

with richer farmers who could controt sufficient grazing land producing cattle, while 
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poorer famers raised pigs and goats. Food crops of corn. sorghum. beans, plantains, and 

manioc were raised using mostly manual tillage. for consumption and trade. Sugar cane 

was grown for the production of unrefined sugar and locally distilled mm. Trade with the 

exterior was difficult, as overland transport depended on animal power, and was primarily 

with the northem çoast at Cap Haitian or the west at Gonaives.' Land was relatively 

abundant and available, for as one older man recounted to me (with a sliçht sense of 

exageration. no doubt), "You would sel1 a pisce of land to bc able to go to (bet at) the 

cocktipht." 

The isolation of the Central Plateau causcd it to be impacted in a unique manner 

during the penod of the American occupation of Haiti ( 19 15- 1931). Charlmagne Peralte. 

the guerriila leader who resisted the American Mannes. operated %cm various hideouts 

on the Central Plateau. In response. the Amencan established military camps throughout 

the Plateau, including in Maissade.' According to local sources. Peralte attacked the 

Marine camp in Maissade in 19 19. and throughout the period local people had to 

negotiate between the demands and abuses of both the Amencans and their local 

supporters, and those of Peralte and his cacos. Peralte was eventually killed. and the 

Americans proceeded to build a strengthened, centralized Haitian state. The Central 

A historical map in the .-itl«s J'Huiri (CEGET-CNRS. 1985) for the prriod 1880-1 890 shows the 
only transportation link to the northern Central PIateriu as a 'traii* extending fiom Ennery and SC-Michel in 
the West through Maissade, terminating in 'Hincha'. Somewhat paradoxicrilly. this 'road' is still shown on 
most cunent maps of Haiti (including the rnap in Figure l ) ,  even though it is no longer passible due to the 
absence of any maintenance. particularly at the river pass across the Rivicre Grrciniorrc several kilometers 
northwest of Maissade. 

The concrete foundations of thrir tents are still visible todny. The impact of this contact with 
Arnerican culture was illustmted by one town elder, who described with rinjoyment the fact the Mannes 
would organize 'dances' on the 'main street' of Maissade, where the young peopIe Leamed to dmce the 
'foxtrot'. This is already an early example of the 'othering' or 'hybridization' of local Haitian culture as it 
carne into contact with the West. 
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Plateau was tùrther integrated into the Haitian political economy which was increasingly 

oriented toward and dominated by Port-au-Prince (Mintz. I Y 95: Trouillot. 1 ! N O ) ,  as the 

Amencans built the fi n t  (and only) road linking Maissade to Hinche, and Hinche to Port- 

au-Prince (using forced labour), and the Haitian army was 'professionalized' and installeci 

in each commund centre? 

Yet the Central Plateau remained relatively less populated. more agricultural and 

more 'archaic' (Doura, 1995. p. 1 5 5 )  than other parts of Haiti. Its isolation resulted in 

high transportation costs and merchant controlled marketing systems. which limited 

prices for axport crops or surplus domestically-çonsumed crops sent to urban markets 

beyond the Plateau. The neglect of the countryside by the state mling classes in Port-au- 

Prince meant little investment was made in rural infrastructure, social services such as 

health and education, agicultural extension services, or oiher rural economiç alternatives 

(Dupuy, 1989). The lack of economic alternatives. and medical and education services. 

meant !ha( events such as sickness or land-division upon inheritance' often prevented the 

accumulation of sibmificant household wealth (GRET-FAMV. 1990; d'Ans, 1987). 

Agncultural production continued to depend on mostly manual labour and an 

Further evidencr of the U.S.'s continued quite liteni 'mappinp' of Haiti's landscape into iü 
controlling sphere is found in the fact that the only detailed (scalr 1 50,000) topographical maps of Hriiti 
were produced by the A m y  Map Service of the U.S. .4rrny Corps of Engineers in 1962 from aerial 
photography conducted in 1956. Though copies of these niaps are now available for purchrise in Haiti. 
they are ail marked with the dedaration: "For Use of Ot'fTcials of the Governments of Haiti and the United 
States Only." During one of my €nt  visits to the cornmunity of Anwo. the SC animator showed me a 
small bronze survey marker embedded in concrete on outcropping rock at the top of the highest point in the 
community. It was enscribed with the words 'U.S. Geodesic Survey'. 

5 Land inheritance in Haiti is bi-Iateral and partible, meaning that al1 offspring (both male and 
femaie, whether legitirnate or illegitimate) receive an equal share of each parent's land upon the parent- 
owner's death. However, inherited Iand is often not oficially re-titied in the name of children. and often 
remains 'undivided' and subject to informa1 division among famiIy members. This system is a remnant of 
French colonial practice (White, 1994; SACAD & FAMV, 1993b, p. 18). 
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increasingly intensively used land-base Two export crops had some importance - çofièe 

in the southem highhnds and cotton on the drier pleins to the north (Doura. 1995). 

After the American occupation, the local agarian economy was intluenced by a 

senes of factors that shaped it to its present character. Dunng the middle part of the 

century, coffee and cotton provided significant cash-crop revenues, due to favourable 

world-market prices. Local people recall 'Arab' traders coming to Maissade on a weekly 

basis in the 1950s during harvest periods to buy coffee and cotton. They also recall that, 

in the 1 950s. the Banqre Nationulr pour le Déir foppemerzt d >lgricdtiirr. et hiirsrrie 

provided input loans to encourage cultivators to switch to new market-demanded. long- 

tibred American varieties of cotton, and indigenous varieties were abandoned. But soon 

thereafier buildups of insects pests made cotton production uneconornical (Doura, 1995, 

p. 41 8). The a r a  available b r  coffee production declined as treed plots were cleared for 

tùelwood and to open land (Doura, 1995, p. 4 18; d'Ans. 1989). As population pressure 

on the land increased (due in part to the failure of the state to provide the conditions for 

alternative economic opportunities or appropriate agicultural extension services), more 

and more land was required for food. By the 1970s. most land was devoted to local 

domestic food crops (Doura, 1995). 
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Peasant Livelihoods in Maissade 

The population of the commune of Maissade was approximately 50,000 

inhabitantsvn 1997, with a population density of approximately 185 people per kmL. 

This is considerably higher than the average on the Central Plateau of approximriteiy 130 

people per km2 (extrapolated using the 1980 UNDP population and annual gowth rates 

for the Central Plateau reported in DOUM, 1 995. p. 1 O 1 ). but less than the national densi ty 

of 264 inhabitants per km2 (UNDP, 1997). The higher density in Maissade reflects the 

commune's relatively more fertile and productive agncultural resources. 

Approximately 90 percent of the total population in the commune live in the rural 

areas outside the town itself. (The only other 'village' in the commune is the community 

of Madamc Joa. a market and parish town of perhaps 500 people serving the western part 

of the commune.) The vast majority of households are composed of landholding 

peasants, including the majority of the town residents. As in other parts of rural Haiti. the 

lack of formal land titles md sale/lease contracts, combined with a weak and ineffective 

judicial system. means that land tenure and investments are subject to challenge by 

neighbours, loan-holders and distant family members. and therefore relatively insecure 

(White and Jickling, 1992; White. 1994). As well, the practice of bilatenl, partible land 

This figure cornes from the Comrnunity Health Information hilanagement systrm maintained by 
SC in Maissade. It is based on a commune-wide household enroflment undertaken by the SC health 
program in 1987. which was updated by a commune-wide census in 199 1. Census data were tntered into a 
cornputerized Management Information System, which has been continually updrited since then by a 
network of cornmunity health agents who report births. deaths and migrations. The system reported a total 
population of 51.500 people at the end of June 1997, but a review of names on printouts fiom the system 
suggest that perhaps 2.5 percent of the namcs registered were duplicate entries. Thus the rounded figure of 
50,000 is suggested as approximating the commune's population. It is relevant to note that the Haitian 
Institute of Statistics estirnates the 1995 population of Maissade at 42,800, based on projections from its 
1982 census data (Communication Plus, 1996). This discrepency illustrates the weakness of much 
statistical data on Haiti, and suggests that the o v e d l  population of Haiti may be considerably higher than 
the 7.3 million estimated by üNDP in 1996 (UNDP, 1997). 
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inhentance has caused the hgmentation and reduction of land-holding size in each 

successive peneration. In the commune of Maissade. the average land parce1 is 

approximatel y 0.7 hectares, the average household has three parcels, and thus the average 

household land-holding is approximately 2.1 hectares (Clensrne, 1989). White's study of 

micro-watenheds in the central part of the commune found average landholding to be 1.5 

hectares (White, 1994). This study also found that approximately 50 percent of land 

parcels were owned,' 33 percent were inherited lands ihat had not been formally divided 

between offspring. 1 O percent were rented, and 5 percent were share-cropped. An 1957 

OAS study in of tive sub-watersheds on the Central Plateau includrd two sub-basins in 

the western mid-section of Maissade. and this study (which surveyed 340 houscholds) 

found ?O percent of land parcels were owned (purchased). 16 percent were inherited. 13 

percent were share-cropped. and 6 percent were rented (OAS, 1988). The relatively rqual 

base of land-holding is illustrated in the government census of 1 97 1 .  which reports that 

97 percent of the population of the Central Plateau which were part of households owning 

Iess than 5.2 hectares (4.0 carreau) own a total of 85 percent of the total land (IHS. 

1973, cited in Doura, 1995, p. 1 18).' 

' As White (1994, p. 15) points out. sbalthough the terni *owned' is used to describe the most 
unattenuated toms of tenure, it does not necessarily confer that the holder has an official or IegalIy binding 
title. On only rare occasions do peasants have legrilly ent'orceable titles to property or writtc'n contracts 
qecifiing rights of use." 'Owned' land can rekr to purchased land for which the holder has some formal 
written description of the sale, inherited land that has been formally divided. surveyed, and deeded. and 
inherited land that has not been fonnaIIy surveyed or titled. Murray ( 1977), Srnucker (1983) and Zuvekas 
(1978) provide more in-depth descriptions of ruml land tenure arrangements in Haiti. 

The dificulty of establishing accunte income and land distribution statistics in Haiti, and the 
inaccuracies ofavailable statistics (due to rnethodologicai weakness) are discussed in Lundahl(1997). 
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Despite the variety of topogaphy found in the commune, the hi& population 

density means that al1 regions are utilized for agricultural activities. A study conducted 

in 1985 by the OAS found that approximately 30 percent of the Maissade commune was 

suited for agriculture yet approximately 70 percent was intensely cropped (White, 

1994, p. 12. citing Erlich, 1986). Seventy percent of lands were subject to severe 

erosion and 45 percent of al1 lands sloped between 30 and 60 percent. Arrial photos 

taken in 1986 showed that approximately five percent of al1 lands were forrsted (White, 

1994. p. 12, citing Erlich 1986). Yet, almost al1 landscapes include trees. and trees are a 

valued and important part of Haitian peasant cultivation systerns. Both timber species 

(cg. mahogany, oak) and more valued h i t  speçies (cg. mango. citrus. avocado) are 

found around the homestead, dong property boundaries as pan of living fences. in 

dispersed intercropping with field crops. in ravines and dong rivers. and in fa1 low and 

pastoral systems (White. 1994. p. 37). 

A corn-sorghum relay crop. intercropped with beans or pigeon pas .  is the 

predominant cropping pattern in the area. Sugar cane is the most important cash crop. 

though ihis crop is still recovering tiom a decimating anthracnose tùngus outbreak in the 

1980s (White. 1994. p. 13). Sorghum. cassava and sweet potatoes, which are more 

drought resistant crops, are important in the northem plateau, while rice is grown on some 

heavy soils that become water-logged during the rainy season in the wetter mid region. 

Plantains are planted in fertile micro-sites, particularly in ravines and in houseyard 

gardens where they receive the benefits of household wastes, and are an important cash 

crop (second oniy to sugar cane, according to a SC report (SC, 1993). Field beans are an 

important cash crop in the cooler mountains in the south of the commune, while yarns 
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and taro are gown in moisture-rich pockets suc h as ravines. Hoes are the primaiy 

cultivation tool, though more well-to-do farmers will either own or hire a plow pulled by 

dnught cows for prirnary field tillage. Other agicultural inputs such as fertilizers and 

pesticides are rarely used. 

Men and women are both involved in agicultural production, though men 

traditionally are seen as being responsible for agriculture. while women are alrnost 

exclusively responsible for marketing household production and the household 

'domestic' sphere (Lowenthal. 1954. p. 18). Yet as Lowenthal emphasizes. such 3 broad 

generalization oversimplifies a complex situation. Women are traditionally responsible 

for the gardens surrounding the home-yard. and many manage ticlds they have inherited 

or purchased, though husbands or purchascd male labour alrnost always providc the 

heavy physical labour for land clearing and primivy tillage. Approximatel y 1 O percent of 

adult women are single heads of household, due to male outmigration and conjugal 

breakdown (White, 1 993 ; Maynard-Tucker, 1 996). In al 1 households, as crops mature 

and are harvested, control of the produce generally falls to the woman of the household. 

who is then responsible for managing it for market sale or domestic consurnption. 

Women also often control the household cash that results tiom crop sales, as they are 

generally considered to be less likely to 'waste' rnoney on cockfights or drink. However, 

this is an area of contestation, as I discuss in Chapter Seven. Women (and children) also 

provide important weeding and harvesting labour on 'men's' plots, and ohen raise their 

own livestock, particularly smaller animals such chicken, goats and pigs. 

A study of women's role in agriculture in the Maissade region by White ( 1993) 

confirmed that women have important, and perhaps increasing, responsibilities in the 
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a~~cul tura l  domain. particularly those areas that assure family nutrition and economic 

security. This study reported that women directly manageV an average of 1 liard0 of land. 

several head of small livestock (chickens, goats, or pigs), and were the primary decision 

makers in the management of small livestock, the home-yard 'kitchen' garden. tiuit trees. 

farnily marketing (commercialization) activities. and farnily food consumption. The 

complexities of gender relations in agiculture, as well as the results of Whi te's study. 

will be discussed in much geater empirical and conceptual detail in Chapter Seven. as 

part of my investigation of agiculture, household 'kitchen' gardens. and men's and 

women's roles in agiculture. 

There have been no major changes in the structure of the local abyicultural 

economy in recent years, either in terms of innovations. new crops or new markets. 

According to most reports. agricultunl productivity and per-household incornes are 

slowly declining, due to decreasing soi1 fertility, continued erosion. land sub-division, 

and the resulting decline in average land holdings. Becausr of the limited potential of 

agriculture, many families invest heavily in (some ot) their children's education. which, 

beginning at the secondary level. usually takes place in urban centers. Their hope is that 

such education will enable their children to obtain off-farm (and almost always non-local) 

employment. Yet few urban employment opportunities are available. and finding these 

opportunities requires extensive social networks. For many rural youth. particularly after 

9 Because inherited Iand is often not re-titIed, or remains 'undivided' among farnily members. as 
well as the genenlly poor state of Haiti's cadastral system, it is rxtremely difficult to determine the 
gendered division of land 'ownership'. Neither 1 nor White (1994) round statistics regrirding this in the 
literature. 

'O A kriro [Fr. cameciirr] is a old French unit of land. equalling 1.29 hectares or appronimately 3.2 
acres. 
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some schooling, tarming is not considered a desirable or viable fiiture. and the result is a 

rising genention of 'unemployed' youth. The following description by Rocheleau et al.. 

though made of an Afncan context, applies equally to rural Haiti: 

The next grneration of youth brings rising expéctations to a very limited, tinite 
area whose nntural capitd (land. soi1 îèrtility, trees) lias been heavily mined ..... 
They are typical of rural yourh [in many rural areas of the world] whose future 
dcpends on reconciliat ion of urban values and rural rrnlities and of conimrricol 
gain with subsistence security (Rocheleau t i r  (ri., 1995, p. 145). 

Yet despite this pessimistic scenario. quantitative data tiom various sources 

indicate that the SF project has had a significant impact on social and economic 

conditions in Maissade. In 1997, the SF health information monitoring system indicnted 

that the under-age-5 child mortality rate was approximately 70 per 1000. This compares 

favourably with data ffom a 1989 study in Maissade, which reported an under-age-5 

child mortaliiy rate of 118 per 1000 live births (Menager and Tamari. 1989). and an 

average national figure of 130 per 1ûûû for the years 1990 to 1994 (EMMUS-II. 1995. 

Table 9.1). The national EMMUS-II study found that acute diarrhea (40 percent). 

malnutrition (36 percent) and acute respiratory infections (28 percent) were the leading 

causes of infant deaths (allowing multiple causes) (EMMUS-II, 1995, Table 10.8). 

Similar figures were found for Maissade in the 1989 study by Menager and Tamari. 

However, the nutritiond and health status of children in Maissade (and 

throughout the country) remains fiagile and quite sensitive to changing economic 

conditions. This was demonstrated during the economic sanctions following the 199 i 

coup. A tearn from the Harvard University School of Public Health conducted a study in 

Maissade in 1993, which showed that the prevalence of moderate and severe malnutrition 

in children aged 0-5 years increased from the range of 8- 16 percent in the pre-coup years 
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of 1990-9 1. to 28 - 34 percent following the coup d'état and imposition of economic 

sanctions in 1992. Intànt and child mortality rates also increased by 32 percent during the 

sarne time period (Harvard. 1 993, cited in Levinson and lanno tti, 1 996. p. 1 8). 

A 1992 survey of farm production estirnated that the net. annual. household 

income of landholders averages 7100 Gourdes (or $405 USD at the average 1993 

exchange rate) (Jickling and White 1992, cited in White, 1994, p. 13). Households 

average five individuals (White. 1994, p. 13). These sources do not give any 

indication of incorne distribution or differentiation among rural households. 

The Save the Children Program in Maissade 

Save the Children ~ederation" (SC) initiated preliminary field studies and 

project design for its program in the commune of Maissade in 1985 (Cherubin et al. 

1985). and began field operations in January 1986. The initial activity was a pilot 

integrated watershed management project. funded through an institutional cooperation 

grant from the United States Agency for International Deveiopment (USAID).  This 
C 

project utilized two innovat ive intervention strategies: 1) the formation of groipman" 

' ' Save the Children Federation is the American affiliate of the world-wide nework of Save the 
Children organizations. It is a non-pro fit, non-sectririan developrnent agency, founded in I 932. with 
headquarters in Westport. Conneticut. it has international development programs in 38 countries of the 
world, with a total international progrrim budget of approximately 575 million in I997. It's mission 
statement reads: "To create lasting, positive c hangt: in the lives of disadvantaged children." Though it 
continues to utilize a 'child sponsorship' mode1 of private donour tùnd-raising, it  has been among the most 
progressive on these 'sponsorship* NGOs in channelling resources and prograrnming to entire communities 
(instead of only individual families of sponsored children) and attempting to address systernic causes of 
poverty. 

" The Haitian Creole term grorrpman is pronounced the same way as the French term 
grolcpernenr. A gr-oiipman is a self-directed, self-selected, pre-cooperative group of f m e r s .  usualIy 
numbering between 6 and 20 members. They are often established upon traditional social (kinship or 
exchange) iinkages, and engage in collective economic and social development activities. The grorrpntan 
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for peasant mobilization; and 2) economic-benefit-oriented tree planting, following the 

strategy of a nation-wide Agroforestry Outreach Program (White. 1994). The 

groupman were "promoted not as ends in themselves. but as the organizational means 

by which social. economic and ecological problems would be ddressedn (White and 

Quinn, 1992. p. 3). 

Dunng the tirst year, local animation field staff were recruited and trained. and 

they began the organization of groiprnan. Public meetings were held. in which peasants 

(both men and women) were encouraged to critically assess the nature of their 

livelihoods, identit'y local environmental problems. consider group organization as a 

rneans to achieve individual and social goals. In 1987. responding to these 

'consciousness-raising' events, SC began to provide technical assistance to the gi-oirprnan 

in ab"culture, soi1 conservation. animai husbandry. agroforestry and small-scale 

infrastructure development. Peasant leaders received training in basic practices. and 

began testing and adapting techniques on their farms. The project attempted to promote 

oniy simple techniques that required no additional financial investment. had low labour 

requirements, were culturally similar to existing practices, and yielded signiticant 

economic retums (via increased ayicultural productivity) (White, 1994; White and 

Quinn. 1992). In contrat to some other programs in Haiti, no direct extemal incentives 

has its origins and antecedents in an number of  traditional rural social structures: the kombir, the traditional 
Haitian communal working party used for labour-intensive land prepamtion: the esh~vad, a smaller, more 
stable work group based on stricter reciprocity; and the sangtre, a rotating credit association. Peasant 
mobilization via grorrpman was initiatrd by progressive Catholic organizations in the 1970s. Groripman 
became a widespread phenomenon during the 1980's. particularly afler the faII of Jean-Claude Duvalier, as 
many NGOs encouraged their formation (Lundahi. 1983; Maguire, 1991; Vander Zaag, 1995: White. 
1994). 
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(i.e. payrnents) were provided to induce adoption of conservation techniques (White. 

1994; SC, 1988). 

Within several years. approximately 200 grolrpnrari had formed in the project 

target area, which was confined to the middle foothills section of the commune of 

Maissade. These groups averaged 8 memben. and were active in a range of economic 

and social activities (e.g. tiom building schools to nising pigs). Approximately 30 

percent of the total membership of these gvoiipman was female. though some groups were 

male only and none were fernale only (White, 1994; SC, 1988). In early 1989. SC 

initiated a pilot project to encourage peasants with land in the same micro-watershed 

(ravine system), whether groriprnnn members or not. to çooperate to control erosion that 

crossed property boundarics. By the next year. 22 watershcds and 300 individual t'mers 

were involved, and over 300,000 linear meters of contour soi1 consewation structures 

(crop residue barriers. living bamers. etc) and 1500 gully plugs13 had been çonstructed 

(White, I 994). 

White and Quinn ( 1993) describe a number of key progam themes that guided 

the SC project. First was a long-term commitment to the progam site. In addition to 

U.S.AID funds, SC began investing 'private' funds'" in other local community 

development efforts such as education and comrnunity health (see below). The 

availability of such private hnds (though relatively small in total amounts) and their 

" Gully plugs are srnail 'check dams' located at intervals dong in the base of a gully. They are 
constnicted of either woven bamiers (wattling) supported by stakes, or rocks. and are ofien planted witli 
'hedges' of sugarcane, leticena. or other grasses (White and JickIing, 1992, p. 27). 

'' SC referred to tiinds it raised itself fkom sponsorship donon in the US. as 'private' fùnds. since 
they could be expended without the usval restrictions of U.S.AiD grant funds. 
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long-term availability enabled SC to commit to a long-term presence in Maissade. This 

facilitated the utilization of slower-paced rnethods and strategies than othenvise possible 

with only short-term grant funding such as tiom U.S.AID. SC'S intention was to use this 

long-tenn cornmitment to "build local capabilities to manage future development and to 

gadually transfer the management of existing development activities to local 

institutions" (White and Quinn. 1993, p. 3: SC. 1989). 

The second program theme was an attempt to keep a low level of extemal 

investment in materials. SC did not invest heavily in project-rnaintained inkastructure 

such as central ized tree nurseries, training centers, cred i t programs, or project vehicle and 

building, and expatriate assistance was used judiciously. SC tried to ensure that they 

would not be perceived as the provider of subsidies. material goods or answers to local 

development problems. '' Rather, they attempted to encourage a sense of local 

responsibility and capacity in local people for their own development. and so tried to 

maintain a role as educator. catalyst and liaison between peasant groups and external 

agents (White and  qui^, 1992, p. 3; Gaddis and Smucker, 1958). 

Proceeding tiom this was the third theme of using participatory development 

approaches. SC encounged peasants, as groirpman representatives, to play important 

roles in program decision functions: program planning, execution and evaluation. 

Peasant participation in the project was voluntary - no extemal incentives were provided 

for their investment of time and materials in the various watershed management and 

agriculture activities. Peasants also regularly volunteered as local extension agents in 

'' However, as Iickling and White note, "... though their propm rhetoric calls for slow and 
thorough methods to achieve sustained impacts. in reality these goals are regularly compromised for want 
of fùnding authority" (Jickling and White. 1992, p. 16). 
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agroforestry, soi1 conservation, animal husbandry and tree-nursery management (White 

and Quinn, 1992, p. 3). 

In the analysis in subsequent chapters of the encounter of SC progam 

interventions with local people's development understandings and manoeuvres. a key 

eiement of my argument will be the contrast and 'discontinuity' between SC'S 

understandings and intentions (represenied in the above program 'themes' of long-term 

cornmitment, minimal matenal investments and subsidirs. and beneticiary participation) 

and local people's understandings of how NGO development programs operate. 

Though the U.S.AID-funded project was scheduird to be a 3-year project (August 

1985 to July l958), the pacing of project activities to local capacity, the emphasis on 

minimizing extemal provision of materials, and the upheavals associated with the popular 

overthrow of the Duvalier dictatorship rneant that the project disbursed tùnds much more 

slowly than anticipated. As a result, the project was ganted two no-cost'~extensions of a 

total of 36 months by U.S.AID. At the end of this tùnding. SC continued to receive somc 

local-currency U.S.AID hnding for sustainable agiculture/natural resource management 

activities through PL 480 hnding to the Haitian Ministry of A b ~ c u l t ~ r e  (White and 

Jickling. 1992). This hnding ended, however, with the suspension of bi-lateral aid afier 

the coup d'état of Srpiernber 199 1. 

An economic cost-benetit analysis of the watershed management project 

(including the peasant organization component) was conducted by White and Quim in 

1 992. They found that the aggregate project had a cost-benefit ratio of 1 3, and an 

l6 A no-cost extension means that SC was granted permission by U.S.AID to extend the project 
for another 36 rnonths using the undisbursed hnds from the original budget. 
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economic rate of retum of 19 percent. Investment in hillside soi1 conservation treatments 

yielded by far the highest retum. while the forestry, ravine treatment and group 

organization investments were not economically efficient (White and Quinn. iW2). 

Shortly afier the beginning of the Watershed Management project. SC also began 

interventions in the areas of community health and primary education using private SC 

funds. In 1956. SC also obtained a 3 year project gant  (fiom an U.S.AID block gant for 

Child Survival activi ties to AOPS (.-lssociution des Or1 vriers Privé err Santé), an urnbrella 

association of NGOs working in the community health field) to begin community health 

activities targeted towards children and thrir mothers. Rural vaccinations posts. 

community health trainers. mother's clubs and 4 rural health clinics were implemented. 

In 1989, tùnding for these activities was renewed under thc U.S.AID VACS (Voluntary 

Agencies for Child Survival) agreement to community health NGOs.I7 An important 

progression in the VACS project was the broadening of the basic child survival objectives 

to encompass more preventative and "other-than-physicai-health facets" of mothedchild 

" U.S.AID has provided sipiificant hnding for comrnunity-hçalth based child survival activiries 
to NGOs duriny the past srveral drcades. Though the hnding is provided via 3 4  yrar block gant 
agreements. these agreements have been consistently renewed ( with appropriate revisions and adj ustrnents 
based on preceding evalucitions and the latest public health wisdom). By 1994. U.S.AID was on the 10th 
itention of its Child Survival block grant tùnding. This funding is provided as specific project sub-gnnts 
to individual NGOs, and an informal group of NGOs who have successfuIly implemented these projects 
have seen their project funding consistently renewed. By 1996. SC had received its fourth Chiid Survival 
sub-grant. 

Many of these same NGOs have signed 'partnership' agreements with the Ministry of Public 
Health and Population (MSPP), which in etTect makes the NGO responsible for managing and 
implementing the health system in their region. ïh i s  is a de facto recognition by the MSPP of its tinmcial 
and managerial inability to provide health services throughout the country, and donor unwillingness to 
hnd  the governent  rninistry directly (based on past performance and political considerations.) In 
Maissade, SC has such an agreement with MSPP. MSPP provides a recently-graduated doctor (who is 
doing a required year of 'social service' in return for his or her medical education), several nurses for the 
rural clinics, and a laboratory technician), while SC manages the health clhic in town, provides additional 
staff for the clinic, and tops-up the salaries of MSPP-seconded staff. 
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well-being (Tamari. 1992, p. 29). Thus, the larger socio-cultural context of women's 

position in the household and community began to be addressed. This transition was 

symbolized in the renaming of the tonner 'mothers' clubs' as 'women's clubs' in 1990. 

and the hiring of four kmale tield staff to work as 'social workers' in addressing broader 

women's issues. By Septernber 199 1,  53 women's clubs were in existence. and the tirst 

commune-wide ' Women's Club Congress' had been held. resulting in "heightened 

interest in women's activi ties" and the opportunity for women to "publicly voice their 

concems and hopes for hrther organizational development of regional women's clubs to 

give them more power" (SC, 1993. p. 7; Tamari. 1992). Thus. as a SC planning 

document stated. the women's clubs were organized for both practical and strategic 

gender interests (Moser. 1993) - as both a "locus for health cducation and a means to 

empower women" (SC. 1992. p. 2) 

During this time. two other smail gant-hnded projects were undertaken. An 

U.S.AID-hnded Vitamin A project, begun in 1988, provided supplemrntary funds for 

promoting 'kitchen gardens' in which Vitamin A-rich vegetables would be gown. This 

gan t  also initiated SC work with promoting mango-drying among several of the 

women's goups, as a rneans of supplying Vitamin A-rich foods. (The mango-drying 

activities were subsequently supported by a series of additional grants fiom U.S.AID and 

UNICEF, as will be discussed below.) The second project was a U.S.AID water project, 

fbnded through its Child Survival initiatives. From 1990 to 1993, this project tinanced 

the construction of a number of piped water systems, as well as numerous spring 

cappings and rain-water storage tanks, al1 in communities where SC was providing its 

core education, health and community development activities. 
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The major recent SC Maissade prograrn in the immediate period preceeding the 

field research was a five-year U.S.AID funded 'women's rmpowerment' project. In 

199 1. the Amencan SC head office signed a major tive-year institutionai cooperation 

gant  with U.S.AID for Women - Child Impact (WCI) projects in iive SC country fields. 

including Haiti. This project's focus on 'woman - child impact' - the key role of 

enhancing women's status in "break[ing] inter-generational cycles of poverty ... and 

assur[ing] a better quality of life for their children" - represented the new 'organizing 

approach' that SC had just adopted throughout its overseas development prograrns (SC. 

1997. n . p ) . ' T h e  SC Haiti program was inciuded as one of the project countries. with 

tùnding of $US 358.000 (matched 1 : 1 by SC) over the five years I 99 1 to 1996. with the 

intention that this funding would allow the Maissade progam to build on its cxisting and 

evolving activities in women's development. 

The SC Maissade WC1 program had a number of components: specific activities 

targeted towards 'women's empowennent' (women's club formation. women's 

leadership training for club delegates, formation of associations of women's clubs), as 

well as 'pendered' activities in 3 sectoral areas: sustainable agriculture/naturaI resource 

management (continued ayoforestry, ga in  storage, soi1 conservation and kitchen 

'"t is worth citing the Full trxc of SC'S description of its new strategy: 
Since 199 1, Save the Children, recognizing the vital role of women in child 
development, has made WomanIChild Impact its organizing approach to developrnent. 
While children are the ultimate beneficiaries, women must be a major focus because of 
their multiple roles as economic producers, primary caregivers and community 
managers. Ernpowering wornen and increasing theu options break inter-generational 
cycles of poverty and assure a better quality of Iife for their children and their 
children's children. . . . Save the Children's experience suggests that no single initiative 
benefits children and contributes to sustainable development as powerfully as the 
enhancement of women's status (SC? 1997, n.p.). 
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gardening activities); economic development (women's credit and small-scale mango 

drying activities); and education (training and support of primary schools. women's 

literacy training, early childhood development training for women's club members.) In 

fact, the 'gendered' nature of these sectoral activities was uneven. as only the economic 

developrnent. women's literacy, early childhood educütion. and kitchen gardening 

activities were speci fically targeted to women. The remaining agicultural activi ties were 

targeted to farmers' associations, and thus only benetited women and children indircctly. 

through their own or their husband's membership in local farmers' groiipmcins. This 

project thus allowed continued SC a ~ ~ c u l t u r a l  extension activities with its sxisting 

famen' associations. and also the formation of new farmers' gt-oliprnam and 

associations in the dry northem and mountainous southem areas of the commlinc. which 

had not been prioritized by previous agiculture and nature resource management 

açtivities. 

The key to the implementation of the 'women's empowerment' theme of the WC1 

project was the hiring of 6 additional female unimatrice stafi to organize and train new 

and existing clubs. The goal was to have 200 functioning women's clubs at the project's 

end. The animatrice staff delivered training to women's club delegates. on topics such as 

group process, leadership skilis, and women's rights. Existing, on-going training and 

agiculture activities ( h i t  tree grafiing, household gardens, women's participation in soi1 

conservation and animal husbandry) with f m e r s '  groiipmans were re-oriented to 

promote increased women's participation, status and benetits. The SC animation team 

(both the 1 O animatris-s and the 5 animaté) also facilitated the organization of both 

groupman and klib fanm into regionai associations 'recognized as cooperatives' in order 



to 'ensure sustainability of these groups' (SC WC1 DIP, 1997. p. 8). SC also used the 

WC1 gan t  to support the salaries of a number of program management staft' - the 

ab"culture, education and economic opportunities sector coordinaton - as well as tour 

pnmary education trainers and two literacy trainers. in total. alrnost 90 percent of the 

WC1 tùnding went to salary support for SC staff. 

At the end of the WC1 progam gant,  the tinal U.S.AID evaluation report1'' 

indicated the following major accomplishments: 

- the formation of  162 wonien' clubs, with approximately 2.500 members. 
- 'ernpowennent' (animation) training cornpleted for al1 161 wornen's clubs. 
- the organization of thcse clubs into 9 umbreIla women's associations. 
- Iiteracy training for 130 of the women's clubs, with 1,050 of 1.SYO passing the tirst- 
cycle year-end examination, and 425 of 549 passing the second-cycle year-end 
examinat ion. 
- 70 elementary scliool tcachers traincd in new cumcula. 
- agricultunl extension training provided by 30 community agriculture agents. 
- group-guaranteed Ioans and savings activitiçs with 39 women's clubs. with 657 
members (Boyk. 1995. pp. 33-46). 

In addition to the U.S.AID evaluation. an impact survey was conducted in 

November 1996 (Narcisse. 1996). This survey consisted of quantitative questionaires 

conducted with 148 women randomly seiected from women's clubs and the groicpmans. 

qualitative information fiom 13 focus group discussions held with the same women. and 

additional quantitative information gathered from the clubs, groicprnons and women 

associations. This impact survey reported the following important program impacts: 

- strong interest in group membership among local women. 
- increases in the overall socio-economic conditions o f  women club members, as 
evidenced by: 

I V  This wfinal' evaluation was conducted in late 1995, despite the fact that the program still had 
almost 12 months (out of a total of 60 months) before its scheduled September 1996 end date. This timing 
likely reflects both U.S.AiD and SC desires to be able to plan follow-on proposais and hnding. I t  also 
reveals somewhat the impact of NGO dependency on donor hnding and donor project-proposa1 tirne-lines 
on local pro- management. 
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- an increase in the number of livestock owned by wonien. 
- an increase in thc niimber of plantain pIants and the number of grafied h i t  
trees in their home gardens, 
- a decrease in the percrntage who worked for daily wage labour. 

- a reported increase in the sharing of tiousehold responsibilities witli their male partners. 
- opportunities for women to participate in organized conimunity developrnent groups. 
- increased access to credit through the women's clubs, 
- increases in women's literacy (Narcisse. 1996. pp. 4- 12). 

However, the impact survey also found that few wornen had nscn to leadership roles 

within the previously male-dominated groiipnians. and that it appeared that wornen had 

çoncentnted their leadership efforts within the women's clubs and club associations. 

Thus it seemcd that the WC1 program had tended to segreegate women's 'development' 

activities in these new and separate local organizations. It is also significant to note that 

among the most important benefits reported by womcn participants themselves was the 

opportunity to participate in organized community dcvelopmrnt groups. and that the 

evaluator found that "women's big interest to [sic] group membership" (Narcisse. 1996. 

p. 1 )  was in itself an important program impact. This valiiation of 'participation in 

development' will be an important point of discussion in Chapter Sevcn. 

In addition to the WC1 project, three other somewhat less important projects were 

part of SC's program activities in Maissade. The first of these was  another U.S.AID 

tùnded project, entitled Women's Action for Nutrition and Development (WAND). This 

project was a three-year g a n t  ( 1994-97) to a partnership of 3 community-health NGOs 

operating in different regions of the Central PlateauL", with SC providing the lead project 

management function. In SC's program in Maissade, the project delivered most of its 

' O  The other NGOs involved were: International Child Care, whose interventions were in the 
areas around Cerca la Source and Hinche, in the eastem part o f  the Plateau; and MARCH (Management 
Resources for Community Heaith), whose interventions were in the area around blîcabalais in the south of 
the Central Plateau The project had a totaI 3-year budget of SUS 950,000. 
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activities through the women's clubs. with the goal ot"'reduced infant. child and materna1 

mortality and morbidity through empowerins wornen's club members to train mothers in 

the practice of behaviours that irnprove their own and their children's nutritional and 

hedth status" (SC. 1994a' p. 4). The major intervention of the project was "nutrition 

demonstration foyers" (NDF). twvo-week (ten-day) feeding and training sessions 

conducted by trained health agents and women's club leaders. to which mothers with 

malnourished children were invired. These foyers consisted of the provision of balanced 

meals (using locall y-gown foods). gowth-weight monitoring. and most important1 y, 

training in a range of topics siiçh as breasttèeding, the food groups. preventative health 

care, matemal health care, kitchen garden promotion, and family planning. The project 

also included other activities, including the continued promotion of vegetable production 

in women's kitchen gardens. micro-nutrient supplementation. family planning promotion. 

disease prevention (malaria. pnrumonia. diarrhea, etc.) and leadership development. The 

final evaluation report hund that the project was "very successfuily implemented" 

(Delisle, 1997, p. 6). Howevrr. it noted that project sustainabili ty - the ability of local 

community groups to continue the nutrition intervention activities - was difficult. I t  

suggested that the women's clubs could "take over" these foyers. and that they should be 

"tied" to credit prograrns or "other income generation schemes" that women's club 

members could use to raise the financial resources required to support them (Delisle, 

1997, p. 9- 1 1 ). The 'gap' between this 'outside' expert knowledge of how development 

should proceed and the perspectives of women's club members themselves will be 

discussed further in Chapter Six. The gender dynamics of SC interventions promoting 

kitchen gardens will be discussed further in Chapter Seven. 
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The second project consistcd of the fourth iteration of SC'S Child Survival 

community health tùnding tiom U S A I D .  This U.S.AID block to Haitian and 

international NGOs was managed by an Amencan consulting agency, Management 

Sciences for Health. SC'S participation in this gant  provided hnding for its child 

vaccination activities, the stafting and operation of the tour out-lying health ciiniçs. as 

well as the doctors. auxillaries (nurses) and operations of the main health dispensary in 

the town of Maissade. 

The third project involves the promotion of mango-dry hg activities in the 

women's clubs. This project was less discreet. involving a series of smaller-scale and 

shorter-tem tùnding fkom several sources. As already rnentioned above. in the late 

1980s SC received funding for Vitamin .4 micro-nutnent activities, which were used in 

part of promote mango-drying activities with existing women's groups. Support for 

mango-drying activities continued through the mid- 1990s tiom several sources. though 

now the focus shifted tiom an emphasis on the micro-nutritional benetits of preserving 

mangos to the income-generation aspects of sale of dried mango produucts. By the mid- 

1990s, UNICEF had adopted local dried mangos as its preferred method of Vitamin A 

supplementation in its nutrition progams through the country, and thus created a 

'syrnpathy market' for the supply of dned mangos produced by a small network of NGOs 

(and their local partner organizations.) WICEF also provided technical support to this 

informal NGO network. In Maissade, by the spnng of 1996 five of the newly formed 

women's associations had undertaken mango-drying projects, using SC-supplied credit to 

obtain SC-supplied (but locally made) solar dehydrators. Spoilage was a problem in 

1996, and association members and SC staff identified the lack of a proper building in 
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which to prepare the mangos as a major constraint (in each association, the processing 

h d  been done outside and a member had volunteered her house for overnight storage of 

the processed mangos and equipment). In late 1996. UNICEF provided tùnding for the 

construction of workshop buildings for four of the associations (including the two 

women's associations in Bodlo and Anwo where 1 focused my research.) These buildings 

quickly became the 'headquarters' of their associations. and an important physical 

manifestation of their identity. 4 s  will be discussed in subsequent chapters. the 

associations themselves. their meetings and ongoing activi ties. became ünother 'si te' of 

contestation and manoeuvre between SC tield staff: women's ciub leaders, and club 

mem bers. 

In addition to these larger projects, SC had also used its connections with other 

NGOs and bilateral donors to secure a number of occasional. short-trrm small projects. 

In the early 1990s, SC secured fùnding tiom Water for Life, an American NGO. for the 

capping of a sprinçs and the construction of min-water catchment cistems in several rural 

communities. Through the intermediaiion of SC, severai of the farmws' associations 

received credit tiom HAVA (the Haitian Association of Volontary Agencies) in 1992. in 

to order to construct galvanized-steel grain silos. During the embargo period following 

the coup d'état which deposed President Aristide, SC worked to obtain 'emergency 

humanitarian' supplies of corn fiom a French government progam. Three shipments of 

corn were received, in 1992, 1993 and early 1995, totalling approxirnately 250.000 kg. 

Most of this corn was given to the fmers'  associations or women's clubs, which sold 

('monetized') it at reduced prices to their members, and used the capital generated from 
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these sales to augment association and club capital funds for credit or other group 

activities. 

Al1 told, Save the Children was clearly the dominant social service provider in 

Maissade. As described, SC was effectively running the health dispensary in Maissade 

for the Ministry of Health, as well as four rural health posts. Through gant-hnding tiorn 

U.S.AID to its WAND and WC1 progams, SC was providing community and materna1 

health services, and implrmenting signiticant 'women's empowerment' activities. From 

these and other previous gants, it was maintaining on-going, privately-fundrd activities 

in education (1 i teracy, primary education), economic opportuni ties (mango dry ing. group 

çredit) and organizational development (training and support for f m e n  and women's 

club associations). In cornparison, the Haitian state was providing very few developmcnt 

resources or social services. As described for the national level in Chapter Four. 

development and social services liad also become 'NGOized' in Maissade. with 

development practice becoming a separate tield %om govemment and the state. As I will 

describe in subsequent chapters, local people had also developed quite prapat ic  

development 'identities' and 'knowledges' for negoiiating this field of NGO development 

practice. 

Other Development Programs in Maissade 

The SC prograrn was by the far the largest and most important development 

prograrn in Maissade. However, a num ber of other prograrns either had operated in the 

commune in the past or continued to do so during 1997. One in particular, the program 

associated with MPP, played an important role in local politics and manoeuvres around 
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development. In this section, I will brietly describe the activities of the difirent other 

development progarns in Maissade, as they comprise part of the larger landscape of 

'development' on which the activities, identities and knowledges of local people were 

played out during 1997. 

Earlier Dcveloprnent Projects 

Local residents reported to me that in the 1960s. the Amencan NGO Church 

World Service had started to implement an imgation project to the southwest of the town. 

This was in a relatively flat section of the commune where thc Rio Frio offers 

possibilities for developing a gavity canal irrigation systcm. At that tirne. a pnmary 

irrigation canal was dug and cemcnted. as well as an intake gate on the river itself. 

However. this project was never completed, as the local projrçt manager (a former 

dépirré. or member of the Legislature under Duvalier) reportedl y embezled project hnds  

and caused its closure. This project is noteworthy, however. since another imgation 

project targeting the same area was the source of considerable contlict during 1997 (see 

below.) 

During the 1970s and 1980s. various small projects were attempted in Maissade. 

The Ministry of Agriculture implemented a series of activities in the area, including a 

coffee-seedling nursery dunng the 1 WOs, and the distribution of 'improved' North 

American pigs in 1985 after the eradication of the indigenous pig population in an 

attempt to control the spread of African swine tever.'' 

2 1 This 'swine-aid' program was highfy controversial, and remains a favourite example of 
inappropriate and imperialistic Americm aid programs. While there is linle doubt the epidemic was 
causing significant losses to Haitian fanners, critics accuse that this program was motivated mostly by 
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From 1985 to 1995, the Christian international NGO World Vision also tùnded a 

progam in the Maissade area. This program consisted of a core program activity of 

'child sponsorship' of children rnrolled in local Protestant elementary schools. and 

provided these children with school supplies. support for medical care. and gants  for 

teacher salaries. In addition, parents of sponsored children were organized into 

participant groups. whiçh were assisted through three types of income generation 

activities - grain storage. animal traction and individual loans. The grain storage 

activities were initially done in a group member's home storage depot. and then at a 

centrai storage depot built by the project in town. The animal traction activity gave two 

cows and a plow to an initial g o u p  for use in rotation on g o u p  mernbers' tields. but poor 

financial management of member fees caused this activity to be cancelled before it was 

extended to other goups. The credit program provided loans of between SUS 400 to 700 

to each group, for distribution among its members. 1 was not able to determine why the 

progran was halted in 1995. ihough the former staff penon I interviewed stated that it 

simply had not been 'renewed' for a third 'mandate' or phase, and the NGO had 

consolidated its program activities in fewer regioos. He also stated that none of the 

groups fonned by the program had continued their ga in  storage or credit activities alter 

the program had ended, and the storage depot was now rented out to another group. 

American self-interest in preventing the disease From jumping into the American pork population. They 
point out that the rugged and resistant indigenous Creole pig that was extenninated was the most valuable 
single element in the rural agriculniral economy (the pigs foraged for their own food, and served as a 
swing 'bank' for peasant accumulation in times of need), and that the US-funded 'repopulation' prograrn 
using American breeds accustorned to high inputs of îked and veterinq care was colassally inappropriate. 
For more information and analysis see Abbott (1988), Diederich (1985), and Smith (1998). 
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Christian Reformed World Relief Committec (CRWRC) 

Starting in the mid 1970s, a community development program centered in the 

neighbouring commune. implemented by a North Amencan NGO named CRWRC2'. 

began supporting the organization and training of agriculture ( f m e r s ' )  goups and health 

(women's) groups. Since these goups were establislied through local congregations of a 

regional mission-supported Protestant denomination. these groups were also tormed in 

several communities within the cornmitne of Maissade. including the çongregation 

located in the communities of Anwb and Timonn." Local volunteer agiculture and 

health pro mot or^'^. trained by the program. orçanized and trained these grooups. In the 

early 1980s. out of a concern for 'local sustainability' and 'local organizational 

development'. the groups in each cornmunity were encouraged to join together to form a 

kornitc sanrral ('central cornmittee'), which would becorne a local community 

organizational structure to manage and coordinate continued community development 

initiatives among the member groups in that community. These kornite santral were in 

i 7  

-- Christian Reformed World Relief Cornmittee. This agency is the relief and developmrnt 
agençy of the Christian Refomed Church in North America. a Calvinist denomination founded by Dutch 
immigrants to North America, which currently has ribou t 300.000 mem bers in 900 congregations. 
CRWRC has worked overseas for over 30 years, and has programs in over 25 countries. 1 worked for 
CRWRC in Haiti for eight years. from 1985 to 1993. 

'3 hnwo is located on the limit of the cornmirne of Maissade. while Timonn is about 1.5 
kilometers closer to Maissade. There is a dry-season din road from h w o  to the main town of this 
neighbouring commune. The communal boundaries are mostly administrative. poorly detined. and largely 
irrelevant to local people, except when they need to register land or access the judicial system. h w o  also 
has an important local market which operates on Wednesdriys. h w o  and Timonn lie in the opposite 
direction fiom Maissade as BodloiSavann. the two communities described in Chapter Six. 

'' These promotors wrre also called animaré and unimurrises by the CRWRC program. However. 
these promotors were not as qualified as the animutè and animurn's field staff of SC. nor were they 
employed directiy by CRWRC. Each promotor in the CRWRC program only worked with one to thrtle 
goups. and was only paid a srnaIl annual stipend. cailed the Education Fund, of approximately G200 or 
$US 30 per group. 
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effect very similar in purpose and structure to SC'S subsequent 'associations'. Anwo 

becarne one of the first communities to forrn such a kornite scrntr-a!, in 1983. The nurnber 

of agiculture and health groups had expanded rapidly in the mid 1980s, beyond the 

church and community of Anwo. This was due to a combination of participant interest. 

the implicit m o n e t q  inçentives for promotors to t o m  additional groups (since the 

annual 'Education Fund' stipend was based on the number of memben each promotor 

had enrolled in his or her groups). and the distribution of tiee pigs to oganized 

community groups (as part of the national pig repopulation program in 1956- see Chapter 

5). By 1987. the Anwo komite snntral regrouped at least 15 local agriculture and health 

groups, and a new ko~nire sczniral had formed in Timonn. with 5 member poups. The 

komite ssnnoûl membrrs received considerable training in planning, administration and 

management, in order to create 'organizationa1 capacity'. and al1 were put on a timetable 

towards 'graduation' fiom the CRWRC program. Credit hnds were made available to 

each komiie. in order to fund local income generation activities. At the s m e  time. 

CRWRC was attempting to spin-off its Central Plateau program into an independent 

Haitian NGO called ' AKED'. CRWRC began reducing its hndinp and support to 

AKED, with the expectation that AKED, through its board and senior staff. would be able 

to secure other NGO tiinding partners. 

As described above, SC expanded its progarn to the AnwoITimom area in 1992. 

(Previously, its natuni resource management and health prograrns had been concentrated 

in the southerly regions of the commune.) Two SC animales were sent to Anwo to work 

with the local community to organize groicpmans. They contacted many of the 

community leaders involved in the CRWRC/AKED-associated komite suntrals, and 
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encouraged them to f o m  an SC-style famiers' association so that they could 'participate' 

in the SC program. DuI-ing this time. SC bas just begun an emeqency program of corn 

distribution (in response to the economic crisis precipitated by the international embargo 

impoçed on Haiti after the fall 1991 coup d'état that ousted President Aristide), and it 

appears one of the immediate incentives for joining the SC program was the possibility of 

benetiting h m  this donated corn. as well as other hoped-for program resources. As one 

member in Anwo stated. "They sent the project of [donated] French corn. They said that 

for us to benefit fiom what was coming in the project. we had to form an association with 

a cornmittee in order to benetit thüt which the project had."' Another rnembcr of the 

Timonn komite santral, when asked how they had joined the SC progarn. stated: "When 

they came into the area. they round us already formrd. They proposed a project. They 

gave a sugar cane project". ... Aftcr that. they gave a donation of French corn. They 

gave the corn 3 years, during the time of the embargo. ... Al1 the groups here joined the 

association in Anwo." A third person declared that the SC animai.  had made local 

people understand "thnt if they had a project they wanted to bring, there had to be an 

association for the project [ie. SC]." The former president of the Anwo kornite santral 

explicitly connected the joining of the SC program with the 'graduation' of the Anwo 

komite santral tiom the CRWRC/AKED program: "Al1 the kornire snntraf became 

organizations. They could look for any organization to corne work with them. So they 

contacted SC in Maissade." 

25 SC distnbuted cuttings of a new variety of sugar cane that was resismt to a tùngus that was 
senously reducing sugar yields in existing varieties. 
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Each g o u p  contnbuted G100 as its rnembership share to form the initial capital 

îùnd of the Anwb fmers '  association. In the elections that were organized in May 1 993 

for the selection of the executive cornmittee of the new association, the president and 

treasurer of the Anwo kornile santral were also elected as the president and treasurer of 

the Anwo f m e r s '  association. Almost ail of the agriculture and health goups involved 

in the Anwo and Timonn komite suntrnls (a total of 23 local groups. inçluding 8 women- 

only groups which had been 'health' groups in the CRWRUAKED program) joined the 

Anwo famiers' association. 

Dunng the next k w  years. both the CRWRUAKED-affiliated lionlite smitrnl in 

Anwo and Tirnonn and the SC-affiliated tàrmers' association in Anwo functioned side- 

by-side. The CRWRUAKED progam had a credit program available to all its affiliated 

konzite scrntral, and both the Anwo and Timonn cornmittees received loans ti-om this 

program, which were then distnbuted to individuals in member groups. These loans were 

quite large, reported to be approximately G50.000 ($US 3,300) for the Anwb kamite 

snntr*al. As already mentioned, the Anwo f m e r s '  association received several deliveries 

of donated French corn. which was sold to members at half the market price. The capital 

gennated from the sale of this corn was then also used to establish a credit %nd for 

member grorrprnans, starting in 1993. A grain storage silo was also constructed in 1993 

(provided on credit by SC), and grain was stored for the following two seasons. In 

addition, SC sent one of its animatrises to facilitate the organization of women's clubs, as 

part of its WC1 program of women's empowerment. 

As might be expected, however, there were conflicts and di ficulties between the 

two NGO programs, nt least from the perspective of the NGO themselves. A 1993 SC 
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agriculture program quarterly report stated that its tield staff were contionting 'problems' 

in Anwo, where "[AKED] has a whole system of agriculture and health promoters. of 

leaders with their own method of working, di fferent tiom that of SC. Even the president 

of the Anwo association is a promoter for [AKED]. The local groups are caught between 

two NGOs with different philosophies. One can expect eventual conflict at any moment. 

A meeting is urgently needed between the leaders of the two institutions" (SC. 1993b. 

n.p.). From this quote. and tiom my interviews in AnwoITimonn and with current and 

former SC tield staff. it is clear that the participation and mrmbership of the same 'base' 

community goups (whether called 'agiculture' or 'health' goups by the CRWRC 

program or groupmans by the SC proyarn) in  both the CRWRC-affiliated komiîc 

suntrals and the SC-affiliateci associations. and through them in the di fferent proyrams of 

the two NGOs. was causing contùsion and contlict. My informants indicated that one of 

the causes of this confusion and contlict was problems with the two credit systems being 

accessed by the community groups. and accusations of mismanagment of this credit by 

the people who were the leaders of both of the two cornrnunity orgmizations. (These 

problems with credit continued, as 1 will describe below.) 1 was not able to determine the 

exact nature of these problems. since I was told differing accounts of the exact nature of 

the conflicts (due in part to the fact that I interviewed some of the people implicated in 

the mismanagement, and other people had ongoing relations with these people). One 

former SC animate for the region told me that the loan arnounts available to the Anwo 

komite santral were considerably larger than that offered by SC (since the CRWRC 

prograrn had been in existence much longer). and so people were not very interested in 

the SC credit. Further, he suggested that some of the Anwo kornire santral leaders had 



personally reloaned. at higher interest. some of the CRWRC-supplied credit. instead of 

distributing it to member goups, and that now people who owed them personally were 

reluctant to participate in either komire santral or association activities. When 1 

interviewed these former kornile santrol leaders, they denied any involvement in such 

credit mis-management. 

SC records show that a meeting between the managers of the two NGO programs 

was finally held in March 1995. A 1995 SC quarterly report summarized the conclusion 

of this meetings as follows: "In effect, the two institutions conduct agricultunl activities 

in [Anwo] with different strategies. This meeting was an occasion to discuss the 

problems that can result kom such a situation. At the end of the meeting. everyone was 

in agreement that the two institutions can continue to intervene in the area. But more 

regular meetings are envisioned for a better collaboration in the field (concerted 

interventions)" (SC. 1995. n.p.). In an interview. a community member fiom Tirnonn 

descnbed the 'resolution' to the contlict in a considerably diffèrent way: 

Respondent: There was discussion between the two organizations concerning 
this area. ... Either A E D  should keep this area. or else AKED sliould stay 
[within the commune it is centered in.] But nobody was in agreement witli this. 
Question: Why weren't people in agreement? 
R: AKED is çiving you. AKED is doing training, it  has health promotors. it is 
protecting you more, there were literacy classes. it çives Ioans each year if 
people are stuck ... 

Clearly, local people were reluctant to give up any of the benefits they were receiving 

tiom either program. 

As it turned out, the rivalry and contlict between the SC and AKED programs was 

quickly fading, due to the decline and retraction of AKED programrning during 1994 and 

1995. As mentioned above, CRWRC had been working to establish AKED as an 
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independent Haitian NGO since the early 1990s. hoping that its national board and senior 

staffwould be able to secure other NGO tùnding partners while it reduced its support. 

However, other fùnding proved difficult to obtain'". and AKED slowly had to reduce its 

programming. In 1994. it had already ceased providing the direct annual stipends to its 

agiculture and health promotors. and its Iiteracy program ended. By mid- 1995. AKED 

had ceased al1 progamming support for its aftiliated kornile sanrrul, and A K E D  field 

staff ceased making community visits to hcilitate komite sarirra1 meetings. AKED 

intended and hoped that the kornite sanrrcil and local groups would continue to function 

as independent local community organizations, utilizing local resources to engage in 

various local projects. However. the komite soritral in Anwo and Tirnonn soon stopped 

meeting regularly. As one of the former health promotors in the CRWRCiAKED 

program stated. "We were giving our time. they never said anything to us. the little salary 

they used to give us they didn't give to us anymorc. in spite of the fact we sent reports 

each period." Without the incentive of tùrther program resources koom AKED. without 

the presence of AKED field staff to help ensure the proper management of the kornite 

santral's afairs, and with the likely participation of its leaders in the mis-management of 

its resources, it is easy to understand why the kornites ceased hnctioning. 

By the time of my research in 1997, though the CRWRUAKED progarn had 

effectively ceased operations in Anwo/Timonn and the AKED groups had ceased 

meeting, community leaders in Anwo and Timonn continued to insist that these groups 

2b Though it is impossible to a provide defmitive reason why this was so. my experiencr in Haiti 
during this period suggests a number of reasons, including reluctance of hnders to make commitments 
during a period of  ongoing political turmoil, and the fact that AKED was likely too large and static a 
program to be attractive to new hnders. 
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still 'existed'. I do not devote much space in subsequent chapters to an analysis of the 

diffèrent local understandings and manoeuvres by men and women conceming these 

different types of community organizational resources. hr it will not add signiticant new 

analytical insight fiom my research in Bodlo and Savann presented in Chapter Six. Yet 

the interviews I conducted in Anwo and Timonn did tirmly support the analysis of the 

SC-affiliated community associations 1 will be presenting in Chapter Six. and where 

approptiate I will include supplementary supporting evidence from my tieldwork in 

Anwb and Timonn. 

MPP - Movman Peyiratt Papaye 

The most important development program working in parallrl with SC in 

Maissade during 1997 was related to an important regional (and aspiring national) 

'peasants' movement' narned MPP - hlovman Peviznn Pupiy. MPP bas been strongly 

involved in regional and national stniggles in politics and development, and therefore it is 

necessary to present some of MPP's broader background and history in order to 

understand its involvement and impact on the politics of development in Maissade. 

MPP originated in the 1970s, in an animusyon nrrul program sponsored by the 

Catholic development agency Caritas and the local Catholic bishop in Hinche. The 

program trained animate and animatrises to t o m  small groirpmans using a Freirian 

conscious-raising approach and a socialist class-based analysis of the social and 

economic marginalization of Haiti's rural peasantry. These groirpmans also received 

training in soi1 conservation and improved production techniques, and undertook group 

projects in grain storage. animal husbandry and crop production. During the 1980s, a 
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training center was established to train atiimatè and nniniatrises" fiom other pans hes and 

NGOs. as the groirpniall approach to rural çommunity development spread throughout 

Haiti. The MPP leadership. particularly its founder and director. Chavannes Jem- 

Baptiste, became increasingly active and vocal in their political opposition to the 

Duvalier regime, and in retum was quickly labellrd as 'communist' and subjected to 

oppression by Duvalier's military. Becausc of this oppression, the level of activism of 

the graduating animate and atiimatrises varied once they returned to their ~ommunities.'~ 

Though constrained during thc Duvalier regime. MPP rxpanded rapidly after Duvalier's 

fa11 in IOY6, and then many of its leaders were forced underground (to go rnarmr. in local 

parlance) during the military repression following the aborted Novernber 1987 election. 

Dunng the 1980s, MPP did not have direct programrning outside of the 

immediate region around i ts headquarters and training centre in Papaye (wherc i t  

established quite a large cooperative with over 5000 rnembers.) Instead. it relied on eaçh 

local Catholic parish to recruit and send unimat6 to its training program. and then 

maintained an informa1 network with these alumni. An important aspect of this network 

was a large 'congress' hosted each year at the MPP training center in Papaye, when 

animafè and unimarrises would return for encouragement and training. This resulted in 

" The trainees were predominantly male. Whrn 1 worked in another part of the Central Plateau 
during the 1980s. our program nlso sent staff for training to MPP's training center. From my visits and 
contacts at that tirne. 1 would estimate that at Ieast 80 to 90 percent of the tninees were male. However. 1 
found no specific data on this. 

'Y Such oppression was not new. however. as political cnticism hîd been danprous business in 
Haiti for a long the. particularly under Fnncois Duvalier. This awareness was also retlected in the 
reluctance of many community members to join the grottprnun that the unimarG and unimatrisrs retumed 
to organize. This split between so-called 'politicized' and 'apolitical' grorrprnans became an important 
distinction and tension between various comunity development programs, including SC and MPP in 
Maissade. This topic will be discussed hrther in chapter seven in the context of the encounter of differing 
understandings of 'development'. 
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the late 1980's in the formation of a self-described national peasant's movernent: 

bMovrnan Pey?an Nasyoncil Kotzgrè Pupcy' (MPNKP) . '"  M e n  the populist Catholic 

piest Jean-Bertrand Aristide entered the 1990 election. MPP and its associated aniinnri. 

network in M P N K P  were key campaign workers and supporters in the countryside. 

..Lnirnnté hcld meetings throughout the countryside, describine Aristide's populist 

political platform. repeating his party's hopeh1 campaign slogan that "mzsnnm rzoi i /~ ,  

ansanm unsrnim. nou se Loi~aias!" ['Together we are strong, together iogether. we are a 

tlood!"] Ai?er Aristide's election. MP P's leader, Chavannes Jean-Baptiste. became one 

of his principal advisors for agriculture and rural development. and MPP ofticials and 

supporters were selected to till many local municipal positions on the Central Plateau. 

(Because Aristide entered the presidential race on the day before the candidate deadline. 

few candidates directly affiliated with his coalition Party n n  for local oftices during that 

election.) A range of rural development initiatives were announced by Aristide's 

govemment, and on the Central Plateau, most of these projects began ro be channelled 

through the network of MPP-associated grouprnans. Many peasants joined MPP 

groirpmans, to ensure their 'eligibility' to participate in these projects. The annual 

MPNKP congess in March 199 1 brought together animaté and other grolrpmnri leaders 

who reportedly represented over 100,000 peasant grolrprnan members (Arthur, 1997, p. 

157). 

However, afier the military coup d'état toppled h s t i d e  in September 199 1, MPP 

and many of its associated animatè-s were attacked again, and many were arrested and 

' 9  Translated: National Peasant Movement of the Papay Congress. 
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beaten. or tled underground to the anonymity of Port-au-Prince or other regions of the 

country. The headquarters of MPP were ransacked by the military and members of the 

para-rnilitary group FRAPH"'. and most groiiprncrns ceased meeting, given the ban on 

public meetings. Some members in some areas attempted to carry on some limited 

clandestine activities, but most members abandoned identitication with MPP as too 

dangerous and simply turned to the daily struggies of surviving the tough economic times 

induced by the embargo. AAer three long years, Aristide retumed in the fail of 1994. and 

MPP and its anirnatè network again emerged and quickly began to rebuild their 

organizational base of groirpmans. They again became actively involved in electoral 

politics. both the combined legislature and municipal elections that were held in the 

summer of 1995, and the presidential elcction held in November 1995. MPP and i ts 

animaré network actively supported President Aristide's renarned Party, Oganizasyon 

Politik Lavalas (OPL). MPP-affiliated candidates were elected to most local municipal 

offices (including the three member Comseil d '.+Idnzitiistrarion Section Comtrtirnalc in 

each of the three rural 'sections' of the commune, and the Conseil d ildminisrmtiort 

Minicipaie. the commune-wide magisrrate oflice)), and the national upper Senate and 

lower House of Deputies, while Rene Preval, Aristide's chosen successor, was elected 

national President. MPP and its associated groirpmans also again became important 

channels for the wave of short-term rehabilitation projects that were implemented in an 

attempt to quickly revive the Haitian economy. 

'O FRAPH is the French acronym for Fronr pour 1 :4vuncemenr et Progres d'ffaiti, which was 
fonned by Duvalierist miIitary forces after the September 1991 cotrp d'dur. W H  was at the foretkont 
of attacks and intimidation against pro-Aristide groups. There is also evidence that the CIA tïïanced 
FRAPH during this period, in an attempt to discredit President Aristide and forestall the return of his 
'fefiist' government (Morley and McGillion, 1997, p. 365). 
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In Maissade, relations between MPP and SC have always been somewhat tense 

and suspicious. This pattern had its roots already at the beginning of the SC proppm in 

Maissade in 1985, when MPP animation training staffwere contracted by SC to conduct 

a baseline socio-economic survey on the feasibility and requirements for a rural 

community development program in Maissade. (At the time. MPP did not yer have 

associated groups in Maissade.) Though MPP provided a favourable report and SC 

utilized a grotipman-based approach. the specitic animasyotz training techniques adopted 

by SC t'ollowed that of another somewhat rival animasyon training center located in the 

north of HaitLJ' Since then, relations between MPP and SC appear to always have been 

'cornpetitive'. with MPP regularly criticizing SC'S lack of political activism and its 

Arnencan connections, particularly its extensive use of U.S.A ID funding and its child- 

sponsorship program. 

As mentioned, when SC began its program in Maissade. MPP did not havc any 

direct progams in Maissade. The Catholic priest in Maissade during this time did send 

several local people for onimasvon training to MPP in Papaye. and then supported their 

work in sevenl small-scale projects in literacy and community developrnent in the parish. 

The grouprnans created through these efforts did identitj. with MPP, and their nnimatès 

were involved in promoting support for Aristide during the 1990 elections. Dunng the 

" 1 do not know the exact nature or dynamics of the differences betwarn thrse two rival 
animusyon training centers. One difference that was explained to me concerned how grolrprnuns were 
fonned. The MPP training program insisted that unimulis folIow a more prescribed and ngid group 
formation procedure. which inciuded group swings, grain storage projects. and joint work in rnembers' 
fields. The other training center encouraged a more flexibIe approach. in which individual groups were 
encouraged to engage in whatever group project they decided. Though I have no specific evidence for this, 
it seems to me chat there were other 'political' factors within the Catholic institutional culture also 
invoIved. 
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post-199 1 coup d'état period, the development activities of the local Catholic parish 

ended, due to the runnoil of attempting to promote community developrnent. the 

politicization of MPP-attiliated groupmnn açtvities. and the amval of a less-interested 

parish priest. Afier the return of Aristide in 1994, MPP began to work directly in the 

Maissade region. assigning a representative to work with the re-ernerged groirpntnns. 

MPP secured rehabilitation tùnding, which was used for a controversial labour-intensive 

rad-building projeçt in which MPP groirpman mernbers were paid to transport rock tiom 

a river-bed to the tertiary road from Maissade to the ourlying community of Mlidam Joa. 

The initial groups that worked were pûid per pile of rock. at a relatively high wage-rate. 

but this then attracted scores of people who also made their piles by the road-side. This 

occurred shortly before the June 1995 electioos. and MPP critics felt it was a bald attempt 

at voting-buying for MPP-aftiliated candidates. Once the election was over. payment for 

the second wave of rock-carriers was delayed. with some çlaiming they were never paid. 

A second MPP activity with its affiliated groiipnmits consisted of a 'saving and 

loan' project, named sere pou cllufi (SPC) in bvvol .  In this project. groirpmaiz rnernbers 

could join this credit union-like project by paying an membership fee, and then continue 

to make regular monthly (or less tiequent, as their means allowed) deposits. People who 

accumulated a minimum level of savings would then be eligible for loans from the SPC 

office. Many people paid the initial G7 (approx. $ USO.45) membership fee, yet few had 

either the means or confidence to commit Iarger arnounts of savings. Similar schernes 

had been promoted in the area in the past, and many joiners appeared simply to hope that 

their membership fee would make hem eligible for any credit or loans that might emerge 

from the project. By the begiming of 1997. the MPP representative claimed that there 
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were over ZOO0 SPC memben in Maissade, yet very few had yet received any loans h m  

the SPC office. In addition to the SPC scheme. MPP representatives had also collected a 

five goiid (approx. $US0.35) membership fee tiom many of the same groirprnan members 

for their 'annual' mrmbership in MPNKP. At least in 1997, many MPP members 

complained that they had not received their 'membership' cards. As with the S PC 

membership. many viewed this payment as means to gain access or participation in 

anticipated development resources and services that MPP implied they would soon be 

bringing to the area. 

A third MPP project was initiated in 1996. and çonsisted of the rehabilitation and 

completion of the irrigation canals that had been started back in the 1960s. A number of 

controversies again dominated the project. First, only MPP grotrprnan mcmbers were 

given work digging the canals. People complained that even when the required routing of 

the canal necessitated the destruction of some of a tàrmer's plantain grove or other crop. 

if he was not an MPP member. he was not even compensated by being given several 

weeks work on the project. Then a large arnount of cernent for the project was reported 

stolen, and several MPP critics were arrested for the theil, even though popular nimour 

held that several MPP project staff'had themselves skimmed the cernent. Finally, the 

project ran out of  money without coming anywhere near completing the project, and the 

majority of the newly-dug but still un-cemented canals soon began to fil1 in again with 

dirt. Again, many felt the project was a attempt by MPP to curry votes and political 

support for OPLIMPP candidates in the upcoming elections for the Asanble Sekvon 

Korninal (ASEK), the Communal Section Assembly. 
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During this tirne. at the national level. divisions began to develop within 

Aristide's political coalition. Ognrti=asyo>t Politik Lawlris (OPL), around a complex and 

confusing range of issues, including Aristide's selection of political advisors. his 

management of the 1995 electoral process, his economic policies. his personal integity. 

and other issues. OPL deputies and senators split into two factions. one rernaining within 

OPL. which now opposed Aristide, and others joininç Aristide in a new political coalition 

narned Lavalas. Neiiher controlled a majority in rither house of the Parliament, and by 

1997 there was political deadlock. President Preval's Prime Minister was unable to move 

fonvard any significant legislative program. and resigned in the summer of 1997. In the 

18 months since then. even the ratification of a new Prime Minister by Parliament has 

been blocked. and the political paralysis continues. 

In paralle1 to the rising tnistration and disillusionment with Aristide and his 

affiliates in power at the national lrvel. opposition also quickly rose to the local 

monopolization of political power by OPL and MPP leaders in Maissade. (OPL and 

MPP were viewed by many local people as essentially the same). Residents complained 

that only MPP members were allowed to participate in the rehabilitation projects. that 

MPP was interfering with the local office of the Electoral Council in the administration of 

the succession of elections being held, and that MPPiOPL appointed judges and other 

oficials were not administering their fùnctions with integrity. On January 3 1, 1997, right 

at the beginning of my research in Maissade, there was a violent clash between MPP 

supporters (mostly rural folk) and townspeople opposed to MPP. A group of MPP- 

affiliated grorrpman leaders were in town for a literacy teachers' training session with 

MPP staff, and upon the encouragement of these leaders (so it was claimed), they decided 
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to march on the Biwo Elektornl Korninal (Btrreau Ekctorai Coninrrrnaf) (BEK) in order to 

protest the bias MPP leaders klt it was showing against MPP-supported candidates in the 

upcorning ASEK elections. A group of townsfolk were watching their actions. and when 

the MPP çrowd approached the BEK office, the townsfolk contionted them. Someone 

threw a tear-gas canister (no one seems to know which side possessed it or threw it). and 

bedlarn rrupted. The rural MPP supporters were outnumbercd. and many suftèred cuts 

and bruises as they were assaulted while running and scattering to the safety of private 

homes or ont0 back paths out of town. 

This turbulent history of MPP activities in Maissade clearly indicates that it too 

was a site of encounter. or interface. where power relations between actors with strong 

di fferences concerning poli tics and development were contested. In Chapter Eight, 1 

describe and anal yze aspects of the ongoing encounter of developrnen t discourses wi thin 

MPP. in order to expand my analysis of the operation of developrnent discourses beyond 

the individual case ot'SC. 

Association cles Volontaires pour le Developpement de Maissade - AVO D E M 

In addition to Save the Children and MPP, a third srnall 'NGO' working in 

Maissade during 1997 was AVODEM. In the burst of 'developrnent' activities that 

occured after the return of President Aristide in 1994, several 'quick response' or 

'rehabilitation' projects of the type discussed earlier in this chapter were implemented in 

Maissade. The largest of these was a labour-intensive road reconstruction project, which 

used rnanual labour to improve the grave1 road linking Maissade to Hinche and the rest of 

the Central Plateau. This project, funded by USAID and managed nationally by an 
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intermediary Amencan NGO. was implemented locally by AVODEM, a local 'NGO' 

formed in 1995 by the exiting tfepirte for Maissade (who did not stand for re-election in 

the 1905 legislative vote)." This project ernployed hundreds of local residents for 2 week 

penods during 1995 and early 1996, shovelling out ditches along the side of the road and 

filling in the large mudholes and numerous potholes that had resulted tiom 4 years of 

non-maintenance. AVODEM had subsequently also obtained a small project gant to 

construct approximately one hundred improved latrines in rural areas outside Maissade. 

Beyond tliese two projects, AVODEM did not have on-going tùnding or propmming. 

On several occasions when 1 talked to one of the members of its executive cornmittee, he 

told me that they were still actively 'searching' for donon to support several project 

proposals they had prepared. He also indicated that their organization 'had' dozens of 

community grououps in the sehyon-s around Maissade, though they were not active. since 

AVODEM did not have any tùnding to support their activities. Dunng community 

interviews. some SC pro- participants reported also belonging to an AVODEM 

group, but a11 stated that these groups were not active in the past year. 

Conclusion 

The above description of the recent development history in Maissade makes clear 

the pervasive inthence of development programs in shaping interrelated local political. 

social and economic (power) relations. The various discounes of development employed 

32 This depute was a relatively rich merchant and landowner in town, and was associated with a 
more consewative political Party. According to local people I interviewed, he decided not to run because 
he calculated chat his chances of winning were slirn in the îàce o f  the widespread popularity o f  Aristide's 
Luvalas piirry. In the 1990 etections. Aristide had entered the presidential election at the last minute, and 
thus few affrliated candidates had tirne to submit their candidacy for Iegislative posts. 
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by these progams, in the context of the dominant national discourse of Haiti's 

'underdevelopment' (described in Chapter Four). allowed these programs to brcome 

major actors in the local political economy. International NGOs such as SC and 

CRWRC utilized mainstream development discourses related to 'empowerment ', 

'community participation', and 'local organizational capacity development' to organize 

various types of communiiy organizations - groiipmun, women's clubs. Finners' and 

women's associations, tledgling credit unions and even a new regional NGO. More 

politically active NGOs such as MPP have utilized similar development discourses. 

thouçh with stronger and more critical meanings attached to them. to f om populist 

community bases tiom which to actively challenge dominant state and poiitico-economic 

power relations. Al1 of these community structures represent s i p i  ticant new fonns of 

social organization, and offer new ways for social relations (including strong traditional 

social relations) to be contested and negotiated. In the following chapters. 1 will tum to 

the focus of rny thesis - the pnctices, negotiations and contestations that oçcur at the 

'interface' between such outside development discourses and local understandings and 

identities, in order to analyze how such power relations are established and contested by 

development discourses. 
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SITES OF ENCOUNTER: THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATIONS IN BODLO/SAVANN 

n i e  community development associations were one of the most evident sites of 

encountrr of different developrnent discourses in the Save the Children (SC) program. 

As has been introduced in the previous chapter. both the tàrmers' and wornen's 

associations were key elements in SC'S p a l  of promoting local ernpowermrnt 

(particularly 'women's empowerment') and sustainable community development. For 

many community members. the associations reprcsrnted one of the few opportunities to 

participate in 'development'. and to work for improved livelihoods. Yet as the events 

examined in this chapter will show. the promotion and development of these associations 

remained difficult and contentious. marked by the competing interests. di fferent 

understanding, and variable identities of the different social actors involved. 

The statements and practices of community participants and SC staff conceming 

the associations reveal the different understandings and identities concerning 

development held by thcse different actors. Paraphrasing Escobar ( 1  995a. p. 2 16). 

examination of the practices and strategies of different actors at the site of the community 

associations 'makes visible' the contests of meanings and values that cumulatively shape 

poweriknowledge relations within the discourses of development. Analysis of the daily 

practices of various association rnemben. association leaders, and SC field staff, as they 

interact at the 'site' of the associations, reveals the encounter of discontinuous 

'knowledges' and 'identities' at the development intervention interface. These daily 

159 
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practices reveal the 'fields of meaning' in which their actions are 'inscribed' (Escobar, 

1 995a, p. 2 1 7). Analysis of the interpretations, sel f-understandings and identities of these 

actors reveals how the various discourses of development are embraced and resisted. 

reproduced and subverted. deployed and intemalized. 

In this chapter, a series of staternents, practices and activities related to the 

hrmers' and women's associations in the çommunity of BodloiSavann is examined in 

order to reveal the multiple power relations established through development discourses. 

The chapter is outlined as follows: The first section presents and discusses the 

'dominant' program discourse concerning the cornmunity development associations. I 

demonstrate how both SC and association members' staternents show the extent to which 

'official' yet sirnplistic and managerial discourses have been adoptcd, yet also 

reinterpreted in alternative, prabmatic ways. In the second and third sections. 1 descnbr 

how the farmers' and women's associations in the community of BodloiSavann have 

actually evolved. The second section reviews iheir recent history prior to the research 

period, as reconstructed From project documents and interviews. in order to show the 

roots of local development knowledges and identities. and so provide the context for the 

third section. In the main third section, I analyze a senes of specitic practices and events 

which 1 observed during the field research in 1997, in order to reveal the variety of ways 

in which the power/knowledge relations are contested and negotiated in the course of 

acnial development practice. The pnctices analyzed include: association grain storage 

activities, local group activity, attendance and participation at the monthly association 

meetings, and the role of the SC animatris and animaté in the iùnctioning of the 

associations. 
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Discourses Concerning Community Associations 

For the SC program in Maissade. the creation and promotion of the farmers' and 

women's associations was a key p r o p m  strategy. This strategy was SC'S 

implementation of the current focus in developrnent practiceidiscourse on stren~$hening 

civil society through local organizational developinent (see Chapter One). The following 

three statements. taken tiom SC progarnminp and evaluation documents. convey how SC 

conceptualized this stntegy: 

Thc Haiti tield office has identitïed specific objectives to br acliirved in 
women's empowerment, that will result in the cumulation of activities in swcral 
secroral activities. and focused attention on empowering wornen to act and 
organize on their own behalf. ... 200 clubs wilI be t'ormed ... Local consultants 
knowledgeable about women's empowement will design the leadership training 
for club delegates. .... [A]nirnators will focus sustainable agriculture/natural 
resource management activities on improving women's status zithcr directly or 
indirectly. .... Local staf'fdeveloprnent and organization of peasants into formal 
groups (associat ions of groupntan. regionally-wide [sic] women's association) 
will be the cornerstone of [SC Haiti Field Ot'fice's] sustainability strategy. (SC 
Detailed Implementation Plans, 1992, p. 7-5.) 

The creation of mufti-purpose peasant associations. grouping 150-300 farmers 
(about 10- 12 famer groups), is part o f  the effort to leave viable, sustainable local 
organizations after the 'phase-over' of Save the C hildren in four or five years. 
... The associations will be assisted by [SC] to take responsibility for current and 
future development activities, involving revenue generation, credit programs. 
health centers. agricultural activities and support for primary schools. .... [SC] is 
now focusing attention on the creation of a network of local organizations 
capable ofobtaining tïnancing to sustain regional development activities in the 
future (Boyle, 1995, p. 49). 

... SC has fostered community empowerment and action tbough the formation 
and support of women's and peasants' associations.. The staff t'eh that 
continuing this type of programming support is vital to SC'S mission to make 
lusting change. (SC S trategic Planning Conference Report, 1997b, p. 7, 
emphasis in original) 
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Two points bear discussion conceming these statements. First is the manner in 

which SC implicitly constructs rural Haitian society as 'disoqanized' and 

'disempowered'. As Escobar ( 1995a) and many other development analysts have 

demonstrated, this 'diagnosing of deticiency and delinquency' is a key practice of 

development assistance apncies. as it establishes and legitimates the power relations 

required for outside intervention. Through their implicit portrayai of lack and weakness. 

the above statements legitimate SC's progams in Maissade.' 

Second, these statements clearly show how the associations are constnicted. 

within the development discourse of SC programmers, as the key to achieving a powerIùl 

interrelated series of developrnent goals and noms. These goals and noms include. 

explicitly or implicitly. an array of the current buzz-words in community development 

practice: 'local institutional çapacity'. local 'participation' in development initiatives. the 

'rmpowerment' of previously rnarginalized women, and assurance of the 'sustainability ' 

of SC's interventions afier the eventual end of its Maissade progarn. Furthermorc. the 

statements have a paternalistic and 'managerial' tone. focusing on SC's interventions - 

SC will 'create' and 'organize' the local associations, ' fioster' empowerment, and 'assist' 

local people to 'take responsibility' for their future 'development'. The result of this 

Escobar ( 1992; 1995a; 1995b) and others also argue that such diagnoses of de ticiency are 
required by mainsiream development discourse, since the "foundation of the theory and practice of the 
international aid industry is the modernist premise chat the causes of 'third world* poverty reside not in the 
forces which enrich and empower a few of the world's people and imrniserate the rest. but lie instead in the 
deficiencies of poor people and the communities in which they live" (Smith. 1998, p. 46). In the present 
case of SC, 1 wouId argue that SC planners recognize the interdependent global causes of poverty, and 
therefore also that the 'disorgmization* and 'disernpowerment' that it diagnoses in Maissade have global as 
well as local causes. Kowever, given the required 'a-political' nature of international NGO programs. SC 
can 'treat' these deficiencies only at the local level. and hope they 'trickle up* to have national and even 
international effects. 1 will discuss some of the reiationship of politics and deveIopment progarns in 
Maissade in Chapter Eight. 
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managerial confidence is that SC c m  optimistically proclaim that the implementations of 

these interventions will lead (have led) to the desired goals. 

The impact and 'power' of this official development discourse at the local level in 

Maissade is revealed in statements made by V ~ ~ O U S  associations leaders and members. 

As can be seen in the following statements. local people clearly understood and 

appreciated the associations as being important for promoting development in their 

çommunity. The tirst statements are excerpted î?om the resolutions presented by the 

combined women's associations of Timonn. Bazin and Kabrit2 at the International 

Wornen's Day Conb~ess sponsored by SC in Maissade on March S. 1997.' 

Where we've corne tkom: We the women of [Anwo], we were in a diftlcult 
situation. we did not know our rights in socicty, our children were dyiny easily. 
we were nut orgrinized. we did not know when they Jid violence against us. we 
did not know how to do [primary health care] prevention for our children. ... 

Wkre  we are today, thanks to SC: Now, wt: have already left the b e l  
ofgriiliprncrrr or club. we have amved rit the lave1 of an associûtion, a part of us 
has already benelited from literacy. wc have becomr more-or-Iess solid as a 
result of the prrsrnce OC the uninr<rrrise+s who have [traincd. supervisedr our 
clubs, we have becomç able to daim our rights in society, we have corne to know 
where the idea that women are inferior to men came f'rorn. WL' have corne to 

' 'Bazin* and 'Kabrit' are two neighbouring womrn's associations of the Timonn association. al1 
of them located within the Anwo srhyon nrrul [townstiip]. The eight women's associations had met in 
three regional workshops (organized according to the thrze sehyon nirul [townships] which compnstl the 
kontirn of Maissade). These workshops had been facilitated by the SC cmimctir-isrs. 

%ese resolutions were read publicly from a sragr set up at the town soccer field during the 
course of the Women's Day Congress program. which also included songs. speeches and a march by the 
women through town. The cornplete text of the Tirnom-Bazin-Kabnt sehyon resolution can be found in 
Appendk C. 

' The hrgyollfiench term is encadrer. which can bc translated as 'to train snidents. to supervise 
empioyees'. As 1 heard it used Frequently in the SC program in reference to the work of the unimutrisc.~ 
and animaré, it had a stronger rneaning than simply to min. but not quite the sense of supervision. The 
term reflected the powerfui yet somewhat ambiguous task of the animatrises and animuié in 'fnming' the 
work of the community associations. More discussion of the roles of the SC animation field staff is 
provided beIow. 
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know how to take care of our children better so they d o i t  get sick. we 
participate in making decisions within Our houses, ... 

W here we want to arrive: We need to have the associations to ily witli 
their own wings. we necd to have legal recognition (so that the statt: recognizes 
US). w e  need a revolving Ioan hnd within the associations, we need al1 womcn 
who are in the associations to receive credit, we need ail women who are in the 
associations to have a meeting hall, we need a Iot of training. we need to visit 
other women's associations wtiich exist in the country, wc need to receivc aid for 
us to set up community stores, ... 

The tone of this statement undoubtedly was shaped by the enthusiasm generated 

by the nature of the Women's Day celebrations, yet its rhetoncal quality highliphts how 

the women have both syrnbolically embraced and positively evaluated the development 

they have achieved in the SC program. Their women's associations are clearly a key 

component of this progress. As the women state, before they 'were not organized'. but 

now they have already 'left the level of club and amved at the lrvei of the association'. 

The associations are clearly identified with progress and advance. Now they want to 

obtain 'state recognition' for their associations in order to gain tiirther access to 

development resources and services For new community initiatives. The associations are 

clearly embraced as representing a key stepping Stone on the path to achieving 

'developrnent'. 

Two other statements also demonstrate the combined symbolic and matenai 

importance of the associations for cornmunity members. During one interview, in 

response to the interview question 'Why is the association important?', one of the Savann 

women's association leaders responded: 

There is more development when one has an association ... It 's what brings 
developmmt, what opens Our knowledge, opens our understanding .... It has 
brought a lot of development ... [Before,] We did not have adult schools [literacy 
classes], vaccinations for children, understanding on how to care for children. 
The project gives us advice. 
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During another goup  interview with members of a grolrpninn which belonged to 

the Bodlo farmers' association. a member stated: '*That is what we rnost like with the 

grotipnian. it's development it is." Another stated: 

Now, here we are under a iittle t o t d  [refening to the small shelter, constructed 
from poks and covered with palm-tree bark, under which we were meeting], 
that's a first monient, but now, tomorrow. God-willing, suddenly this little slielter 
niay become nicer yet, because it's to a groiipttiut~ we belong. Now WC set: that 
it's a little palm-tree bark that's covering it, but rnaybe tomorrow, God-willing. 
we'll sec: that its not palm-tree bark anymore. and suddenly too, there may be 
some other even more nice things which will corne in addition. What makes that 
happen - i f s  being in a grorqvnm. 

Taken together. these three sets of staiements liom association members clearly 

show the extent to which the promise of the dominant development discourse conccming 

the community associations has been embraced. The associations are important becausc 

they are bringing 'development', though what exact1 y this development consists of 

remains quite vague. Development. in and of itself, has becomc their goal. Paraphrasing 

Escobar ( 1  995a, p. 2 12), "development has pecome] the prirnary mechanism" through 

which rural Haitians have irnagined themselves and their situation. "thus marginalizing 

and precluding other ways of seeing and doing." While there undoubtedly were some 

elements of a 'public transcript' (Scott. 1990) in these statements (see below), this fact 

only underlines the symbolic power that development discourse has achieved in the 

Haitian countryside. 

Yet the statements also start to reveal that association members' understanding of 

development and the role of the associations is more arnbiguous and multiple than the 

dominant interventionist discourses of empowerment, sustainability and participation 

which are utilized by SC. Following Foucault, these discourses of development are 

inevitably reinterpreted and reappropriated in multiple ways - as Foucault states, "... as 
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soon as there is a power relation. there is a possibility of resistance" (1958. p. 133). 

Women and men in Maissade clearly see the associations, in addition to being a means of 

engaging in communal self-help through such activities as literacy, health training, 

incorne generation and solidarity, as channels for bringing increased development 

resources into their community and symbolicall y participatinp in 'developrnent '. 

Belonging to a community group is seen as a way to make claims for more matenal 

resources, and as the means to rnake development 'corne' to their çommunity. As has 

already been introduced in the previous çhapter, and as 1 will describe more explicitly in 

the following sections, rurai people have learned this üdditional 'meaning' of the 

associations by observing the history of development programs in their cornmuniiies. 

They have developed their own local 'developrnent knowledge' conceming how 

development prog-ams work. incorporating this into their cxisting knowledge conceming 

the importance of social relations for access to resources. People's participation in the 

associations, therefore, retlects a combination of both the symbolic intluence of the 

meanings of development established by the dominant development discourse in rural 

Haiti, and the pragmatic realities conceming resource flows through rural development 

practice. 

Recent History of the Farmers' and Women's Associations in Bodlo/Savrnn 

Despite the expressed positive understandings held by both SC and community 

members of the role of the f m e r s '  and women's associations (though, as I have noted, 

the community members also valued them for more pragmatic reasons), an examination 

of the history of the fmers' and women's associations in Bodlo/Savann shows only a 
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mixed record of success. The activities of the associations have been marked by mixed 

degrees of enthusiasm and apathy, cooperation and stmggle. long-term vision and short- 

term prabmatisrn. In this section of the chapter, I will present an overview of the history 

of the two associations up until the penod of the fieldwork, collected from interviews 

with association members and SC field staff, and revicw of SC program documents. This 

history will introduce the characteristic practices and activities adopted by the 

associations as a result of the support of SC. t will argue that the key role played by SC 

support to the associations (in the form of training and material resources) has reinforced 

local development knowledges concerning the symbolic and practical value of the 

associations. This historical description will also serve to set the context for the analysis 

in the Bnal section of the chapter of the 'encounter' rvents observed in 1997. 

The Bodlo Farmers' Association 

SC work in the BodloiSavann area dates h m  the very beginning of its program 

in Maissade in 1986, when SC animators began promoting the formation of farmers' 

grorrpman by providing training and animation for soi1 conservation, agroforestry and 

income generation activities. In 199 1, SC encouraged the formation of regional 

associations of f m e r s '  groupman, as scaled-up local organizations that could undertake 

larger and more permanent community development activities. Twelve ( 12) local 

grouprnan (out of 20 area groupman - eventually a total of 19 grorrpman joined) initially 

formed the Bbdlo association, each contrïbuting a G125 (approx. $US 8) 'membership 

share' from their group fund, to t o m  the association's capital fund. An executive 

cornmittee, consisting of a president, vice-president, treasurer, secretary and two at-large 
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members, was elected. Soon attenvard. the association constructed a small. palm-board- 

sided and tin-roofed meeting hall. 

Initially. the association's activities centered around ga in  storage. In 199 1. 

through the intermediation of SC, the BOdlo association (and several other famers' 

associations in the SC program) obtained credit from a  HAVA^ community-credit 

program, and. again through SC mcdiation. purchased an imported galvanized-steel grain 

siIo fiom another North American NGO. This silo wrts erected next to the association's 

meeting hall. Two storage cycles were usually conducted each year. in an attempt to 

benefit h m  the seasonal price cycles for both corn and sorghum. AAer the corn harvest 

in September. and again after the sorghum harvest in January. the association would 

tonvard hnds  to the leaders of member grotipmarr. and these funds would be used to 

purchase grain, either fiom members or in tlic local weekly market. at the current market 

pnce. The groupman would then transport the gain to the association silo, deliverin~ an 

amount of grain equal to the advanced tiinds. based on a pnce slightly above the current 

market price (in order to compensate members for their work in collecting and 

transporthg the grain.) The stored corn would be sold in January just before the soghum 

harvest, and the sorghum in May or June when its pnce peaked. Again, the incentive of a 

slightly preferential (in this case. slightly lower) price coinpared to the current market 

pnce was used to encourage members to purchase at the silo. (However, the grain was 

HAVA is the acronym for the Haitian Association o f  Voluntary Agencies. the NGO umbrella 
agency in Haiti. The HAVA credit progrnm. hnded in part by U.S.AID and the Inter-Amencrin 
Foundation, provided credit for income-generation projects of the community-based groups rhat had been 
formed or supported by HAVA-rnember NGO's community development prograns. (Et is also noteworthy 
that HAVA was known by its English acronym, reflecting the dominance of North American development 
assistance, either directiy through North American NGOs or through hnding CO national NGOs.) 
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not given on credit at the time of sale.) Three-quarters of the pro tit realized by the 

association (aîler paying insecticide costs and a small salary for the silo manager) was 

distributed as a dividend to each member grolipnran, increasing their share value in the 

association (it was not delivered in cash). The association exeçutive committee, in return 

for their time, effort and responsibility in managing the project, shared the remaining 35 

percent of the profits. Thus, the benefts of the project were shared in thrce ways: 

ordinary members (particularly temale members and male members' wives) benetitted 

individuaily and directly, from the preferential pices they received when either 

delivering or purchasing grain at the silo: members benetitted collectively through the 

retained protits that increased their gmiprncrn's share value in the association; and the 

association leaders benefitted through the remuneration they received for their 

management responsibilities. The association stored between 5,000 and 5.000 kg of grain 

each storage cycle, though sorne seasons when poor rains caused high harvest prices, they 

would skip a cycle when they judged the risk too geat." 

In 1992, the Bodlo association received the f'irst of severai infusions of outside 

'capital', in the form of a donation of French governrnent food aid. Due to the hardships 

and disruptions caused by the international economic embargo toilowing the September 

199 1 coup, numerous international agencies distributed ' humanitarian' food aid in an 

attempt to arneliorate the embargo's effects. SC facilitated the distribution of 75,000 kg 

of ' yellow' corn, obtained from the Coopérarion Française. to the six Maissade f i e r s '  

associations. The Bodlo association received 206 SOkg bags (1  0,300 kg), which it sold to 

This information concerning the grain stonge project of the association was collected during the 
course of the fieldwork period, through interviews and informal conversations with association rnernberç 
and SC field staff, as weii as liom project documents. 
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members at a reduced price. This monetized corn yielded G8.200 (approximately $US 

500) for the association, which it then begm to use for an intemal revolving 'credit 

union' loan tùnd. The 1993 fourth quarter SC Agricuiture sector report indicated that in 

Bodlo, 39 association members (30 men and 9 women) had received average loans of 

G230 ($US 14) for a three month term at 5 percent interest. 

In 1994. the Bodlo association becarne the recipient of another SC-facilitated 

intervention fkom beyond the community. when they were selected as an luire 

Pwodiksyon Semons ..l tizana (IPSA)(Indigenous Seed Production Unit ) by a U .N. Food 

and Agriculture Organization (FAO) project. This project was intended to support and 

encourage local farmers' organizations to multiply locaily adapted corn seed. in order to 

provide the F A 0  with national sources of indigenous vmieties for their seed distribution 

programs. The Bodlo association received 24 bags of seed corn. which wem distributed 

to members for reproduction, with the requirement that 1.5 rnarnir7 would be 'repaid' for 

each mamil received. Another important aspect of this F A 0  project was the granting of 

tùnds to the Bodlo association for the construction of a large (approximately 6m x IZm), 

cernent-block storage depot. which was built next to the association meeting hall. The 

fint production year was not very successtùl, as heavy early rains and then drought 

caused a poor corn harvest in 1994. and only approximately half the mount  of 'loaned' 

corn was repaid. 1 was not able to detemine the exact details of project events during the 

following two years, but it appears that followup by F A 0  field staff was poor (see 

below), and they did not demand full payment of the reproduced seed. but allowed the 

' A mamit is the common unit used to measure grain in markets in niml Haiti. It is a volume 
measure, measured using the standard shortening c m  in which local bakeries purchase shortening. Its size 
varies slightly in different regions of the country, and in Maissade represents about 3.0 kg of grain. 
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corn tu be sold by the association in Bodlo. By 1997. the [PSA project had effectively 

become a second credit tùnd instecid of a seed production project, with the funds 

generated by the original donation (approximately G 13,000 or SUS 800) being used as a 

crop production loan tùnd for members. 

In 1994, elections were held for the positions on the executive committee. and al1 

the mernbers of the old çommitter were re-elected to their positions. The SC quarterly 

report for that period suggested that this reflected the 'conservative spirit' of rural people. 

More likely it reflected the relative ability of the committee and their success in managing 

the association's activities. as well as members' acknowledgement that thrse men were 

the recognized leaders in the c o m m u n i t y . ~ l s o  in 1994. the Bodlo association. with the 

active support and facilitation of SC. joined with the other farmers' associations to f o m  a 

commune-wide peasants' federation. called .-fsosyasyot~ Groupimm P-vkan hfayisnd 

(AGPM) which then started a small agricultural supply store in town to serve members. 

SC promoted the formation of AGPM in the hopes that it would increasingly become a 

local 'partner' for its progams, slowly taking over management of commune-wide 

development initiatives. 

' The presidsnt was the lay-pastor of an arra Protestant çongregation. affiliated with one of the 
Baptist congregations in the t o m  of Maissade. The treasurer was rt former rural police militia and rnember 
of the Volontaires de lu Securite Nationale (F'SN) (the officia1 name of Duvalier's Tonton ~Cfucoutes.) Yet 
as both he and others affirmed, he had served relatively fairly in his position ris a mn l  'policeman'. and so 
had not been forced to flee revenge attacks at the time of Duvalier's departure in 1986. as other FSV 
members had. The vice-president was an older man, who had been active in local development groups. 
such as the Duvalier e n  Conseils Comrnttnu~ituires during the 1960s and '70s. He also was a lay leader in 
another local Baptist church, which was supported by his brother. who pastored a I-iaitian immigrant 
congregation in New York. The secretary was a younger man, who had completed elementary school, 
whose family was prominent in the community. Al1 were rehtively successhl men, having larger-than- 
average agrîculhrral land holdings in the area. Al1 of  them also owned or rented a house in town, where 
their children Iived while attending secondary school, and the secretary and vice-president made their 
primary residence there, in order that their children couId attend the better elementary schools in totvn. 
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The Bodlo association received a second, larger distribution of French food aid in 

earl y 1 995. With the removal of the post-coup de facto military govemment and the 

retum of President Aristide in October 1994, foreign donors were eaper to kickstart the 

Haitian economy in order to support this 'retum of democracy'. Overall, SC facilitated 

the entry of 180,000 kg of corn into the Maissade region. which was partitioned among 

the associations. AGPM, and SC itself (for the tùnding of literacy activities.) The corn 

was again sold on the local market, and the Bbdlo association realized G33,400 (SUS 

1,200) for its revolving loan hnd. By the beginning of 1997. this loan fund totalled 

G59,000 ($US 3.600), which had been loaned to 15 member groupniuns. The association 

called this their kes pupilè ('credit union'), since the loans were made on a matching 

buis, cach groriprnari being required to make a 'collateral' deposit of one quarter of the 

arnount loaned before receiving a loan. 

This short review of the major events in the Bodlo association's hisiory suggests 

that it has been quite successful. hdeed, the Bodlo association was considered by SC 

management staff as one of the most successtùl tàrmers' associations in the SC program. 

and my tieldwork in other communities confinned this comparative assessment. It had 

built up a significant arnount of capital, with a total of over G90,000 ($US 6,000) in 

working assets (the revolving 'credit union' loan fund, stored grain, IPSA production 

credit tiind), plus significant fixed assets (the IPSA storage depot and the grain silo.) It 

had grown to a total of 19 member groupman, with approximately 200 members 

(approximately 25-30 percent o f  these members were temale, though almost al1 the 

association executive cornmittee members were male.) The original 12 founding 

groupman had seen their share value in the association grow tiorn their original entry 
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contribution of G 125 to G1.400, due to distnbuted profit dividends and the infùsions of 

outside capital. (Other groupmarz which had joined Iater had açcumulated lesser 

mounts.) Two of the association leaders also had important leadership roles in AGPM. 

the commune-wide peasants' federation that both SC and the federation itself hoped 

would develop increasing responsibili ty and capacity for cultivating relations with 

development agencies beyond Maissade. 

The Savann Women's Association 

As described in Chüpter Five. the antecedents of SC'S work with women's 

associations p e s  back to the community health progmms that were initiated in 1987. By 

1 990, several 'mother's clubs' had been formed in the Bodlo/Srivann areri, in order to 

facilitate the delivery of health messages and encourage women's solidarity. Dunng 

1990, the SC program began to increase its emphasis on women's empowement - the 

'mothers' clubs' (Mi6 me) were renamrd 'women's clubs' (klibjanm), and the tirst 

commune-wide "Women's Congess" was held on International Women's Day (March 

8). By 1993, over 16 women's clubs had bern fonned in the area."or the next 2 years, 

SC animatrises worked directly with the women's clubs. meeting with them individually 

(or in groups of 2 or 3) in the yard of a member. in a vacant church, or in a school after 

classes had been recessed for the day. Durîng these meetings, the animatris delivered 

Y Many of these women's husbands were already members of a fi~imers' grortpmun and the Bodlo 
farmers' association, and some women thernselves were also already rnernbsrs of the farmers' grorrpmuns. 
Though no exact determination of the extent of this 'overlap' was made. 1 would estimate (based on my 
interviews with women) that 20 percent of  women's club rnembers also 'officially' belonged to a 
groupman, and that an additional 30-40 percent o f  women's club members' husbands beionged to a 
groupman. 
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'animation' lessons on women's wernpowerment'. health lessons. and literacy training, 

and helped the clubs oqanize and manage their group savings activity and the small local 

income-generation projects (such as gain storage) in which these funds were invested. 

Many of the women's clubs also participated in a women's credit p r o p m  offered by SC. 

in which increasing arnounts of credit were given to club members."' 

The .4sosyasyon Klib Fanrn Surann [Savann Wornen's Club Association] was 

formed in late 1995, during the same period as the women's clubs throughout the SC 

program were encouraged by SC to join togcther into community associations. Under the 

guidance of 'Eranna'. the SC animatris for the area. nine women's clubs in the Savann 

area initially joined to form the association. each contributing a G600 'mrmbership 

share' to fonn the initial capital fund of thc new association. During the spring and 

sumrner of 1996, seven additional women's ciubs f'rom the Bodlo area also contributed 

their membership share and joined the association.'' Since the formation of the 

IO - fhe initial loans were for G600 per participant. for six months, but were 'guannteed' by the 
entire women's club. If the lorin was successfully repaid. successive loans were increased. reachinç G 1700 
($US 1 10) per participant afier 18 months. Recipients also had to make savings deposits in addition to their 
monthly loan repayments. which by the end of the hurth loan cycle almost equalIed the tlnal loan amount. 
These savings were dien distributed to the women and allowed them to continue thriir productive 
invcisments. However, fewer than a quarter of the wornen's clubs reached the fina1 cycles of the loan 
prograrn, due to difficulties in making repayments (a tiew clubs defaulted on their loans. whilt: many 
decided not to continue beyond the t h  or second cycle). This prognm had been put on hold by SC by the 
beginning of 1997. 

' '  Initially. the worncn's clubs in the Bbdlo a r a  had wanted their own association. (Bodlo is 
where the local famers' association has its building and grain silo,) Erama. the SC unimatris, rehsed to 
help organize two separate women's associations. She argucid that she did not have time to work with an 
additional association, and that since the farmcrs' grotipmons in the Savann area did not have any difficulty 
k i n g  members of the farmers' association centered in Bodlo. the women's clubs in Bodlo should not have 
my difficulty being part of the women's association centered in Savam. (The location of the two 
association buildings is about a 30 minutes walking tirne apart, though the dispersed nature of settlement 
means that neither 'community' has a distinct populated 'center'.) Some tension rernained concerning this 
issue, and participation of women from the Bodlo women's clubs in the association's activities (i.e. 
attendance at the monthly meetings, helping with the mango-drying) was less chat from clubs located closer 
to Savann. 
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associations. the ariinzatrises had started to hold monthly ilsnnble Jenerd ['General 

Assembly'] meetings in which al1 the members frorn al1 the clubs of the association were 

invited (and expected to attend). With the end of the WC1 tùnding. the number of 

ariirnatrises had been reduced î?oin 10 to 5. and so the remaining ariimnrrises did not 

have sufticient time to attend local club meetings, and began focussing almost 

exclusively on meeting with (and providing training) at the level of the association 

.-Lsambk Jenerd and Director's Cornmittee meetings.'' 

In 1996, the Savann association members, under the training and supervision of 

Eranna. the SC atiirnutris. had drird mangos for the tirst time. (SC hüd been promoting 

mango-drying with several other women's groups in the Maissade for severai years 

already, and now was attempting to extend this activity as an incomc-çeneration projcct 

to other women's groups.) This was done at the home of one of the association members. 

They had produced quite a large amount of dned mangos. though in the end only 76 one- 

pound bags were sold, via SC. to UNICEF.IJ At least three or four times as many bags 

had spoiled due to an interrelated problem with the slow drying times in the (somewhat 

inefficient) locally-made solar dryers and tlies laying their eggs on the mangos and 

" In addition, the unimurrises had the responsibility for delivering much of the health training thar 
was programmed as part of the WAND project. They thus had to spend beween a third to a half of their 
time on this responsibility, f k t  attending training-of-trainer seminars for 2-3 days to receive the particular 
health messages (related to malaria prevention, respiratory infection. breast-t'eeding, etc) from the 
community health doctor and nurse who headed the SC health program. then spending 5-8 days in pairs 
conducting training seminars with each association for two delegates from each member club. (These two 
delegates were then expected to replicate the training for the women (mothers) in their home clubs.) Thus. 
laclc of sufficient time impacted the yuality of training and facilitation that the women's associations 
received. 

l 3  UMCEF is the United Nations Chilciren's Fund. In Haiti, they were active in many children- 
otiented activities, including the distribution of Vitarnin A capsules through community health prograns in 
order to prevent chiIdhood blindness. They were attempting to utilize dried mangos (which are tich in 
Vitarnin A) in these programs, as a nationally-produced alternative to imponed Vitamin A capsules. 
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woms subsequently emerging once the mangos were bagged. This problem was 

experienced by al1 of the women's groups which dried mangos with the SC project. 

Though the association had realized over G500 ($US 35) protit h m  the mango-drying. 

this profit had not been distributed among the members who had worked on the project. 

and so the core leaders of the association, who had contributed most of the labour and 

effort. were not very satistkd with the project and the return on their hard work." 

Later in 1996. Savann and four other women's associations received a gant  fkom 

UNICEF (via SC) to each build a 'workshop' to house their mango-drying projects. 

Since the building lot was considered to be part of the 'local participation' by UNICEF. 

the association used hnding tiom the association's capital knd to purchase a small plot 

of land for G1.000 ($US65). Using the UNICEF gan t  (approximately GS0.000 or SUS 

5.300). Eranna and association executive committee then contracted a local builder to 

construct a cernent-block and tin-roof, two-room building approximately Sm by 5rn in 

size. The building was completed in September 1996. though the women did not really 

consider it 'completed'. since the tloor in the second storage room was not yet cemented. 

the wooden window were still nailed shut since the iron latch-hooks had not yet been 

installed, and, most importantly, the block walls had not been plastered. (The association 

already had to contribute some of its own tiinds (approximately G3.900 or SUS 190) in 

order to complete the basic construction, and the building was considered usable without 

these tinal touches being completed.) This building quickly becarne the tenter' for the 

'" The performance standard for the mango drying project was a women's group in town in 
Maissade, which had produced over a hundred pounds o f  dried mangos the previous year. and made over 
G 1500 in profits. This was the original group with which SC had originally launched the pilot mango- 
drymg project in the early 1990s. This women's group in town was ofien held up by Eranna as to the 
potentiai o f  the mango drying activity. 
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association. serving as their meeting hall dunng the 10 months of the year when there 

were no manpo-drying activities. 

The Savann women's association had also engaged in gmin storage during its tirst 

year. However, since the association did not have its own grain storage facility, and also 

lacked capital. only relatively small amounts of ga in  were purchased (less than 300 

mamits), and the grain was stored in several member's kolonib-ve. 'j 

Compared to the Bodlo îàrmers' association, the Savann women's association was 

still very Young, with only a year and a half of experience whcn 1 started my fieldwork. It 

was still largely dependent on Eranna, the SC animatris. for the functioning of its 

meetings and activities (this will be described and discusscd in greater detail in the last 

section of this chapter.) I t  had not yet accumulated a signniticant amount of capital. nor 

had it had much success or profit in managing the activities it  had undertaken with its 

lirnited resources. Since the association had not received any outside injections of 

capital, it only had approximately C4000 ($US 260) in liquid üssets, in addition to the 

fixed assets of its mango-drying workshop building and land. Total membership in the 

association was claimed by Eranna to be over 300 women (in 16 women's clubs), though 

my attempts to obtain membership lists tiom the individual women's clubs suggested that 

the actual membership was more realistically about 240 members.lb 

I S  A kolombye is a storage depot, çonstructed of planks and palrn-boards, roofed with galvanized 
metal sheets or palm-bark. built tive to six feet above ground-level on top of four or stu thick posts. The 
posts have sheet-metal inverted cones around them. and so the X-oiombyr is an effective way of protecting 
stored p i n  &om rats and mice. 

I6 The issue of the number of association mernbers will br discussed more hlly in the final 
section of  this chap ter, as part of the discussion of the meaning of participation in the association meetings. 
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Analysis - The Implementation of Ernpowerment 

Both the Bodlo fartners' association and the Savann women's association were 

relatively successful in providing development activities for their rnembers. given the 

penod of tirne each had been in existence. Yet the above histones show the key role 

played by the SC program in establishing and facilitating these activiiies. While both 

types of association were intended to empowrr local people, allow them to participate in 

local development efforts. and create the organizational tiamework for sustainable 

change, it is clear that outside initiative and support were foundational in the successes 

the associations had achieved in these areas. The histories of the two associations reveal 

the two key elements of this support - access to signiticant outside resources, and the 

facilitation and training provided by the SC animation staff. 

The staffof the SC program were quite aware of the key role they had played in 

the formation and support of the associations. They were also quite aware of the 

necessity and importance of reducing the associations' 'dependence' on the SC program 

if the associations were to become the sustainable and mature çommunity organizations 

that SC intended them to become. SC understood that tme 'empowermrnt' required the 

reduction or 'phase-over' of their own role and support to the community associations. In 

fact, during 1997, a major h s t  of the SC prograrnrning becarne 'partnership/ 

institutional development', which was intended to promote the capacity and 

independence of their community 'partnen.' The final section of this chapter will 

anal yze speci fic 'encounters' in the associations where aspects of organizational 

independence and capacity were negotiated and contested. 
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The above short histones also make clezr that a large part of the two associations' 

success (particularly that of the Bôdlo tàrmers' association) had been in carehlly 

managing the signiticant amount of outside resources that had been chamelled to them 

by the SC program. These histories would seem to support the local 'development 

knowledges' voiced by locai community members, as introduced in the first section of 

the chapter, which focuses on the praylatic usetùlness of the community associations in 

attracting development resources to their community. Empowerment and participation 

take on di firent meanings in this local understanding. In much community development 

literature, these terms refer to 'intemal' and 'autonomous' local comrnunity action. with 

previously marginal groups validating their abilities and resources. 'asserting' power and 

the ability to participate in local decision-making and economic activity (Pietcrse. 1992). 

In contrast, local people hold an understanding of empowerment and participation which 

focuses on their relations to actors extemal to their community. In their understanding, 

empowerment becomes the ability of the community to organize itself and make daims 

in ordcr to access extemal development resources, and in a similar manner, participation 

becomes the ability of the community, through its association. to establish extemal 

relations that allow it to participate in the development progams that are openting in the 

region. The associations are a means of 'upward mobility' through adaptation and 

conformation to the established practices of extemal development interventions (Pieterse, 

1992, p. 1 1). In an Afncan context, Sikana describes a similar pragnatic response of 

local f i e r s  to well-intentioned efforts to establish participatory 'Village Research 

Groups' as part of a Farrning System Research planning process. As Sikana describes, 
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... the primary concern of the local people is koiv ru <rcre.ss resuirrces from the 
development project rathrr than how ro he i rwlret l  in prograrn execution. .... 
Participation is a 'development technoiogy' which is being pushed by the 
developnient agency (to satisf'y a range ot'econornic. intellecrual and political 
objectives) n t h e r  than beiiig demanded by local people ( Sikana, 1995. p. 3. 
emphasis in original). 

The women's organizations in particular were a new type of sommunity 

organization in rural Haiti, unlike the more genenc 'farrners' or 'community' 

organizations (such as the Bodlo farrners' association) which have existed since the 

beginning of community development et'forts in the 1950s and 1960s. While women had 

tiequently been members of thesr enrlier organizations. they were almost always 

dominated by male leadership, retlecting the dominant patterns of gender relations in 

rural Haitian society. The formation of specitic. women-only community development 

organizations had caused quitr a stir in Maissade, as described in Chapter Five. 

However. the short history of the Savann Women's Association demonstrates how its 

formation was dependent upon the interventions of the SC program. particularly the 

training and supervision (encadremerzr - see footnote 4 above) of the SC aniniczrris. The 

discussion in the next section of the events observed in the association during the 

fieldwork will further highlight the 'newness'. and subsequent nesotiation and 

contestation involved in this t o m  of 'women's oqanizing.' 

Yet the above analysis does not mean that the Bodlo and Savann associations' 

success had been simply due to its relationship to SC. In order to maintain this 

relationship, both associations needed to show that they were 'good' managers of SC'S 

investments of staff, training and material resources in them, in order to ensure their 

continued tlow to their comrnunity. In the following last section of the chapter. 1 will 
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tum my attention to some of these more complex, real-life local social processes, in order 

to reveal the contested and negotiated nature of 'development' at the local level. 

Encounters of Knowledge and Power: Events and Practices in 1997 

Dunng the fieldwork in 1997. 1 attended a total of 16 meetings associated with the 

Bodlo association: 7 association .-fsnni b k  Jeneral meetings. 3 Komitc Direkt6 meetings. 

and 6 individual grolipmnii meetings. In addition. numerous semi-structured interviews 

and informal discussions were held with various association leaders at various times, 

including the association president. vice-president, secretary, and treasurer, several 

guoiipman leaders. and several agriculture monitors. I attended a total of 3 1 meetings 

related to the Savann women's association: 7 .dsanble Jeiierai, S joint mcetings of 3-4 

area clubs, 7 individual club meetings or club literacy classes. 4 Komire Sunrrul meetings. 

3 Komite Direkte meetings and 3 health training seminars. 1 also conducted semi- 

structured and informal interviews with numerous association leaders, some at their 

homes before or after meetings, others informally while walking with them to or tiom 

town. 

It is impossible to describe and analyze al1 the relations of power and knowledge 

which I observed in Bodlo and Savann during these many visits and interviews. Nor 

would i t be easy to follow these powedknowledge 'encounters' as they surfaced. ebbed 

and flowed in various discontinuous patterns through a simple chronological description 

of the associations' activities during the course of the study pexiod. Instead, I will treat 

these encounters on a topical basis, in order to provide a clearer analysis of the dynamics 

of each case. I have selected four major recumng encounters, which occurred in both 
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associations, for analysis: gain storage activities. local groupnzan or club inactivity. 

association meeting attendance, and the role of the SC mimari. or ariimarris. For each 

encounter, 1 will analyze the practices and strategies of the different actors involved. in 

order to reveal the discontinuous development 'knowledges' and 'identities' of local 

people and SC staff. 'Making visible' these contests of meaning and values in turn 

demonstrates how specific powedknowledge relations (related to access to material 

benetits. status and leadership) are established and contested. 

Grain storage. Peasant-controlled ga in  storage projects were a common activity 

for community-based groups in rural Haiti (see. for example. Maguire. 1981.) 

Traditionaliy, store owners in towns and urban-rural traders (called Mzdam Saras) took 

advantage of farrners' post-harvest need for cash and the resul ting post-harvest pnce 

decline to make signifiant protits reselling gain  during the spring and summer months. 

For many community development progams. this practice represented a classic case of 

exploitation of the weak economic position of rural producers, and an opportunity to 

'empower' mral producers and increase their incomes through cooperative action. This 

too was SC'S intent in promoting and supporting the fanners' and women's associations 

engagement in grain stonge projects (as was outlined in section two above.) 

Yet despite the apparent advantages of community grain-storage activities for 

association members, both the Bbdlo and Savann associations faced numerous challenges 

in successfully managing their grain storage activities. h o n g  the most difficult was 

getting members who had either been advanced association fùnds to purchase grain to 

deliver the grain promptly, or who had been advanced grain on credit to repay that credit 

once they had marketed the grain. 
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In Bôdlo. because each member grotrpnian had considenble assets (in the form of 

its share of the association's capital) invested in the association. the association executive 

committee had considerable leverage to ensure members did deliver the grain which they 

had purchased with advanced association tunds. Any outstanding tùnds could simply be 

deducted tiom a member gar[pman's capital. However. some members appeared to be 

attempting to increase the 'bonus' pïice differential the association paid to members for 

delivered grain. by delaying delivery of purchased grain io the association silo. Since the 

market price would otten rise as the harvest season progessed. some members would 

delay delivery, so that they could deliver a smaller quantity of grain (since the amouni to 

be delivered for an advanced sum was based on the current market price at the time of 

delivery, plus a 'bonus' pice difkrential of GO.50 per mamit.)" This issue was one of 

the topics of discussion at the tïrst Bbdlo association meeting 1 attended in March, when 

several groups had not yet delivered the sorçhum for which they had been advanced 

tùnds. and again at several fall General Assembly meetings. when the conditions for the 

purchase of newly-harvested corn for the silo were debated. Membrrs who engayed in 

such actions were clearly hurting the profitability of their association's enterprise. As the 

" For example, if a groirpmun leader had bcen advanced G500. and then purchased 100 murnits at 
(35.00. they would be required to deliver 9 f murnits (9 1 x G5.50 = GZOO.OO). Members were given a 
'bonus' pice differential of G0.50 as remuneration for their effort in purchasing the grain. However. if the 
market price would increase to G5.50 during the time they delayed delivery, they would then only have to 
deiiver 83 mamits (83 x G6.00 = G500.00). Since association leaders would have difficuIty knowing when 
a member actudly had bought the grain (whether in the market or from their own production). there was 
Little risk of detection - if the price by chance went dmvn. they could daim they had already bought the 
grain before the price went d o m ,  and just had not had a chance to deliver it. if the price went up, as 
hoped, they could daim they had only just bought the grain since the price hod increased, and benetit from 
an increased 'bonus'. 
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SC anirnatè stated. "You're biting the hand that is teeding you." Yet these members 

clearly chose their persona1 benetit over the communal goals of the association. 

Members also negotiated with the Bhdlo association executive on several other 

conditions of the gain  storage activity. At the March meeting, a group of members 

attempted to convince the executive cornmittee to increase the 'bonus' paid on delivered 

grain tiom GO50 per rnnntit to G I .OO. This suggestion was resisted by the çommittee. 

since this would leave littlr profit for the association. considering that the margin 

between the purchase and selling pice  was usually only between G2.00 to G4.00. Some 

members then attempted to convince thc conmittee to sel1 from the silo on credit. arguing 

that the lack of credit prevented the poorer rnembers Ftom participating and benefiting 

tiom this activity. This suggestion was also rejected. based on both local experience and 

the experience of other associations with selling grain on credit. Indeed. my visits to 

other associations and goups suggested that problems related to purchasing or selling on 

credit was the most common downfall of group storage schemes. 

The experience of the Savann women's association clearly illustrates the danger 

of selling grain to members on credit. As described in section two above, the Savann 

association's experience with ga in  storage, though on a much smaller scale, was much 

less successfùl and more contlictual. Several of its member clubs still owed money to the 

association for grain they had received on credit in 1996. When the profit of the sorghum 

stored tiom January to June 1997 was calculated at the September association meeting, it 

was apparent that some groups again had failed to deliver the proceeds for the association 

grain they had sold. In total, over (32,200 in association funds were outstanding. There 

was dso considerable suspicion and criticism fiom some association members conceming 
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the management of the grain storage project by the association leaders. Though 1 did not 

hrar this criticism directly, it was evident h m  the defensive statements md reports given 

by the two association leaders who had rnanaged the gain-storage (the association 

treasurer and an at-large executive cornmittee member) that some association members 

suspected tliem of personally benetiting tiom their responsibilities for buying, sel1 ing and 

stonng the grain.'" 

Thus. despite the 'empowement' objectives of the grain-storage activities. some 

members seemed to be guided by very short-term. prabmatic and individualistic 

motivations in their dealings with their association. Some members were also suspicious 

that association leaders were also motivated by prabmatic. individual material gain. Any 

expectation by SC that the associations. bccause of their common collective goals. would 

function harmoniously and cooperatively, are clearly naive and simplistic. The 'mutual 

benetït' community development discourse repeated by the animates and nnima».ises had 

difficulty overcoming the simple matenal forces of personal benetit. The community 

grain storage projects was reinterpreted by local people in tems of their accumulated 

knowledges of how to 'get dong'. and became another 'resource' in their pragrnatic 

'"0 direct evidencr was provided that this was the c a s .  and during my numrrous contacts with 
these two leaders. they sermed to me to be quite dedicated and honest. In fact, they complained rather 
strongly about how most of the work involved in the grain-storage activity had been left to them (Le. 
mrasuring the grain. selling it in the marke~), and they would have welcorned more involvement from other 
association mcmbers. It appeared to me that part of the suspicion stemmed from the poor Iiteracy and 
numeracy skills of these two leaders (as well as Eranna. the SC unimufris. whose own limited skills made it 
dificult for her to provide training and advice in this area.) The result was that the association leadership 
had difliculty keeping good written records and provide written reports of the transactions involved in die 
grain-stonge activity. At the September Savann association meeting, the treasurer and Eranna provided, 
with great effort, a detailed financial accounting showing the expenses, incorne and profits (loss) from the 
mango drying and grain storage activities. One local club leader strongly questioned the treasurer during 
her presentation, concerning the arnount of grain purchased and sold. 1 talked to the association treasurer 
afier this meeting, and she expressed grest relief in having been able to provide this financial accounting 
and respond to members' suspicions concerning the association's finances. 
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strategies for survival. hdeed, since it is questionable to what extent many members 

viewed the association as 'their' association, it was doubly easy to 'exploit' this 'outside' 

resource. As additional encounters described in the following sections show, members' 

pragmatic manoeuvres to obtaining immediate, personal benefit from association 

activities was a constant struggle in association activities. 

Local grorcptttan inactivity. The organizational foundation for each fàrmers' or 

women's association was considered by SC to be its member grolrprnuns or women's 

clubs. In the case of the famers' associations, SC documents stated that rnembcr 

groupman had been tormed at the beginning of the SC program in Maissade. "based on 

traditional social linkages"'" (White and Quinn. 1992, p. 23), in order to engage in 

various soi1 conservation and incorne-generation projects. Though SC had ceased m a t  

of its progamming in the area of ag-içulture and natural resource management. it 

expected that the grolipman would continue their local cooperative efforts in improving 

both individual and collective livelihoods. In the case of the women's associations, the 

women's clubs were much newer organizational structures, not based on any pre-existing 

models in local social structure, but formed directly as a result of SC program initiatives. 

Yet these clubs, as well as the grolrpmaris. were expected to form the base of a strong 

local community development organizations. They were intended to function as a solid 

'first-line' in an ascending structure of collective action by local women and men, 

ensuring personal contact, cornmunicûtion and accountability arnong local members, their 

leaders, and the associations. Yet my research indicated that local-level groliprnan and 

l9 Based on my experience in Haiti, these *traditional social linkages' would include pre-existing 
kin-brised relations ('extended' family relations), exchange relations (people who had established exchange 
relations involving land and labour), and neighbourhood social relations. 
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women's club activity was quite low. Both women's clubs and groirpnran were 

'rnaintained' by their leaders and members in quite a pragmatic and personalistic manner, 

with their activities and relationships in these groups centered pnmarily on continuing 

their access to the development resourses that were offered by the associations and the 

SC program. 

During the course of the fieldwork in Bodlo. 1 attended six individual member 

groiîpman meetings. These visits resulted h m  requests 1 had made ai association 

meetings, in which 1 had expressed interest in visiting such local groicprnon meetings. i 

had hoped and expectrd to receive more invitations as a result of rny announcements. 

The paucity of invitations, combined with my informa1 observations during rny frequent 

walks through and visits in the community. already suggested to me that many grolpmui? 

were not very active. 

This preliminary observation was reinforced by the gruiipnran meetings that I did 

attend. At three of the groccpman 1 visited. the group leader tieely admitted at the 

beginning of the meetings that "it had been some days since we've last met." From the 

reports that were given dunng meetings, it was also evident that several of the groups had 

few active projects. This was particularly true for two grocrpman that had joined the 

Bodlo association only recently. In one of these groitpman (which had joined the Bodlo 

association in 1993, members had contributed rnonthly dues until they had massed 

suficient hnds to join the association, but had then ceased collecting dues. Thus they 

were able to participate in the IPSA credit activity (they had received a loan of G 1000, 

which they reported was divided arnong the 19 group members), but had not yet gathered 

additional funds in order to contribute the 25 percent match for a kès popilè loan. They 
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did not appear to have any other local activity. such as a gain  storage activity. a goup 

garden, or labour exchange arrangements. 

The second grolrpman had initially not been a member of the Bodlo association. 

but had used their g o u p  swings tiom monthly dues for a local grain-storage project. 

They told me that they had lost some of this capital when a robber had broke into their 

depot in 1993, but six months later they had resumed their monthly contributions and 

massed the G680 they needed to join the association in 1994. Currently. they said they 

still had a very small ga in  storage activity with the remaining G4OO in their groicptntin 

hnd. though they had also ceased their monthly contributions. The group's other activity 

was participation in the association k$s popilè aactivity. though no t al1 members were 

'able' to participate. As the goup  leader stated. "we don't encourage everyone to takc 

the credit. [because] some don't have the rneans to repay." Individual members who 

could raise a G5O 'share' pooled their tùnds and then each received a G200 loan. which 

their leader stated was used for "buying and reselling mimals, planting gardens. and 

doing marketing." In this situation, clearly the grotrprnan was simply a channel br  

individual members to gain and maintain access to association resources. 

A third groupmnn I visited was an original founding goup  of the association. and 

was lead by ' Fanius', the association treasurer. He was one of the richer people in the 

cornmunit$', and had been active in various local development activities since the 1960s. 

including being part of the local konsey kominote, which "they had formed to do 

development, to make roads." Fanius stated that this group had tonned in 1984, in order 

20 He owned a diesel-engine-powered sugar cane mill, which was instailed in the middle ofa cane 
field some distance from his house: his daughter worked as a governent nurse-auiliary in another t o m  
on the Central Plateau and his brother was pastor ofa  Baptist Haitian-immigrant church in New York. 
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to participate in an F A 0  pig repopulation project." His youp (its eight rnembers 

included his wife and his son) had significantly more assets than the previous two groups 

I had visited, with G 1 JO0 invested in their own locai gain storage activity, and the 

largest loan (G8000) of any of the member groirpmczn tiom the Bodlo association k2s 

popilè. During the meeting I attended. the agenda çonsisted entirely of Fanius giving 

infom~ation to the îïve members present conceming the upcoming E s  popil; 

repayments". details conceming the association grain stonge activi tics, and the activities 

of A GPM ( A s ~ c ~ s y u r z  Grolrpman Pc-vizcin il.fu-visud. the federation of fanners' 

associations). t also noted, when I asked Fanius if 1 could sec the groiipnznn notebook in 

order to check rnembers' names. that (according to the notebook) this was the tirst group 

meeting since March. This notebook also contained a financial ledgcr for the g o u p  

tùnds. which recorded numerous withdrawals and the balance declining to (3400 as tùnds 

were used to purchase corn for their storage activity, then a single entry (without any 

description) which stated the tùnd balance was G 1800. Thus it appeared that Fanius. as 

the leader of the grorrpman. exercised considerable unaccountable control over the 

'' This pig repopulation project was pan of a country-widc program to re-inuoduce pigs atier 
African Swine Fever had infected the indigenous Haitian pigs (set: Chapter Four). The U.S. governrnent 
financed a program to eradicate al1 Haitian pigs, in order to eliminate the disease locally and prevcnt its 
spread to the mainland United States. The groirprnuii leader stated that his group had received funds kom 
the FA0 to build severai pig pens to hold breeding stock, though they had to buy the pigs thrmselves tkom 
anothrr source. Concerning his radier involvement in 'deveiopment', the grolîprntzn leader stated that in 
1965, "we formed Community CounciI groups, to do drvelopment and to make roads." The PvIinistry of 
Agriculture had also given them supplies to make a coffee seedling nursery during that period. 

" Here. he made a comment that further suggested the p n p a t i c  appmach ofrnernberj to 
association credit resources. He stated that he hoped the k2spopil2 loans would be reissued within a k w  
weeks, "in time for the start of school." Here, he implicitly acknowledged that many people pnpa t ica l ly  
used the loans for irnrnediate 'consurnption' needs (as opposed to the intended investments in productive 
assets), and would have to somehow plan some rneans to raise the required cash sum for the loan 
repayment at the time the credit came due (Le. by setling some asset or pIanning some other productive 
activity to produce a liquid cash surn at the required time). 
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groirprnari S tinances. Though these observations do not constitute conclusive proof. it 

seemed to me that this groirpman was strongly controlled by its leader, and again 

tùnctioned primanly as a rneans of access to SC program resources. 

Anather of the groirprnnn I attempted to visit (also a 'founding' groirpman. to 

whiçh both the association vice-president and secretary belonged) had a tirst meeting date 

postponed, and then on a second date oniy a few members attended. Açcording to the 

association vice-president (who appeared to be its leader,) this I 1-member grmpmun also 

had signi ticant tinancial resources. with G7200 in their grolrpnta~z tùnd. They utilized 

this money to engage in grain storage. and also owned a plow (but no draught cows) 

which rnembers could use. They had also previously participated in the k6.s popili. loans. 

but several members had not been able to repay at the end of the previous cycle, and so 

the leader had covered for them. But since they had not yet repaid him. he stated that hc 

"had not let them enter the credit this time." 

Several other incidents and comments at association meetings also suggested 

signifiant weaknesses in local groirpman, related both to levels of activity and levels of 

transparency and democratic tùnctioning. As will be discussed further below, attendance 

at the association .+fsarible Jenerd rarely attracted more than 30 or 40 memben, out of a 

total membership of approximately 180 members. Usually only two or three 

representatives of a groiiprnan would attend, and these would inevitably be the groirpman 

leaders. At the distribution of the IPSA loans, it seemed that these groupmnn leaders 

played a strong role in determining which of their group members would be 'allowed' to 

obtain a loan. With the kès popilé loans, several people mentioned that they had heard 

that in one groirpman, the leader had kept al1 the money for himself, and not distributed it 
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among al1 the groirpnzan members. As sren in one of the groupman I visited. the loans 

were not divided equally, but were allocated directly to those rnembers who made the 25 

percent inatching contribution. Another grotcpnmn leader, when he was making his 

group's loan repayment with several thick stacks of small bills, elicited this joking 

comment tiom another member of the association, "Well. it seems like you redly do have 

a group atter dl!" 

1 cils0 observed similar weaknesses in the hnctioning of the women's clubs. The 

women's clubs had received little attention from the SC czninialrises since the summer of 

1996. due to the combination of the reduction in the number of aninitz~rises with the 

ending of the WCI project îùnding, and the need of the newly-fomed women's 

associations for training and facilitation tiom the mimatrisci;. By early 1997. SC staff 

were reporting increasingly poor attendance at association General Assernbly meetinp. 

as well as increasing inactivity in many local women's clubs. In response. during July of 

the research penud, SC progam managers instructed the animatrises to reduce the 

monthly General Assembly meetings of the associations to once every three months. and 

to start meeting with local clubs again. In the Savann association, since there were a total 

of 16 mernber clubs - too many to meet with individually - Eranna began to organize 

meetings with groups of three clubs that were clustered within a short distance. 

I attended a total of eight of these meetings with local clubs, and my observations 

confirmed the earlier assessment of the low level of activity and cohesion in the women's 

clubs. Three of these meetings had to be postponed to a later date. as not enough people 
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carne to merit holding the meeting." Of the five meetings that were held. an average of 

eight members per club attended, which was less than half of the total membership of 

these clubs. At tliese meetings, most clubs reported sorne local club activity, usually 

grain storage using money îiom the club's saving hnd which had been forrned when the 

clubs were first organized. No clubs. however, reported that members were making 

continuing regular contributions to the club tiind. Several clubs reported discouragement 

amonp their members, some complaining that memben did not know how the club's 

funds were being invested and were not receiving any tïnancial reports %om the club 

leaders. Several clubs also reported problems with outstanding loans to club members. 

loans created either dunng the purchase or sale of gain. or during a family financial 

ernergency such as illness. Eranna rcspondtd to this problem with the following 

comment: "Why are you in a club'? So one can help another. But there are people who 

once they've received some money, they think its money fiom their club. they won't 

repay it. Loaning people money c m  wreck a club. It's somethiny I'm afraid of." 

At several of the meetings, Eranna attempted to use a combination of motivation 

and threat to get increased participation in the clubs. On the one hand, she told the 

women that "for the project [SC] to help you, you have to be active". clearly expressing 

the pragrnatic, access-to-resources understanding that many people held conceming their 

membership in the clubs and associations. Conversely, on at Ieast three occasions Eranna 

also employed the threat of exclusion tiom the clubs and association, telling people "l've 

23 This means that some peopIe did show up for the meeting, but usually afier waiting some time 
for additional people to amve, Eramm (alone or in consultation with the group leaders) would decide that 
not enough people were present to ment hoIding the meeting. 
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corne this month, if a member is absent three times, 1'11 remove them fiom the 

association, 1'11 put a line through their name in my n~tebook."'~ 

On five occasions 1 also visited individual clubs on my own. havinp fixed dates 

directly with club leaders, independently tiom Eranna. Two of these meetings did not 

succeed (the meeting had either been cancelled on short notice, or too few members 

showed up and the meeting was postponed), and an additional two meetings were 

primarily literacy classes. with a short club meeting appended after the literacy lesson 

was finished. Another club dclegate, whcn 1 asked her if 1 could visit her club. admitted 

to me that her club mostly just met at the association .-fsanbie Jenerd. or when Eranna 

came for meetings with local clubs. At the single 'regular' club meeting 1 attcnded. the 

leader of the club (who was also the Savann worncn's association prcsidcnt) admitted that 

her club had not been meeting regularly. This made me wonder if she had organized the 

club meeting in response to my requests, made at the association meetings. to visits some 

local clubs. 

My observations while attending women's club meetings both with and without 

Eranna also indicated that the club leaders (like the groupman leaders described above) 

had signifiant interest in maintaining a 'good' hnctioning club. Leaders of the clubs 

(called 'delegates') were supposed to transmit training received at SC health seminars to 

club members. The delegates also enrolled local underweight children in the SC 

'nutrition demonstration foyers' (part of SC'S WAND project), and assisted the SC field 

staff during the two weeks the foyers ran. They received a small stipend (approximately 

'%lis comment by E r m a  also reveals rnuch about the rote the animatrises piayed in the 
associations. 1 will discuss this point in the next section. 
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G125 or US$8) for this 'work'. Thus delegates received significant benefit fiom their 

positions, both matenally in terms of the stipend they were paid. and in tems of 

community prestige as gate-keepers for the nutrition foyers. A number of club delegates 

were also hired by SC as liieracy 'monitors' (teachers) for the literacy classes SC 

organized with the wornen's clubs as part of its WC1 knding. Thus. when I asked the 

husband of one club delegate what 'advantage' (benetit) his wife received from the 

activities of her club. he replied. "She receives a salary fkom the club." 

From these observations, it is clttar that both gr-olrpninns and women's clubs hold 

very diffèrent meanings for local program participants. compared to SC program 

intentions and understandinp. Mihile SC understood them to be community structures 

for mutual sel f-hclp and 'empowerment ', local people's understanding (kno wledge) of 

them was much more prabmatic and utilitÿrian. Though the dominant development 

practice (discourse) enabled SC to promote and induce the formation and hnction of 

these community goups, it could not prevent local people tiom reinterpreting and 

efiectively redefining their practical meaning. niough SC attempted to instill 'standard' 

or 'normal' grolrpntan or club activities - such as attending rnonthly meetings. making 

regular tinancial contributions to the group treasury, engaging in a joint income- 

generating project or reciprocal labour sharing (in the case of the groiipman) - these 

activities were only continued in a weak manner sufticient to maintain good standing in 

the SC progam (Le. the monthly group meetings and group incorne-generating projects), 

or not continued at a11 (Le. the regular financial contributions). Grolrpmun and women's 

clubs were largely reinterpreted in terms of dominant local knowledges concerning how 

to gain access to development project resources. Thus membership and local group 
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'activity' were maintained in an informa1 and 'loose' manner. in order to sustain 

ascending social relations to more 'powertùl' social actors represented by the SC 

development program. 

In theoretical terms, then. the discourse of community development. dominant 

throughout Haiti (and most of the rest of the 'developing' world) established relations of 

power which enabled SC to implernent the 'normal' practices of community g o u p  

formation and activity in Maissadc. But these power relations. following Foucault and 

Long, are not fixed, but remain variable, multiple and çontested. Local people. while 

remaining within these established power relations. are also able to subvert them 

according to their own 'subjugatcxl' ' local' knowledges of how community development 

and traditional social relations work in rurai Haiti. As dcscribed above, the activities of 

women and men grolrpmaji and women's club members detlect the intentions of the SC 

progpm to 'ernpower'. Yet. conversely, through these detlections and renegotiations. 

they are also able to utilize SC program interventions to their own perceived benetit. 

according to their own knowledges and identities within the dominant reiations of power. 

Association Meeting Attendance. The level of activity of local groiiprnans and 

women's clubs was not the only site where the discontinuous and contested nature of  

development knowledges and power relations was visible. Member participation in the 

community associations was another (related) site of negotiation and contestation, 

particularly the issue of attendance at the associations' regular Asanble Jeneral (AJ) 

meetings. The meetings were one of the most visible indicators of the successful 

iûnctioning of the associations, with high attendance being the most important indicator 

of a successful meeting. Well-attended meetings became a symbol of - or came to 
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represent or mean - a successtùl community association. Thus the associations' meetings 

becarne a site were relations of power related to the SC development program were 

contested and made visible. 

The issue of meeting attendance was rnost prominent in the Women's Association 

in Savann, as it was a younger, less-well-tùnctioning association than the Bodlo îàrmers' 

association. Furthemore, the association :lsanble Jenerd was one of the few visible 

'manifestations' of the Savann women's association, since al1 of its other activities only 

involved a few members and only oçcurred periodically (Le. the three weeks of mango- 

drying only involved tive to ten women, its training seminars on comrnunity health topics 

only involved club delegates. and its pain storap activities were largely performrd by 

the two women responsible for this activity at their own home kolonzb~s.) Yet 

attendance at the Asanble Jeneral of the association was often poor, and became a issue 

ofcontention between SC staff and association members. 

Out of the total of eight scheduled .dsanble Jeneral that 1 attended in Savann. on1 y 

three resulted in a 'successful' meeting in which the planned agenda was discussed. 

(Several other 'successtùl' AJ were held during this period, but 1 was not able to attend 

them.) The other five were al1 postponed or cancelled. for a number of reasons: people 

claimed the message that Eranna (the SC animatris for Savann) had sent conceming a 

cancelled training seminar for club delegates had been misunderstood to rnean the AJ was 

cancelled, once Erama had not yet retumed tiorn a trip to Port-au-Prince (the truck she 

was travelling on back from Port-au-Prince had either broken down on the road or 

becarne stuck in the mud after a rain), another time Eranna was not able to attend because 
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her young son was sick and she needed to go to the medical clinic in town with him". 

another time members were attending a funeral for a local person, and once most of the 

association leaders were busy running the SC nutrition demonstration foyers that they had 

been chosen to do in their communities. At almost every meeting date, it often took at 

least an hour after the 'official-agreed-upon' starting time and/or Eranna's arriva1 before 

sufficient members would amve for the meeting to begin, 'muid at least the members who 

lived nearby seemed to have a system of calling to each other when they saw her pass on 

the path or arrive, to tell them whether to go to the association meeting. Poor attendance 

at the association ilsanbi-. Jerrrral was another reason that SC tield staffwere directed to 

return to meeting with local women's clubs. in order to rebuild local members' 

motivation and interest. On one occasion, the treasurer of the association, who livcd on 

the path leading to the association building, speciiically complained that Eranna had not 

called to her as she had passed to tell her that the meeting was on. Of course, it was very 

difficult to judge the legitimacy of some of these ot'fered reasons - some clearly were 

legitimate reasons for the meeting failure. Yet others seemed little more than ' polite 

faces' on what seemed to be expressions of resistance, stemming from dissatisfaction or 

discouragement with some aspect of the association, its leadership, or  Eranna, their 

aninlatris. 

On several other occasions, the opposite appeared to be true, with attendance at 

Asanble Jeneraï being very high. On these occasions, this hi& turnout of association 

3 The fact that the absence of the SC animutris or anirnatb usually caused the cancellation of an 
association's meeting (or at least poorer attendance) indicates the important role she or he pfayed in 
maintaining these structures. I wiil take up a discussion of the role of the SC animation field workers in the 
associations, in terms of competing local knowledges of development, hrther below in his chapter. 
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memben appeared to be linked with advance knowledge that meeting agenda items were 

particularly important or valuable. For example. two weeks before the tirst AJ that I 

attended in Savam. over 200 people had attended a 'special' AJ meeting that had been 

called at SC'S request. so that several officiais fiom the SC headquarters oftice in 

Westport could 'meet' with a representative community association. It seemed that extra 

effort had clearly been made by SC project staff to communicate to association mernbers 

thnt this was an important meeting, and to ensure that people tumed out. so as not to 

embarrass or retlect negatively on the local SC progam. After the regular AJ meeting 

two weeks later was postponed because of poor attendance. Eranna the unimatvis 

suggested that the poor tum-out was related to 'meeting tàtigue' atier the good attendance 

at the extraordinary meeting only two weeks earlier. as well as 'agenda fatigue'. since 

there was nothing specific on regular meeting agenda. The AJ that 1 attended that had the 

highest attendance also had a 'special' agenda item that had been communicated to the 

member clubs. In this case, it concemed the UCS initiative." which was presented to the 

people in attendance as a 'new system' for organizing local services, which offered the 

possibility of increased services such as a new local c h i c  building, and association 

leaders seemed to want to ensure that sufficient interest and the cornmunity would be 

seen to 'merit' these new services and resources. 

Similarly, attendance at the meetings of the Bodlo farmers' association could be 

seen to be related to the perceived importance or interest in members in the anticipated 

'' The UCS (Fr. LJnite Cuordinurion Smre) was a government Ministry of Health initiative. 
funded by a World Bank loan, to improve the coordination and delivery of 'a minimum package of heaith 
services' in d l  areas of the country. SC was the Ministry's 'partner' in Maissade. effectively being 
delegated the responsibility for delivery health services in the commune. 
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agenda of the meetings. When a similar meeting was held in Bodlo conçerning the UCS 

initiative, a larger than average crowd attended the meeting. and attendance was again 

hi& when the meeting was scheduled to discuss the distribution of credit to rnember 

goups. Conversely, attendance was poor on a previous date when member grotipmarz 

had to subrnit their loan repaymcnts kom the previous loan cycle. 

SC field and management staff recobmized the attendance problem of the  

association rtsnnble Jerzeral. The SC 'institutional devclopment coordinator'. in a 

December 1997 report on the institutional capacity of the women's associations, wrote 

that attendance at association meetings was poor because members "are for the most part 

discouraged because they don? see anything concrete that they are individually 

benefiting [from the association]" (Jean-Francois. 1997, p. 1 1). For many members. 

meetings together did not seem to produce any concrete results. in çomparison to specific 

goup  activities. such as storing gain. distributing loans. or engaging in mango drying. 

Conversely, SC management staffunderstood the 'processual' function of the meetings. 

within the discourse of community development knowledge, in terms of promotinç and 

building association management skiils. Since the associations were voluntary 

cornmunity organizations, they saw the meetings as important fora where information 

shiuing, cooperative discussions and (usually) consensual decision making took place. 

These discussion and decision-making processes and skills were essential for realizing 

the 'concrete' material benefits of the group, and for achieving 'empowerment'. 

While association members largely did not share this understanding of the 

association meetings, they did understand the importance of maintaining their statu as 

'good' weil-llnctioning associations, and the role of 'successful' well-attended 
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association meetings in keeping this status in the eyes of the SC program. Thus the 

meetings took on a syrnbolic tiinction, as indicators of successtÙ1 bdevelopment', and 

becarne the site were program participants contested power relations with SC. SC was 

able to induce minimum levels of participation at the association meetings. while 

community members used their participation to 'eam' access to development program 

resources. As Eranna. the SC nriirnatris stated at one meeting, "The more you are 

interested, the more they [SC] aim2' to help you." 

Yet the meetings also had a very real and tangible cost for each participant. in 

terms of the time they required, time that othenvise could potentially be used for othrr 

purposes. Thus the attendance of each member represented the outcome of a complex 

calculus of interest and understanding, in which a whole range of factors were included: 

the perceived potential for material benetit (of both attendance at this particular meeting 

and of the longer-tcm success of the association), the symbolic importance and meaning 

attached to participation in 'development ' . social obligations and ties to their club leader 

(who, due to the presence or absence of contlict with the association leadership, rnay or 

may not be encouraging club members to attend), social obligations and ties to the 

association leaders. competing demands on their time for 'domestic'. 'marketing' and 

'farm' tasks such as doing the wash, selling in a local market, field hoeing, cookins for a 

work group hired by themselves or their husband. 

27 The hreyol word Eranna used was vke (Fr. viser), meaning to aim at, to direct toward, to see. to 
be concerned with. 
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The role of the SC rnimator. While the anaiysis of the preceding three domains 

of association activity reveals the strong pragmatic and matenal orientation of 

development participation for many association mrmbers. examination of the role of the 

SC animaté and animatris in the Bbdlo and Savann associations introduces how social 

relations are also important aspects of how development is oegotiated at the community 

level. Here. local understandings conceming the unequal but rrciprocal social relations 

between 'cornmon' people and 'powerful' leaders and officiais encounters NGO notions 

of staff 'professionalism' within the discourse ot'community development. 

cmpowement. and local organizational capacity development. 

As has been described in Chapter Five. the building of local organizritional 

capacity. in the fonn of the tàrmcss' and women's associations, is a key strategy for 

achieving SC'S program goals of community empowerment and sustainable developrnent. 

However. ihis building of organizational capacity is not easily achieved. and a key input 

into this process is the 'animation' provided to the associations by the SC field staff of 

animatè and unimotrises. The concept of animation, originally tiom the French variant of 

community development called animation nrral. is a somewhat vague and broad concept, 

encompassing notions of facilitation, coaching, training, and supervision.?' Since the 

associations were oflkially 'partners' with SC, who in the somewhat near tiiture were 

expected to become 'independent' of the support of the SC program, the animation team 

was not supposed to exercise direct authority in the associations. Rather, through 

training, advice, coaching and encouragement, they were supposed to build local 

23 As discussed in foomote 4 in this chapter, the hxyolPFrench tenn ankudre/encuclrer, with its 
connotations of supervision and training, was also fiequently used by local people in Maissade CO describe 
the work of the animut; and unimutrises. 
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association leaders' abilities to manage and lead their own attfairs, and gradua11 y reduce 

their own interventions. They were expected to provide suî'tkient support in order to 

ensure the associations were successfU1 in their endeavours, but not too much so that 

dependence was created or maintained. 

In pnctice, providing this balance of 'enough. but not too much' support was a 

dif'ficult task for the aninzut2 and airintatrises. In Bodlo. I observed that .Jean7, the SC 

unimc~té, continued to play a key role in the functioning of the association. despi te the fact 

that the association was considered to be one of the most competent of the fmer s '  

associations in the SC progarn. Before most .4sanble Jenerd and KomirG Direkri. 

meetings, while members were still arriving, Jmn would usually sit down off to the side 

with members of the executive committee to determine the meeting agenda. Though the 

association president would open the meeting, and usually introduçe the discussion on 

new agenda items. Jean would often end up moderating the meeting when discussions 

became heated or dificult. Or. while members engaged in loud debate. he  would have a 

little 'huddle' with the key executive committee mernbers, and then one of them would 

announce a proposed resolution to the item under debate, which almost invariably would 

be accepted by the members. 

I observed this occumng numerous times. During the discussion conceming 

IPSA loans (see above), it was Jean who proposed how the association should deal with 

those who had not yet repaid the previous year's loans, and he ended the protestations 

tiom members conceming the interest rate to be charged with a speech that reminded 

members of the Faimess of the association credit rates compared to 'market' rates 

available fiom money-lenders. Dunng the debates conceming the conditions for buying 
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corn for the association silo. it was Jean who ended the debate by announcing that the 

committee has decided that the price 'bonus' would remain at GO50 per mnmit. and gave 

a speech encouraging members "not to bite the hand that is feeding yod', and be 

conscientious in their dealing with the association. In the drawn out manoeuvres between 

the association executive and members during successive meetings concerning the 

repayment of the kès popil; loans. Jean again plnyed a key role, making numerous 

interventions to encourage the mernbers to respect the conditions of the çredit program. 

Before several of these meetings. he pulled asidc the leaders of individual grolrprnun to 

encourage (or pressure) them to repay their loans, or to give them advice on how to get 

delinquent members to repay their share of the grolrprnan loan. 

Yet despite Jean's readiness to continue to take a leading rolr in the affairs of the 

Bodlo association, he also repeatedly warned the rnembrrs that "one day you won't see 

me anyrnoreW- one day they would no longer have a SC animat~ to work with them. He 

was quite conscious of the fact that he was expected by SC'S community development 

discourse to work with the Bodlo association in such a manner that they would eventually 

become 'independent' and not require outside SC support. In fact, Jean seemed to use 

this language as a prod (or threat?) whenever the association members were faced with a 

dificult problem or decision, in an attempt to get them to resolve the issue themselves. 

Yet. as the incidents described above demonstrate. he had difficulty actually stepping 

back and allowing this to happen. Before another meeting, when 1 asked Jean what the 

agenda for the meetings was going to be, he said that there was not much of importance 

scheduled and so he intendcd to remain a spectator. Yet once the meeting began, he did 

in fact direct the agenda of the meeting. 
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The personalized nature of relations bctween the association and its nriirnnr6 w3s 

also illustrated dunng the meeting in October. when 'Jacques', who had been the SC 

animate for the Bodlo association tiom 1989 to 1994. attended the meeting. He was 

received particularly warmly. and despite the fact that he no longer had any direct 

responsibility for the SC program in Bodlo. he made several key interventions in the 

meeting. Near the end of the meeting, which tumed out to be somewhat disorganized in 

the manner the agenda was discussed, Jacques gave a speech to the association members 

which seemed to reinforce the patron-like relationship between himself and the 

association. In his speech, he tirst scolded the members for the manner in which the 

meeting was run. sayinp "he felt deceived", in that despite the training he had givcn thrm 

they still did "could not even run a meeting." Then he went on to encourage the 

association mernbers. telliny them that the tonner director of the SC Maissade project. 

who now worked for a World Bank project, sent them his greeting and the 'intomal' 

news that the imgation project for the Bodlo area will soon get new tinancing, and so 

members should be vigilant against land speculators offenng to buy their land. These 

messages seemed to me to reinforce Jacques' social standing in the eyes of the 

association members, and local understandings of the importance of social ties to more 

'powefil' and connected people as keys to getting ahead and accessing 'development'. 

Very similar encounters between pragmatic local understandings and SC program 

expectations occui-red in the Savann women's association. As mentioned above. the 

Savann association was considerably less experienced than the Bodlo fmers' 

association, and therefore even more dependent on Eranna, its SC animatris. As 

described above, on two occasions a meeting of the association Asanble Jeneral was 
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postponed wlien it became apparent that Eranna would not be able to attend. On another 

occasion, when Eranna already knew that she would not be able to attend a previously 

scheduled AJ. several members of the executive commi ttee told her, "don' t tell anyone 

you're not coming to the AJ, or no one will attend." When she in fact did not attend the 

AJ (which was attended by only approximately 35 members). many of those who did 

attend were anyy that Eranna was absent. Several other meeting of the association 

kornite egzekiti/'and club delegates also had very poor attendance when it was expectsd 

that Eranna would not be attending. 

During both -4sanbir. Jeneml and komite egzekitij'meetings. Eranna çontrolled the 

meetings. determining the agenda and moderating the discussion. and oHen suggesting 

what decision should be made. Rarely did the association president or other members of 

the association executive cornmittee moderate any part of a meeting. In fact. on several 

occasions. when 1 asked the association president what the agenda for the upcoming 

meeting was, she replied that she did not know, but that Eranna 'had' the agenda. 

The dominating and patron-like role of the SC aninratris was also evident during 

the discussions conceming attendance at association meeting. As was noted above, 

Eranna displayed a very commanding and directing role in these discussions, amouncing 

at several meetings that if members missed three consecutive meetings. she herself would 

remove people fiom the association member list (see above). Clearly she considered 

herself to have de facto charge of the association, and no association member challenged 

her appropriation of this authority. 

Several other incidents. though seemly rather trivial when taken individually, 

taken together further reinforce the dominant role of îhe SC animairis in the Savann 
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association. Durhg the opening prayer of one Asanbie Jerieral, a member prayed "Bless 

the animatris who brings to us, bless us who listen [to what she says]." At a meeting of a 

local women's club, after the club drlegate had delivered a health lesson concerning 

respiratory infections (a lesson she had previously received at a seminar.) encouraged 

membcrs thus: "Don't forget this lesson. because Eranna might ask you questions about 

it." This was a rather overt admission that remembenng the health lesson was not 

primarily important for its value in improving their children's health. but for how it 

would help them maintain their reputation with Eranna (and the SC progam in general) 

as a 'good' club. 

The role played by the SC animaré and animalris in the Bodlo and Savann 

associations clearly represents a case of the rncounter of the dominant. rstablished local 

patterns of social relations in rural Haiti with the development discourse ideals of 

empowerment. animation, and egalitarian relations. Local people considered the SC 

a~iimotè and animatris to be powertùl and important people in Bodlo/Savann. Even aside 

ftom their role as anirnatè and unimotris. their salaried jobs and exposure to training with 

SC meant they were richer and better-co~ected than almost everyone elsc living in 

Bodlo/Savann. In their positions as SC anirnatè and animatris, they were additionally 

understood by local people to be key gatekeepers to the valuable resources of the SC 

pr~gram. '~ These local understandings of the operation of social relations with 

'9 This was in fact me, particularly in the recruitment of worncn's club delegares for several types 
of stipend-paid positions in the SC literacy and comrnunity health prograrns. The unimutrises were 
regularly comulted by SC management staff to provide the names of appropriate people who could fiIl 
these short-tenn positions as literacy class teachers and nutrition foyer assistants. This was an important 
reason most club delegates wanted to maintain their club's (and hence their own) reputation as 'good' 
program participants. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have examined the practices and strategies of SC and local 

community actors at the site of the community associations, in order to make visible the 

contests of meanings and values that cumulatively shape powedknowledge relations 

between Save the Children and local people. I have demonstrated how the community 

developrnent associations were key sites where dominant discourses of development 

established and reinforced meanings. identities and knowledges concerning development. 

For SC. the community associations are a key strategic element of its program 

interventions aimed at empowerment and sustainability. while local people in general 

were enthusiastic in embracing the associations. and saw them as important symbolic 

representations of. and material avenues towards. 'developrnent'. In this sense. the 

various practices associated with the associations demonstrate the powerful effect of the 

dominant 'rnanagerialist' and 'modemist' discourses of development. Yet my analysis 

has also demonstrated and emphasized how these relations are not fixed, or stable. but 

rather are variable and multiple. Thus. the associations were also the sites where local 

actors contested, negotiated and reinterpreted the meanings, identities, and knowledges 

associated with dominant development discourses in vanous ways. Careful attention to 

actual practices related to the associations - pragmatic manoeuvres to gain maximum 

individual advance fiom group grain storage activities, the symbolic maintenance of 

increasingly inactive local grouprnan and women's clubs, the management of attendance 

levels at association meetings, and the inability of SC animators to hnction in a 

genuinely empowering manner - reveal the resistances, renegotiations and 

reinterpretations that occur in the encounter of NGO and local development discourses. 



Chapter Seven 

SITES OF ENCOUNTER: KITCHEN GARDENS, WOMEN'S EMPOWERRIENT 
AND GENDER ROLES IN DEVELOPMENT 

Fenced kitchen gardens were one of the innovations promoied by the SC program 

as part of their attempts to empower rural women. SC's foçus on women's production in 

these home-yard gardens was intended to support both wornen's inçreasingly important 

role in agriculture. particularly subsistence food production (White. IL)93), and women's 

key role in child nutrition. particularly the increased provision of vitamin-rich foods. 

This chapter will examine a range of çontested understandings of gender relations 

and 'women's development' that are revealed at the site of these gardens. and more 

broadly. SC's progam interventions promoting these gardens. and gendered rural 

development progams in grneral. Fist it critically examines 'ofticial' SC program 

discourse - how it  constnicts women's role in rural soçiety in general and in agriculture in 

particular, and the importance and role of kitchen gardens. This SC 'knowledge' is then 

contrasted with the understandings of women and men who both did and did not adopt 

kitchen gardens, as well as direct observed evidence of the marner in which the kitchrn 

gardens were adopted and managed. The second part of the chapter then utilizes the 

'window' provided by the promotion of the kitchen gardens to examine gender 

contestation and negotiation around the gardens and over the larger concept of 

'development'. Rural women's adoption of kitchen gardens. as well as their participation 

in the women's club associations, are ways in which they (and often their husbands) see 

themselves as becoming 'developed'. Yet these new roles also produce resistance. 

209 
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contradiction and negotiation in the household and the community. The various 

discourses and strategies employed by women and men are examined to illustrate the 

complex and contradictory nature of the 'empowerment' that women are experiencing as 

a result of the SC program. 

The SC Discourse Concerning Womcn's Empowerment, Agriculture and Gardens 

The ability of an international NGO such as Save the Children to legitimate its 

program interventions depends on establishing the 'tnith' of its claims conçerning the 

needs of rural Haitians. Its ability to deploy matenal progam resourcrs depends on the 

establishment of relations of power through particular discourses related to women's 

empowerment, their role in Haitian agriculture, and the value of kitchen gardens in 

promoting development. In this îïrst section of the chapter. 1 examine and critique these 

discourses, and detail how they are contested by local discourses and practices. 

1. Women's Empowerment 

As has been discussed in the previous chapters, a major component of SC'S 

progamming in Maissade since 1992 has been the implementation of the concept of 

'women's empowerment', within an overall tiamework of community development. This 

focus on wornen's empowerment carne tiorn both the observed dynamism of numerous 

'mother's clubs' active in the comrnunity healthkhild survival component of SC'S 

program in the late 1980s (Tamari, 1992), and the emphasis in development practice on 

women's key role in development (WID and GAD theory and practice, Le. Moser, 1 993). 

The goal of this program was "to contribute to human development and the 
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empowerment of resource-poor women and children as critical participants and 

beneficiaries of their cominunity's social and economic development" (SC, 1 !W. p. 2).' 

This women's empowerment strategy was implemented. stariing in 1991, through 

SC'S Woman and Child Impact (WCI) progam, hnded by U.S.AID (see Chapter Five.) 

In the WC1 "Detailed Implernentation Plan" document (SC. 1997. p. 7). in a section 

entitled "Problem analysis/justification of activities". the status of women in rural Haiti is 

described as t'ollows: 

Wornrn are perceived as objects. are subject to violence by tlirir husbands and 
do not take dttcisions within the t'arnily, despitc tlieir important rconomic. 
agricultural and househo ld management roles. The cultural assignmrnt of 
inferior social status to women and thcir traditioiid acccptanct: ofthis contributes 
to the physical and rconoinic hardships thry suffer. The 19S5 qualitative study 
of a Maissade community by Chavannes noted that undervriluing of women was 
illustnted by the provcrb 'womrn are tree Ieaves' - they fa11 and are stepped on. 

there is no contesting the overall inferior status of women in rural Haitian soçiet 

the SC description of women as powerless, 'not taking decisions' within the family 

'despite their important economic, ab$xltural and household management roles'. is 

contradictory and striking. if women have important economic. agricultural and 

household management roles, how c m  they not be active1 y invo lved in decision-making'? 

It seems that SC planners considered that the implementation of 'ernpowerment' required 

justification through an initial construction of rural Haitian wornen as powerless, passive 

agents. The simplistic and paradoxical nature of this characterization is revealed within 

' Schroeder. citing tlie work of Whitehead (198 1) and Schoonmaker-Freudenberger (199 1), notes 
that such WiD projects are 

characterized by a strong underlying conviction that women are motivated in their economic 
activities in ways that differ fbndamental1y tiom those of men. Put sirnply, wornen are considered 
to be more attuned to 'bread and butter' issues of food and imily welfare than are men: they are 
considered to be better parents because they are seen to be more responsible providers. Funding 
of women's projects was thus a Iogical, direct. and cost-et'fec tive means of making investments 
'pay off' in tems of family well-being (Schroeder, 1996, p. 7 1) .  
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the same document. Ssveral pages earlier in a introductory background section. the 

document states "While women's major responsibility for family economic survival and 

household management is recognized (women are called pillars polo mitan of the family), 

a pesant woman is not considered the equal of her husband" (SC. 1992. p. 4). This quote 

more realistically describes the active yet unequal role women play in Haitian households 

and communities. 

Taken together. thesr ambiguous portrayals of rural Haitian women as both 

'pillars' and 'leaves' begins to reveal the complex and contested nature of gender roles in 

the rural Haitian household. This vicw is supported in the anthropological and other 

literature on the Haitian household: 

Anthropologists and sociologists generally admit that Haitian society is 
patriarchal and matri focal. These iwo fundamental traits equally 
çharacterize Haitian families: menifathers represent the force of authonty. 
but womenhothers nonetheless retain the çoncrete daily management [of 
the household], and family l i  fe is organized around them (Tardi WCIFD. 
1992, p. 55 ) .  

Lowenthal, writing of the 'conjugal contract" that defines gender relations in the Haitian 

household, states that "a woman in union is not seen. by herself or others, as a man's 

' The terni 'conjugal contnct' was coined by Whitehead ( 198 1. p. Y 8) to describe the ternis upon 
which the various responsibilities of supporting and sustaining the househoId are divided. As Huntington 
notes. 

although this division of  responsibilities is broadly based on culturaily riccepted yender roies and 
ideologies. the details of  the conjugd contract are neither fixed nor constant: they must be 
expected tovary tYom one couple to another and to be subject to change over time. Indeed. ris jane 
Guyer ( 1988, p. L 72) notes: 'the specialization [of gender roels and responsibiIities] is never 
complet: it oscillates according to each sex's abiiity to cope with its own sphere. and its ability 
either to tap into the other or to shifi the responsibility'. Within this reality, women rnay actively 
engage in manipulatio and negotiation of their conjugal contract so as to create more favourable 
terms of exchange, thus granting them access to new levels of decision making power and control 
over household resources (Huntington, 1998. p. 240). 
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'dependent' but as his partner. Yet she is still expected to 'follow his orders', or else she 

will be accused of pushing him away or into extemal afiairs" (Lowenthal. 1984. p. 25). 

Thus, any simplistic notion of 'powerless' Haitian women is clearly inaccurate. 

and a program of 'women's ernpowerment' must take into account the current cornplex 

and contested nature of gender relations in rural Haiti. Yet the WC1 planning document 

only superficially acknowledges the integral nature of gender rolrs - that is. the 

interrelated and interdependent nature of women's und men's roles. The document notes 

in several places that male 'hostility' may be a possible 'constraint' to the empowement 

interventions, but rather naively proposes that "[mlale SC project staff will work to 

sensitize men to the importance of women's empowerment" (SC. 1992. p. 7). and 

"[mjen's attitudes and behaviour will be positively affèçted through ultimate beneiits 

brouçht by women to the household" (p. 8). Beyond this. however. the contested nature 

of gender relations is not specifically addressed. 

Overall, SC intervention discoune constmcts contradictory images of powerless 

and burdened Haitian women, and the seemingly a-political. uncontested and positive- 

sum nature of its women's empowerment interventions. Clearly both cannot hold. What 

is consistent is that this 'needs' discourse mediates a certain type of relationship between 

poor women and development progarns, positioning wornen as clients in relation to the 

interventions of SC (Escobar, 1995a, p. 324; Fraser, 1989, p. 1 1 ). Power relations are 

established which legitirnate outside intervention. Yet a brief look at the literature on 

Haitian gender relations already suggests more cornplex, subtle and variable 

combinations of partnership, subjection and contestation. Following Foucault, relations 

of power are better conceived as multiple, changing, and producing their own resistance. 



The analysis of women's and men's contestation of women's participation in 

development presented below will illustrate how dominant gendered and intervention 

power relations are indeed more cornplex, variable and contested. 

2. Women's Role in Agriculture 

A second area of SC program discoune that c m  be analyzed concerns wornen's 

role in agriculture. A important rationale for the inclusion of agricultural interventions 

aimed ai women (including, but not limited to. the promotion of kitchen gardens') in 

SC'S women's empowerment strategy is the understanding of women's key role in 

agriculture. The WC 1 document admi ts that previous SC progam interventions. 

promoting natural resources management, were targeted mostly toward men. because of 

"commonly held sterco-types" which held that men controlled the agricuitural domain. 

and that "wornen were only interested in petty commerce". which "precluded time and 

energy to devote thernselves to careh1 application of methods to improve crop 

production" (SC. 1992, p. 9). The WC1 planning document, in contrast, emphasizes the 

important role of women in agiculture, repeating in several places the (unreferenced) 

statistic that "68 percent of Haitian women are involved in agriculture" (SC. 1992. p. 3, p. 

It should be notrd that the promotion of Fenced kitchen gardens was only a relatively srna11 part 
of the interventions aimed at wornen's empowerment. As described in Chapter Five. the WC1 tùnding 
p in t  had three components (education, cconomic development. and natunl resourcs management), and 
the resource management cornponent itself consisted of six sub-sectors (agrot'orestry, produce storage, soi1 
conservation. horticulture, water resource management and animal husbandry). Only the 'horticulture' 
sub-sector interventions (the tènced kitchen-gardens) were targeted solely at women - the others were 
aimed at the fmer,: '  groripmans in geneml (whose membership was only approximately 30 percent 
fernale). The promotion of kitchen gardens was also part of the subsequent WAND tùnding gant  (see 
below), but here also it was only a relatively minor component, svpporting the major program activities 
focussed on nutrition promotion through the 'nutrition demonstration centers'. 
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9), and that "control of certain crop produce (whether produced by men or women) [is] 

the domain of the wife ..." (p. 9). The introduction of this document (p. 3) also cites 

national statistics describing the high percentage of women-headed households in Haiti, 

stating that oniy 42 percent of women are in formal or common-law mariages. 15 

percent are in unstable unions. and 47 percent are either single. separated. divorced or 

widowed? Again, no source is cited for these statistics. Oddly, however. the rest of the 

document makes almost no mention of progarn interventions that will br specifically 

targeted to this large proportion of female-headed households. and the assumption seems 

to be made that either most women do have a male partner. or the particular needs of 

témale-headed households will be adequately met by the samr interventions that are 

tageted to women who have spouses. 

One of the main activitirs of the WC1 funding in the agicultural sector was a 

baseline survey to collect quantitative and qualitative data on women's role in agriculture. 

in order "to develop better progam design bbenetiting women" (SC, 1992. p. 9). This 

study was completed by White in 1993, and served to reinforce the SC understanding of 

the importance of women's role in agriculture. White found that "wornen are important 

' Broadly, the various types ot'srxual unions in Haiti can be classitied by drclining degrecs of 
security, sexual exclusiveness, cohabitation and male economic support (Lowenthal. 1984: Maynard- 
Tucker, 1996). Legal mamage (ma-r) is the most secure and coveted. while common-iaw mariage 
@lusuj) is most common among poorer rural households - both these arrangements involve cohabitation. 
Less stabIe relationships (variously called vivuvek, rmmen, or rnrnciji involve visiting relationships 
(without CO-habitation), sometimes as a prelude to a more formai relationship or as a 'second' relationship 
with/by a male already in a union (Maynard-Tucker, 1996. p. 1380). As Maynard-Tucker notes, "in 
general these unions do not follow a definite pattern, .. and are mostly atTected by economic means. 
migration and the personal involvement of the partners" (1996, p. 1350-8 1). The strength and nature of a 
conjugal relationship is fiirther çomplicated by the presence or absence of children. As one local person 
stated, "children are more important than a [wedding] ring", since having children together with a man 
helped ensure a women's access (tfirough the children) to a man's assets, Lowenthal ( 1987) reports a 
similar finding in his research, as indicated by the title of his dissertation: "Maniage is 20, Chifdren are 
2 1." 
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agicultural actors and are the p n m q  decision maken in domains that assure economic 

secunty and basic nutrition" (White. 1993, p. 5). His sunrey of women participants in the 

groiiprnans and al1 women's club members tound that women directly managed an 

average of one carreau [ 1 2 9  hectares] of agicultural land, and 2 head of small 

livestock, and in addition were the primary decision rnaken in the management of small 

livestock (rnainly chickens and goats), the home garden. fniit trees. tamily commercial 

activities and farnily food consumption (White. 1993, p. 5). These figures were cited 

tiequently in subsequent program and evaluation reports (i.e. Boyle, 1995; Narcisse. 

1996). Interviews with women and men also found that both "males and females ... 

ovenvhelmingly stated that the home garden was more important to farnily security than 

the large agricultural fields ..." (White, 1993. p. 5). 

This SC understanding of women's role in agriculture, and the related issue of 

kmale-headed households, is problematic at two levels. First is the empirical cvidençe 

%om both other available sources and my re-survey of White's survey participants 

concerning the arnount of agicultural land controlled by women. and the proportion of 

female-headed households in the Maissade area. White's finding that women 'directly 

managed' an average of 1.3 hectares of land contrasts with other results (of separate 

research on soi1 conservation technique adoption) published by White ( 1992) that the 

total average land-holding of entire households in the Maissade area was 2.5 hectares.' 

White's 1993 survey results therefore suggest that women manage approximately half of 

al1 household land, a tigure which seems very hi& given the acknowledged dominant 

This 1992 figure is corroborated by that of Clensmr (1989), whose snidy of the Maissade region 
found average household land-holdings to consist of3  land parcels averaging 0.7 hectares each. 
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role of men in managing most large agricultural parcels. (White's survey in 1 993 did not 

question survey participants on the total land-holding managed by their household.) Nor 

cari this result be attributed to either a high rate of female-headed households (only I O  

percent of women in the survey were separated. divorced or widowed), or signiticant 

amounts of rented land (White's 1993 results also showed that only 10 percent of land 

was rented.) In addition. my re-survey of 72 of 1 12 of the women surveyrd in 1993 

found that these women reported managing only an average ot'O.5 hectare. while the 

reported average for these same 7 1  women in 1 993 ( i  .e. in White survey ) was 1 .O hectare. 

It seems unlikely that the amount of land the average women managed could have 

decreased by 50 percent in oniy 4 years. 

A more likely explanation became apparent when the original survey instrument 

was reviewed. which showed that the question in this survey was phnsed in an 

arnbiguous manner. The question asked "How much land do you work?" ["kornb-ven fi. 

nou ~rava-y?"]' using the second person plural pronoun. Furthemore, it was asked 

immediately after the question "1s there a male [partner] in the household?" ["eske gen 

rnesye nan hy?'] - with the eftèct that if a person responded that she was living with a 

man (either married or 'cornmon law'), the following question clearly seems to refer to 

the land jointly f m e d  by them both. It is therefore very likely that the phrasing of this 

question skewed the responses given. Overall, the data from my re-survey6 suggests that 

In my re-survey, 1 asked the specific question "How mucli land do you work, you by yourselE". 
using the second person singular tom of the pronoun 'you'. 1 did not ask the total area of land managed in 
the household, since this was information that people were often reluctant to provide. and I did not want to 
mise interviewee's discornfort Ievel. 1 therefore could not determine directly the percentage of land 
managed by women. 
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a more reasonable estimate is that women manage approximately 20 to 25 percent of 

agricultural land in the Maissade region. 

SC'S assertion on the hi& prevalence of female-headed households is the second 

problematic aspect of its construction of women's roles in Maissade. This assertion is 

refuted by numerous other sources. The fint source is White's 1993 survey itselt: which 

found that 80 percent of surveyed women had male partners. 14 percent were young 

single women who had not yet obtained a permanent male partner and established a 

household. only 4 percent were separated or divorced, and 3 percent were widowed (see 

column 1 in Table 7.1 ). My re-survey of 72 of these women in the fa11 of 1997 found 

only a slight change. explainable largely by the progression of some young single women 

into the establishment of a household witli a male partner. and some women becoming 

widows (see columns 1 and 4 in Table 7.1). These percentages are also confirmed by 

Narcisse's separate survey of an unrelated sample in 1996. which found 75 percent of 

women living with male partners, 12 percent separated or divorced. 5 percent young and 

single, and 4 percent widowed (see column 3 in Table 7.1 ). Two other surveys of 

women's health and fertility on the Central Plateau, which utilized larger and more 

rigorous cluster sampling techniques. confirm the above estimates. A 1994 survey, also 

conducted by Narcisse (1  994)7 found 70 percent of women aged 15 to 49 years were 

currently in a conjugal union, 27 percent were not in a union, 7 percent were divorced or 

separated, and 1 percent were widowed. A 1990-9 1 survey reported by Maynard-Tucker 

This was a survey of attitudes, beliefs and conduct related to senually msrnitted diseases 
among sexually active women on the Central Plateau. Because of its larger sampIe size (n=479), and more 
rigorous design, it would appear to be more reliable. However. it suweyed only women aged 15 to 49 
years, and data given show that the sample was weighed toward the younger age cohorts. with only 36 
percent of surveyed women being over 35 years. 
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Table 7.1 Summary of Women and Agriculture Surveys conducted in Maissade. 

Vander 
Whitc White Wtircisse Zaltg 

riumbzr of wornen survcycd 

lge 
average rige 

median agc 

vlaritril stcitus: women who were: 

living with ri mals primer (marricd or 

single ('miss') 

widow 

separrited/divorced 

Iverage Age riccording to Martial Status 

women living with ri mrik prirtner 

single women ('miss') 

widowed women 

separrited or divorced women 

,and Rt.sources 
managed by al1 households (ha) 

managed in coupled houscholds (ha) 

managed in fernale-headed hsehlds (ha) 

managed by women in al1 hsehlds (ha) 

managed by women - coupled hsehlds (ha) 

managed by kmale - coupled hsehlds 

in which female has separate land (ha) 

96 al1 hshlds in which woman managed o\vn land 

?/o coupled hshlds - woman managed own land 

?/o 9 -headed hshlds - woman mgd own land 8376 (n=b) 

,abour Resources: % Women who soId their labour (daily tàrm labour) 

A11 women 17% ["=lob) 2?/0 (,=hg) 

Women with parmers 16% (n=87) 22% (n=SJ) 

Women in female-headed households 33% (n=6) 33% {n=6) 

Separated/divorced women s ' O % ( n = ~ )  50%(n*)  
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Vander 
White White Narcisse Zaag 

1993"' 1993'?) 1996") 1997(J) 

~ b o u r  Resources: 96 women who personatly bought daily hrm 

-411 w0men 78'10 ( n= lus) 80% (n=hll)  

Women with partnrrs 52%  HO) 

Womçn in fernale-headed households 67% ("=O) 

Separritedidivorctsd women 50% ( n = - ~ )  

vlarketing Activities 

O% of women who engaged in marketing ma 

Ave. 9 of days spent marketing by: 

Women without malt. partners ma 

Womcn with male partner nia 

-ivestock: Ave. X of large rinimals ownrd by women 

Women without male pattners 1.5 (n-.l i  ) 

Women with parmers 2.2 (n=S6)  

-1ome garden 
y6 womcin with vegetables in thei r juhn lukoii nla 

9'0 women whose vegetrible garden was fenced rua 

Ave. # of plantain plants in honie garden 
Women in fernale-headed households 0 (n=-ti 

Women with partners 0.9 (n=oz) 

,iteracy: 96 women who reported participating in a literacy class 

Al1 women 25%(n=iox) 23?6(n=7~) 

viembership in other groups: Oh women reporting mrnbrshp in another grp. 
AH women 16U/o(n=109) 18%0(n=71) 

I) Information in this colwnn is from the fi111 sample of 1 12 respondents in White's 1993 survey on 
's Role in Agriculture (White, 

(2) This colurnn contains the information (means or percenrages) tkom the 1993 survey. but only for the 72 
women who were located and resurveyed in 1997. 
(3) This column contains information tiom Narcisse's 1996 survey of 148 nndomly sekcted women. 
conducted as part of the f i a1  evaluation of the WC1 project (Narcisse. 1996). 
(4) This column contains the information coIlected in 1997 €rom the 72 women tiom White's survey who 
were iocated and resurveyed. 
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( 1996)' reported that 8 1 percent of women aged 15-19 years had stable male partners. 12 

percent were without male partners, and 7 percent were in 'unstable' relationships 

( i ivni rk ,  rcmelz or menai) that rnay or may not have involved CO-habitation." Taken 

toçether then, it would seem that a reasonable estimate of the prevalence of fernale- 

headed households in the Maissade region would be in the range of 8 to 12 percent.'' 

While this proportion of female-headed households is not insignificant. it is clear that the 

large majonty of rural women in Maissade live with a male partner." As the data and 

discussion in the following paragraphs show, there are clear economic and social reasons 

r( These art: the rcsults tbr 8 14 women aged 15 to -19 years surveyed in ri rural town 15 kilometers 
north of Maissade. This was cine o f 3  mini-surveys comparing krtility and contraceptive use by women in 
the capital city. a medium-sized provincial city. and a small rural town. 

r) Tht: inclusion of this 'intermediate' category of unstable union. betwccn the critegories of 
'rnarried' (legal or common Iaw) and 'not-rniirrird' introduces the complexities of the conjugal stratcgits 
and negotiations that are part ofgender rehtions in Haiti. While this topic is larycly beyond the scope of 
the present snidy. 1 will discuss this issue btiet ly tiirther below in my discussion of the gender negotiations 
of participation in development. 

"' This figure is panially explainabk by data on die gender-ratio (the ratio of masculinity) for the 
adult population in the Maissade area. Data 1 gathered tiorn SC'S population databasc indicated that the 
male population in the 70 to 43 age cohort was onIy 85 percent of the krnale population. A 1958 OAS 
socio-economic survey in two rural sub-reçions of Maissade ais0 nported ri 'ratio of  masculinity' of 38 
percent in the 20 to 44 year-old age cohort (OAS/CDRH, 1988). Part of these data rnay be explained by 
census and sumey methodologies which might favour îlnding fernales at home during data collection. 
However, national data also show similar data: the 1994 national heaIth survey reported a 92  percent ratio 
of  rnasculinity for the rural 20 to 4 year-old age cohort, and an even larger ratio of  83 percent in urban 
areas (EMMUS-II, 1994, Table 2.1, p. 10). Local peopIe confirmed to me that disproportionatr lrvels of 
male outmigration (particularly internationally - to the Dominican Republic or North Arnerica) is a well- 
acknowledged and long-cstablished feature of local livelihood strategies. The absence of a considerable 
proportion of males also adds further complexity in the conduct of boh women's and men's 'conjugal 
crueers' (Lowenthal, 1984). 

" I could not find national data on manta1 states which dis-aggregated urban and rural figures. 
However, the national health svrvey did state that 33 percent of rurai households in its svrvey reported 
being headed by a female (EMMUS-II, 1995, Table 2.3, page 1 1). This is considerably higher than the 
figures 1 have just suggested for the Maissade area. 
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that conjugal relationships are important and valued aspects of women's and men's 

livelihood stntegies. 

From my re-suney in 1 997 and Narcisse's 1 996 survey. a nurnber of additional 

features of women's role in agriculture in the Maissade region c m  be described." The 

1997 re-survey tound that only 33 percent of women in coupled households reportedlJ 

managing her own garden plot, while ail women who headed their own household 

reported managing garden plots. These fernale heads-of-household reported that they 

managed an average of 0.9 hectares of land, compared to the average of 0.4 hectares 

managed by women for al1 coupled households. However. when a woman with a male 

partner did individually manage a separate plot of land. the average size of her gardens 

was 1 .O hectares, slightly larger than the average holding for a women without a male 

partner. A number of other data c o n h n  that female-headed households on average were 

signiticantl y poorcr than the average coupled household : they reported hi ring less day- 

labour, they spent fewer days in marketing activities, they owned fewer large animals 

(cows, donkeys, horses, pigs), and they had fewer plantains planted in their home garden 

(see columns 3 and 4 in Table 7.1 ). I will retum and elaborate on the impact and 

importance of gerider relations and the complementary nature of male-fernale relations in 

" These conclusions should be interpreted while keeping in mind the lirnited sample size for some 
of the categories. For example. my 1997 re-survey only included a total of 12 women in fernale-headed 
households. 

" It should be noted that both White's sÿrvey in 1993 and rny re-survey relicd on verbal self- 
reports on the amount of Iand cuttivated or managed. Such figures are ot'ten unreliable and underreport 
actual landholdings, as many rural people are reluctant to disclose the amount o f  total landholding to 
relative outsiders or in the presence of neighbours. 



the household tùrther below in this chapter in my discussion of the contestation of gendrr 

roles in the rural household. 

In addition to empirical critique of the SC understanding of women's role in 

agriculture, 1 would also suggest a conceptual critique. This relates to the SC'S apparent 

conceptualization of agiculture as a distinct or separate dornain of nctivity in the mral 

Haitian household and its livelihood strategies, which women have now 'entered'. As 

has already been mentioned, the most common çharacterization of gender labour relations 

in rural Haiti is that men are primarily involved in agriculture, while women are almost 

exclusively charged with marketing and the domestic sphere. However, as Lowenthal 

( 1  984, p. 18) writes. such a broad generalization risks oversimplifiing a cornplex 

situation. in which the productive agricultural domain is fundamentally interrelated with 

the household reproductive dornains (provision marketing, child-raising and household 

management.) 

In the Haitian household, women have traditionally always bern in charge of the 

home-yard garden, which is seen as an important 'standing garden' which provides for 

piecerneal dornestic consumption as the 'men's' gardens mature. Given that land 

inheritance is bi-partible and equal, many women (eventually) receive inherited land. 

even if many of these inherited parcels remain 'undivided' among siblings. Whether or 

not a woman retains control and management of this land. it is almost invariably a male 

(the woman's male partner, if she is in stable conjugal relationships) who provides the 

heavy physical hoe-labour for clearing and cultivating.'.' Yet though men are expected to 

" In my mrvey, o f  the L8 women in coupled households who reported individually managing 
their own garden, 16 reported using their partnet's labour. in combination with their own andlor hired 
labour. to work that garden. Another older respondent reported using her own and her son's labour. Only 
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do the heavy field labour. "a woman who Anow h m .  [and is willing] to handle a hoe. but 

need not actually do so. is cornplimented by both men and women: she is a potential 

asset to her household when male labour i s  temporarily unavailable and potentially self- 

sufficient when necessary or desired" ( Lowenthal, 198 4, p. 3 1 ). Further, "when a women 

rnust 'handle a hoe' (nian-ven woir), this is remarked upon as an unfortunate circumstance. 

precipitated by a combination of poverty (the inability to hire wage labour or to 

compensate exchange labour) and solitude (the lack of a capable man. in any appropriate 

circumstance. to do the job) (Lowenthal. 1954, p. 3 1 ). 

Men's own gardens also receive important contributions of female and çhildren's 

labour ai sowing and harvesting. Perhaps more importantly. even men's labour in the 

tields or at the supar-cane mil1 ofien depends on a woman's provision of the substantial 

mid-day meal to the male labourers (whether hired day-labourers or reciprocal labour- 

exchange arrangements), which is an important component of the remuneration these 

workers are paid. Furthemore. though 'men make gardens' (gcrsorljè jaderi). "men make 

gardens for someone and that someone is invariably a woman" (Lowenthal, 1954. p. 1s). 

As the men's gardens mature and are harvested. the control of the produce genenlly falls 

to the woman, as it represents the man's obligation to provide for his  pous se.'^ 

one respondent reported only using her own labour. Of the 1 1 fernale-headed households to responded in 
this part of the survey. only 4 reported using solely their oivn labour. while 3 hired labour. 2 used their own 
labour plus hired labour, 3 used their own and sons' Iabour. and one even reported using both her own and 
her (former'?) husband's labour. 

I 5  The extent of the 'jointness' of even 'men's' gardens is suggested in my survey in the responsrs 
of women who did not manage a garden thernselves to one of the questions. When these women were 
asked the question "do you make a garden, on your OW~'?'. they did not reply to this question by sirnply 
saying 'no', but many instead replied that they 'made a garden together with their husband'. This suggests 
the extent to which women feei that they share in their maIe partner's labour. It wouid be interesting, of 
course, to determine if men would also respond in a reciprocal rnanner. 



(Occasionally, a particular field may be 'worked' for another women with whom he has 

children.) Particularly if a man is 'living weli' (viv b-ven) with his fernale partner. once a 

field is harvested he will generally leave the day-to-day details of the use anNor 

marketing of the harvest for the household economy to the women (Lowenthal. 1984. p. 

Lowenthal elaboratcs that the nature of mral Haitian gender labour relations (as 

wcll as sexual relations) are a findamental aspect of the Hai tian 'conjugal contract' 

(Lowenthd. 1984, p. 23). "Conjugality is both contractuai and an exchange". for to be in 

a union is to jè  afi? or toj2 kortdisym. which literally means 'to make an arrangement. to 

set the terms' (Lowenthal. 1 <)84. p. 23). Thesc arrangements or terms are d e h e d  through 

an explicit discussion between a man and a woman, and economic exchange involving a 

complementary gender division of labour is a fundamental element of this negotiation. 

The man will provide genenlized econornic support to the best of his ability. and 
the wornan will provide to the man her domestic and marketing labour - 
csprcially, cooking his food and washing his clothes, selling producr. and buying 
the necessities to keep the household functioning. In the rnajority, popular 
culture, the detining katures of a pkrsuj union are that a man provicies a house 
for Iiis new spouse; he lives in it with his spouse as much as his circumstances 
permit; he makes a garden, the produce of which he will tum over to her to use 
for their joint benefit; and she cooks. kerps houss and markets the produce from 
her spouse's land. and honours him with strict sexual fidelity (de Zdduondu et 
ul. 1993, p. 10, citing Lowenthai, 1987). 

Yet a woman is also often expected to contribute to the household economy, and "wornen 

who have no earning power [are] seen as receiving little respect and having little 

influence on household decisions and sexual negotiation" (Ulin eî ul, 1993, p. 1 ). '' 

l 6  I was told an anccdotal example of this during one discussion whilr waiting for a focus-group 
session to begin. A young recentiy-rnamed woman had sutyered waist-down paralysis as a result o f  
complications duxing childbirth. When it became apparent after aimost a year that she was not going to 
recover fiom this paralysis, her parents came and 'retook' her from her husband's house to their home. My 
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Indeed. almost al1 women are potentially econornicrilly independent, through their skills 

as market women, when circumstances require or opportunity allows (even if many do 

not actually do so). As was mentionrd above. women are also able, if required. to engage 

directly in agicultural production. Lowenthal therefore argues that, somewhat ironically, 

a woman has greater "manoeuverability in the conduct of her conjugal career" 

(Lowenthal. 1954, p. 19) than a man. Men. in contrast. are dependent on women's 

domestiç labour, since "there are a whole range of tasks that adult men simply should not 

pertom, but upon whose perhrrnance the successful maintenance of any household - and 

the satisfaction of any individual's personal necds - depends" (Lowenthal, 1984. p. 19). 

In general. then. this discussion of conjugality and the gendered division of labour 

in the rural Haitian household has demonstratrd the complementarity inherent in thrse 

relations. It also reveals the fallacy of suggesting that 'agiculture' is a separate dumain 

which women have now 'entered' in an important way. Such a construction reveals the 

program planners' utilization of extemal analytical categories. and ignores the coniplex 

local realities conceming the organization of the rural Haitian household. Again. SC'S 

intervention discourses c m  be seen as strategies of power that legitimate extemal 

interventions. 

3. Women's Houseyard Gardens 

The WC1 project attempted to rnodi@ SC previous agiculture/natunl resources 

interventions toward its goal of 'empowenng wornen' by "increas[ing] benefits [of 

discussants speculated that this set the stage for her husband to eventually take another wife. since. as my 
informant stated, "a handicapped wife is not useful for anything, she can't wash ..." 
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improving agricultural production] to women both direstly and indirectly" (SC, 1992, p. 

2). Within the agriculture sector, one of six sub-sector goals'7 was "improv[ing] and 

giv[ing] value to traditionai women's gardens (juderi lakolr)" (p. 10). with the objective of 

"50 percent of women increas[ing] food availability h m  traditional gardens" by 1996 (p. 

10). Houseyard gardens were also part of the WAND project that began in 1994 (see 

Chapter Five for a summary description of this program). The nutrition component'%f 

this program included as one of its objectives "50 percent of women's club members will 

increase the production of vitamin A rich food in  their traditional household gardens" 

(Delisle. 1997. DIP Table B. n.p.) Chief among the interventions of both the WC1 and 

WAND projects was a) the fencing of a jaden lakoli. b) the introduction of new vaneties 

of Vitamin A-rich lraw vegetables; c) the 'revalonzation' of traditional local Vitainin A- 

rich vegetables; and d)  the training of women in the cultivation and management of these 

gardens (SC, 1992, p. 10: Delisle, 1997. DIP Table B. n.p.). 

The history of SC'S promotion of vegetable gardens actually begins betore this 

period. In the laie 1980s, SC agiculture pronioters encouraged groirpnran-member 

farmers to produce non-traditional vegetables such as carrots. eggplant, tomatoes, and 

cabbage fnr market. Beginning in 1989, SC attempted to extend these vegetable 

gardening activities to the newly forming mothers' (women's) clubs, both for the 

economic benetits of market sale and the potential nutritional benefits of home 

l7 The othrr Gve sub-sector activitirs involved agroforestq, producr (grain) s t o n g .  soi1 
conservation, water supply and animal husbandry (see footnote 3). As noted there but bears emphasizing, 
the kitchen garden initiative was targe ted specitically towards wornen. 

The other components of this project were child spacingiwornen's health. dietary management 
of dianhoeal diseases, and controL/management of malaria and pneumonia. 
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consumption. Overall. both men and women only had limited success growing these 

vegetables. as they required considerable inputs of non-local expertise and purchased 

insecticides, and a reliable and nearby source of wüter for hand irrigation during the dry 

winter season (SC. 1993a). By 1992, SC had started to emphasize the production of 

'indigenous' Ica@ vegetables for their nutrition benefits. and this led to the inclusion of 

the $jacien Inkou' strategy within the WC1 and WAND tùnding proposals. This strategy 

was subsequently refined to include the promotion of live kncing as a key çomponent of 

the jaden Iokorr strategy, as a result of White's 1993 'women in agriculture' survey. 

which found that women's gardens were particularly susceptible to destruction by fiee- 

ranging livestock (particularly in the dry winter season. when other gardens were 

harvested and livestock more readily were allowed to gaze tieely). 

Wiih the start of the WC1 gant  in  1993, SC bcgan promoting fenced kitchen 

gardens. SC'S sixty agricultural 'monitors' (local 'progressive' farmers SC had trained in 

the promotion of agroforestry and soil conservation techniques, and hired on a contract 

basis for 6 to 8 rnonths each growing season) began visiting women's clubs to promote 

the idea of a fenced kitchen garden. The agiculture monitors also visited the fanners' 

groirpmans, in order to explain the idea to the men (husbands) and women members. 

According to the 'official' training they had received tiom SC, the monitors told 

members that a tènced jaden fakou should be I O  meters by I O  meters, and that SC had 

agreed to pay for the poles of glirisidya (Giiricidia sepkm - a variety of sprouting hedge 

that SC was already promoting for soil conservation contour plantings) that were required 

to make the garden fence. The monitors then organized visits to members' homes to 

choose a location for the fenced garden (SC recommended that it be located next to the 
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'kitchen'- which was usually a small, free-standing structure some meters away from the 

house - so that it could receive waste-water i-iom dish-washing), 'masure out' the 

dimensions of the garden and organize the delivery of the required poles (tiom fortunate 

members who already had glirisidva plantings, who were paid G5 per dozen poles). The 

ag-iculture moniton also distributed seeds of several varieties of les@ vegetables. 

including spinach ( ' v i n a  3. another leatjl vegetable called ' ialo' which resembles 

arnaranth. a longer-producing variety of okra ('gombo'). and a drought-resistant local 

vine-like species called '!vnnn pan-v2' .IL' 

In 1994, SC reported that "6 1 1 household gardens were cstablished with 23.428 

linear meters of fencing" (SC, 1994, p. 9). and an additional 426 gardens wcre reported 

installed in 1995 (SC, 1995, p. 1 7). The ' tinal' WC1 evaluation (Boyle, 1995, p. 39) 

reported that "the WC1 gant  tlnd[ed] the creation of household gardeos h r  women. of 

which over 1 S O O  have been developed to date"." The promotion of the fence gardens 

thus seemed quite successtiil. In 1996. SC discontinued its policy of paying for the 

fencing poles for new gardens. As a result, tèwer new tènced gardens were installed. and 

the agiculture monitors fociised on "consolidating old jadcn lakoii" - repairing fences 

and distributing seeds, cuttings and advice (SC. 1996, n.p.1. The final WAND evaluation 

in 1997, while not providing separate totals for each NGO partner in the project, reported 

'' 1 was not able to obtain the common English names nor the scien tific names for al1 of thzx 
plants. 

20 It is worth noting the irony of how the language of this report 'disempowers' women. assigning 
the WC1 grant the agency in creating the gardens. and making the women into passive recipienu. Yet 
surely it was local women (and men) who did the rnajority of the work for achieving these gardens. This is 
a clear example of the NGO planning discourse constructing itself as the active agent in Moissade. and 
local women 'beneficiaries' as the passive recipients of its interventions. 
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that the overall cumulative goal of 25% fenced gardens for the three NGO partnen in 

WAND was exceeded by 100 percent (Delisle, 1997, p. 30). Narcisse's study of the WC1 

project also gave a favourable evaluation of the impact of the fenced gardens. reporting 

women as saying that "home gardens are for them a very important activity because it 

provides them with vegetables that are nutritive for kids" (Narcisse. 1906. n.p.1. 

SC field staff and members of women's clubs and farmers' groupnwzs invariably 

aiso provided positive expressions of the value and importance of the jadpn lakori. 

White's 1993 survey already found that. in focus group sessions. 56 percent of gououps 

responded that the joderr lakolr "was the most important for the life of the family". only 

12 percent stated the 'large gardens' were the most important. while 33 percent stated 

both were important (White. 1993, p. 17 - see question 3 in Table 7.1). This result was 

corroborated in the focus b~oups 1 held in 1997. in which the majority of participants 

(though a geater proportion of men than women") responded that the juden lakoii was 

'more important' than the large gardens (see question 1 in Table 7.2). 

When asked why the jaden lakori was more important than the large gardens 

(since, as question 2 in Table 7.2 indicates. the majority stated that the large gardens 

produced more food), a number of responses predominated. Many repeated an analogy 

that was the title of one of the Iiteracy lessons - "the jaden lakoir is the 'pantry' for the 

house". They elaborated on this statement by explaining that it was the jaden lokoii that 

" 1 did not probe why a greater proportion of men than wornrn felt the jadm l u h i  was more 
important, since this difference did not become apparent to me until atier the tleldwork when 1 tabulated 
the responses. 1 can only speculate that men were perhaps emphasizing womenTs responsibility to 
providing subsistence food from 'her' garden, while women, conversely, were attempting to cmphasize 
claims on 'men's' Iarge gardens (which otherwise were seen more as a cash crop) For household food 
requirements. 
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'saves' them first - it is the tirst garden that has produce that is ready to harvest. 

Furthermore. a number of  people stated that its location next to the house mrant "you 

always can easily îïnd something in the jaden lakoir, when you don't have time to go to 

the other garden", and "it's there you go most easily, in order to give the cooking pot 

some encouragement." The second common reason given for the importance of the 

jaden lnhii  was related to members' understanding of the nutritional importance of green 

leaves in their diet. One male participant stated "if you're making food. if i t  doesn't have 

a tèw green leaves in it. it's not important [signiticant], but if it has the leaves. it's 

important, it's forti&ingl'. Another said "The big gardens till people's stomachs. but i t is 

the jaderi lakw that provides the vitamins." Several inen also stated that the jn&n lnkoir 

was important "because of the children ... They [SC] told them how to clire for the 

children, to give them geen  leaves to protect their bodies....". implying it helped women 

be 'better' mothers. A woman echoed this view: "... al1 mothers of children now know 

how to use leaves. how they should take plantain. tc~yo or yam and make a little stew to 

give to the children betore they go to school." 

Yet despite this seemingly ovenvhelming positive evidence of the success and 

importance of the fenced kitchen gardens, the focus goup  sessions, field interviews. the 

survey results and field observations al1 provided contrary evidence that highlights the 

ambiguity, complexity and multiplicity of understandings and meanings attached to the 

jaden lakoir. The tirst complexity involves the term jaden fakoli itself, which c m  have 

several overlapping but slightly diflering meanings. Literally, the term jaden lakoii 

means ' yard garden' , and the term is commonly used in a generai sense for the land 

immediately around the house. This garden can Vary considerably in size, from a small 
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Table 7.2. Comparative Importance of Juden url<ou and Large Gardens. 

1997 Focus Group Participants 

Wornen Men 
adop ters non-adop ters adopters non- 

adopters 

r w h l c  h gnrden 1 Large g r d e n  096 ( n = 3  25?; (n=81 0% (n=10) 

I is more important'? 

Both important 094~ (11=9) 0% (n-3) 23" (n= 12) 0% (n=6) 
1 

1993 'Women in Agriculture' Survey (White, 1993) 

Jud~rr /tzko 11 

l 

2. Which garden 
gives more food'? 

Both important 70% (n=5) Z Y ? h  (n=S) 0% (n= 10) 0% (n=6) 
1 

Large garden 8904 (n-9) 1 OOOh (n=7) W!; (n= 12) 1OO'"O (n=6) 

J d m  lukotl 1 1% (n=9) 0'6 (n=7) 17'6 (n- 13) O"',, (n=6) 

rcznplasrnan (a 'building lot', detached %om other land holdings. purchased specitically 

for the establishment of a residence) to a larger garden plot as large as and/or contiguous 

with other 'large gardens'. Whatever its size, the home garden is usually fenced. planted 

with numerous trees for shade and h i t  along its borders. as well üs plantain plants, corn 

and sorghum, and other crops. In the SC pro-. however, the term jaden Iukorr came 

to be applied in an second, more specific sense, refemng to the 10 meter by 10 rneter 

fenced garden devoted to leafy vegetables that was promoted by SC'S agriculture 

promoters. Thus, during the focus group sessions 1 conducted with 'non-adopters' of 

fenced kitchen gardens, people still readily responded to the various questions concerning 

their jaden iakorr, including the questions conceming the gendered division of labour in 

3 .  Which garden 
is rnost important 
for the life of' the 
f'arniIy1? 

- - -- 

Large garden 56% ( n= 1 60) 

Judrn Icikoll 1 Z?G (n= 160) 

Both 33% (n= 160) 
L 
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this gardeil, and the questions concerning the relative importance o f  the jadoi lakm and 

the large gardens (see Table  7 3 "  

This ambiguity in  the meaning of  the term jmkn Zrikou helps explain the 

importance the majority o f  respondents gave to the judm &nlroir. Understood as the larger 

'garden around the house'. this garden often did provide substantial produce. particulariy 

o f  higher value crops such as plantains. h i t  trees and vegetables, which benefited most 

ti-om the increased surveillance and security of the fenced lakolr. Conversely. the SC- 

promoted fenced kitchen garden, with a surface area o f  only .O I hectares (only 

approximately 0.4 percent of the area of  the average landholding o f  2.5 hectares), çould 

only make a signifiant contribution to household nutrition through its provision of 

vitamin-rich specialty foods like vegetables. This was bom out  by the focus-group 

participants, the large majority of whom indicated that their large garden produced more 

food than their jaden lakotc (despite iheir ranking of the jade11 labti as 'more important' 

(see question 2 in Table 7.7). 

The second importance piece of evidence which questions the declared 

importance o f  the fenced kitchen garden cornes tiom both survey data and field 

observation. The survey o f  72 woman SC program participants indicated that only 43 

percent had a @den lakorr where they planted vegetables o r  leafj. vegetables'. Only 76 

" Whrn possible during interviews and hcus groups sessions. 1 anempted to deal with this 
arnbiguity of terminology by refemng to the fenced kitchen garden as thejuden klotire (îiinced garden) and 
the more general garden around the house as the judrn dmun pot ('garden in front of' the door'- houseyard 
garden). However, even tbis did not rernove the anibiguity compIetely, as sorne people's entire home-yard 
was fenced, and this was cited by one focus group participant as the reason he had not instalIed a SC 
program juden lakotr. In the remaining discussion in this chapter, 1 will use the term ' fenced kitchen 
garden' when refening to the SC-promoted 10xlOrn vegetcible garden, the term 'houseyard garden' when 
refeming to the general garden around the house. and the term jaden /akorc only when citing (directly or 
indirectly) usage by a research participant. 
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percent of these gardens were fenced. Thus only 32 percent of the respondents had 

actually installed a fenced kitchen garden, as promoted by SC. In Narcisse's 1996 final 

evaluation survey of the WC1 project, 66 percent of women responded yes to the question 

"do you have a jaden lakoii", but due to the ambiguity of the meaning of the term jrzden 

fakolc, this does not necessarily mean that these were 'new ' fenced kitchen gardens 

installed as a result of SC'S intctventions. Thus it is not certain whethcr the project 

objectives of increasing 50 percent of wornen participants' production tiom their kitchen 

gardens was achieved. Likewise, the level of production of vitarnin-A rich foods was not 

assessed in final surveys for the WAND pr~jeçt.~'  and as Delisle çomments in her 

evaluation of this project. "no particular effort was devoted to following up on how these 

plant foods were used by women and young children" ( 1997. p. 30, p. 2 1 ). Field 

observations 1 made during my numerous visits and walks in the çommunities also 

suggested a relatively low rate of adoption. Furthemore, many of the knced kitchen 

gardens I did see appeared to suftèr tiom signi ficant nrglect, with few of the promoted 

vegetable species planted or growing well. Some fenced gardens were cultivated as the 

rest of the houseyard garden was, with corn and sorghum dominating the garden canopy, 

or were planted with plantains or sugar cane (particular a variety that was good for 

chewing raw), rather than vegetables. 

23 Detennining leve!s of production of small-holder crops is notoriously di fficult (dur to inter yrar 
fluctuations, progressive harvesting, famer reluctance to disclose harvest size. intercropping and other 
factors), so this faiIure is quite understandable. The original objective (of 50 percent of women increasing 
production of ka@ vegetables - Delisle. 1997, n-p.) was likely only meant to indicate that 50 percent of 
womcn participants would install a fenced vegetable garden, with the assumption that installation of the 
garden would incvitably increase vegetable production (the amount of the increase was not specified.) 
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This decline in interest was also substantiated by comments made by several 

tocus group participants. Several of the agriculture monitors remarked that fewer people 

were interested in installing fenced gnrdens once SC had discontinued its practice of 

püying for the fencing poles. One remarked to me that "when they [SC] didn't take [buy] 

them again, well, there were a number of clubs who didn't make a juden Idoii. because 

they saw. they didn't earn money from the posts. and they were discouraged". Another 

remarked that one of the reasons SC bas discontinued paying for kncing poles because 

some people were letting the gkrisidva take over the whole garden, since they were more 

interested in producing poles to sel1 to SC than in producing vegetables. A women 

adopter at one of the focus group sessions also remarked about this. stating that during 

the pst  two years she had re-planted the pruned branches h m  her garden fence in 

another location in hopes of selling them to the project, but that so fàr shc had not had her 

chance to "rnake a few dollars on the wood". Delisle, in her evaluation report of the 

WAND project, also noted a decline in interest in the vegetable gardens. remarking that 

"this component seems somewhat neglected" ( 1997. p. 60). 

These comments begin to suggest the multiplicity of participants' objectives and 

understandings in installing the fenced kitchen gardens. The comments above indicate 

that some adopters also had a pragmatic material motive when they installed the knced 

garden. Other comments by women and men also indicate that the promotion of fenced 

kitchen gardens may not represent as significant a change as suggested by some wornen 

and men adopters. From my discussions with both adopters and non-adopters, it was 

clear that women (in particular) had grown leaQ vegetables for a long time already, and 

therefore any implication that non-adopters of the fenced joden iakoii do not use or know 
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IeafY vegetables is false. In the focus group sessions with non-adopters of the îènced 

kitchen gardens, 56 percent of these non-adopters reported growing some type of geen 

vegetable (often okra, papaye or squash) in their homeyard garden (see Table 7.3 be!ow). 

During my community visits, 1 also observed many 'unimproved' houseyard gardens 

which contained small ptantings of Ica@ vegetables. particularly o h ,  either intercropped 

or grown separately. In addition. many adopters of fençed kitchen gardens also continurd 

to grow vegetables outside this garden in other parts of their homeyard garden - 65 

percent of the adopters in the focus groups reported this (see Table 7.3). As mrntioned 

above, the houseyard garden has always been managed in a particularly intensive and 

unique way. and contained a high concentration of high-value crops and trees. due to its 

proximity to the house and its geater likelihood of being well tènced (and thus protected 

h m  at-loose animals). 0 t h  participants also stated that they had grown vegetable 

crops like okra. la/o. squash and liane p a y e  intercropped in their large gardens for many 

years. The seasonal production calendars that focus group participants produced for me 

also belied statements some people made that the knced garden helped assure year-round 

production of les@ vegetables (as they said. it 'never dried up'). These calenders 

indicated that production tiom the fenced gardens did slowly end by the middle of the dry 

winter season. 

The ambiguous and contradictory evidence on the importance and role of the 

fenced kitchen gardens suggests that these gardens held diffenng meanings for SC 

prograrn officiais and comrnunity program participants. Analysis of SC prograrn 

participants' statements and actions indicates that the fenced gardens have taken on a 

certain symbolic importance within the development discourse of SC field staff and 



Table 7.3. Other Crops Reported in Horne-Yard (proportion of households). 

Cordsorghum 

Plantain 

Leafj, Vegetablt: (okra. 
papaye. squash. ' M o  ', 

'kmn purtyr'. tggplant ) 

- - 

Adopters Non-adoptes 

O/ / O  0,' 

Wotnen Men 
0 / 

O 0 

community p u p  members. For many people. the fenced gardens seem to have become 

a symbol of 'development'. of being progressive and 'modern' woman or man (or 

household), or ai least a 'good' participant in SC'S deveiopmcnt program. 

During my fieldwork. 1 kept attempting to probe what seemed to me to be the 

contradictory evidence between the professed value of the fenced gardens among SC 

progam participants. and the apparent small impact of the gardens (both in tems of rates 

of adoption and in tems of increased production of vegetables.) When 1 questioned SC 

program participants. afier they had told me about the significant benefits of the fenced 

gardens, why then other cornmunity mernbers had not also installed them", the reason 

given was often that "it's because if a person is not in a club, if you're not in 'Save the 

Children', that's what rnakes a person not have a fenced kitchen garden. because they 

should know what importance the kitchen garden has." Another person (a man) stated 

"it's people who aren't in a groirprnan who don't have a garden." #en 1 pursued this 

34 Since 1 assumed that if the benefits of a fenced kitchen garden were as large and significant as 
clairned, other non-mernbers wouid spontaneously also adopt them. 
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rationale and asked why group rnembers were more likely to install a fenced kitchen 

garden. people respondrd 'rhe person in a grotrpmnn. he's more likely to be 

ccmscientious than someone who is not", and "people who are not in a club. mostly it's 

people 'who are in the dark' they are, too.'' While these responses remain rather vague. 

clearl y club or grotipmarz membership was associated w ith progressiveness. As the 

discussion in the previous chapter concerning membership and attendance in the farmrrs' 

or women's associations demonstrated, being associated with 'development' itself was 

understood to be a positive and 'modem' value. 

In a similar manner. both women and men also made numerous staternents that 

indicated that adoption of the fenced gardens was understood as part of being a 'çood' or 

'proper' program participant and g o u p  member. A women's club membrr. in describing 

how they came tu have a garden. said "Well, it was when the promoter came. and he had 

given the training, and then he said 'if you are a woman who is in a club. you have to 

have a fenced garden'. and then he came to makc the garden with us, he marked it out 

square for us." The husband of a women adopter, describing how they had corne to have 

a fenced garden, stated that "it was our wives who were in the club. who went to their 

meetings, while they were at the meeting, they [the promoters] carne a d  they said they 

had to have a jaden lakou ..." One of the agriculture promoters, remarking on the 

difficulty of getting some people to install a fenced garden, stated that "when we give our 

order, well, we're not almighty, so when we pass the order, and then, when we go, the 

person does what they want." In a discussion with several female focus-group 

participants. they emphasized how they had made their fenced garden in the 'proper' 

dimensions of 1 0 meters by 10 meters: 
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Respondent 1 : He [the SC agriculture promoter] marks the size you should make 
[the garden], it'you yourself had thought you would make the garden bigger. lie 
tells you 'no, it's this size they said to make it, i f s  tliis size, with their feet they 
mark [the garden boundaries] for you, when he tinished marking it, he gives it to 
you. he says 'now you can knce it'. 
Respondent 2: 'i'ht. j d w  fukoir is done with more principle. 
Question: But, witli more priiiciple, but its more work too. 
R2: But it works better. 
Q; How does i t  work better? 
R2: Before we used to work [the land] in front ofthe door. but now they've 
corne to tell us to make a jcidrn luko~r. 

Another female participant told about how she had tried to get the agicuiture monitor to 

'put her name on the list' - the monthly report the promoters had to submit to their SC 

supervisors - despite the tact she had gone ahead and installed her fençed garden in a 

location the promoter later deemed to be too shaded. Some of the above language can 

undoubtedly be understood in terms of hierarchical patron-client relationships between 

the SC agriculture promoters and çommunity goup  members. Yct it also remains 

apparent that the fenced gardens were perceived as being part of the formal 

'development' that the SC program was delivering, and that community members 

perceived SC project messages and interventions as orders that they. as 'good' 

participants, should adopt. 

The symbolic attachment of fenced kitchen gardens to 'development ' and things 

'modem' was also revealed by the research process itself. While 1 will discuss this matter 

in greater detail in Chapter Nine, the focus group session concerning the kitchen gardens 

themselves seemed to elevate people's interest in them. At one of the focus-group 

sessions with women non-adopten, one of the participants cornplained that her husband 

had not helped her install the fencing required so she could have a vegetable garden. 

'Marie', my research assistant, commented to me on this women's remarks after the 
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session: "The women said, maybe he will do it now [help with the fence for the garden], 

that is to Say. this here [the focus-group session] is a sprhg [source] for her, when she 

gets home, she will talk with him, she will Say to him. 'You see. the jndrn lakoii. you see. 

it is important aftrr all'." In a similar manner, Delisle's 1997 evaluation report of the 

WAND funding noted that SC had reduced its emphasis on prornoting the fenced gürdens 

during the past year. and reported a remark from an interviewed women who stated that 

"before. when the blnn showed interest. we gave more importancc to vegetable gardens. 

Now we tend to let go" ( 1997, p. 74). These two statements again reveal the combined 

and intertwined symbolic and material meaning attached to the fenced kitchen gardens. 

Particularly for women. having a fenced kitchen garden which produced leafy 

vegetables also seemed part of her self-image of a competent mother. When women 

rxplained the iènced garden's importance for allowing thern to prepare a nutritious meal 

easily for their children before sending them off to school (implying this was not 

something they used to do), the presence of a fenced kitchen garden in her yard seemed to 

symbolize her cornpetence, especially her knowledge related to caring for her children. 

The declared importance of kitchen gardens for SC program participants 

discussed in this section reveals how relations of power established by the dominant 

discourse of developrnent associated with (and prornoted by) outside NGO procgams had 

penetrated into the countryside around Maissade. Despite evidence that adoption rates 

and nutritional benefits were quite limited, both women and men were eager to elevate 

their status by associating with what they understood to be an important symbol of 

'development'. Even people who did not adopt gardens spoke of thern as important and 

valuable. Yet power relations associated with the discourse of the gardens was not 
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monolithic. Some people appeared to adopt the gardens for simple prayatic.  material 

benefits related to hopes for the sale of fencing poles rather than vegetables. People who 

did install fenced gardens undoubtedly also did receive some of the intended benefits of 

improved nutrition tiom vegetables they did produce in the gardens. Yet the evidence 

that adoption rates and increased production were quite limited indicates that these 

developmental 'meanings' of the fenced gardcns were otten not strong enough to 

overcome established local understandings and praçtiçes conceming vegetable 

production, nutrition, and the management of the houseyard garden area. 

Gender Negotirtions und Womcn's Participation in Dcvelopment 

in the first part of this chapter. 1 have demonstrated the encounter of diffcnng 

discourses and understandings conceming the jizden iukoir. Whilr: 1 have discussed some 

of the pendered aspects of these 'gardens'. and illustrated the understandings of both 

women and men conceming gardens, 1 have not focused on the gender differences and 

contestation in these understandings. In this second part of the chapter. 1 specitically 

analyze this issue, since dunng the fieldwork it was clear that struggle and encounter 

between women and men was being produced at the site of the fenced kitchen gardens, 

and SC's interventions in support of ' women's empowerment ' in general? 

In general, SC's promotion of fenced kitchen gardens was not a significant source 

of new negotiations and encounters between m a l  women and men. There are two 

25 Methods used to investigate this incIuded separate focus-goup session with women and men 
6om adopting and non-adopting househoIds of the fenced kitchen garden (see Appendiv 3 for the focus- 
group protocol), questions related to gender roles in the re-survey of women participants in the SC program 
(see Appendix 4 for the questionnaire), and participant observation during comunity visits. 
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reasons for this, both of which I have already introduced in the first section of this 

chapter. First, since the introduction of the fenced kitchen gardens did not seern to 

produce a major increase in vegetable production. they therefore also did not have a 

major impact on the relative productive abilities of women and men. and thus of their 

relative economic positions. Those participants who did report that they produced more 

vegetables indicated that tliey sold little of this produce, but used it  primarily h r  home 

con~umption.'~ Second, the kitchen gardens largely fit into the existing gendered division 

of labour in the household economy. The gardens around the house have traditionally 

always been the woman's domain. which she managed to provide subsistence food for the 

household. Yet men have also always been expected to provide assistance with the heavy 

labour required for planting plantains. fencing the yard. and prirnary tkld tillage. As one 

agriculture promoter cxplained, if  a man did object to providing the extra help required to 

tènce a kitchen garden, that was considered 'neçligence' and 'laziness' on his part. 

Yet this is not to imply that gender relations are harmonious and uncontcsted in 

rural Maissade. While the fenced kitchen garden did not seem to create any major 

changes for gender relations and the division of labour in the household. the focus group 

sessions revealed that SC'S promotion, and women's adoption, of the kitchen gardens and 

the ideals of women's empowerment did become another site in the on-going struggles 

and negotiations that are a regular part of gendered domestic relations in rural Haiti. The 

'development attention' that SC paid to the gardens and women's empowerment, and the 

subsequent symbolic importance that both women and men attached to it, allowed gender 

'' However, as 1 discuss below. rhe improved contribution of womrn to household reproduction 
did elevate their stritus as a competent mothe; and wife. 
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divisions and negotiations over the larger concept of 'development' to become visible. 

As discussed above. rural women's adoption of kitchen gardens. as well as their 

participation in the women's club associations. were ways in which they (and ofien their 

husbands) saw themselves as becoming 'developed'. Yet these new roles also produced 

resistance, contradiction and neçotiation in the household and the community. 

In this second section of the chapter, 1 will examine the various discoursrs and 

strategies employed by women and men in this encounter. in order to illustrate the 

compiex and contradictory nature of the 'empowerment' that women are expenencing as 

a result of the SC program. A series of dimensions will be analyzed in these gendcred 

discourses: the discourse of gender equali ty and mutuality ; underl ying maie discourses 

and strategics of resistance to women's newly 'empowercd' status: and the discourse of 

the competent and 'developing' fernale. 

1. The Discourse of Cender Equality and Mutuality 

Gender relations within rural Haitian household (both its productive and 

reproductive spheres) involve a high degree of complernentanty and interrelatedness. as I 

have detailed in the first section of this chapter. This complernentanty works itself out in 

a cornplex range of conjugal and domestic relationships, depending on the legal nature of 

the conjugal bond, the number of children produced in the relationship. the accumulation 

of land and wealth, migration and other factors (Lowenthal, 1954; Maynard-Tucker, 

1 996; Tardif and CIFD, 1992). While women may have different degrees of ability to 

negotiate and manoeuvre within these different types of relationships, both statistical and 
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ethnographical data make clear the general subordinate position that woman hold in 

Haitian society." 

Despite the subordinate position of womeo, the ideal of equality and mutuality for 

women and men's relationships and decision-making within the household is commonly 

held up by both women and men in public discourse. Questions concerning gendered 

decision-making responsibilities were asked in ail three of the Maissade surveys already 

introduced above (White. 1 993, Narcisse 1 996 and my re-survey in 1997). In both 

Narcisse's 19% survey and my 1997 re-survey of individual women. the majority 

declared that management responsibility was joint (decisions were made 'together') in a 

range of household domains - household food. large gardens'" lage animals, children ' s 

education, and managing household money (sec Table 7.4). White's survey, in which the 

questions were asked in goup  sessions. showed a stronger tendency to distinct gendered 

division of responsibilities - men were clearly responsi ble for large gardens. large 

livestock, planting trees and religi~n'~. women were çlearly responsible for household 

27 Statistical evidence can be found in the lower rates of schooling and literacy for women 
(UNDP, 1994; UNESCO, 1996)' the Iow proportion of land holdings registered in women's names. and 
their lower participation in the paid labour force (Tardif and CIFD. 1992: ILO. 1999). Ethnogrriphic 
evidcnce is provided by examples such as die proverb 'women are leaves' quotrd in the first part of the 
chapter, and in the declantions made by the womcn's club associations dunng International Women's 
Day, quoted in Chapter Six. 

2s In my re-survey. 1 also asked my respondents ( d l  women) "Who is responsible for managing 
lparticular food crop name] while they were growinç?" Hert: again. a majority of wornen reported that 
men and wornen "'togethei' managed: the main cornlbeanisorghurn intercrop, plantains, sugarcane. h i t  
trees. and cassava. Only for uees for charcoal did a majority of women report male responsibility for 
management. 

19 The exact meaning of 'religion' is not specified - the question simply asked "Who is 
responsible for taking decision conceming 'reiigion'?' In White's 1993 report, this is translated as "family 
religion choice". I assume this question to refer to decisions concerning church affiliation or participation 
in particular religious ceremonies, I did not repeat this question in my re-survey. since my experience 
suggests that many women and men make such decisions individually and independentiy - i.e. a woman or 
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food. the small houseyard garden, srnall anirnals, and marketing activities. and only for 

children's education did a majority of the goups report that decision rnaking was 

'togethrr'. It is difficult to speculate how many of the differences in thcse survey results 

might be due to the impact of the 'women's ernpowerment' messages of the SC program 

since White's survey in 1993, and how much is due to the different survey scttings. It 

would also be interesting to have asked the same questions to a sample of males in 1996 

or 1997. 

This ideal uof equality and mutuality between man and woman in the household 

was also upheld in numerous public discussions. In one discussion with men concerning 

household disputes. they insisted that such disputes should be resolved by dialogue and 

consensus. One mm. speaking of a husband and wifc in dispute. stated: "They corne to 

agreement. in any case. they reflect and then ihey corne to agreement. they have to corne 

to agreement. ... you yoursel f, the man. you calculate younel f. you see how shc says to 

do it really is the best. iheri you 'enter' into your conscience. onc can 'enter' into the 

conscience of the other." Another woman described how, when school fees came due for 

their children, she and her husband together decided to roll a choj.'" of sugar cane in ordcr 

to raise the money required. 1 pressed her on this point, but she insisted that i t  was 'they'. 

not 'he', who rolled the sugar cane (even though sugar cane is often considered a man's 

crop). Both men and women admitted that in many households such 'togethemess' did 

not actually hold, and I will present and discuss considerable evidence for this tùrther 

man may 'convert' and join a Protestant church even if the husband or wife does not. 

'O A chdf is a large i o n  vat used to boil down the sugar cane juice. Sincr one chcifis the 
minimum arnount of cane juice that can efficiently be processed into locally-retined sugar. it represents a 
common unit for measuring the arnount of sugar cane chat is harvested. 
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Table 7.4 Household Decision Making Roles. 

Who makes decisions 
in the household 

concerning: 

Household h o d  
consumption 

Large gardens 

Kitchen ('small') gardens 

Children's education 

Small animals 

Large animals 

Marketing activit ies 

Planting trees 

Mrinaging household 
money 

Religion 

Participation of the 
woman in a group 

Participation of the man 
in a group 

Whitc Narcisse Vander 
1993 1996 Zaag 
(1) (2) 1997 

(3 

- -- 

White Yiircisse Vander 
1993 1996 Zaag 
(1) (2) 1997 

(3) 

TOGETHER 

White Narcisse Vandei 
1993 1996 Zaag 
(1) ( 2 )  1997 

(3) 

nia = This question wris not asked in this survey. 
1. White's 1993 survey questioned 67 women's clubs and 95 groirpman in a focus-group setting, and the 
answer reflects the graup consensus. The responses tiom the women's clubs and yroziprnuns werc 
aggregated since there was 'virtualIy no difference in response to the questions benveen the women's clubs 
and the gro~ipnrun" (White, 1993. p. i 6). 
2. Narcisse's survey questioned 148 women mernbers of women's clubs. 
3. My re-survey wris with 72 women participants in White*~ individuai questionnaire survey. 

below. Yet it is clear that mutuality and equality were considered the ideal for men's and 

women's relationships in the household. n i e  fact that this discourse of equality and 

mutuality was in fact an ideal, a 'discourse' or strategy of power, was evident fiom the 

mariner it was used by both women and men, each in support of their own strategic 
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interests. Men used it in reference to the current situation, to the dominant (unequal) 

pattern of ~endered labour and power relations. They characterized the 'proper' noms 

currently held as being those of equality and mutuality. When confronted with situations 

in which a man did dominate or abuse his partner. this was labelled as inappropriate 

behaviour on his part. For example. 1 have already cited an informant's statement that a 

man who 'lived well' with his partner would turn over the produce tiom his ticlds to her 

for her management. Thus, men's use of the discourse of gender equality and household 

harmony can be seen as an attempt to diffuse the necessity of change and women's 

empo werment . 

Women. on the other hand, used this discourse of equality and mutuality to 

legitimate the changes they were attcmpting to üchievc. Womcn kcpt insisting that they 

were not trying 'to l i t t  their heads above that of men' - they were not trying to daim 

superiority or independence %om men. Rather, they insisted that i t  was the ideal of 

equality and mutuality that they too were stnving to achieve. as they participated in the 

women's clubs. the literacy classes, and the associations. In fact. many claimed that they 

had made significant progress in this area of joint household decision making, that. as 

they put it, "things have changed". In my re-survey of women participants, almost half 

(49 percent) of women reported that household decisions were made "together" more 

often, or men and women "put their heads together" more, when askrd the question "what 

changes have you seen in the relations between women and men in the last 10 years?" 

(see Table 7.5) The range of other responses given also confirms that many women 

considered (at least in public statements) that their status had improved. 
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Table 7.5 Women's Rmking of Changes in Gender Relations. 

l'bey make decisions togetlier in the housenoid, 'put their 
heads together' 

No response 

Women cm make decisions t'or lierself. c m  go out more 
easily 

Women have value. are respected by men 

'Yes therets ciiange'. or 'lots of change' (vague answer) 

Do not know 

Men do not mistrerit women anpiorc, do not bcat women 

Men watch the children while the women is out, take them 
to be vaccinated 

Things have changed for some. but lue the samr for otliers 

Women now receive credit, toms 

'My husband and 1 have aiways got dong well' 

Woman can have children when she wants 

Women have the right to speak in public 

No change or little change 

Frequency of responses to the question: "What changes have you scen in the relations 
between women and men in the last 10 ycnrs?""' 

# of O," of 
Rank Response responses '" respondcnts '" 

L 

1 
I 

( 1 ) This question was asked as an open-ended question of the 72 women surveyed. The rinswers were 
grouped into the cateçories beIow. 
(2) Multiple responses were possible. A tord of 85 responses were recordrd, an rivenge of 1.7 per 
respondenr. 
(3)  Percent of respondents who gave this response. Since multiple responscs were allowed. the percentage 
totals more than 100 percent. 

2. Male Discourses of Resistance to Women's Ernpowerment 

While many men proclaimed the ideal of an equal and mutuai relationship with 

their spouse in the household, they also made strong (though subtle) critiques of women's 

increasing status. These critiques belie the discourses of equality that some proclaimed, 

and reveal many men's underlying sentiments conceming 'proper' gender relations 
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within the household. As such, these critiques cün be seen as discourses of resistance to 

the claims women were making to improve iheir status and influence within the 

household, and as attempts by men to retain their perceived status as 'head' of the 

household. 

Men's discourses of resistance were illustrated in a number of dialogues I had 

with men during the focus-group sessions. One of the aby-iculture promoters, in 

explaining to me why they also held training sessions with the (mostly male) farmers' 

grotiprnans conceming the juden lalioii. stated that men "might not take it into 

consideration" if they only heard about the fenced gardcns from their wives. 

You know there are a lot of fcllows who don't 'takt3 the words' [ki pli prm 
pu\Mfl of a woman. since the men ohcn will takr a posture of jcalousy. when the 
woman goes out. thc woman takes a posture thnt she is above the hrad of the 
man. Wcll aftrr they corne to see that. they come to say. no it's not tnie. things 
are not like tliat. thar is to say, for things to go wrli it has to be that thc man has 
' togetherness' [ter umunrrr] wi th his wi fe. And we [the agriculture monitors j. 
when we are making the gardens, we encourage the men. 

First of d l ,  whac the women are saying [about the frnced gardens], it's 
found they've found it. it's bern cxplained to them. it's from the training that the 
crninicrvis and urrimutP have done with them. Wlien they have given the details. 
and when they End out it's tmly like that, and when we [the agriculture 
rnonitors] who are out with the men, whrn we encourage thern. we say. "Wcll 
guys, what you see the other womrn say to you. it's from the training thry've 
received it. The same way that others have got information and rxplained it to 
us, in the same way we too, we take the information in order to encourage you 
men so that you can do it, can rea1ize a juden Idm.'' 

The agriculture promoter's indication that men more readily accept the innovation of the 

fenced kitchen garden when they are told that this idea does not simply come fi-om their 

wife, but from the training they have received from SC, demonstrates the cornpetitive and 

threatening nature of wornen's empowerment, and men's insecurity in their expected 

dominant position in the household. It also again reveals how change (in this case, the 
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fenced garden) that is associated with 'development' gains legitimacy and overcomcs 

resistance to this change. 

On another occasion, L solicited men's reaction to SC'S emphasis on women's 

empowerment in its interventions durinç the past few years of the program. The 

following extended exchange between myself and three men reveals a range of 

understandings and dynamics: 

Question: In the project. thry talk a lot about the rights ofwomen. tliat womrn 
are the wccntre-post' of development." tliings like that. Has this hrlped change 
the position of women in the houseliold. çompared to how it was in the past'?" 
Respondent 1 : Yes. 
Q: How has it changrd. wliat can womcn do now that thry couldn't do in the 
past? 
Respondent 2: Still in the same way. since thry say that women are the 'centre- 
post'. but really I sec that its man who arc the 'centre-post'. but thry give women 
this glory. since they say that we are obliged to accept it. that said 1 see that if 
women are the 'centre-post', men are the 'corner-post'. 
R2: Yes. and its the 'corner-post' which holds [up] the house' 
RI: They always say. better to put the big post in the corner. and the littlr. old 
post. you can put it in the center. 
R3: Whrn you have corn. you the man you work hard you p w  it. you have 
plantains in the gardcn. Well. the wife sres therr is nothing in the house. she 
'threshes' two small murnits of corn and two smail niamits of sorglium. she seils 
thrm at whatever price she cm. she buys a little salt. a little soap. a little 
kerosene. a Iittle of this and a little of that, you live together, well, in that way. 
the wornan is the centre-post. 
R2: The centre-post doesn't hold up the house. 
R3: Because if a house doesn't have a woman in it, it dies. the house is damaged. 
Q: And if a house doesn't have a man. it's not good too'? 
R3: It 's not good. both have to be there. both are necrssary. 
FU: It's a team of cows together who can pull the cane-miIl. 
Q: Thrit's why at the mill. they put a bu11 and a fernale cow? 
FU: Yes. 

" The slogan -Women are the Centre-post ofDevelopmentT ('Funm sr poto mirun rlri~lopmun') 
was the theme for one of the f i t  SC-sponsored International Wornen's Day celebntion~ in Maissade. in 
1993. This theme derived fiom and extended women's well-acknowledged daim as 'centre-posts of the 
farniIy' ('funrn se poto mitan lafanmi'). The terrn 'centre-post' commonly retèrs to the key central post at 
each end of a building. However, it also refers to the centre-post of the vodoo peristil or worship temple. 
which symbolically joins the three leveb of the skies, the earth and the subterranean (Tardif and CiFD. 
1992, p. 20 1 ) .  People reported that this therne provoked considerable debate in Maissade at the tirne. 
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Q: Which one leads? 
EU: The male. 
Q: ïhe  buIl. 
R3: Yes, its the bu11 who leads aliead. 
Q: But. do the men, because before they said there were men who rnistreated 
tlieir women, but do you see that this starts to change, with the way that women 
have their Croups, their association, they have literacy classes. do you see that is 
bringing change'? 
R": Yes, thcrc is change. 
Q: But, is it a change that is good, or has this çaused women to lose their place. 
elsvate ~ h e i r  heads' too high? 
R: No, no. They al1 [both] have soniething [good] they rire working toward. 
Q: That nieans. when ever a woman has more power. it's to the advantage of the 
whole housc'? 
R: Yes, that's riglit. 
Q: Even for the man? 
R: Yes, yes, that's right. 
Q: But there aren't places where, after tlir woman has joined a club. an 
association, the man becomes unhappy because he fiels [she] is trying to put hrr 
head above his head? 
R: He doesn't see it  that way, because they are al1 involved in development. 
Q: So thcre's never any conflict in homes because the woman goes to the 
literacy class. or  the woman is going to the activities of the club? 
R: No, that doesn't happen. 
Q: It doesn't happen? 
R: No. 
Q: But I've heard othçr people Say it happens. 
R: Because they 're both in development. 
Q: So. it never happens that a man forbids his w i k  to go to the club or to a 
literacy class. 
R: No, no thry won? do that. because they themselves. they already understand 
too. they see that it can help the household too. 

A number of understandings and 'claims to meaning' conceming gender relations 

and developrnent are apparent in this exchange. First is the tirst two respondents' attempt 

to counter women's claimed position as the 'centre-post' of development by insisting that 

they as men retain the critical position of 'corner-post'. These men clearly are attempting 

to resist a perceived threat to their traditional position as authorities and leaders in the 

" At this point, my transcnpts do not continue to indicate which respondent replied. The original 
interview tapes were not kept. 
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household and community. The third respondent seems more sympathetic to the position 

and importance of women, describing the key role of women in the management of the 

household. and insisting that 'without a wornan, a house dies.' He clearly acknowledps 

the mutual interdependence of women and men for the successtùl pursuit of both their 

livelihood strategies, as described previously. But the tirst two responcients insist on 

retaining the man's position as 'leader' in the household - while two cows are required to 

power a cane mill, it is the bu11 that leads. Yet as the questions proceeded. somewhat 

paradoxically, the changes brought on by 'women's development' are viewed positively 

and accepted. The men sce a 'devclopment-oriented' woman as an asset to (their) 

household. The labelling of women's changing roles in the household and the 

community as part of 'developrnent' legitirnates these changes. and appears io encourage 

their acceptance by men (at least in public). Development clearly has a powertùl cultural 

appeai that facili taies women's attempt to modi dominant gender roles. and al lows 

women (and men) new opportunities that are perceived as progressive. positive and 

holding the possibility of a better future. 

3. The Discourse of the Competent Development-oriented Woman 

While the previous section has shown that some men continue to resist women's 

increasingly 'empowered' status as a 'developed' person, it has also shown that this 

resistance exists in tension with many people's (particularly women's, but also some 

men's) embrace of this new identity of women. Women's attempts to daim a more equal 

and intluential position (discussed in section 1 above) and overcome men's resistance to 

this 'empowerment (discussed in section 2 above) depends on their being able to daim 
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the identity of being 'modem' and 'developed'. As was introduced above, a woman's 

cornpetence and respect are important assets in the ongoing conjugal relationship, and her 

ability to negotiate that relationship. Her knowledge related to caring for children, her 

ability to eam income for the household, her ability to rerid and writc. and her 

participation in a 'development' program all help her to receive respect and increase her 

influence on household decisions and conjugal relations (Ulin et cil, 1993. p. 1 ). 

During the focus group sessions, I heard numcrous statements which illustrated 

how having a fenced kitchen garden had become a symbol (for both men and women) of 

the competent. development-oriented woman. The gardens allowed them to become 

better mothers and providers for their children. As was quoted earlier. now ".. al1 

mothers of children know how to manage with children and green leaves. ... Now we 

know how to get green leaves, how we should get some plantain or yam. mix it to make 

some stew to give to the children before they go to school. Before. you gave it when you 

felt like it. but now you can't not give it." Men who had helped their partners with 

fencing a kitchen garden also valued their partners' knowledge ruid ability to be better 

mothers: "Well, its because of the children, they said, they told them how to care for the 

children, to give them green leaves to protect their bodies ..." Another man stated: "we 

saw that it was in our interest, it was good of us.. . 7, 

As was seen in the long quote in the previous section. the facr that the women's 

club meetings and association meetings were considered part of 'developrnent' 

legitimated women's participation in them in the understanding of men. As the one man 

stated, men would not forbid their wives attending these meetings 'because they are 

development'. On another occasion, a woman told me that at one time, a man might have 
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been opposed to his wi fe going to group meeting. "But now. they know what they are 

discussing, for example, the three food goups. ... The men see that it is important." 

Another woman made a similar comment about women's attendance at literacy classes: 

"lts also a glory for the husband if his wife cm speak [well], and caii rend and write."'" 

During the re-survey that t conducted, many women reported new 'cornpetencies' 

that they had gained as a result of their participation in the women's clubs and 

associations (see Table 7.6 below). Some of these new abilitirs were related to practiçal 

women's needs. such as their ability to provide care for their children. while others were 

related to more strategic needs. such as their ability to organize, sign thrir name. and 

know their right~.~' '  Interestingly. some identitied simply the act of 'participating in a 

33  A similar tindiny was reponed in a 1995 snidy of the impact of litrrary trainin3 on wornen 
(Cl6riC and Douyon. 1995). They surveyed women participants and family members in UNICEF litercicy 
programs in Port-au-Prince and Grand Goave. and the SC prcigrarn in Müissadr. Women who prirticipated 
in literacy classes reponed important improven~ents in self-perception: "we arc people now ... we rire no 
longer in the darkness" (Cltirir and Douyon. 1995. p. 12. 13). Numerous wornen reported that the literacy 
training had improved relations with husbands and ciiildrcn. hrIping them learn to intenct in a more 
educated and refined rnanner with their husbands, childrcn and neighbours: "My life with my husband hris 
changed ... When 1 Irarned to read 1 also knrw how to livr in the house with hirn ... If hc says something to 
me, I shouldn't give him a 'rnouthy' response" (p. 17). A child reported "she doesn't yell at us  anymore, 
she talks better to us'' (p. 1 1). Many women reported increased new knotvledge concrrning child care. 
home management, family planning, the importance of schooling for their chiIdren. and other skills. 
Overali women reported an important change in social status: "we are not the sarnc people anymore - now 
we are moving up in society" (p. IO). The uniformIy positive and expansive claims made for the benefits 
of litency by the interview women and family members seem to indicate that there was a si~aillclint 
element of 'public transcript' (Scott. 1990) involved in these interactions. Yct the very fact that increased 
personal and social cornpetence is seen to be the 'correct' public discourse reinforces notions of the 
powerful nature of such a discourse of the competent 'developed' women. as 1 have been arguing here. 

'" The distinction between women's 'pnctical' and *stntrgic' interests was introduced into the 
gender and development litenture by Molyneux ( 1985), and has since been incorponted in many gender 
planning approaches CO development (ie. Moser. 1989; Wieringa, 1994). Much debate rernains about the 
conceptual soundness and practicai usefùlness of such a separation. The poststrucniral approach of this 
thesis ernphasizes the interrelationship of syrnbolic and marerial süuggles, ruid how thry are ofien mediated 
by discourse. As Molyneux states (and this thesis argues), "The formation of interests. whether strategic or 
practical, is to some degree reliant on discursive elements, and is always linked to identity focmation" 
(1998, p. 233). 
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Table 7.6 Women's Ranking of New Cornpetencies They Have Achieved. 

Frequency of responses to the question "What can you do as a 
women thrt your mother or  grandmother could not do?" '" 

Rank Response t# of O6 of 
responses 'Il respondent s ' 

C m  take care of her children better 

Knows preventative health care 

Can read and write. c m  sign her name 

Can organize/Iead group meetings. can speaLdiscuss in public 

Knows her rightslvalue as  a woman. can stand up and clnim 
t hem 

Can panicipate iii a club or  group. participate in group 
meetings 

Can 'panicipate in drvelopmentt 

C m  do marketing better, reccivc loans. do group swings 

No response 

Knows to send children to school, knows the value of 
sc hooling 

Knows how to dry mangos 

Can discuss things wiih her husband. make decisions togcther 

Knows to go to doctor when she is sick 

Can do her farrning better 

No change 

grouped into the categories listed in tfie table. 
(2) Multiple responses were possible. A total of 15 1 responses were recordrd. an average of 2.1 per 
resuondent. 
(3) Percent of respondrnts who gave this response. Sincc multiple responses were allowed. the percenugr 
total more than 100 percent. 

club or club meetings', or even more generally, 'participating in development', as a 

positive change in their lives. Wornen's new abilities, whether practical or strategic, are 

clearly interrelated and associated with their participation and identification with 
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'developrnent'. and al1 allow women to improve their position in their conjugal 

relationship in the household. 

Conversely, not being involved in 'development' and the groups associated with 

development was seen as a major cause for people not improving their situation. tn the 

previous section. 1 already described how people ascribed the unwillingness of some 

people to install fence kitchen gardens to the Fact that they 'were not in a goup'. 

Sirnilarly, women who were involved in the clubs stated that having a partner who wüs 

not involved in development was a big drawbûck. If a man was not willing to help them 

with a fenced garden, despite their efforts to "talk to them" and convinçe them of the 

value of a garden, this was because the man "was not in development." One woman 

described her hstration this way: "Once in a while you have a little talk with him so 

that he may have a little understanding. because if he doesn't have any understanding, 

that's what reaily kills you. you a by'own up person. and he doesn'i want to go to 

anything, he doesn't go to group meetings, he's not involved in anything." 

Finally, on a number of occasions women insisted that the reason some women 

were not able to achieve more equal and mutual relationships in their households was due 

to the lack of 'cornpetence' and knowledge of the woman. One wornan insisted that some 

men are justified in not letting their wives manage the household rnoney, and in only give 

them small arnounts of spending money, because their wives had shown they were poor 

financial managers. "When they get to the planting season, there are no seeds leti in the 

storage depot, because the woman has sold them all." Another woman (who was a 

widow) stated that even if a woman had a husband who would not agree to help her with 

her kitchen garden, that was not an excuse for a woman not to have one. She said: "You 
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can't just make the man the scapegoat", since there are other ways for a wornan to get the 

labour she needs to have a garden. Thus. women themselves seemed to understand that 

some wornen's 'incornpetence' was justification for not being treated equally and justly 

by their partners. The discourse of women's competence worked in both directions. also 

'disqualiQing' some women %om establishing more just relations with their partners. 

Conclusion 

In this çhüpter. 1 have analyzed the encounter of numerous 'discourses of 

women's empowerment' at both the site of the jaden lakm in particular. and SC 

'women's empowerment' interventions in general. I have anal yzed these encounters as 

'struggles over meaning'. and demonstrated how diffrrent actors - specitically. Save the 

Children and women and men program participants - have used these discourses to 

establish, negotiate. and contest specitic relations of power in Maissade. SC program 

documents construct simplistic and problematic images of 'powerless' women who none- 

the-less have important roles in the traditionally male domain of agiculture, in order to 

legitimate and enable its prognm interventions in these areas. Evidence tiom fieldwork 

surveys and interviews reveals instead a much more cornplex, variable picture of 

women's position in agiculture, which in turn is complexly interrelated with issues of 

conjugality and overall household livelihood struggles. Similarly, both SC and local 

women and men participants describe the success and importance of the SC-promoted 

fenced kitchen gardens, yet field observations indicated only limited increased vegetable 

production from these gardens. This suggests that the adoption of the gardens and 

representations of their importance are also 'strategies of power', supporting both 
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pragmatic and symbolic interests in maintaining women's and men's status as 'good 

participants' and association with 'development'. 

In the second section of the chapter, I have specifically analyzed the encounter of 

women and men's gendered discourses concrrning the joden lnkotr and women's 

empowerment, and how these contest relations of power between women and men. Both 

wornen and men utilize the progressive discourse of women's equality and conjugal 

mutuality, in an apparent attempt to gain advantape in negotiating the curent state of 

gender relations. In other situations. however, numerous men utilized subtlc yet strong 

counter-discourses, and reveal men's resistance to women's increasingly gempowercd' 

status. Women's atternpts to daim a more equal and intluential position. and overcome 

men's resistance to this 'empowerment', are in part negotiated through the discourse of 

the competent, development-oriented women. Participation in SC-supported practices. 

such as tènced kitchen gardens and meinbership in women's clubs and associations. are 

used io daim an identi ty as 'modem' and 'developed'. and contest women's gender roles 

with men. 

As mentioned above, the SC interventions promoting kitchen gardens were a 

relatively minor component of its overall program in Maissade. Yet the ability to analyze 

how power relations (particularly gender power relations) are established and contested 

even through these very ordinary and relatively insignificant interventions reinforces the 

relevance and appropriateness of Foucault's notion of power. and reveals the diverse and 

multiple ways that discourses of development operate in rural Haiti. As Foucault States, 

power is "exercised from innumerable points" (Foucault, 1978, p. 94), and in order "to 

understand power in its materiality, its day to day operation, we must go to the level of 
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the micropractices" (Dreyfus and Rabinow. 1982. p. 185). This chapter has thus 

attempted what Foucault calls 

an ascending analysis of power. starting. tliat is, fiom its infinitesimal 
mechanisms, which each have their own history, thsir own trajectory. tlieir own 
techniques and tactics, and then see how thrse mechanisms of powsr have bcrn - 
and continue to be - invested, colonised, utilised. involuted, transfortned, 
displaçed. extendrd etc., by ;?ver more gentml nieclianisnis .... (Foucault. 1980. 
p. 99). 

As I have argued. the everyday (relatively insiçnificant) practices and discourses 

involving the kitchen gardens are part of the 'ever more general mechanisms' by which 

relations of power between outside NGOs and local people. and local women and men. 

are established and contested. 



Chapter Eight 

SITES OF ENCOUNTER: PEASANT MOVEMENTS A i D  LOCAL 
DEVELOPMENT POLITICS 

My analysis of sites of encounter of development discourses has. up to this point. 

focused almost entirely on the Save the Children (SC) program and its affiliated local 

development associations. I have argued that different discourses of development are 

represented in the pnctices and manoeuvres of di fferent local people within the SC 

program interventions, and nrgued that these represent the encounter of discontinuous 

'knowledges' and different ' identi ties' conceming development. Y et SC is not the only 

NGO that is actively implementing development propams in the Maissade region (see 

Chapter Five). Thus, the question c m  be raised as to what extent such cncounters and 

discontinuities are unique to the SC program and its community guups. or are more 

widespread features of community development practice in rural Haiti. 

The other main developrnent prograrn operating in Maissade since 1995 was MPP 

(Motrvman Peyizan Papav). 1 have descnbed MPP's background and pre-1997 

drvelopment activities in Maissade in Chapter Five. As a self-described regional 

peasants' movement, MPP promoted a much more politicized, gassroots vision of social 

and economic change. compared to the more technocratic. 'a-political' approach of SC as 

an international NGO. MPP was also actively involved in organizing what one writer 

(Arthur, 1997, p. 155) describes as the largest peasant organization in Haiti (MPNKP - 

Morcvman Peyixn Nusyonal Kongre Papay - see Chapter Five), and so was a key part of 

the movement of grassroots popuiist organizations that numerous writers have identified 

260 
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in Haiti (Maguire, 199 1 ; 1995; 1997; Nicholls. 1996: Smucker, 1996; Arthur, 1997). 

Compared to the SC-aftiliated community groups, therefore. iMPP and its associated 

community groups (and the entire country-wide grassroots peasants' movement they cire 

part of) appear to correspond much more closely with what the post-developrnentalist 

literature has called New Social Movements (NSMs) - the identity-based. local- 

knowledge-promoting, grassroots initiatives that are the focus of post-developmentalist 

approaches in development studies (Le. Escobar. 1902; 1995; Pect and Watts. 1996)(srr 

Chaptçr Two for an introduction to NSMs). As Escobar states. such networks of 

grassroots organizations "are proliferating and acquiring a force capable of Var-reaching 

social and politirai transformations" ( 1  993. p. 42 I ), which he hopes l a d s  to "the 

formation of nuclei around which new fonns of power and knowledge can converge" 

( 1992. p. 41 6). Given that this thesis also draws its theoretical framework h m  a post- 

developmentaiist focus on the interrelation of power/knowlrdge, an additional question 

for investigation concerns the extent to which such 'new toms of power and knowledçe' 

are present in the MPP movernent in Maissade - whether altemate identities and 

knowledges (discourses) are being formed, cornpared to the technocratic NGO discourses 

of Save the Children and the pragrnatic local developrnent knowledges of its aftiliated 

f m e r s '  and women's associations (described in Chapter Six). 

This chapter examines the encounter of development discourses at the site of MPP 

interventions in Maissade. The chapter begins with a short review of the literature 

describing the emerging gassroots peasants' movement in Haiti, in order to set the 

context for the MPP interventions and local responses in Maissade. The chapter7s second 

section analyzes the 'development discourse' of MPP, as articulated in a publicity 
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pamphlet it published. and compares and contrasts this discourse with the post- 

development literature on New Social Movements. This analysis reveals the ambiguous 

and multiple nature of a peasant movement such as MPP, and supports a critique of some 

academic discourse concerning New Social Movements. The third section of the chapter 

examines the speciiiç local practices of MPP and local community goups involvrd in its 

progams. This analysis again demonstrates discontinuities and multiplicities. this time 

between the development knowledges and identities of local actors and MPP leaders, and 

analyzes the effects of the encounter of these dityerent discourses. 1 argue that any 

simplistic portrayal of 'authentic' and 'grassroots' alternatives to developrnent is 

mistaken. that local identities are firmly embedded within the discourse of development. 

and that çonsrquently much of the encounter between local groups and outside programs 

remains a struggle for access to development. 

Grassroots Peasant Movements in Haiti 

Much has been written about the important role of rural grassroots cornmunity 

groups in the struggle for democracy and economic justice in Haiti (Durning, 1989: 

Mayire, 198 1; 1990; 1991; 1995; 1997; Charles, 1995; Smarth, 1996; Nicholls. 1996: 

Trouillot et al., 1997; Arthur, 1997.) As Nicholls (1996, p. 722) States, since the 1970s, 

"[alIl sorts of groups have spning up, bringing together people in the rural areas." The 

result was, according to Nicholls, one of &'the more profound changes taking place in 

Haiti ... [a] country wide peasant movement" ( 1 996, p. 722). 

This broad 'peasant movement' has its roots in the Freinan concept of 

conscientization, and is based on the "hypothesis that community-based agents of change, 
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or ariiniaté, could catalyze local gassroots development groups as structures for 

community mobilization and action" (Maguire. 1997, p. 1%). Initially, most groups 

focused on local-level projects, such as grain storage projects and literacy campaigns, 

aimed at improving mernbers' social and economic status. Community leaders, including 

the animnti.. helped community groups "hamess resources for local projects [by] sewing 

as intermediaries between gassroots groupç and city-based NGOs and international 

donors, presenting and negotiat in& proposals for project Iùnding" ( Maguire. 1 997, p. 

1 6 1 ). These leaders and their grasssroots goups aiso gained increasing political 

importance. as demonstrated by the key roles they played in the overthrow of the 

Duvalier and rnilitary govemments in the 1980s and the election of President Aristide in 

1990 (Trouillot et d.. 1997. p. 76; Maguire 1097). As Maguire ( 1  997. p. 155) States. 

[b]y 199 1 this hypothrsis was clearly borne out whzn, as a result ol'these efforts. 
hundreds of unimuri. in Hait i had dcveloped such a succrssful record of 
community mobilization that the country was cited as being one of only a 
handfùl of nations worldwide wliere 'evidence of gnssroots groups' increasing 
political importance is available' (Duming. 1989. p. 80). Also by 199 1 an 
estimated 2 million Haitians out of a population of 7 million bclongrd to, or were 
affiliated with. thrse gnssroots groups! 

While many grassroots leaders were driven underground following the coup d'état 

of 199 1, and the groups they led ceased meeting, both the leaders and their groups 

retumed to action after the removal of the de facto military governrnent in 1994. In the 

municipal and parliamentary elections of 1995, many gnssroots leaders. without previous 

political experience, won office (Maguire, 1997, p. 154).' This pattern also held in 

' The character and meaning o f  this widespread participation in thrsr gnssroots p u p s  will be an 
important topic of discussion in this chapter. 

' Maguire reports that candidates associated with President Aristide's Lavalas political movement 
(OPL - Ogmizusyon Politik Lmulus) won 66 of  the 79 lower (Deputy) house seats. and 17 of the 18 
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Maissade. where candidates associated with President Aristide's populist Lavalas 

political movement won the deputy (lower house of Parliament), mayoral (municipal) and 

al1 three rural section races.' As Mabwire states. this represented "a fundamental change 

in nature of political participation in Haiti" ( 1997, p. 164). as many rural-based. 

gassroots leaders and community activists moved fiom being "outsiders". rschewing 

political participation, to "insiders", directly holding public office. In addition, "a 

considerable number of political appointrnents and posts [went] to individuals who [had] 

been affiliated with. or  at least openly sympathetic toward. grassroots movements and as 

such. [were] willing to work clossly with the newly elected national and municipal 

officials" (Maguire, 1997. p. 165). With these new politicians and public officials came 

promises of a newly responsive government that would listen to the needs of rural people. 

decentralize govemment services and invest in the countryside. 

As indicated earlier. the rise of gassroots movements has been identified as an 

important feature of political and social change throughout Latin America and elsewhere 

in the world. particularly by post-Marxist and post-developmentalist analysts (Escobar 

and Alvarez, 1997; Escobar, 1992; 1995; Friedman, 1992; Routledg, 1996: Peet and 

Watts, 1996; Cmsh, 1995; Esteva and Prakash, 1998). Such 'new social rnovements' are 

seen as challenging dominant political and economic structures and development models 

(i.e. Escobar and Alvarez. 1992: Veltmeyer, 1997; Routledge, 1995). instead of 

contested upper (Senate) seats. As well, most of the 133 three-member mayonl councils and 564 threr- 
member rural section councils (KASEL+) were won by partisans of Aristide's Luvulas poiitical movement 
(Maguire. 1997, p. 154). 

' The winner of the mayoral race had been employed as a SC unirnuti brfore the 1995 elrction. 
Due to SC'S 'a-political' policy, he had had to resign his position when he declared his candidrtcy. Most of 
the members of the winning H S E K  (rural section council) cartels were also local grorrprnun leaders. 
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traditional class-based social struggles. these new social movements are rooted in 

specific. local social expenences and identities (subjectivities) related to their social 

position as women, peasant farrners, indigenous people or other marginalized groups. 

These identities are seen as fonning the basis for social action focused on local resistance. 

day-to-day survival. and the "demand for rnough political spüce and participation in 

decisions that affected people's everyday lives" (Veltmeyer. 1997. p. 148). These 

movements are about "community power and grassroots democracy, and the 

transformation of social l i  tè", the title of a recent study of popular collective-action 

organizations in the Amencas (Kaufman and Alfonso, 1996). 

Somç writers have suggested that the rise of grassroots organizations in Haiti 

(including women's, urban workers' and youth organizations, as well as rural peasants' 

organizations) are pan of this world-wide rise of new social movements (Charles. 1995, 

p. 136).' MPP itself has bten descnbrd by several writers as one of the leading 

gassroots peasant organizations in Haiti (Charles, 1995; Arthur. 1996). As mentioned in 

the introduction. MPP has also attempted to play a lead role in organizing a 'national' 

peasants' movement. through an annual congress (named the 'National Peasant 

Movement of the Papaye Congress' - MPNKP) of community-based animatè (many of 

whom are graduates of the MPP animation training program.) MPNKP has been 

described by Arthur as "Haiti's largest peasant organization", with a membership of 

' It should be noted, however. that many writers on the Haitian gnssroots (i.e. Maguire. 199 1 : 
1997; Smarth, 1996; Smucker and Noriac. 1996) have not analyzed or interpreted its rise fiom a 
specifically NSM theoretical perspective. These writers have tendrd to employ unproblernatized positivist 
notions of 'participation', 'community power', 'empowerment' and 'grassroots democncy'. For example, 
in the introductory chapter to the volume containing Smarth, Kaufinan describes the genesis of many 
grassroots groups as "a lack of power to identiS, problems and mobilize the society's resources to solve 
them" (1997, p. 6). See my critique of such notions of power in Chapter Two. 
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100.000 in affiliated local groups ( 1997. p. 1 5 j), while MPP itself has reported its 

membership to be over 60,000 peasants5 (MPP. n.d., p. 6). MPP was certainly the lagrst 

and rnost politically active grassroots organization on the Central Plateau of Haiti. 

MPP and the Discourse o f  the Grassroots 

In this section. I analyze the gassroots 'development discourse' of MPP. 

comparing and contrasting it with the characteristics of New Social Movements described 

in the post-developmentalist literature. For my source of MPP's grassroots development 

discourse. 1 utilize a publicity pamphlet produçed by MPP. which 1 obtained tiom an 

MPP member in Maissade during rny research. This document is a locally-produced 16- 

page mirneopphed document. wntten in li,yvol. which appears to have been intended to 

inform and encourage MPP mernbers. I cite extensive passages fiom the pamphlet. and 

first demonstrate the similarities of MPP's 'development discourse' to that of various 

NSM analysts. I then discuss a number of areas were MPP's development discourse 

differs Iiom the 'anti-development' discourse of some NSM analysts. This leads to a 

short critical discussion of the nature of grassroots social action, when analyzed from a 

post-stnicturalist theoretical perspective. My anal ysis reveals the am biguous and 

multiple nature of a peasant movement such as MPP, and supports a critique of some 

academic discourse concerning New Social Movements. 

MPP clearly viewed itself as a 'grassroots movement'. a populist rnovement that 

was resisting the economic domination of small nual producers, and building an 

These daims concrrning MPP's rnembership should be interpreted with caution. since 
'mernbership' in MPP had a broad range of meanings for different people, as 1 will discuss in the third 
section of this chapter. 
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alternative social order. The pamphlet opens with a strong statement which clearly 

declares MPP's sel f-identity: 

- we are an urganization of poor pcasants which is deîènding the interests of poor 
peasants. the interests of poor youth and poor womrn, the interests of al1 the 
Haitian PeopIe. 
- we are an orçanization of women and men whose rights have been crushed by 
society, who art: working to buiId a swizty wliert: the riglits ot'alI people a n  
respected. where al1 people are people (MPP, n.d.. p. 2). 

Such an "identity-centred" (Escobar, 1995, p. 23 1 ) or "identity-oriented" (Cohen. 1985. 

p. 663) foundation is one of the key characteristics identified in new social movements. 

Rather than the traditional class-based identities of past oppositional movements. NSMs 

are seen to emege tiom "the constitution of new collective identities" (Canel. 1997. p. 

I 89) - a diverse range of localized identities as indigenous people. ecologicai movements. 

rural peasants, urban youth. poor women, infomal sector workers. and other altemate 

social goups struggling for survival. MPP also represents the constitution of rural 

Haitians' identity as 'poor peasants' who have been 'crushed by socirty'. 'defending their 

intercsts' and 'working to build a new society' of equal rights and respect. 

The pamphlet then lists "what we have already done". descnbing MPP's 

achievements in fighting for increased justice and socio-economic ernpowerment for 

peasants. Among the achievements listed are the following: 

MPP has made brothers with brothers, sisters with sisters, cousins with cousins, 
neighbours and poor people living in the same neighbourbood reconcile. It has 
eliminated the divisions which used to make one person tear apart another .... 
MPP has made many peasants not be afraid of speakinç in front of people, it has 
made them not be afraid of the authorities. ... iMPP has made the local tax 
officers stop pulling the loads from women's heads, grabbing market animals' 
heads in order to collect market taxes. This money was going in their pockets. ... 
MPP has completeiy destroyed the system of rural section chiefs [the former 
rural police] which was breaking the bones of peasants, and sucking their blood. 
(MPP, n.d., p. 3-4). 



A second key charactenstic of  NSMs is their focus on local practices and stniggles. As 

Escobar ( 1992, p. 12 1 ) states, "They are essentially local movements, responses given by 

a g o u p  of people to particular problems or direct instances of power. In this sense. they 

concem the day-to-day existence of people." MPP resistance to oppressive local t oms  of 

state power, clearly demonstrated in the citation above. retlect NSMs' conçem for the 

"creation of 'decentred autonomous spaces". rather than state political power i tsel f  

(Watts. 1995. p. 59). 

Yet as Escobar points out. NSMs "are by no means a-political" (1992. p. 422). 

The MPP pamphlet also contains numerous references to direct political activity of MPP: 

MPP has panicipated in crushing the coup d'Ctat. crushing the a m y .  çnishing 
FRAPH.6 ... MPP deîènded Aristide in the churches. it opened Aristide's 
campaign [on the Central Plateau in 19901 to show that he had a lot of support. 
today Aristide has betrayed MPP. he is trying to drstroy it. he Ilas released mad 
dogs alier it. He can make us stumble. but we will never MI. As for him. 
history will judgr l ~ i d  ... Wa were the biggest 'centre post' [force] in the 
rlection of the K4SEK [rural section (township) councilsj, the rnujisrrtl 
[municipal mayors], the senators and the President in the 1 995 elrctions. (MPP. 
n.d.. p. 4-9) 

As claimed in this citation, organizations such as MPP were very important in the rise of 

the broad, grassroots push for democratization in Haiti. MPP supported the formation of 

the new populist political coalition that elected Aristide in 1990, much to the surprise of 

both domestic and international observers. Thus MPP's involvement in politics shows 

As noted in Chapter Five. FRAPH was the neo-Duvalierist para-military organization diat 
sprang up to support the de facto military governent  after the 199 1 coup d'itat that oustrd President 
Aristide. 

' MPP's leader, Chavannes Jean-Baptiste, was at one time one of President Aristidr's main 
advisors on rural matters, MPP split with Aristide is part o f a  larger split within the Lavulus movement 
during 1995. ïh i s  split was due CO criticisms of Aristide's management of the presidency after his rentrn in 
1994 (including allegations of gnfi by his close associates), and differences over Aristide's acceptance of 
internationa1 conditionaIities as part of his economic policies. 1 do not know of the particular actions to 
which the statements alleging Aristide's anernpt to destroy MPP make reference. 
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aspects of what Escobar describes as "a whole new style of political activity" ( 1992. p. 

122), outside the established parties of post-Duvalier Haiti. which had only weak links to 

most rural areas. 

These broadly political struggles are intimately intertwined with livelihood 

struggles in NSMs. The MPP pamphlet gives a long list" of development projects that 

MPP has achieved, both before the 199 1 coup d'état. and since the rcturn of President 

Aristide in 1994. Some examples: 

It is MPP who made the 'krcyol' [indigenous. rustic] pig return. .... I t  is MPP 
who put the grain silos which have allowsd the poor to not sr11 their çoni and 
sorghum for the pnce ofswert potato skins [Le. unjust low prices]. .... MPP hiis 
creatrd SPC [a pectsants savings and loan credit program] to combat Ioan- 
sharking. to help the poor Save moncy .... [since 19941. .... MPP has planted more 
than 15 miIlion trws ..., MPP has conserved more than 5.000 ccrrrtmr of land 
that erosion can no longer wash into the occan. ... We havc trkd to restructure 
the groirprntrtis which ware scattered. we have organized new groups of young 
people. women. men throughout the Central Plateau. But. the groups arc not yet 
solid, they arc not yet remobilized everywhere according to the principles of 
MPP. But. we have 4,750 groirprnuns which havc more than 60.000 members. 
Its a question for them to becoma really active. We al1 necd to work for thcm al1 
to become solid. .... We have establislied Peasants' Voice Radio, a tool which has 
raised the voice of peasants and made education and entertainment prograrns ... 
We have re-established the literacy program ... . We have re-established the 
agriculture credit program, credit for womcn doing artisan and marketing. This 
program is going to becorne larger. But. the people who borrow have to respect 
the agreements they have taken. ... We have installed 2 corn mills and one sugar- 
cane mill. We're working to geet numerous more. .... We have staned 3 imgation 
projects (Maissade, Ccrcn la Source. Saltadere). This will help increase national 
food production, which is one of the big priorities of MPP. ... We have trainrd 
270 unirntizris and unimcrrt.. We caI1 thcm popular education promoters. to heIp 
the People organize itself so we can continue to strugglc: to change the State. ... 
We are working to sensitize the groups which owe on their loans. We can 
receive more credit when the groups which have borrowed finish repaying (MPP. 
n-d., p. 4-9). 

Y The list contains 42 specific projecü or activitirs in total, ranging from disaibuting plows, 
agriculture suppIy stores, bee-keeping, soi1 conservation training, chicken distribution. to rebuilding MPP's 
ransacked training centre and otrices, literacy training, spring capping and youth exchange visits. 
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The pamphlet then lists "other project ideas that MPP is working on or is planning to 

work on": labour-intensive infrastructure projects, a tourist project "that will make many 

tourists corne to the Central Plateau and give many people work". min-water catchment 

projects. imgation, the re-introduction of indigenous cotton. and the training of more 

youth "both within the country and in other countries ...." (MPP. n.d., p. I I ) .  

Many of these local development projects correspond to the model of 

development alternatives that many NSMs support. instead of the World Bank and 

U.S .AID development agenda of assembly industries and export crops, MP P is 

attempting to invest in small-holder agriculture through credit progams. irrigation. the 

promotion of the exterminated indigenous pig, agroforestry and soi1 conservation. As the 

pamphlet states. national food srcurity (self-sufticiency) are important pnorities for MPP. 

Elsewliere. Arthur ( 1997) reports the 'anti-mainstream' m a l  development vision of MPP 

and its founder and leader, Chavannes Jean-Baptiste. Jean-Baptiste 

predicts the SAP [the IMF imposed Structural Adjustment Program] will open 
the Haitian market to cheap impons. rspscially U.S. t'ood imports. thus 
destroying the Iivelihood of the small Haitian peasant. Many will be obliged to 

move to the cities to tind work in the assembly industries. while others will have 
to work as agricultural labourers, producing specialty crops such as tropical h i t  
for export to the U.S. market. We will have to eat the leftovrrs from tlxir main 
course so we c m  produce their dessert' (Arthur. 1997, p. 155, citing a 1995 
interview with Chavannes Jean-Baptiste). 

Local autonomy and control of livelihood decisions, disengagement fiorn external 

dependency and "opposition to the bureaucratie organization of life achieved by 

Development institutions ..., and to the steady expansion of cornmodification and 

capitalkt rationality brought about by Development technologies" (Escobar, 1992, p. 

43 1 )  are al1 part of the alternative social vision proposed by NSMs (Mohan, 1997; 

Pieterse, 1 998). 
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Yet while al1 these aspects of MPP's development discourse correspond with 

characteristics of NSMs, other elements of MPP's progarn do not compare as well. 

Although MPP is clearly identity-basrd, its identity of 'oppressed peasants' is still largely 

that of an economic class defined by its economic relations with the dominant economic 

class in Haiti. In contrast, Escobar States that NSMs "do not conceive of their struggle in 

purely economic ternis or only in terms of economic class. Local culture. artistic aspects 

and communal aspirations are otten equally important concems" ( 1  ?W. p. 422). This 

emphasis on non-econornic 'cultural' aspects represents both NSMs' rejection of what it 

perceives as the material istic and econornistic mainstream development paradigm. and an 

important means by which to contest access to material resources. Yet such 'cultural' 

non-econorniç concerns were not a large part of MPP's agenda, as indicated by their 

absence tiom the iist of MPP-supported activities cited in the pamphlet. In a rclated 

manner, a large part of MPP's political activity did atternpt to access state political power 

itself. While it did advocate political decentralization and more local autonomy, MPP (in 

particular, its leadership) actively aligned itself with the new national political parties. 

Chavannes Jean-Baptiste initially served as one of President Aristide's advisors on rural 

matters, and after the OPL faction split fiom Aristide's Lavalas Party, served on the 

executive of OPL's goveming body. The goal of much MPP political activity was to 

enable its leaders to move %om being "outsiders to insiders" (Maguire, 1997, p. 154). to 

become activeiy involved in the Haitian political leadership, which represented a 

"fundamental change in the nature of  political participation" %om rural people's past 

exclusion fiom politics. lnstead of the pluralistic, 'non-party' nature of NSM political 

involvement, "seldom aligned with one particular ideology or political party ... shar[ing] 
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a distrust of orçanized politics and conventional political organizations" (Escobar, 1 9%. 

p. 4?7), MPP was strongly identified and associated with organized politics at both the 

national and local level. One of the strongest and most consistent criticisms expressed by 

local people against MPP wâs its overt politicization of its development projects. seen as 

the continuation of past political practices. 

This politicization is dernonstrated in  a final miiitant section of thc MPP 

pamphlet, which criticizes MPP's 'enemies', and encourages its members to action within 

MPP and vigilance in claiming access to state and development projects: 

The cnemies of MPP whiçh have appeared, there is only one thing in which they 
are strong. that's telling Iics. making false promises. violating the rights of 
people. wrecking people's houses, buming peoplr's yoods. straling people's 
things. .... MPP's encmies. it's the election which has brought them out. AAer 
tliè ttlection. they won? set foot again. If they win. they will set: how they can 
ciestroy MPP. You should watch them, block them .... We'll continue to build 
MPP. we'll continue to advance. without stopping, within MPP so that we make 
it better, stronger. Wç'll work within MPP, which was, which is. which will 
always be until the end of the world. MPP OR DEATH. h solid organization or 
death (MPP, n.d., p. 13- 15). 

As this surprisingly strong rhetoric demonstrates. MPP retains much of the 'bipolarity' of 

traditional right-lefl contests. rather than the 'polycentrism' of NSMs (Watts. 1995. p. 

Another sibmificant difference concems variation between MPP's development 

discourse and the strong 'anti-development ' discourse of some NSM writen such as 

Escobar (1 992; 1995a: 1995b) and Esteva and Prakesh ( 1997). These writers see NSMs 

as holding "altemate visions of democracy, economy and society" (Escobar. 1995.4 p. 

2 1 9 ,  "mediated by anti-Development discourses'' (Escobar, 1992, p. 43 1 ), based on 

'alternatives to Development' which are 'anti-imperiaiist', 'anti-capitalist', and 'even 

anti-productivist and anti-market' (Escobar, 1992, p. 43 1). NSM writers such as 
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Latouche ( 1993) and Esteva ( 1985: 1993) see the less radical 'alternative development' 

approach as tùndamentally flawed and compromised within the same basic premises as 

modemist mainstream development. As Latouche declares, alternative development 

approaches, with their "three principal planks of food self-sufficiency, basic needs. and 

appropriate technology [are] the most dangerous solicitations" (Latouche. 1993. p. 16 1 ), 

"products of the same world view which has produced the mainstream concept of science. 

Iibention and development" (Nandy, 1989, p. 16 1. cited in Pieterse. 1998. p. 364-65). 

As evident above. MPP's development projects include numerous interventions which 

fa11 into such an alternative development paradigm rather than an anti-development 

approach. MPP itself states that it wants to 'work with the rural section councils. 

municipal mayors, deputies and senators .... on projccts that can be done with the State to 

create ... a sustainable development" (MPP. n.d. p. 12). As Pieterse ( 1998). Fuentes and 

Frank ( 1989), Rangan ( 1  996) and others have noted. "many popular oganizations are 

concemed with access to development, with inclusion and participation, while others are 

concemed with renegotiating development" (Pieterse, 1998, p. 363) in terms of 

devolution and decentralization. MPP also is clearly concemed with access to and 

participation in development, nther than a wholesale rejection of mainstream 

development. 

In a related manner, Escobar suggests that another "feature of NSMs" is "the 

existence of a domain of popular knowledge" (1 9953, p. 223) - knowledge bascd on 

'nomad' science, flexible and changing local culîural and social understandings. NSMs 

increasingly "rely on their own knowledge", and "do not accept at face value the 

knowledge of the 'expert' and of government agents" (Escobar, 1992, p. 422). Yet the 
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MPP discourse presented above does not rely on any particular local knowledges, nor 

does it base i ts anaiysis and action on "the inadequacy of conventional knowledge 

systems" (Escobar. 1992, p. 475). Whilr MPP questions the existing economic order in 

Haiti. it retains the traditional emphasis on establishing more just economic structures and 

distribution of resources as the key to liberation for the Haitian peasant. MPP does not 

"invent new fonns of discourse for interpreting needs" (Escobar, 1995a, p. 225). but 

retains the dominant problematic of 'underdevelopment ' . 

Finally, there is the question of how much MPP really is a gassroois 

organization. In many respects, MPP has also tùnctioned as a developrnent NGO. 

planning development projects, establishing funding relationships with international 

donor NGOs, building a large training and administrative centre. and assembling a 

prokssional staff of trainers and administrators. A important elernent of MPP's growth 

and success large has been the strong. dynamic leadership of its founder. Chavanne Jean- 

Baptiste. a university-trained agronomist, and its cadre of young prokssional staff, rather 

than its grassroots membenhip. MPP's effective leadership has also allowed i t  to attract 

substantial amounts of international funding for its development projects. particularly 

tiorn progressive European NGOs eager to support social democratic change in Haiti 

since the Duvalier era. 

A second key element in attracting this support was MPP's skilled use of 

'grassroots' discourse, in order to establish itself as a 'social movement'. As their 

publicity stated, they were an "organization of poor people defending the interests of poor 

people", which were then declared to equal the interests of "al1 the Haitian People" (MPP, 

n.d., p. 3). Yet as the third section of this chapter describes in detail, 1 observed 
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considerable distance and manipulation between MPP grassroots members and its 

leadership. Trouillot et al. note that, while gassroots civil society organizations (such as 

MPP) were instrumental in causing the changes of the past ten years in Haiti, they face 

the danger of "becoming detached fron~ their bases" ( 1 996. p. 75) if they become 

intermediate political or development organizations prematurely.' In MPP's case. 1 

suggest further below that this in fact is happening, or at least that the relationship 

between MPP and its 'members' is more complex and 'multiple' than simply solidarity 

and participation. 

The diffiçulty of ' fitting' MPP neatly into any weil-bounded conception of a NSM 

reveals a number of critical issues concerning gmssroots movements and post- 

development theoretical approaches. First. as many writers on NSMs themselvcs insist. 

there is a "staggering heterogeneity in tom and character" within NSMs. and it is 

therefore "diffïcult to generalize about thrse movements and what they represent" (Watts. 

1995. p. 59). Escobar (1995b. p. 2 18) also sees the post-development era coming to Latin 

America as "characterized by complex processes of hybridization encompassing manifold 

and multiple rnodemities and traditions ... " in which "distinctions between modem and 

tradition, urban and peasant ..Jose much of their sharpness and relevance." Processes of 

change in the South are "characterized by continuous attempts at renovation, by a 

multiplicity of groups taking charge of multitemporal heterogeneity peculiar to each 

sector and country" (Escobar, 1995b, p. 2 18). The above discussion of MPP 

development discourse clearly demonstrates both continuity and hybridity within MPP 

Y The relationship between grassroots groups and supporting NGOs remains an issue of debare 
among analysts of Haitian politics and development (Trouillot et al, 1996; Smucker, 1996; Fauriol. 1995).) 
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with regards to traditional peasant class struggles, and the resulting multiple nature of 

MPP. Thus it is perhüps not particuiarly important to determine whether it 'fits' the 

characteristics of a NSM. 

Yet in other places, NSM analysts do make claims conceming the unique 

character of NSMs: 

In spite of the wide a rny  of theoretical propositions among them. NSbl thcorists 
converge in their emphasis on rupture and discontinuity when compiiring the new 
movenxnts with traditional struggles and collective actors. Tliese nrw actors 
said to be nt the centre of conternporary contlict. to mise new issues. to be the 
camers ofnew values. to opente in new terrains, to employ new modes of action 
and to have new organizationd forms (Cane!. 1997. p. 198). 

Similarly. Escobar. one of the leading post-developmcnt writers. argues that one of the 

'nodal' points of NSMs is their mediation by anti-developmant discourses. though he 

admits this "often takes place in an implicit mannet' (1992, p. 13 1). Pieterse suggests in 

his critique of the post-development literature that with post-developmentalism '*there is a 

desire for the grand oppositional coalition and the evocation of a 'we' that, in the desire 

for rupture, claims to capture al1 social movements in the 'Third World' under the 

heading of anti-Deielopment" ( 1998, p. 363). Yet, as has been discussed. many of the 

social movements in the South. including that of MPP, are rooted more in reactive 

livelihood struggles which seek to gain access to development. It is ironic that within the 

post-developmentalist approach, with its Foucauldian emphasis on local resistance, local 

struggle and the disavowal of any universal agenda (Pieterse, 1998, p. 36 l ) ,  some 

analysts seems to fa11 into this very thing - overlooking difference and "aspiring toward 

the construction of [NSMs as] a grand coalition of opposition forces ..." (Pieterse, 1998, p. 

362). Thus, the NSM literature itself cannot be exempt fiom analysis as a 'discourse of 

(anti)-development' - a strategy of power and a contestation of meaning. 
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Such an analysis of the NSM litenhire as a discourse of power can also be applied 

to MPP's development discourse. The excerpts from the MP P 'discourse of 

deveiopment' in its publicity pamphlet also clearly indicate that it is in a contest to 

establish legitimacy, rneaning - relations of power - in Maissade. In the tinal section of 

this chapter, 1 tum to this local contestation of power relations, through an examination of 

the encounter of interventions, practices and staternents between MPP and local 

participants in Maissade. 

MPP Encounters rt the community levcl 

The previous section has demonstrated the ditlierences between MPP's 

development discourse and that of NSMs, and argued that the complexities and 

muitiplicities of a given grassroots organization such as MPP cannot be 'captured' within 

any easy 'theory ' of NSMs. In a parallel manner. in this section I demonstrate that large 

discontinuities exist between MPP's discourse and local practices, and the practices and 

understandings of local participants in its projects. I do this through the description of the 

actions and statements of local people in response to three selected MPP project 

interventions - a 'community' sugar cane mil1 in Bodlo, MPP's area-wide swings and 

loan program, and the joint govemrnent/MPP literacy progam - and the analysis of these 

actions and statements in terms of local 'knowledges' and 'meanings' connected to group 

membership, projecis, and development and politics. These three 'sites of encounter' 

were selected for two reasons: they were three of the most important project 

interventions of the MPP program in the Maissade area, and they were relatively 
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'accessible' sites where I was able to observe the dynamics of the encounter of MPP and 

local discourses. 

Before beginning, however. it is helphl to quickly review the context of the 

events 1 descnbe and analyze. As detailed in Chapter Five. MPP's activities in Maissade 

and in other parts of the Central Plateau had been surrounded in controversy and 

opposition. Before the election of President Aristide in 1990. MPP had strongly opposed 

Duvalier and his mili tary successors using demonstrations and marches. public 

pronouncements and gassroots oganizing. and in retum had been labelled 'communist ' 

and targeted with violent repression. Dunng the de tàcto military rule afier the 199 1 

coup. MPP was driven completely underground and its training and administrative centre 

ransaçked. During President Aristide's brirf  rule in 190 1 and again a tkr  his retum in the 

faIl of 1 994. MP P was ascendant, with MPP-endorsed candidates wiming elected ot'fice. 

other MPP-associated leaders being appointed to public oftices. and many development 

projects beinp channelled through its organizational network of affiliated grotlpmans. By 

1 997, however, many people were disillusioned with the perfbrmance of these MPP- 

affiliated public ofiicials, due to the partisan nature of those government services that 

were delivered, the non-fulfilment of many other election promises, and allegations of 

corruption and mis-management. In Maissade, controversy erupted over the overt 

politicization of two MPP development projects - the digging of the irrigation canal in 

Bodlo in late 1996, and the payrnent of people to cany rocks for the Madame Jwa road 

reconstruction - in which the recruitment of labourers was interpreted by many as a direct 

attempt to 'buy' election support tor MPP-affiliated candidates. Many people were also 

critical of the verdicts of the MPP-installed judge in several local court cases. These 
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tensions had coine to a head in late January 1997 in the form of a violent clash between 

MPP supporters and townspeople in a dispute over the functioning of the local electoral 

office and the upcoming municipal elections. Thus, the MPP project interventions 

descnbed and analyzed below took place in the context of considerable ongoing 

polarization, tension and contlict between MPP members and supporters. and other 

community members in Maissade. 

MPP 5 Commrrnity C a m  Mill. On my f i n t  visit to the community of Bodlo in 

March 1997, just before 1 reached the Bodlo f m e r s '  association hall. 1 passed a large 

wooden crate, containing a piece of red-painted müchinery, lying on the ground next to an 

open-sided, tin-roofed structure in a clearing beside the path. I asked the SC mimat6 

what this was, and he told me it was a MPP sugar-cane mill. Over the course of the 

following 2 months, the cane mil1 and its small diesel motor. almg with 3 large iron 

evaporating vats were installed, and the cane mi11 began operatinp. By the time 1 made 

rny last visit to Bodlo 1 O months iater, hi& piles of  crushed sugiir-cane stalks, drying in 

the sun to be used to iùel the evaporating vats, the result of the constant operation of the 

mil1 by many local f m e r s ,  surrounded the mil1 on al1 sides. 

As listed in the MPP pamphlet cited in section two above. community sugar-cane 

mills were one of the development projects MPP had implemented. These imported 

(Venezuelan), steel sugar-cane mills were powered by a small diesel motor, and were 

much more efficient in extracting Sap tiom stalks than the widely used, hand-made mills 

constructed from wood and powered by oxen.'' As descnbed in Chapter Five, sugar cane 

' O  Only one other such imponed steel mil1 existed in this region of Maissade, and was owned by a 

richer farmer who had relatively luge fields in sugar cane - enough to fiance the imported miIl. 
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is the most important cash crop in the Bodlo area, but for many small-holder peasants, 

finding a cane-mil1 to rent was difficult and the cost involved absorbed a large part of the 

proceeds tiom the produced sugar. Thus a 'community-owned' mi11 could bc expected to 

benetït local f m e r s  by expanding production opportunities and increasing profits on 

exi sting production. 

My investigation of this project, however, revealed signi ficant di fferences and 

gaps between MPP's articulated discourse of a community. grassroots project. and local 

people's responses to and understandings of this project. Since it was located on the path 

to the Bodlo tàrmers' association. I would tkquently stop in at the mill on my way to an 

association meeting and ask the people present about the project. Many of the answers I 

received made me question the degree of community participation in. and ownership of. 

the project. There were tive MP P grolrprriari in Bhdlo' '. and these goups had apparently 

expressed the need and desire for a steel cane mil1 several years previously. which the 

MPP animafi. Norbti had then taken to the MPP director in Papaye. Beyond this request. 

however, the local grouprnan appeared to have participated very little in achieving the 

project. MPP had purchased the miIl, and transported it to Bodlo. Norbè himself had 

located and signed the 5-year lease for the land on which the mill was installed. (This 

land was immediately across the path tiom the house of the local KASEK member, who 

had been elected as part of the MPP-supported 'ticket'.) MPP had also paid for the 

roo fing-tin and other building materials to constmct the large shelter under which the mil1 

and evaporating vats were installed. MPP had even paid local people to transport the 

" Those groups appeared to have been hct ioning since 1995. when had rach received G 1500 
(%US 100) in credit from MPP in 1995. By mid-1997. these loans had rnostly not been repaid. though they 
were now over six months overdue. 
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sand required for the cementing of the mil1 base. the installation of the vats. and the 

construction of a srnall, cernent-walled storage depot. The only equity that local 

members had contributed was the transport of some rocks needed for the construction, 

and some of the poles for the mill shrlter. Nor had repayment of their outstanding loans 

bern required betore the project was implernented. 

When i asked local people conceming the financial terms and conditions under 

which MPP had provided the cane-mill. many people were not able to give any details, 

indicating again that there had been little community participation or consultation in this 

project. Local people regularly called it 'the MPP mill'. and for many people this 

summarized their understanding of the arrangement with MPP - MPP had given it to the 

community. Norbè had told me that the total cost of the project was G300.000 

(approximately $US 18,000). which had al1 been provided as a loan 'to the community'. 

and repaid in quarterly installments %om the fces charged by the mill. Yet. when 1 then 

asked him how much this quarterly payment was. he was not able to tell me the amount. 

Few other people seemed to know about these financial arrangements. At one groupmnn 

meeting 1 attended, I asked about the pice  of the mill, and a member responded: "Us 

poor [peasants] would not have bren able to make it corne ... it's a project [MPP] which 

needs to pay for it." About six months aller the mill had started functioning, 1 asked 

several men at the mil1 "if the mill was paying for itself [Le. was the community able to 

make the required repayments]?" The men didn't seem to understand my question, or 

know about the amount of any required loan repayrnents. They said the mil1 was making 

lots of money, as many people were using it, and everyone had to pay 2 rapadoii per chof 
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of cane synipi2 that they rnilled. In fact. they said they felt this charge was high. 1 asked 

if the charge wasn't comparable to what the other steel mill in the area was charging, and 

they replied, "Yes it is, but this is an oganis [i.e. an organization, a NGO], the other is 

private." Later, the local manager responsible for the day-to-day operation of the mill 

confirmed to me that the local MPP groups had not made any down payment before the 

mill was installed. Other community rnembers 1 questioned on other occasions also knew 

little about the organizational details of the project. 

Many local people also considered this project to be politically motivated. 

designed in the short-term to promote the electoral chances of MPP-affiliated candidates 

in the April 1997 elections, and to maintain MPP membership support base and intluence 

in the longr term. MPP itself was acutely aware of this critique. In July. soon atter the 

mill had started operating, Norbè had held a meeting with MPP members in the Bhdlo 

area. .4t the meeting, he openly addressed this issue, denying that the project had been 

"parachuted" into the community. He then asked the question "Who has responsibili ty 

for the mill'? Who does it belong to'?", and then answered his own question: "it's a 

comrniiriiy mi 11". ( However, as the previous paragraph described. few communi ty people 

knew any details about the project, nor did I observe any concrete efforts to establish a 

local community cornmittee to manage the cane-rnill project.) He also acknowledged the 

" A rtlpodoi, is the unit in which the final n w  sugar is packaged. stored and sold. It is made by 
soaking palm bark and sewing it to form a tube about 15 cm in diameter and 70 cm long, into which the 
caramelking sugar symp is poured to crystaliize. Each chof of pressed sap. once boiled down, yieIds 
between 12 to 15 rapudorr of sugar. Thus the milling charge is approximateiy 15 percent of the harvest. 
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lack of local participation in the construction of the mill. though he justified it by saying 

"it was the kar the rnakout~'~ created that made you not participate."" 

These events revecil a number of aspects of local people's understanding of their 

relationship to MPP. First. they clearly çonsidered MPP an extemal agent acting in their 

community. and not a cornmunity-based gassroots organization. They did not consider 

themselves 'mrmbers' of MPP. nt least not of MPP conceived as a g-assroots 

organization. This was evidrnt in the statement of one mernber at the July meeting in 

Bodlo: "AI1 the time rhey 're taking money from us to make a goup  [i.e. as membership 

dues], but we don? get anything [in retum]." As this staternent also indicates. people 

understood their relationship with MPP to be one of pragrnatic exchange. not membcrship 

and mutual self-help. Their supposedly 'grassroots' community groups did not have 

sufficient cohesion and motivation to generate communal self-hclp resources for 

investment in community projects such as the mill. Despite Norbé's claim. they saw the 

cane mil1 was something MPP had achieved. not the community. As one person stated. 

"Th- 've done something for the community that really is good." Second. they seemed to 

expect development agencies such as MPP to subsidize or even give resources to the 

community, without significant local participation. MPP itself implicitly recognized this 

" Literally. the panmilitary ronron mukoirts of the Duvalierist area. In this case. h r  is referring to 
the ami-democratic forces who intimated people during the penod of de-facto military mle afier the 199 1 
coup. 

'" ho the r  issue that Norbè discussed at this meeting was the outstanding loans local groups had 
witfi MPP. He told them that a new credit program was going to br starting, but that they wouldn't be abIr: 
to participate as long as the old loans were outstanding. Apparently some of the groups iiad been 
forewarned about this, for several made their repayments at the end of the meeting. Norbé also told 
members that there was a good possibility ttiat MPP wouid be installing a distillery in the area to utilize 
local cane syrup. 
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attitude, and the resulting unwillingness to mobilize local resources. Yet because of its 

'need' to deliver 'developrnent' projects to support its political objectives. MPP ended up 

reinforcing this understanding by the alrnost total lack of local participation and 

contribution it required before i t  supplied the cane mill. Third. local people widely 

understood. accepted and even expected the politicization of developrnent-related 

interventions in their communities. In effect. this became a mutually symbiotic 

relationship, in which local people accepted and benefited the matenal resources tiorn 

politically-motivated developrnent interventions. and in retum gave political support to 

those who had bcen able to deliver a project. Rekmng to the now-long-overdue loans 

local MPP goups had received. one group member put it this way: not only do MPP- 

aftiliated politicians and leaders "fil1 their pockets on the backs of the peasants"". but 

peasants "fil1 their pockets on the back of MPP." 

These events also reveal the dynamic and multiple nature of power relations 

between MPP and the local community. Local comrnunity mernbers who had decided to 

join a MPP-aftiliated grotiprnan manoeuwed within MPP's development discourse of the 

gassroots empowerment of poor peasants and poli tical mobilization to ensure benetits 

for their community. Yet the ability of MPP to actually create such empowement and 

mobilization remained very weak. MPP's intention of creating a grassroots social 

movement that would transfon both Haitian politics and economics remained difticult to 

realize. In this context, power cannot be conceived of as a 'thing' that MPP or local 

l 5  By saying thk: he was refemng to the common assumption that politicians and project staff 
skimrned pubIic fùnds for thcir personal use, or at least did not provide value for the relatively generous 
sahies they received. 
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peasants had or do not have. Power was never fixed. Rather, relations of power were 

constantly being contested and negotiated. as MPP's atiinlntè and local MPP groilpnznn 

members utilized local discourses of development to make claims of meaning. The 

effects of the encounter of these discourses and associated practices was outside the 

intentions of any of the groups utilizing them. Neither 'side' was able to deçisively 'win' 

- MPP was not able to achieve a genuine gassroots peasants' movement or gain firm 

political power, and local groups were able to extract only limited resources and benetits 

from its development projects. Rather, the outcorne was the perpetuation of an ongoing 

syrnbiotic and dystùnctional strugples between outside intervenors and local groups. each 

utilizing the other for their own projccts. 

Munoeiriv=ing ro Saiv and Borrow. Another intemention where the intentions of 

MPP encountered peasant manoeuvres occurred with a savings and loan program 

promoted by MPP. One of the basic ways that MPP attempted to encourage gassroots 

self-help among local peasants was through the organization and promotion of a savings 

and loan cooperative. This program was called Sere pou Choji. (SPC). a local expression 

refemng to the practice of "hidinp away" a portion of a cooked meal in order to be able to 

"reheat" it later.Ib E3y saving small amounts regularly in SPC, members would be able to 

build a comrnon credit pool, from which they could then borrow to meet unexpected 

expenses. SPC was intended to stop peasants' exploitation by rnoney-lenders and richer 

neighbours when they would otherwise have to liquidate accumulated assets (such as a 

cow. a standing harvest, or parce1 of land) at fire-sale prices when tàced with such 

l6 The literal French origins of this term are serrer pour clim@2r. 
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unexpected cash requirements. SPC was thus a text-book example of a self-help 

çommunity development project. 

MPP had first began oganizing SPC in Maissade in 1995, and by 1997 Norbè 

claimed that there were 2.000 members who had paid the G 1 1 (SUS 0.70) required to join 

(this çonsisted of an initial, reîùndable G5 (SUS0.33) 'membership share'. G5 for the 

membership 'püssbook' in which shares. savings deposits. and bans were recorded. and 

Gl  for a non-tùndable entrance fée.) However, very few members were continuing to 

make regular deposits in their SPC accounts, as total member savings amounted to only 

G7,103 (SUS 500), or approximatel y G3 3 0  per membrr. by November 1997. 

The poor performance of the SPC was the background for several meetings that I 

observed between Norbè, thc MPP animaré for Maissade, and local MPP groups. The 

tirst meeting I observed was held near Savam, and had approximately 60 people 

attending at its peak (some of whom 1 recognized tiom meetings of the Bodlo farmers' 

association.) Norbè began the meeting with a motivational talk. reminding people of the 

logic of SPC. saying how it would help them "avoid selling an animal when is it 

pregnant, avoid selling a field of beans while it is still tlowering." He then encouraged 

them to be more faithful in depositing regular savings in their passbook, and linked their 

regular savings deposits to eligibility for credit fiom the SPC. He told them that MPP 

was getting additional credit tùnds for the SPC, but warned that members who "never 

sign their passbook" would not be eligible. "There are foreigners who are giving aid, if 

they see there is a serious [ie. well-run] project". He then also attempted to create 

motivation and solidarity among the SPC members by pointing to their common 'enemy', 

stating: 'The sector that doesn't want to see change, the exploiting sector, they're 
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preventing us tiom oqanizing. We have to identitj. Our real enemies and Our real 

tnends," 

Countenng Norbe's prompts. people at the meeting then questioned him about 

their M P N W  membership cards, for which thcy each had paid G5 the previous year. 

Norbè detlected their question. saying that delivery of the cards had been delayed because 

group names had been entered incorrectly while the cards were being prepared in Port-au- 

Prince. He promised that this year the cards would be prepared in each region to prevent 

this problem %om happening again. He then promised: "This card will be very useful for 

you. ['II tell you how another time." One of the local community leaders attempted to 

pressure Norbè to be more specitic about when people would be able to start receiving 

loans fiom the SPC, saying if the people are supposed to have solidarity with SPC, "SPC 

has to have solidarity with us too." The meeting ended with the promise of more 

information at a Maissade-wide SPC 'General Assembly' meeting to held in August. 

Norbè prornised that bbmany foreibners wi ll be there. Papay is sending representatives. 

Port-au-Prince is sending representatives." He then also told people that, in order for the 

Assembly "to be done properly", there had to be food served, but that "an empty sack 

cannot stand." Therefore each member who wanted to attend should contribute G2.50, 

and a list of participants and the collected money should be submitted by the beginning of 

Augus t. 

The SPC General Assembly did not happen in August (for reasons 1 was not able 

to determine), but was rescheduled for September. The meeting was held in the yard of 
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the national school" in Maissade, with the school benches placed outside to provide 

seating. Though 1 overhead Norbé saying he expected about 300 people, the meeting 

started at 1 1 :30 with about 70 people present. Norbè again began with a motivational 

review of the benrfits and potential of the SPC. claiming that if al1 the 12.000 MPP 

grouprnan members joined SPC and contnbuted regularly. they could "do miracles" and 

"'takr the economic power in Maissade." He demonstrated tbis 'economic power' by 

calculating how 17.000 members saving G 10 per month for a ycar would yirld a capi ta1 

hnd  of GI .&lO.OOO. and how such a hnd  would allow peasants to by-pass the importrrs 

and middle-men who exploit them. Demonstrating the in tluences of M PP's dependency 

and class-based anelysis of underdevelopment, Norbè stated: "In Haiti. for every 100 

people, there are 20 who live easily. But it is we the 90, we the peasants. it's we who 

enrich these 20 people. It's on our backs they make their riches. because we don't 

mobilize our resources. ... You need to ' take up* your class consçiousness!" 

Norbè then addressed the problem of SPC members who were not saving 

regularly. He said that 360 SPC members who had never deposited anything in their 

account since they joined could corne get their membership share, since they were not 

senous members. He stated that MPP had a large credit program that it was goinç to 

start, but that SPC members had to have G50 accumulated in their account to be eligible 

for a loan. As well, once members had G50 in their account, they would start to eam 

interest on their savings. Then Norbè gave a surnrnary financial report for the SPC. 

listing the total of members' membership shares and savings deposits. a list of members 

l 7  In a bit of  incidental irony. given MPP's anti-World Bank stance, tbis school was popularly 
called the Bunk hlondval, the ' WorId Bank school'. since it had been built as part of a department-wide 
World Bank-financed project to construct elementary schools in the 1980s. 
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who had already received loans. and the total amount loaned to these members. He then 

held up a plastic bag holding a significant arnount of cashing, indicating this was the SPC 

balance.'%e then reiterated the conditions for members to be eligible for loans, saying 

"'we're looking for people who are serious. we'll invite thrrn to corne borrow money." 

The meeting then took a bit of a detour. as Norbè started to describe MPP's 

development accomplishments and plans. He cited the sugar cane miIl project MPP hatl 

finished installing in Bbdlo. but said because only six MPP members fiom Bbdlo were 

present at the Assembly, they had Iost their chance to get a corn mil1 project. Norbk then 

listed four other çommunities that would soon be receiving a cane mill. and said that 

three more mills were available. and had to be allocated yet. He said that Anwi, would bc 

receiving a cassava mill. He told of a grain storage silo that MPP was going to çonstruct 

in Maissade. and also of a distillery. Upon hearing this, people present liom other 

communities not yet promised a project began to take tums speaking up. asking what 

their community was going to receive, arguing the mrrits of a cane mill for their 

community. As the meeting was nearing its end, Norbè started to introduce the 15 

members of the SPC executive cornmittee, but could only identiQ 6 members in the 

crowd. He stated that the Assembly should renew one-third of the ommittee members at 

this meeting, but that they would not be able to do this because time was running late. 

The meeting ended with a crowd of people gathered around Norbè to ask him questions 

and press their case for some 'development' for their area. 

'' The fact that he presented this money for al1 to see suggestrd tc me that hr frit he needrd to 
counter members' scepticism that the SPC money was being managed transparently. But 1 have no other 
concrete indication that this was the reason he presented the money. 
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These two meetings showed numerous examples of encounter. negotiation and 

manoeuvre. Norbè attempted to appeal to memben' identity as exploited. poor 'peasants' 

to encourage them to more active participation in the SPC. He also appealed directly to 

aspects of members' 'local development knowledge' conceming how NGO progams 

operated: the association of 'foreigners' and 'outsiders' with abundant projeçt resources: 

and the requirement of a certain level of local *participation1 (in the t o m  of SPC 

membership. savings contributions. and fees for food served at meetings) in ordcr to 

'quaiiQ' for such project resources. He also impliritly appealed to their understanding 

that their membership (and financial participation) in SPC (and their MPP gmipmun) 

was in fact largely a strategy or exchange, designed to enable m e s s  to outside 

development resources. By utilizing these local ' discourses of development ' - by calling 

on these meanings of thcse development practicrs - he attempted to establish spccific 

relations of power between MPP and its 'members' - MPP's daim to their continued 

participation in its progams. attendance at the General Assembly. and implicitly, support 

for MPP's political prognm. 

Local people. in contrast, appeared to have only limited confidence in the benetits 

of the SPC. as evident in the low attendance at the General Assembly, the low levels of 

savings deposited in the program, and in Norbè's apparent felt need to demonstrate 

transparency in the management of the program. They understood that NGO-sencnted 

self-help projects ofien held only limited potential in delivenng concrete benefits. Based 

on the meanings of these MPP's interventions, they were able to subvert and renegotiate 

MPP's claims to their participation, and to manipulate MPP's need to rnaintain strong 

local support for its 'grassroots' movement. This was evident in the fact that Norbè made 
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rather bald promises of cane mil1 projects and loans to the participating communities (and 

also his threatened withholding of 'Bodlo's' corn mill). The people present ai these two 

meetings continually attempted to manoeuvre to ensure that project resources. in the form 

of loans and specific projects such as sugar cane mills. did in fact tlow to their groups in 

retum for their contribution of their 'participation' and 'solidarity' with MPP. 

Pa-vingfor Literacy. A third important intervention where MPP understandings 

and intentions encountered local pragnatic strategies was MPP's promotion of literacy 

training. In 1995, MPP had sponsored a limited number of literacy classes in the 

communities around Maissade. Twenty of these classes had had enough participants pass 

their first evaluation. and continue into a second 'cycle' of lessons in 1997. In early 

1 997, the govemmcnt 's Secretariat for Literacy launched anothrr 1 i teracy progam. and 

invited MPP, the Catholic church and SC to send potential literacy trainers to training 

sessions. MPP appeared to dominant the implementation of this program. and. as 1 will 

describe below, many people perceived it as "the MPP literacy program." 

There was geat interest in these literacy trainer positions, with over 450 people 

reportedly attending the trainers' evaluation seminars." There was also considerable 

political manoeuvring among candidates to get their narnes included on the list of 

accepted trainers after the evaluation at the end of the seminars - one person told me that, 

after the evaluation, MPP leaders had taken the list of accepted trainers. added names of 

'y It was at the end of one of these training seminars that the MPP demonstration that led to the 
violent confrontation with opposing townspeopIe in fiont of the electoral office occuned on lanuary 3 1 .  
MPP leaders led the seminar participants to the t o m  square for a public pronouncement, which then 
quickly turned into the confiontation. One attendee told me that most people at the seminar had no 
intention of taking part in such a demonstration, but that they felt they had been rnanipulated and tricked by 
MPP leaders into participating in the demonstration, 
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MPP supporters. and deleted other narnes. This cornpetition for the trainer positions was 

induced by the promise of a stipend of G 1,000 (SUS 6 5 )  for the 6 month class session,"' 

though as controversy later demonstrated, it was never clear to most people whetlier this 

stipend was to be paid by MPP or by the Secretariat for Literacy. Classes beçan in Mach 

and April, and during the summer months. 1 encountered numerous SC association 

members. including the Bodlo association president, another Bodlo association member. 

an SC agicultute monitor from Anwo. and the daughter of an Anwo groiipmun leader. 

who al1 told me that they had received positions as literacy trainers in this prob~am." 

However, as the sumnier progressed, 1 also heard increasing reports from these pcople 

and others of complaints that the trainers had not yet been paid the promised tirst 

installment aîler 3 months of classes. By September, most people, including several of 

the trainers themselves. acknowledged that few of the classes were meeting regularly. due 

to the discouragement of the irainers and little supervision of their work. Dunng the fall. 

public criticism mounted, with people sending letters of protest that were read on regional 

radio, many blaming MPP and calling on MPP to Iive up to its promises. 

Finally. toward the end of 1997, MPP supervisors conducted evaluations in most 

of the literacy classes. On the last day of 1997. Norbè held a large meeting in town "for 

al1 MPP literacy trainers" - implicitly acknowledging MPP's CO-option of the project as 

its own. A large crowd of over 150 people was at the meeting, and when I amved near 

10 SC declined the invitation to send trainers, since it already had its own Iiteracy program. with 
approximately 40 nainen and 5 regional supervisors. Its trainers were paid G200 per month by SC for 
conducting a hou-and-a-half class 4 times per week. 

" This is another example of  the pnctices describrd in Chapter Seven - the süategic and 
pngmatic participation of local people in multiple development groups and prograrns. 
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noon. names were being called out and those called were going to the %ont of the meeting 

hall to receive their stipend. Exlier, I was told that Norbe had given a speech explaining 

that each trainer would be paid G550 at that time, with the rest to follow in January. 

Sevenl people at the meeting cornplained to me conceming the partial payment, çlaiming 

it was "exploitation". another saying that "the people in charge don't know what hunger 

is." But another person. refemng to the announced start of a second cycle of classes in 

January. stated "The trainers will continue with their classes in January. they don? have 

much choicr", acknowledging that for most trainers even the partial payment was 

sufticient incentive to continue with their class. 

Two days after this meeting. 1 interviewed Norbt, who told me that 172 trainers 

had been paid. He justified the lower payment as being due to numerous factors: bank 

fees and other expenses inçurred while transfemng the money tiom the Secretariat for 

Literacy, additional narnes on the list which had not been included on the list submitted to 

the Secretariat, and the holding back of a reserve for tùture payrnents. He also noted that 

they had already discovered I O  people who had managed to receive payments even 

though they had not been trainers, and had already apprehended one of these people. 

Here again, the pragmatic and oppomuiistic motivations of sorne local people is evident. 

These events again demonstrate the encounter and manoeuvring between MPP 

and local people based on difiering yet 'symbiotic' meanings attached to development 

interventions. For both MPP and many local people. the real value or meaning of the 

literacy classes had little to do with the actual anainment of literacy skills by previously 

illiterate group members. The poor organization of the prograrn, the lack of supervision 

of the trainers, the quick decline of trainers' motivation when their stipend payments were 
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not forthcoming, and the almost complete absence of discussion of the actual participant 

success rates in the classes, reveal that the literacy program was again mostly a contest 

about access to resources and participation.?' MPP was primarily concemed about its 

ability to maintain its profile and following in the community through the channelling of 

resources to the selected trainers, and local people were willing to [end their 

'participation' in retum for access to these resourcd' 

Conclusion 

The three cases that t have described and analyzed in the third section of this 

chapter show strong similarities. The sugar cane mil1 in Bodlo. the SPC program and the 

literacy classes al1 became sites whrre MPP and local participants manoeuvred to 

establisli specitic relations of power, based on their understandings of these development 

interventions. For MPP, its interventions were more than simply a means to ernpower or 

-3 7 -- One tniner descnbed a previous literacy program to me as 'very successful'. because it had 
paid its miners regularly and well. 

13 It should be noted that 1 encountered a sirnilar instance of strritegic manipulation within the SC 
iiteracy program. The treasurer of the Savann women's association. Madame Moise. had previously 
gnduated from a women's club literacy class, and had been hired as a trainer in the new 1997 cycle of 
literacy classes. She was still only marginalty Iiterate. but SC had wanted to be able to encourage and 
reward successfirl literacy participants. Madame Moïse comrnented to me on several occasions on the 
dificulty of maintaining sufficient interest in her class, stating that ti-equently only 4 or 5 rnembers would 
corne to class. Maintaining attendance was important to her, since if the SC supervisor detemined that it 
had fallen below a minimum lcvel. the class would be cancelled and she would ioose her monthly stipend 
of G200. Madame Moise's neighbour. Aiira, was a member of her class. I interviewed her as part of the 
pre-test of the women's agriculture questionnaire, and conversation turned to the literac y class. 1 had noted 
earlier that Alira seemed to be quite Iiterate, so 1 asked her why she attended the literacy class. She 
admitted rather EMnkIy that she attended both to 'support' Madame Moise in maintaining suf'ficient 
participation in her class, and because she herself hoped that once she 'graduated' ti-om the class that she 
might be selected for a 'job' to teach in a new cycle of classes SC might be organizing. On another 
occasion when I asked some women why they had joined a literacy class, one of the responses that was 
given expressed the same hope: "They may chose me to do another literacy class [Yo ka prun miven palrfZ, 
o n  lot ulfa] ." 
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'develop' local peasants. but just as importantly, a means to build and maintain support 

for its self-styled 'peasants' rnovement' and its political goals. For most local people. 

these projects represented valuable material resources for themselves and their 

community, which could be accessed through their 'participation' and membership in 

MPP's prograrns. Al1 recognized and undrrstood thrtt 'development' was also inevitably 

'political'. that projects are exchanged for membership and participation. Relations O E 

power were constantly negotiated and contested, as the ' po wertùl' outside development 

agency attempted to successtUlly assert its mode1 of developmrnt, and local people fourid 

multiple ways to subvert and redefine the impacts of development interventions. The 

MPP interventions repeat patterns thai have been ongoing in rural Haiti for decades - 

outsiders attempting to corne in to açhieve certain goals, and local people resisting, 

adapting, and manoeuvring as best they can. 

This analysis hrther supports the conclusion of the second part of the chapter 

conceming the gaps between the NSM literature and the realities of grassroots 

development movements such as MPP. Rather than being an 'anti-development' 

movement, both MPP and local participants actively strive to either deliver or gain 

preièrential access to development resources. Local people do not primarily resist more 

'powerful' outside agencies and development models, but actively embrace the promises 

of development. Yet this does not mean that developrnent's aims are easily realized. 

Local actors actively reinterpret the opportunities of development, utilizing various local 

strategies and available discourses of development to make claims for 'development' 

resources according to their particular needs and interpretations. Material and social 
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relations are negotiated through daims to meaning. These relations of power are not 

tixrd. but are established. subverted, and reworked in a variety of ways. 

In Maissade, the dominant NGO development discourses of 'empowermcnt', 

'participation' and 'the gassroots', whether expressed by iMPP's 'political' progarns or 

Save the Children's 'a-political' prograns, allow these 'powerful' outside actors to 

deploy a range of development interventions and community organizations in the Haitian 

countryside. Yet the active agency of local people in reinterpreting and renegotiating the 

rneaning of these interventions means that the specitiç intentions of thcse powertùl agents 

are rarely achieved. Following Ferguson ( 1 990) and Foucault ( 1 979. 1 980). however, 

this outcome is predictable and intelligible. The result of the encounter of these 

discontinuous development discourses is ongoing yet dysfunctional dcvelopment 

programs. The irnplernentation of these progams produces a ' powerful' yet subjectless 

set of relations in rural Haiti. beyond the intentions of any single actor. 
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SITES OF ENCOUNTER: THE FIELD RESEARCH 

The encounter of discontinuous and nrgotiated knowledges and identi ties was not 

anly reveüled in local Lirvelopment progrms in Maissadc, but also in cncountcrs 

involving the research process itself. This chapter. therefore. is much more retlcxive than 

previous chnpters. as 1 explicitly engage in discussion and anal ysis of questions 

conceming my own identity and position in the research process, as understood by both 

myself and the people who were the 'abjects' of my research in Maissade. I have 

included this çhapter for two reasons: first, theoretical and methodological çonçem for 

issues of objectivity and accountability stemming ffom the post-developmenialist 

eamework of this thesis; and second, practical difficulties and questions. related to issues 

of power, identity and participation, that 1 encountered during the course of the fieldwork. 

The chapter begins with a discussion of theoretical and methodological issues 

conceming field research that have been raised in recent l i  terature. I review how the post- 

structunl and post-colonial approaches, discussed in Chapter Two, have led many field 

researchers to examine the nature of the 'knowledge' they produce, and raise questions of 

power, accountability, and representation. I then discuss the pnctical difiiculties I 

encountered during the field research, comparing the participatory reseruch procedures I 

had intended to implement with the actual conduct of the research. These theoretical and 

practical concems both lead to the conclusion that the analytical fiamework of 

'encounter' utilized in the rest of the thesis can also be applied to the research process. In 
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the third section of the paper. 1 present several incidents fiom the research period - 

encounters when I becarne strongly aware of unequal relations of power, differences in 

identity, and inconguous knowledges between myself and local people. I utilize these 

cases to analyze the nature of both local 'development' identities and knowledges. I 

argue that the field research encountrr itself needs to be situated and understood in terms 

of the relations of power. knowledge and identity related to discourses of development. 

Such an approach both deepens the analysis of the operation of the discourse of 

development. and suggests more critical perspectives are needed on issues of 

participatory research. informed consent, and mutual Icarning. 

Theoretical and Mcthodological Issues 

Post-structuralist approaches. as discussed in Chapters One and T wo, have 

challenged positivist views of 'mie' knowledge, and individualistic. modemist views of 

'unitary ' subjectivity. Social scientists increasingl y view know ledge as partial and 

situated. shapcd by the specific circumstances in which i t  is produced. Human 

subjectivity is seen as variable and multiple, constnicted and maintained through social 

relations, embedaed in the structures and discourses of society. As a result. human 

investigation (research) canno t produce a single 'true' or 'objective' knowledge. nor can 

knowledge be viewed as "a tangible stock, body or store" (Scoones and Thompson. 1993. 

p. 12) that can easily be extracted, transferred or shared among people occupying 

different 'subject positions'. Foucault's concept on discourse has added concern for how 

relations of power are established (and also resisted) through the consmiction of 

knowledges and subjectivities. 
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These theoretical and conceptual issues have also raised a number of 

rnethodological issues conceming M d  research, issues that are important in the social 

sciences in general and in development studies in particular. The realization of the 

constructed, oflen ethnocentric. nature of knowledge has led to the widespread popularity 

of participatory research techniques. with the airn that so-called local or indipnous 

knowledges can be incorporated into development practice (ie. Chambers. 1 993 ; Sçoones 

and Thornpson. 1993: Warren et al.. 1995). Feminist approaches. drüwing Iiom their 

basic belief that 'the personal is political'. attempt to adopt methods which "centrally 

locate 'the subjective in the knowledge"' (Cotterill, 1992. p. 594. citing Cume and Kazi. 

1987. p. 8 l ) ,  and thus emphasize "subjectivity as a route to theory" (Graham. 1984. p. 

123). These approaches al1 attempt to produce "non-hierarchical. non-manipulativc 

research relationships which have the potential to overcorne the separation between the 

researcher and the researched" (Cottenll. 1992, p. 594). 

As well. increasing numbers of field researchers, particularly working h m  a 

feminist and/or post-colonialist perspective, are acknowledging the position or identity of 

the researcher. They situate themselves within the context of the research. in an attempt 

to recognize the irnpossibility of objectivity or neutrality (ie. deVries, 1 992; McDowell, 

1992; Tedlock, 199 1; Abu-Lughod, 1993). The post-smicturalist critiques of the multiple 

and fiagnentary nature of h o  wledge and identi tics, and their relation to power. have 

problematised any easy transfer or sharing of knowledge through participatory resenrch. 

or the positioning of any fixed identities of either the researcher or those researched (ie. 

Rahnema, 1990; Harding, 1992; Scoones and Thompson, 1 994: Rose, 1997). 
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Questions conceming the power relations between the researcher (who is otien 

tiom or at least trained in the West) and those being researched. in the context of the 

increasing ernphasis on the relations of power inherent in dominant (usually Western) 

systems of know ledge, also leads io questions conceming the power of the researc her to 

establish the very conceptual tems that will be used to 'construct' the reality of those 

researched. This concem is expressed in the followin~ statrrnent by Staeheli and 

Lawson. w hich, though written of kminist research. appl ies to cross-cultural research in 

When Western kminists enter developing settings, thcy csnnot escape the puwer 
relations that cxist between those societies or between ttieniselves as acridemics 
and their research subjects, even when they wish to do so. Western researchers 
are in a position of power by virtue of their ability to name the categoritts. control 
information about the research agenda, detine interventions and corne and go ris 
research scientist ( 1995. p. 332). 

Therefore, as Harding ( 1992. p. 178) argues, researchers must do more than simply have 

their research subjects "appear" in their research agenda. but must also challenge their 

research agenda and conceptual scheme wi th the research agendas that t hese groups 

themselves construct. As Nash points out. collaborative research means more than 

"incorporating the voices of the voiceless. ... We must constantly test our own 

interpretations against those of our informants in a dialogical approach. ... In this process, 

we may learn to ernbrace as complex a reality as the one people live with in their 

everyday lives" (Nash, 1992, p. 292, cited in Smith, 1997). Research must be informed 

by the meanings and perceptions of local actors. 

A post-positivist methodological approach also recognizes that those subjected to 

research continue to retain the ability to act, contest, resist and divert. The traditional 
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concerns of ethnoyaphy regarding rea~tivity'~ are heightened. as it is now assumed that 

those being researched also manoeuvre and negotiate the research experience in terms of 

their own knowledges and interpretations. Cotterill, in an examination of interview 

research methods, argues that such research must be seen as "fluid encounters where 

[power] balances shifl between and during different interview situations" (Cotterill. 1992, 

p. 604). 

These interrelateci issues al1 raise important concerns regarding how we learn 

about other people. They raise diffiicult questions concerning the influence and role of 

the researcher in the research encounter, and how we anal yze ditference. As McDowell 

states, "we must recognize and take account of our own position. as well as that ofour 

research participants, and w i t e  tlris into o w  resseurch procrice ( l992a. 409. cited in Rose. 

1997, p. 305, italics in original). I now tum to 'writing into my research' descriptions 

and analysis of the encounters of identity and knowledge between myself as researcher 

and local people in Maissade. 

'' Creswell(1998. p. 76) defines reactivity as "the impact of the researcher on the research site 
and informants' responses." Most common among these impacts are ' best face' phenomcnon (Cornwell. 
1984) and the provision of 'public transcripts' (Scott. 1990), in which inforrnants attempt to manage the 
unfamiliar research situation and 'accommodate' the researcher by giving the 'right' publicty-accepted 
responses. This concern also extends to survey research, and can produce rather severe distortions in the 
reliability of collected data. Chen and Murray ( 1976, p. 241) have noted this problem in Haiti. and devised 
the following descriptive deilnition of a survey following their experience: 

a rural Tliird WorId survey is the carehl collection, tabulation and analysis of wild 
Gesses, half-truths. and outright lies meticulously recorded by gullible outsiders during 
interviews with suspicious, intirnidated but outwardly cornpliant villages. The definition 
is meant to be a caricature not of the villager, but of the researcher. 
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Practical Difficulties 

In my research proposal. 1 attempted to incorponte these methodological 

concerns regarding power relations and the construction of knowledge by planning to 

incorponte some participatory research rnethods, in addition to the traditional methods of 

participant observation and interviews. In my research proposal, I stated that 1 would 

"enter into discussion with [local] groups conceming [program intervention/local 

community dynarnics and issues]", and based on these discussions, "seck ageement" 

with local women's clubs. îàriners' groicpmans, and the associations to which they 

belonged "...for their participation in a series of extended case studies. These agreements 

will establish specitïc accountability and feedbacWveritïcation procedures for the 

information gathered tiom these groups" (Vander Zaag, 1996, p. ?O). 1 also 

acknow ledged the necessity to maintain tlexibility and responsiveness in the research 

process: "the process will be iterative and reflexive. .... [and] will respond to the 

information that has already been obtained. the willingness of various actors to be 

'enrolled' in the research project, the feedback of groups to information that is shared. 

and my judçement of the significance and appropriateness of the various avenues that 

present themselves" (Vander Zaag, 1 996, p. 22). 

As the research process unfolded, however, I largely abandoned atternpts to make 

it participatory and mutual? 1 did not establish a explicit agreement with any local 

" 1 did maintain my accounebility to SC as the host organization. as 1 had ageed in the r exvch  
agreement 1 established with its managers. This involved monthly reports of rny past and planned 
activities, and general descriptions of' research tindings. 1 also prepared a 'consultant's report' to SC at the 
end of the research period, outlining concrete programming recommendations in the areas of program 
sustainability and impact, and final copies of this thesis wilI be delivered to SC. Of course. 1 also 
continued to provide IDRC, SSHRC and my supervisors at CarIeton University with the required updates 
on my work. 
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groups or associations concerning my research project. nor did I engage in explicit 

feedback, verification or results-sharing sessions. Throughout the field research, 1 was 

very aware of the relations of power, differences in identity. and the encounter of 

knowledges between myself and local people, and these seemed to make any easy 

participation and sharing of understandings impossible. Local people seemed to have 

difficulty understanding my role as a researcher. assuming that 1 must bc: associated in 

sorne way with a development project. Rural people seemed to have little conceptual 

undentanding of what acadcmic research was. It was even difficult to accurately 

translate the word 'research' into kreyol - the litenl translation implied searching or 

seeking, and wûs used by local community leaders in the context of 'searching for a 

development projrct'. Other terms such as thesis and Ph.D. were also not easily 

'mapped' by local people. My research focus on diftkrent 'undentandings' of 

developrnent seemed abstract and far removed tiom local people's rveryday conçems and 

struggles to 'get development'. Most did not seem at al1 concrmrd with questioning the 

assumptions of the dominant development discourse. but rather were most concemed 

with how to manoeuvre with the SC or MPP prograrns (and with me. as I will describe) 

for their maximum advantage. 1 did not see how their 'research agenda' was compatible 

with mine. Local practical knowledges were 'discontinuous' with my 'post- 

developrnentalist' knowledge of 'development as discourse'. 

Because 1 was very aware of and sensitive to the unequal relations of power 

implicit in my identity as an outsider, 1 usually purposefûlly tended toward a much more 

passive observer mode than an active participant mode. 1 did this for fear of unduly 

influencing the course of events at community meetings. The associations seemed to be 
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having sutficient struggles just to organize meetings to address ongoing association 

activities and problems. and 1 did not want to ask for additionai tirne tiom thrrn to discuss 

my research project. When 1 solicited invitations to visit local grolrpnian and women's 

club meetings, I only received a few such invitations, and the initial meetings 1 attended 

appeared to organized for my benefit." As it became apparent to me that many 

individual member groiiprnniis and wornen's clubs were only meeting irregularly. I tilt 

establishing a schedule of visits to their 'regular' meetings would ma te  an artitiçial 

setting, pushing them to meet more tiequently than they othenvise would have met. This 

also contributed to my decision not to attempt to cstablish a forma1 research agreement 

with any of the associations. Because people were already assuming (or hoping) that 1 

was connected to some additional development interventions that might be coming to 

their community, I was reluctant to create additionül public resrarch-specitic 

interventions (such as special meetings) in the comrnunities. for fear that these additionai 

meetings would heightrn these expectations. 

These dificulties suggest that Long's ( 1989; 1 Wh) analytical tiamework of 

'encounters' of 'discontinuous' knowledges and identities across social 'interfaces', as 

utilized in the rest of the thesis. can also be applied to the research process. The research 

process itself c m  be seen as another type of intervention (Long, 1 W2b, p. 269), through 

which new 'knowledge' and 'identity' interfices between the researcher and local actors 

are created and negotiated. The research process can also be interpreted and 

'6 For example, see the description in the next section of this chapter of my visir to the Kris K<ipüb 
groirpmm. On several ocher occrtciions when 1 visited a groripman or women's club meeting, it was 
apparent that the group had not meer for quite some the ,  indicating to me that the meeting may have been 
organized by the group leader because of my expressed interest in visiting. 
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deconstmcted. and çan be used "to bring out the discontinuities that exist and the 

dynamic and emergent character of the struggles and interactions that take place. showing 

how actors' goals, perceptions. values, interests and relationships are reinforced or 

reshaped by this process" (Arce and Long. 1992, p. 2 14). The research process itself, 

therefore. can be examined as a si te where the negotiation and contestation of ditterent 

discourses of development are revealed. I now turn to a description of a numbcr of 

incidents and events that illustrate these encounters. and reveal diftèrent development 

knowledges and identities. and the relations of power established and contestrd through 

them. 

Research Encountcrs 

Throughout the resrarch period. rarely was 1 not aware of the differences of 

understandings, interpretations, and identities between myself and various local people. 1 

often felt that people where reacting to my presence, adjusting their public 'faces' and 

statements according to how they understood my presence and identity. In this section. 1 

describe and analyze two examples of such "reactivity", incidents when local people were 

clearly reacting to the attention of my research interventions, and seeking to "manage 

impressions of themselves and of  settings and groups with which they are associated." 

(Harnmersley and Atkinson, 1995, p. 222). The first is a group interview I conducted 

with a grouprnan near Bodlo, and centers on an excerpt fiom the transcript of that 

interview where a member hopefilly declares that my visits may mean they have 'tound' 

some development. The second incident occurred during one of the focus-group sessions 

related to the kitchen gardens, and concems how a woman used the attention of the focus- 
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youp  to pressure her husband for increased assistance with her kitchen garden. As 

Hammenley and Atkinson argue, a concem with reactivity in field research does not 

mean that it needs to be eliminated altogether, or that data so 'tainted' need be discarded. 

Rather, I argue that such 'tainted' data - Le. inclusions of local people's statements or 

actions that seem influenced by my presence - reveal a peat  deal about local 

understandings and identities related to development, and thus the power relations 

produced by discourses of development. "Data in themsclves cannot be valid or invalid: 

what is at issue are the infèrences drawn from them" (Harnmersley and Atkinson, 1995. 

p. 222). By adding the question 'who was 1 for local people*?' (Tedlock, 190 1. p. 77) and 

analyzing people's reactions to my research presence, the analysis of development 

interventions is deepened, since my identity was perceived to be intertwined with 

dominant local notions of what development was and how it operated. Thus. rxamining 

these research encounters also reveals how relations of power operate through the 

meanings and identities established by local development discourses. 

The groupmatc in Bodlo. As part of my investigation into the dynamics of the 

Bodlo fmers'  association (see Chapter Six), 1 had announced at one of their association 

meetings that I was interested in visiting individual member groupmans, in order to 

observe and inquire about their activities. AAer the meeting, several people came 

forward, and one of them invited me to attend an upcoming meeting of tlieir groiipnian, 

named Krk Kapab [Christ is Capable]. This group had formed in 1994, afier SC had 

capped several springs in the area and encouraged local people to 'put their heads 

together'. Aser receiving 'animation' training from the SC animate and collecting 
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monthly dues tiom members. they had contributed their membership share and jointed 

the Bodlo famiers' association. In the spnng of 1997 they had received a small loan of 

G 1 O00 through the association's IPSA credit program. and one of their members had been 

selected and trained (and was now being paid a monthly siipend) by SC to conduct a 

literacy class in the community. 

When we at-rived in the early alternoon, we found the literacy çlass undenvay. 

with about 13 members present ( 5  men and 8 women.) Aîler the literacy class finished. 

we waited a while as one of the rnembers went offnearby. calling for someone. and the 

remaining people also sat waiting. AAer a while, their leader retumed. yet everyone still 

seemed to be waiting for us to 'begin' the meeting. Marie (my research assistant) told 

them that 'we had not corne with any agenda'. but just wanted io observe their regular 

gt-oiiprnnn meeting. Hearing this. the meeting was opened by prayer. and the admission 

by the leader that "it has been several months since we last met." The goup  discussed 

how they should get their 'group tiind' tùnctioning again. how they could use this hnd. 

and how much the monthly 'dues' should be. Afier fixing the date for the next group 

meeting, they invited us to ask any questions we had. 

We siarted asking about their groupman 's history, and about development 

activities in the area. As the discussion progessed. they cornmented that their locality 

"didn't have anything", that they needed to walk too far to get to the nearest health c h i c  

sponsored by the NGO, and that the NGO program had not really provided anything 

significant in their locality. This resulted in comments on how they might get the 

program to 'see' them and 'put' more development in their comrnunity. 
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Researcher's question: But is development ... Well, everyone is looking for 
development. but is development - is it others who sliould see you. or is 
development wlien you yourselves get active and put your hrads togethrr to 
work to change your community'? 
Respondent # l :  Wc would like it that we put our hrads together. but we need to 
have an 'over Iiead' wit h us. 
Q: An 'over hrad'?. I don't quite undrrstand 'over head'. 
R1: Someone who is bigger than us, that is to say. someone who is able tu set: 
hrther than we can. 
Rrspondent K2: That is.. we are ... tliat is .. we'rz looking. yes. its looking we're 
looking. 
Q: But if you don7 h d  [receive][itI6? 
R I :  WelI, if we don't tind one, ws'll stay the srimc. but today, hue. i t  s ems  Iikc 
wc have found [reccived] one. yes! 
Q: But that's what I said when 1 started [the group interview]; it's not ii project 1 
have. its only an investigation I'm conducting. 1 don't want to givc you [frilse] 
hope when you sec me ........[ 1 try to explain that 1 an1 just doing resrarcli, and am 
not connected ofticially with the NGO program.] 

This transcript shows that mral people strongly identitied themselves as 'not 

having development'. as being 'underdeveloped'. As one of the group members stated. 

they were hoping the NGO progam would 'bring more development' to their locality. 

Development was something they were 'looking for'. something they could not achieve 

themselves. Development was something that had to come tiom outside their 

cominunity, and they needed someone who could 'see tùrther' than they could in order to 

bring it to them. They had adopted an identity of 'underdevelopment'. and the 

technocratic development discourse that development was a 'thing' they lacked. that 

needed to come fkom the outside? 

Taken together, these local identities of underdevelopment and 'local knowledge' 

of how development worked combined to produce a dominant identity for outsiders in 

'' This is not to say that bunderdevelopment' is the only identity rural Haitian çany. Other types 
of social relations also undoubtedly shaped their identity: gendered relationships. relationships within 
fmiIies, relationships as fellow vodou adherents or church-goer, economic reiations as peasant famers of 
varying wealth. In addition, there is IittIe doubt that there were elements of  what James Scott (1990) calls 
'public transcripts' in their interactions with me. 
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rural Haiti, including researchers such as myself. 1 was comrnonly referred to as a 'bian' 

[Eom the French blanc, meaning literally 'white'], a category with a powertùl pedigree in 

the Haitian imagination extending back tiom contemporary b i m  NGO experts and 

missionanes, to the blan anreriken who had occupied Haiti and the bianflni~se who had 

been the colonial masters (see Chapter Four). Thus the identity of 3 blun was forcehlly 

located within specific relations of power related to not only race, but also 

(neo-)colonialism. culture, and rnost irnportantl y, development. In spite of the negative 

early history of binn intervention in Haiti, since the days of the Duvalier era, bium and 

the developrnent agencies they represent have largel y been welcomrd (in a pragmatic 

way) in rural areas. Rural people identiiïed blrirts such ris myself as the conduits through 

w hich much-needed resources ernanating tiom the outside are channel \cd to mral 

communities. As the transcript shows, the group rnembers were quite happy to have a 

blan visiting them that day, for here was someone who could 'see îùrther'. who might 

now bring more 'development' to their comrnunity.'" 

'' Another incident involving my perceived identity as a bhn  stmck me lorcefully when it 
occurred. yet also demonstrated the muItiplr and contingent nature of identities. I t  involved an exchange 1 
had with a woman one morning as 1 was on my way to Anwo. As f was biking, 1 heard a woman cal1 to 
me: "Geev me rvun dolu" ['Give me one dollar' - an 'English' phrase many Haitians learn as children to 
hopehlty heckle local missionaries and development workers. J I looked up. and saw a woman at a srnall 
house maybe 80 meters from the path. 1 içnored her initial greeting, and greeted her with "Bonjoli muduin, 
.ki jun olr ye" ['Good morning, rnadam, how are yod?']. She also ignored the initial greeting she had 
extended to me, and instead responded, "Pu pi m d  non" ['Not any worse'], the standard greeting she 
would give to any pcissing Haitian. This was the extent of our exchange. While therc was a certain elernent 
of playhlness and mischievousness in her initial greeting to me as a b h ,  it struck me quite forcehlly that 
initially she had only seen a blcrn and al1 that being a blun represented, ruid had communicated to me as 
occupying that subject position. However. when I ignored her placement of me in that position, and 
responded in good hrqol with the standard, everyday greeting, she instantly reverted back to intencting 
with me just as a ordinary passerby on the path by her houe. It seemed a stark example of my effect on 
local people, how they interpreted my identity and responded with a certain aspect of their own identity. 
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Yet this was certainly not how 1 identitied rnyself and understood my research 

intervention. 1 viewed my identity. particularly when 1 had my field notebook in my 

hands. (and perhaps somewhat naively or wishtùlly,) as largely that of a researcher, an 

identity undoubtedly largely constructed within the discourses of social science, the 

university and postdevelopmentalism. Yet this identity had little or no hold in rural 

Haitians' imagination, and local people largely interprcted or constructed rny identity 

within the discourse of development. Even though 1 attempted to establish my identity as 

distinct tiom any developrnent project. and repeatedly identified rnysclf as a rescarcher. 

the transcript shows ihat rnembers of the grolcprnan continued to relate to me in ternis of 

their understanding or knowledge of development. In hct. local people were correct in 

assurninp that 1 had somc influence within the SC program. Dcspite my attempts to 

disassociate myself from SC, its local director and the Arnerican director in the capital 

were always eager to hear my analysis conceming the program, and my suggestions 

concerning potentiai planning decisions. Thus. the research proçess was largely 

interpreted and conducted within the dynamics of the power relations establishcd by the 

discourses of development. People's response to me was so strongly conditioned by 

these discourses that the research could not escape these relations. 

Though this incident was perhaps the most striking example of my identity being 

associated with 'development', it was certainly not the only example. On at least a half a 

dozen occasions, 1 was approached by people, usually ciaiming to represent some 

community group, who asked me for help in getting some development project to their 

community or group. For example, at one meeting of MPP SPC members (see Chapter 

Eight), a woman passed me a note asking if I could "make [them] get a women's club 
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here". At a meeting of a SC wornen's club. aRer 1 had asked them some questions and 

then invited an questions they had, they asked me "is it something you wish to see for us. 

.... is there something you hope to accomplish with us'?". asking if (and irnplying that) 1 

might have any 'developrnent' plans for them. Here again. people interpreted my 

presence and identity as being related to some development initiative. and revealed their 

understanding that dcvelopment required the intermediation of an more 'powertul' 

outsider who could make it corne to their community. 

Just as the Kris fipub g o u p  seemed to have organizcd a 'regular' meeting at the 

end of the literacy çlass only alter 1 arrived. other visits 1 made seemed to produce a 

similar situation. On numerous occasions. when 1 went to a community to attend a 

meeting that 1 had been told was scheduled, very few people would be present at the 

appointed timr. and the meeting would only get started up to two hours later while they 

waited for sufticient people to show up. On such occasions. 1 would wonder "how much 

my presence pushing people to go ahead with the meeting. to continue waiting until 

enough people show up, to make it appear as if there is life in the association:'?'?" (tiorn 

my field notes). Since many people understood that 1, as a more 'powertiil' outsider 

might have sorne influence on the delivery of development projects to their community. 

they of course wanted to present their group or association with a good face. 

These incidents illustnte how locûl people in Maissade have developed a specific 

'local development knowledge' of how development works (or does not work), and how 

best to operate with the development practices that have been dominant around them for 

the past sevenl decades. Given that most development programs (both NGO and 

govemrnent) have been short-tem, project-oriented, donor-dependent, top-down and 
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largely unconnected to local needs or capacity, rural people have developed quite 

p rapa t ic  knowledges çonceming 'development'. They have leamed how to exploit. 

divert. and comply with project intentions according to their own short terni interests. 

Even though the practices of development may be ill-suited to the actual conditions and 

requirements of rural Haitians. to a large degree they have adopted the discourse. 

identified themselves with it, m d  learned to utilize it to gain whatever benrtits they çan 

t?om its agents. They themselves have leamed to become active agents within it. 

manoeuvring as bcst they can to make it suit their own 'projects of development'. Yet 

these attempts to secure personal benefits h m  me were more than simple "stratepies of 

opportunism. through which individuals sought to use their participation in the rcsearch 

process to secure various personal benefits" (Huntington. 1998, p. 150). but also reflect 

deeper, more tùndamental understandings of 'how their world works', and their place or 

identity within that world. In other words, people's responses to me (and SC and MPP 

development interventions) retlected the relations of power (and the associated identities 

and knowledges) constructed by the prevalent discourses of development in rural Haiti. 

Kitchen garden focus groups. The encounter of ' research' identi ties and 

knowledges with local 'development' identities and knowledges did not only link with 

relations of power related to development, however. In another research incident, the 

relations of power established by the dominant discourse of development was used to 

manoeuvre within the gendered relations of power within the household. This incident 

occurred during the tocus-group sessions on the kitchen-garden (see Chapter Seven). 

During the sessions, the attention that I gave to eliciting local women and men's 

understandings of the kitchen gardens seemed to elevate people's interest in them, to the 
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point that the focus-goup session itself was used by one women in an atternpt to 

persuade her husband to contribute his labour to fencing the garden. In this case. the 

dynamics of my research interventions moved beyond 'developrnent' power relations, 

and linked with local relations of power related to gender. . 

The incident began at one of the focus-goup sessions with women non-adopters. 

when an older woman named Elzeli admitted that her husband had not helped her install 

the fencing required so she could have a protected vegetable garden. In hct. she said that 

she had receivrd poles î?om SC for the fencing, but these had dried up and died before 

ber husband had dug the required fcnce-post holcs. She also told us that she did al1 the 

labour in the home-yard garden. including the primary Iioe-tillnge. and had planted most 

of the plantains in her yard. "lt's me, al1 alone. that's struggling in it". she told us. and 

predicied that her husband quite likely would not corne to the session for husbands 

scheduled for the next day. 

The next day was hot. so we moved the table and benches outside under a large 

tree, next to the Catholic chape1 where we were meeting. Elzeli's husband was in 

attendance. As the session progressed, with each man present taking turns describing 

where different crops and trees were gowing in his yard and answering questions. a srnall 

group of on-lookers gathered around the edge of our meeting. Marie and I noted that 

Elzeli and the wife of another participant woman also appeared. When Elzeli's husband's 

tum carne to describe his yard, he also admitted that he "had been behind" in fencing the 

yard, and that stray animals had eaten some of the young plantains in their yard. He 

agreed that the home-yard 'was more important' than the big gardens, and implied that he 

would now make an effort to help finish the fence around the yard. While he was talking, 
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his wife intejected tiom the edge of the group. saying, "He was discouraged. now he'll 

be encouraged." 

After the session, Marie, my research assistant analyzed the situation this way: 

Marie: You see. she had so much hopc today, not only did her husband come. 
sht: followed him and came herself, she clearly listened. The wornan said, 
'Maybc he will do it now' [help with the téncc]. that is to say. this hcre [the 
focus-group session] is a spring [source] for Iirr. so slie can ser [the gardtin 
real ized.] 
Ray: Yes. they [the husbands] more-or-less promised [to hrlp fence the kitchcn 
garden]. 
Marie: They may promise there. and later they do it. becausr they nevcr thought 
that thsy would be invited to this small meeting for pmplr to ask them what they 
have [in their yards], thcre are people who will now make an effort for sure. So 
that iinother time. if tlicy would br at anotlicr meeting likr this. thcy wuuld have 
everything they nreded to have in their garden. The woman. slie well knows. 
there, shr: said tliis. .Maybe now he'll do it. that is to Say. here is a source for her. 
as soon as shr gets Iiomc.. she will talk to him. she'll say. 'You see. the j d t r  
irrkoir. you see, it is important afier dl'. 

As Marie pointed out, local people clearly attaçhrd importance and prestige to the 

fact that a 'blaiz' researcher was sufficiently interested in theirjudm lakoir to organize 

meetings conceming these gardens. Similar to the îïrst case described above. my identity 

as a 'blan', combined with local understandings of how development worked. meant that 

the focus-group sessions were interpreted as important events thlit might somehow lead to 

more development. As Marie stated, people would "now make an efhrt  for sure". so that 

if they would be questioned about their gardens "another time", "they would have 

everything they needed to have in their gardens." The 'power' of the official 

'development' interventions to detine what local people 'need' is apparent. As was also 

described in Chapter Seven, the gardens do not seem to be valued primarily for what they 

actually produce and contribute to household nutrition, but for their syrnbolic importance 
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in making people 'good' development participants. and hopetùlly able to obtain tùrther 

development program resources.'" 

Within this context, however. the relations of power established by the dominant 

development discourse became linked with local gendered relations of power. Elzeli 

used the local development 'meaning' associated with the research and the gardens to 

hrther her own particular gender struggle with her husband. in her attempts to get him to 

contribute more labour to 'her' homeyard gardens. As anelyzed in Chapter Seven. SC'S 

previous promotion of kitchen gardens within its 'women's empowement' WC1 program 

had elevated the symbolic importance of these gardens. and made them into a 'site' of 

gendered negotiation. Now my research compounded and reinforced these meanings, and 

allowed the continued negotiation and contestation of the related relations of power. The 

research process itself now became a 'site' of gender negotiation. utilizing the meanings 

established there by the local discourses of developrnent. The relations of power implicit 

in the research intervention (because d i t s  embeddedness in the dominant discourses of 

development) became linked to women's attempts to negotiate the gendered relations of 

power within their household. 

Implications for Practice and Theory 

What then are the implications of this analysis for research practice and theory'? 

In this final section is divided into two parts: first, some preliminary retlections on how 

the power relations established by the dominant development discourse influence the 

19 In this regard, my resemh on the kitchen gardens was likely somewhat conhsing for local 
people, for afier the burst of attention fiom my focus-group sessions. no other intervention was 
forthcoming. 
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practice ofdevelopment field research; and second, some theoretical retlections on the 

analysis of power relations in development and development research. 

The tirst implication for research practice concems the issue of informed consent. 

The power relations created by my identity as a 'blan' rneant that 1 had little trouble 

gaining access to observe the development activities in the associations. Thc dominant 

discourse of development seemed to give me a great deal of 'power' in Maissade. Even 

though 1 gave a short description of my research and always asked permission beforc 

attending any meetings or conducting an interview, 1 was ncver rehsed. Somctimes the 

very asking of permission klt awkward, with people objecting to the very notion that 1 

might think they would not welcome my prescnce. It seemed that no one wouid think of 

possibiy oftènding a 'blan' by denying pemission."' This problematization of the notion 

of informed consent c m  also be extended to a more maero, national leuel. I was able to 

enter Haiti without tùlfilling any visa requirements. and without seeking any officia1 

permission or approval fiom national govemment authorities or rninistries." This 

seemed a tellins indication of how deeply, at a cultural level. the authority of 

development and the North have penetrated and broken down Haiti's territnry. The ease 

in which 1 could engage in research therefore severely problematizes the research ethics 

'O OnIy once was 1 explicitly asked to leave a community meeting This occurred nt a yrmrprnon 
meeting in Anwo. when the former president of the Anwo farmers' association, who was also a former 
trnimuti with the CRWRC/AKED program (see Chapter Five), wanted to address the yroiipman about 
some issue. 1 was Iater told by another person that the issue concemed an outstanding loan he was 
involved with, and he did not want me to know about this 'biemish' on his reputation. On one other 
occasion, 1 sensed an indirect attempt by the MPP animatt. to discourage me îirom accompanying him to a 
community. He did this by repeatedly predicting that his planned meeting would not succeed due to 
delayed messages, and encouraging me to attend another SC meeting that was also scheduled for that day. 

'' 1 did present myself and my 'pmject' to local political and police authorities when 1 f i t  anîved 
in Maissade, though more in the manner of providing information than requesting official permission. 
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concept of 'infornird consent', exposing it as based on Western notions of individual 

rights and equality, and suggesting that it ignores the power relations that linger in post- 

colonial societies. 

Second, the relations of knowledge, identity and power created by the reseürch 

encounter make conducting participatory research ditticult. As I have illustrated, local 

people and I eüch held contrasting, discontinuous knowledges about, and identities 

within. development and research. Thus, we each interpreted the research rncounter in 

radicaily diffèrent ways. As 1 described in the second section of this çhaptcr. this resulted 

in my not establishing participatory research agreements with the local groups. 

Participation was difficult for reasons of both knowledge and identity. Conceming our 

di fferent knowledges, it sremed to me that concepts such as ' knowledge and powcr 

interfaces', 'sites of negotiation and struggle'. 'symbolic resources' - the phrases which 

defined my research questions in my proposai - were too abstract and removed hom the 

concems and ways of thinking of local people. and so could not be understood by them. 

As mentioned above, the theoretical way 1 was thinking about developrnent seemed so 

distant tiom the pragmatic, concrete ways they were stniggling with development. At 

times I still fear that this assurnption was, at the very least, patronizing on my part. or that 

1 lacked imagination and nerve in bridging the gaps. Yet I think we must recognize that 

people in rural Haiti occupy a position within the discounes of development that are 

hugely different than the position academic readers of this thesis occupy. As Long States. 

research interventions are interface situations where discontinuous knowledges and 

identities meet and are negotiated and accornmodated (Long, 1992b, p. 274). 
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Furthemore. the perceived power relations between myself as a blan and local 

people meant that it was difficult to attain non-hierarchical, non-manipulative research 

relations that could overcome the separation or distance between us. As I have discussed 

above, the disconiinuous knowledgrs and identities established very real power relations 

between myself and local people. Because I was very aware of and reluctant to exploit 

the preferential treatrnent 1 was accorded as a 'blin',  1 usually purposefiilly tended to a 

much more passive observer role tlian an active participant mode. Thus. I did not feel 

cornfortable dismpting the life of the associations with the extn meetings and public 

attention that would be required in any attempt to make the research participatory. 1My 

difficulty in establishing genuine participation supports the increasing critical analysis of 

participatory research methods reported by Pottier ( 199 1 ). Mosse ( 1994). Scoones and 

Tiiompson ( 1993). Nelson and Wright ( 1  995), Rose ( 1997) and others. 

The third practical implication is that the research remained largely extractive. 

because of my failure to make the research participatory. In this thesis. 1 have claimed 

that 1 have understood (to sorne extent at least) how local people in Maissade understood 

their 'world', particularly the 'development' interventions operating around them. 1 have 

incorporated their voices in the quotations 1 have included. yet during the research I did 

not feel 1 could test my interpretations against theirs, because of the dificulties of 

explaining my theoretical approach. My theoretical understandings and interpretations 

seemed to be far removed fiom the everyday understandings of local people." The 

" Here it is tempting to suggest, as deVries does, chat the research is "the outcome of a 
confrontation between different types of knowledge - local and what is often called 'scientific' (devries, 
1992, p. 79). However, such an irnplied division between -scientific' and .unscientific' knowledge has 
been seriously challenged by numerous philosophical and sociologicaVanthropologicaI critiques (e.g. 
Kuhn, 1962; Feyerabend* 1975; Appfel-Marglin and Marglin, 1990: Agrawal, 1995: Thompson. 1996). 
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discontinuities in Our knowledges and identities remained significant bamers and 

prevented genuine participation, collaboration and 'sharing' of 'power' and knowledge. 

The research did not become a joint product. 

In addition. the encounters of my research with local people in Maissade ûnalyzed 

above also provide some theoretical implications for development studies. First. I think 

that the difficulties of participation and shared knowlcdge which I have outlined above 

are particularly acute for development research. Post-developmentdist perspectives 

make it clear that the object of such research - development - is tùndarnentally associated 

with the identity and knowledges of those who corne to 'do' this development research. 1 

am studying 'developrnent'. but as dtscribed above. but I am also inescapably identiîïed 

and associated with what 'developrnent' is. As the above discussion makes clear. the 

object of the research was inseparable tiom the process of the research. 

Second, the research reinforces the post-structuraiist notion that al1 know ledge is 

constructed. Contrary to some interpretative approaches, which claim that it is the task of 

the researcher to ' reconstruct ' or ' interpret the interpretations' of those being researched. 

the power relations established by the discourse of development mean our interaction 

constnicted or produced knowledges unique to the intervention in bath me the researcher 

and those being researched. Reconstruction is not possible, for reality does not 'stand 

still' long enough. The research itself çonstructs knowledge, as in the case of Elzeli and 

her husband. The power relations inherent in the research encounter mean the researcher 

cannot simply discover an otherwise 'aiready-there' knowledge or interpretation. In a 

However, this same critique also undermines any positivist notion that al1 'knowiedge' is essentially the 
same or easily shared (see above in this chapter). 
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similar manner, the research ocçasion becomes an occasion for performance, rather than 

simply the collection of information that aiready exists 'out there'. A 'performative' 

concept sees ethnopphic field rcsearch "as the result of a performance cmied out by 

both informants and researcher. Accordingly, such a performance is not merely the 

enactment of cultural knowledge but is also its production" (devries. 1992, p. 79). 'The 

[researcher's] role , then. is no longer that of questionrr: he [sic] is but a provider of 

occasions. a catalyser in the we'akest ssnse. and a producer in the strongest" (devries. 

1992, p. 79, citing Fabian. n.d.. p. 3-5). 

Third. rny anaiysis reinforces and supports the applicability of Foucault's 

'analytics of power'. Despite the rather pessimistic implications for participatory 

research outfineci above, the power relations established by development were not only 

simply unidirectional or dominant. but multiple and contested. Rural people in Maissade 

may seem relatively 'powerless' within the dominant development discourse that 

constructs them as 'underdeveloped'. requiring (and serking) 'development' to corne to 

them from some extemal place via 'more powertul' social actors. Yet their apparent 

adoption of the dominant 'development' understandings and identities, somewhat 

paradoxically, allowed them to resist, subvert and manoeuvre within the relations of 

power established by dominant development discourses, and to use them in productive 

ways. As 1 have described in this chapter, local people certainly attempted to use the web 

of power relations associated with my research (power relations which 1 both entered 

into and reinforced) to advance their own material, status and gender positions. Here, 

Foucault's notions of power are applicable. As Foucault states, "individuals .. . are always 

in the position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising their power ..." (1 980, p. 98). 
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This statement applies to both myself and the local people in Maissade. as we al1 both 

subject to existing power relations and exercising power. Power is "exercised tiom 

innumerable points. in the interplay of nonegalitarian and nubile relations" (Foucault. 

1975, p. 91). Power is productive, not simply restrictive, tàcilitating multiple ways for 

people to make claims for resources and meaning in their everyday lives. The discourses 

through which power relations were establishrd can not be reduced to discontinuous. 

binary opposites. "a world of discoursr divided between accepted discourse and cxcluded 

discourse, or between the dominant and the dominated one [i.e. development and anti- 

development discourses]; but as a multiplicity of discursive elements tliat can corne into 

play in various strategirs" (Foucault. 1978. p. 100). Foucault's notions of power and 

discourse mean that there are "shifts and reutilizations of identical formulas for çontrary 

objectives" ( 1978, p. 100). 

Conclusion 

In sumrnary, the analysis of this chapter suggests that tield research itself nerds to 

be approached as an encounter of knowledges and identities, located within the relations 

of po wer estab lished by the discourses of development and underdevelopment . In 

academic research as well as in the implementation of development assistance programs. 

"power is not avoidable ... and playing fields are rarely level" (Dalby, persona1 

communication, June 1998). The researcher is left with "no clear choice of how to 

proceed, ... no privileged position, only a limited choice arnong possible courses of 

action, none of which live up to the assumptions of the ethical but detached researcher" 

(Dalby, personal communication, June 1998). Or as Butler ( 1992, p. 6) States, "Power 
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pervades the very conceptuai apparatus that seeks to negotiate its terms, inçluding the 

subject position of the critic ..." Research and scholarship, p&licularly that which is 

committed to participatory and mutual leaming, must be approached in the context and 

awareness of larger, on-going patterns of struggle. negotiation and manoeuvre within the 

social world. There is no "innocent knowledge to be had." Rather. we must not "avoid 

taking rcsponsibility for locating our contingent selves as the producers of knowldgr and 

tnith daims" (Flau, 1992. p. 447.455). 



Chapter Ten 

CONCLUSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

The central objective of this dissertation has been to reveal and examine the 

encounter of the discourses and practices of NGO community devdopment progras 

with the 'development ' discourses. knowledges and identities of rural people in rural 

Maissade. Utilizing a senes o f  'sites' of encounter - farmers' and women's associations. 

irnproved home-yard 'kitchen' gardens, local NGO progarns themselves, and the field 

research process - 1 have demonstrated how local women and men, through their 

manoeuvres. negotiations and struggles. are expressing their own knowledges and 

interpretations conceming development and the realities of their world. In so doing, they 

rework the relations of power established by the dominant development discourse of 

NGOs into power relations that are cornplex, multiple. and changing. Thus I have argued 

that an undentanding of  both 'what happens' and 'how i t  happens' c m  only be obtained 

by examining the encounter of knowledges and identities contained within these 

discontinuous discourses. 

My goal in this tinal chapter is not to simply repeat the conclusions and malyses 

of the previous chapters, but to move beyond them to some more speculative and 

tentative interpretation. Here 1 follow Creswell(1998), who suggests that interpretation - 

"a data transformation step" - is the final aspect of research. In this step, Creswell ( 1998, 

p. 145) States: 

the researcher goes beyond the database and probes 'what is to be made of them' 
(Wolcott, 1994, p. 36). The researcher speculates ouû-ageous, comparative 
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interpretations that raise doubts or questions for the reader. Draws inferences 
tiom the data, tums to theory to provide structure h r  his interpretations. The 
researcher also personalizes the interpretation: 'this is how the research 
experience affected me.' 

Thus, in this conctuding chapter, 1 will explore some of the implications of rny analysis 

conceming the operation of 'development discourses' in m a l  Haiti. Included in this final 

interpretive step are suggestions concerning the original contribution of the thesis. and 

consideration of implications t'or Iùrther research. 

The chapter is divided into three sections. focusing sequentially on ernpirical. 

theoretical and practical interpretation. In the first section. I suggest some ernpirical 

interpretation conceming the issue of rural Hai tian identities of 'underdevelopment '. I 

discuss the extent to which the data presented in the previous chapters conceming 

pragmatic rural development knowledges and identities of underdevelopment support the 

drawing of any broader conclusions regarding rural Haitian identity. In the second 

section, I suggest some theoretical interpretation conceming the emergent -structures of 

power' (to use Long's analytical tiarnework), or the overall 'direction' of power relations 

(to use Foucault's analytical approach) and examine whether a conclusion can be 

suggested conceming the larger scale results of the encounters of outside and local 

development discourses described in previous chapters. Here I also further elaborate 

Foucault's discussion of the 'predictable' yet 'intentionless' nature of power. and argue 

its applicability to rural Haiti. In the final section, I discuss some of the more practical 

implications of my analysis for development practice. In addition to reinforcing the 

critique of mainstrearn development approaches outlined in the introductory chapters of 

the thesis, 1 suggest that my analysis also problernatizes even the most 'progressive' 
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approaches of participatory. grassroots, and even post-development. 1 attempt to grapple 

with the challenges posed by a 'post-structuralist' approach to knowledçe, subjectivity 

and difference for those who remain committed to workinç for positive change in 

conditions of oppression and poverty in countnes such as Haiti. Included as 'cross- 

cutting' themes in each section will be discussion of the original contribution of the 

research. and the implications for further research for each of these empincal. theoretical 

and practical issues. 

Knowledges o f  development and identities of underdeveloprnent 

In rny analysis of the encounter of development discourses in the previous 

chapters of this thesis, I have repeatedly described the prabmatic 'local developrnent 

knowledges' and associated 'identities of underdevelopment' held by rural people in 

Maissade. I have argued that the local knowledges and identities (concerning 

development/underdevelopment) held by most people in Maissade remain firmly 

embedded within overall dominant discourses of development. As the development 

industry has done, most local people identiQ themselves and their region as 

'underdeveloped'. They eagerly manoeuvre and neçotiate to gain access to development. 

and to have 'more' development 'corne to them' tiom the 'developed world' and 

'development organizations'. Thus. while they as 'gassroots' community organizations 

contest, negotiate and rework outside NGO development programs. this does not 

represent a rejection of mainstream development, as post-developmentalist and New 

Social Movement theorists would claim. As Rangan wrîtes, many pssroots groups and 

other "new social movements in the Third World ... are not againsr the idea of 
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development, they are part of it" (Rangan. 1996, p. 206. emphasis in original). This was 

demonstrated particularly in the analysis of  the pnynat ic  manoeuvres of tarmen' and 

women's associations to gain access to Save the Chiidren, iMPP and other development 

progam resources in Cliapters Six and Eight. 

In this section, I want to explore the implications of this analysis - specitically, to 

discuss to rxtent to which such 'knowledges and identities' of underdevelopmcnt 

represent the 'domination' of rural Haitian subjectivities. 

My analysis of the extent to which local people seemed to have become 

convinced that they lacked deveiopment. and that developrnent was something that 

needed to come to them fiom elsewhere. would secm to support Esteva's assertion that 

"for those who make up two-thirds of the world's population today. to think of 

deveiopment - of any kind of development - requires first the perception of themselves as 

underdeveloped ..." (Esteva, 1992, p. 7). As Cmsh. in a discussion of Escobar's work. 

writes, "A threshold of intemalization is crossed. People who were once simply the 

objects of development now [come] to see and define thernseives in its iemîs. They 

[begin] ... to fight 'not against development, but about it'" (Cnish. 1995. p. 1 1 ). Such a 

view adopis a Foucauldian view of  subjectivity, seeing identity and the self as being 

'constructed' by dominant discursive practices. In such a view, 

.. the coordinates of subjectivity [are] constituted by the practices that they 
seemingly described. ... institutional pnctices such as the madhouse, prisons, 
schook, ... [and development programs], nther than containing particular 
subjects, actually and actively create them; thus prisons create prisoners, 
univenities m a t e  studeots. ... [development prognms create underdeveloped 
people.] [Underdeveloped people] are inconceivabIe out side of the institutions 
that give them meaning. (Pile and Thri fi, 1995, p. 4) 
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In my view. this would be a rather disturbing conclusion, suggesting that Haitians are "in 

a trapped state, [in a] world that yields to true self-consciousness. but only lets [them] see 

[themselves] through the revelation of another world" (DuBois, 1979. p. 4. cited in 

Murray. p. 1 6). This suggests Spivak's ( 1985) questions conceming whether 'the 

subültem c m  speak'. whether rural Haitian have any 'authentic' voice. 

Yet as should be evident from my descriptions of the ways in which local people 

manoeuvre within the interventions of outside organizations who are 'bringing' 

development. local Haitians do not simply adopt or receive this 'deveioprnent ' wi thout 

modification or resistance. Despite the fact that evcn 'isolated' rural Haiii has been 

strongly shaped by its interactions with global systems of slavery. colonialisrn. 

imperialism, capitalism and developmentalism to reach its prcsent form (as described in 

Chapter Four). the diverse. dynamic, multiple and mu1 tidirectional nature of sosiül 

systems means that "conquered and colonized societies [such as Haiti] ... were never 

simply made over in the European [or Western] image. Rather, their citizens stniggled. 

in diverse ways and with differing degees of success, to deploy, defonn and dehse 

imperial institutions" (Comaroff and Comaroff, 1993, p. xi-xii). While the discoune of 

development has becorne dominant in rural Haiti. this discourse never remains static. As 

Rangan ( 1996, p. 207) States, "it is as dynamic as Me's processes - coming into being as 

an idea. changing over time, diversiQing in meaning, becoming a contested terrain. 

diffusing through translation and re-emerging in different foms in different regions." 

In a practical sense, the dominant modemist discourse of development is 

subjected to what James Scott has called 'everyday fonns of resistance' (Scott. 1985) - 

the operation of the everyday understandings and actions of ordinary people to alter. 
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resist, appropriate, and twist the intentions of outside NGO interventions. Yet this 

'resistance' takes place within and facilitates the continued operation of the dominant 

discourse of development. As Awanyo ( 1999, p. 60) suggests. such everyday resistance 

"does not radically transform the existing cultural/nomative and socioeconomic system". 

but rather occurs within the existing power relations. The existing normative 

development system "is being worked by the dominant and the dominateci in their own 

interests. Such resistance could be described as working the system to their minimum 

'disadvantage' (Awanyo, 1999. p. 60). 

Yet it is debatable how much such everyday resistance can form the basis for 

increasing networks of resistance. as suggested by postdevelopmentalist and NSM 

approachcs. The hope of postdevelopmcntalist writers is that with the uncovering of 

these discourses of resistance. putting them into wider circulation, and creciting networks 

of ideas, the hegemonic discourses of development c m  eventually be challenged (Peet 

and Watts, 1996. p. 34). The recent anthropological literature on rural Haiti is mixed in 

this regard. Srnucker's work in northem Haiti. discussed in Chapter Four, would seem to 

support a more pessimistic analysis of the degree to which rural Haitian identity has been 

captured by the dominant discounes of development. A more recent study by Smith. 

however. in the south of Haiti, reveals "the ideological rule of these vast paradigms [of 

the international development industry] to be thoroughly incomplete" (Smith. 1998. p. 

262). She provides evidence of how rural people have "taken issue with NorthNestem 

assumptions about what development is and is not", and that though they use the ternis 

and concepts "claimed by the 'discoune of development"', they "contest dominant 'first- 

world' definitions of hem (Smith, 1998. p. 262). Thus she argues that, contrary to 
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Esteva's contention that many Third World people have "enslaved" and "contradicted" 

their "own intentions" for "escaping their condition" by "associûting with development" 

(Esteva. 1 992, p. 7-8), rural Hai tians "have based their understandings of 'democracy ' 

and 'developrnent' tirst and foremost on their O wn experiences in regulating comrnunity 

life, organizing work, engaging with the past. and grappling with their place in the world" 

(Smith, 1998. p. 263). 

My emphasis on the 'dominance' of mainstream discourses of developrnent 

stands in contrast to Smith's emphasis on the perseverance of long-standing Haitian 

traditions. values and foms of local organizations. which stand in critical indepcndençe 

of the dominant development discourses. Thus she argues that rural Haitians are not 

simply 'fighting for development'. but hold alternate and "counter-hcgemonic" (Smith, 

1998. p. 278) visions for iheir tùture based on more cornmunitarian values. I t  is 

important to note in this regard that Smith bases her tindings on her study with more 

'traditional' peasant organizations (labour-exchange and collective action organizations 

such as atribisyons and sosyetes), which she found still functioning in her study region in 

the south. Neither 1 nor Smith (in previous work she did in a region approximately 30 km 

from Maissade) found any of these 'traditional' toms of community orçanization 

remaining on the Central Plateau. Thus the increased dominance of 'modemist' 

development discourse and imaginaries that 1 observed may be due to the more advanced 

disintegraiion on the Central Plateau of 'tnditional' rural social structure (based on the 

extended family pattern of the lakou, and traditional work societies such as the sosvetr 

and kornbir). Such decline in traditional social structures has been noted by numerous 

anthropologists (Le. Smucker, 1983; d'Ans, 1987) in various regions of Haiti. Further 
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research would be required throughout rural Haiti to determine the hl1 extent of the 

dominance of modernist discourses of development. as well as the degree of persistence 

of altemate and resisting socio-poli tical discourses. 

Complicating any conclusions on this issue is the bct that the community groups 

1 have studied are largely "community-placed oganizations" rather than "cornmunity- 

based organizations" (Singer. 1 994). Despite Save the Children and MPP's attempts to 

found them on 'pre-existing social relations', the research has shown the extent to which 

local community development organizations are oriented to uutside NGO development 

prograrns. Since my study was tkrned speçifically within the framework of outside NGO 

programs in Maissade. and the community organizations aftiliated with these programs. 

this may be further reason that i heard mostly 'modem' discourses o f  development and 

underdevelopment. Yet the fact that 1 did not encounter any cornmunity goups not 

oriented towards or affiliated with an NGO development program only reinforces my 

conclusion regarding the dominance to mainstream discourses of development. 

in the end, however, one of the important contributions of this research has been 

to show the inadequacy of attempting to analyze NGO development interventions in 

simple bi-polar terms of  either dominance/subjection. or ernpowerment/powerlessness. It 

has shown the weakness of analyzing the multiple discourses of development that I have 

desaibed in terms of either 'traditional'- 'grassroots'- 'alternative' on the one hand, and 

'modem' - 'developmentalist' on the other, or of the simple dominance of one or the 

resistance of the other. As Escobar writes conceming a broader area that includes Haiti, 

Latin America is seen as characterized by complex processes of cuItural 
hybridization encompassing manifold and multiple modernities and traditions. .. . 
the hypothesis that emerges ... is of a hybnd modemity characterized by 
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continuous attempts at renovation. ... it does not imply the belief in pure strands 
of tradition and rnodernity that are conibi~ied to creatt: a hybrid witli a new 
essence: nor does it amount to the combination of discrete etements of tradition 
and modernity, or n 'sell-out' of the traditional to the inodem. Hybridity entails a 
cultural (re)creation that may or may not be (rehscribed into hegemonic 
constellations. (Escobar, 1995b. p. 220-22 1 ) 

My analysis has certainly shown how women and men in mral Haiti have reinterpreted 

outside. idealist discourses and programs of empowennent and capacity building in terms 

of pragmatic local strategies of survivül and 'working the system'. 

The effects of  developrnent prugrams 

Despite the discussion above of the nature of the dominance of western discourses 

of development in niml Haiti. the analysis of the thesis cleürly shows that the goals ruid 

intentions of outside NGO interventions based on these discourses are rarely fully 

realized in Maissade. Previous chapters have detailed the immediate ttffects of the 

encounter of NGO and local development discourses in Maissade: moderately successful 

community associations which none-the-less remain largely dependent on their 

sponsoring NGO progarn: neglected. contested kitchen gardens: and pragmatic 

manoeuvres to obtain maximum resources from local NGO development prograrns. In 

this section, 1 will explore the larger-scale 'emergent' effects of the encounter of 

development discourses in Maissade, and the overall 'direction' of power relations that 

result fiom this encounter. 1 also address the question of the intentionality and/or 

predictability of the impacts of these encounters. 

The theoretical foundations for this exploration rest on Foucault's assertions 

concerning the ' subjectless ' or ' intentionless ' , yet 'directional' nature of power relations, 

and James Ferguson's distinction between the intentions of development program 
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interventions and the effects of their work (see Chapter Two). As Ferguson states. "it 

may be that what is most important about a 'development' project is not so much what it 

tàils to do but what it does do: it may be that its real importance in the end lies in the 

'side effects"' (Feguson. 1990. p. 354). Thus. evcn if SC'S (and MPP's) attempts to 

produce community development through the promotion of local community 

orpnizations has had only limited success. it is clear that their interventions have had 

important 'side effects'. which may have more important and long-term 'emergent' 

impacts on the Maissade region and rural Haiti in general. 

The previous çhapters of this thesis have started to describe these emergent efiects 

of the encounter of developrnent discourses. These include the perpetuation of local 

identities of 'underdevelopment'. continued NGO attempts to plan and implement 

'empowerment ' and 'participation' through the establishment of cornmunity 

organizations, and the resulting dystùnctional and dependent relationships between NGO 

development programs and local comrnunities. Given rural Haitians' conviction that 

'development' exists 'out there' and needs to be 'brought to their community'. as well ils 

their accumulated pragnatic knowledges of how to get dong with the multitude of 

development interventions that have corne to their communities. and given the 

technocratic, managerialistic knowledges prevalent in development planning approaches, 

with their easy assumptions of empowement and tramfer of knowledge, and the 

inevitable superior neo-colonial 'developer' identities of their staff. it is predictable and 

perhaps even inevitable that the outcomes are charactenzed by misunderstanding, 

different intentions, dystunction, public performances, manipulation. misrepresentation, 

reinterpretation, and pragmatic manoeuvres. The 'emergent' structure that results tiom 
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these encounters is the dysiùnctional and tiequently unsuccesstùl but ongoing NGO 

development industry that can be observed throughout Haiti, and the associated 

proliferation of many stmggling and dependent local community organizations. 

This dysfunctional resuit. Ferguson suggests, emerges "counter-intentionally 

through the working out of a cornplex and unacknowledged structure of knowledge in 

interaction with equally complex and unacknowledged local social and cultural 

structures" ( 1 990. p. 270). It is not "the simple, rational projection of the interests of 

[any] subject ... that secretly wiI1 it" (Ferguson. 1990. p. 27 1 ). In this Foucüuidian 

conception, 'community development practice' "is not the name of an actor. it is the 

name of a way of tying together. mu1 tiplyinp and coordinating power relations, a kind of 

knotting or congealing of power" (Ferguson, 1990, p. 273). It is not simply 'NGO 

power'. conceived of as an rntity possessed of power. Rather the emerging rcsul t in rural 

Haiti is "a characteristic mode of exercise of power. a mode of power that relies on [NGO 

development programs]". but exceeds them ( Ferguson, 1990, p. 273). Such a 

development apparatus does not necessarily expand the capabilities of NGOs and rural 

development progarns, conceived as unitary, instrumental actors (in the service of some 

neo-colonial western development conspiracy), nor does it really empower or 'develop' 

rural people and their comrnunities. Rather. the nature of the power relations established 

by the encounter of various development discourses is such that "specific [interventionist] 

" Ferguson is writing of 'bureauçntic state power' in these passages. as his analysis has bbeen on 
the nature of the expansion of this 'anti-political' bureaucratie power through the opention of the World 
Bank-CIDA project in ml Lesotho. i have 'borrowed' his analysis and applied it to the eHects of NGO 
development programs. 
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knots of power are irnplanted, an infestation of [development interventions] wielding 

petty powers" (Feguson. 1990. p. 273). 

These emerging structures or 'knots' of power relations that I have described 

above and in previous chapters "really does just happen to be the way things work out" 

(Ferguson, 1990. p. 256). Utilizing a Foucauldian 'analytics of power'. it is not necessary 

(or possible) to say that the outcomes d w n b e d  in previous chapters serve particular 

interests. Given the nature of local and outsider knowledges and identities. they are 

inevitable. but they are not intentional. They are simpiy the result of the encounter of 

these specitic, discontinuous discourses of development. but this does not mean they are 

planned or intended. Thus this thesis supports a key kature of Foucault's approach to 

power, and illustrates. in the çontext of NGO community development progams. how 

power operates through a net-likr organization. how it reverses, and always produçes its 

own resistance. The overall effects of the operation of development discourses is beyond 

the intention and strategies of any given social actor - it is subjectless, but it is also 

intelligible. 

Implications for NGO Development Practice 

As 1 stated at the beginning of the thesis, its purpose has not been evaluation - to 

determine the appropriateness or effectiveness of particular NGO development 

interventions in achieving their goals. Yet though my focus has been on providing a 

"'better theoretical grasp of the problems of planned interventions" (Long and Villareal, 

1993, p. 140) through an analysis of 'how' development interventions operate, this must 

in the end be connected in some way with the practical concerns of development practice. 
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As 1 stated in the opening chapter. "such [a theoretical] understanding can lead to better 

and different practices in the future." Thus it is appropriate that I disçuss. in this final 

section of the final chapter, some of the implications of my analysis for NGO 

developrnent practice. 

The reader of this thesis may well conclude that my focus on local people's 

prabmatic manipulations of SC (and MPP) interventions. and the discontinuities betwern 

NGO and local understandings and intentions means that I am lûrgely critical or 

unsupportive of the etforts of these community developrnent progarns. 1 want to 

emphasize that it would be wrong to simply read this thesis as an exposition of the tlaws 

and systematic failures O F  Save the Children and community development programming 

in general, and the prediction or promotion of their demise (Rocheleau and Ross. 1995, p. 

423). Lt would be easy but irresponsible to simply advoçate the addition (or the continued 

categorization) of community development, women's empowement. or local 

organizational development on the list of 'hopelas populist projects'. 'Community 

development' is neither simply either pood or bad, oppressively dominating or 

empowering and liberating. Rather. it is multivalent, subject to change and multiple uses 

in the ebb and flow of ongoing struggles. 

Therefore, though 1 have been quite critical of the hnctioning of the community 

associations affiliated with the Save the Children program, this does not mean that they 

are 'failures', or that the SC progarn has been poorly managed. In fact. compared to 

many NGO community development prognrns, the SC program is well rnanaged and can 

rightly be thought of as a success. The farmers' and women's associations are 

functioning, they are managing significant amounts of communal assets, and their leaders 
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largely fil1 their responsibilities to be the best of their abilities, while leaming important 

new skills in project planning and implementation. Though it is too early to tell if they 

will be able to tùnction independently aHer the end of the Save the Children program, 

(and 1 am somewhat pessimistic in this regard). they do hold the potential to become 

valuable vehicles for increased and continued cornmunity mobilization. 

As 1 have emphasized in the previous section of this chapter. however. the overall 

effects of the development interventions in Maissade are beyond the specific intentions uf  

SC or local people. Yet because these overall ernergent effects also remain 'intelligible' 

and 'directional', it is tempting to attempt to prescribe specific changes and policies thüt 

would 'improve' the direction and impacts of outside development interventions. I t  

wouid be tempting to say that bccause "development practice fails because its monolithic 

assumptions do not allow for the complexities of local social and political structures" 

(Mohan. 1997, p. 3 18), obtaining 'better' knowledge of these local 'complexities' would 

result in better development practice. Undoubtedly this is so, and therefore the best 

possible investigation and understanding of 'local development knowledges' would 

reduce the discontinuities between outside interventions and local understandings. 

Certainly a strong practical implication of the analysis of this thesis is the importance of 

reducing the level of discontinuity and 'encounter' between outside and local 

development discourses, through various participatory and gassroots methodologies. 

Such a conclusion is in tact a fairly 'standard' recommendation of ethnogrriphically- 

onented studies of mainstrearn development prograrns. "Anthropologists tend to cal1 for 

the same solutions: local participation, awareness of social and cultural complexities, and 
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the use of ethnographic knowledge at the planning stage" (Gardner and Lewis. 1996, p. 

63). 

A stronger practical implication of this research. however. is the extreme 

difficulty (and perhaps even impossibility, though I hesitate to make such an absolute 

assertion) of overcoming discontinuities oîdiscourses. knowledges and identities. 

Perhaps such a view is inrvitable, given the pst-structuralist theoretical hundations (and 

their emphasis on difference and multiplicity) of this thesis. Thus. in the end. my view 

conceming 'development' is not optimistic. Better planning and better sociological. 

cultural or anthropological knowledge will not neçessariiy ensure that development 

progams succeed. Rather. the very nature of human relationships. the nature of power 

relations (and its mediation through systems of knowledge) mean that ' helping' across 

borders of culture will aiways b r  difticult. Due to the complexiiy of social life. 

development programs, however well intentioned and well planned. will continue to be 

subverted by women and men with diffèrent ways of living and understanding. 

Yet it is also not realistic h r  those who are critical of the mainstream 

development to simply advocate the 'end' of 'normal' development practice, given the 

dominant position it holds in  the irnaginary of both the North and the South. Like it or 

not, 'development' will continue to define north-south relationships. as well as social 

relations within the south, for a long time to corne. Though some post-developmentalist 

writers such as Escobar expect that the inevitable 'subversion' of development programs 

"by 'real' people through various acts of resistance" will 'build[] up into an alternative 

politics outside of development as we know it" (Mohan, 1997, p. 3 18, ernphasis added), I 

would argue that very few political and social structures remain 'outside' of development. 
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At least in Haiti. 1 would say there is not longer any 'pure' subject positions untouched by 

the discourses of development. no ' real' people who have not hüd their subjectivi ty and 

identity moulded by development. Rather, following the lead of Foucault again. it should 

be recognized that the power relations established by the dominant discourses of 

development inevitably produce their own toms  of resistance. As dcscribed above. the 

operation of power is always multiviilent. subject to change. produçing its own reversals 

and dcviations. The complexities of local situations operate within the development 

discourse. are shaped by it. actively negotiate and manoeuvre within it. 

Yet adopting suçh a view also implies that development practicioners should 

strive to analyze and acknowledge the differential power relations inherent in the 

discourse of development in which they work. NGO workrrs should attempt to 

understand what happens in specitic places and specitic tirnes (Fisher. 1997. p. 449). 

through analysis of the particular relations ofpower in each of the contexts in which they 

work. They should conceive of their progarns as "an arena within which battles tiom 

society at large are internalized" (Clarke, 1996. p. 5. cited in Fisher, 1 997. p. 419). This 

also implies the need for tùrther studies of the micro-politics of NGO progams, which 

deepen the analysis which has begun in this thesis and extend it to other countries and 

types of development progams. 

In the end, there can be no final chapter on the effects and impacts of the 

encounter of dominant and local development discourses in Maissade, for this drama 

continues to play on and on. There c m  be no final determination of whether the SC 

interventions were 'successful' in creating local organizations, local ernpowennent and 

'development'. Therefore, the pnnciple practical implication of my research is that since 
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multiple and cornpeting discourses of development are an established aspect of social 

relations through most of the world and particularly in rural Haiti. we are leR with little 

choice but to work within these discourses for the values and principles in which we 

believe. As tàr as developrnent practice is concemed. it reinforces the perhaps common- 

sense and un-theoretical observation that working for social change is more an art than a 

science - the art of helping mou& to produçc change and make a difference. but not so 

much that local understandings and intentions are distorted and ovenvhelmed by the 

outside resources and practices. 
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Appendix One. Questions Used for Jaden Lakorc Focus Croups 

A. Individual Questions (to b r  asked individually of rach participant): 

What plants did you plant in the jutien l h t r  this year? 
How do you use each kind of plant that was çrown in the j d e n  Itrkoii? 
What is the differençe between a juclerz iukuri and a juikn klotire [fencrd garden]? 
Who prepared the ground in the jtider~ l~rkutr? in the. jm'eri khi,-r? 
Who decided what you would plant in the judm Iukoii? in the j ~ s t l ~ n  klurire'? 
Who did the planting in the jtitle~r lukou? in the juleri klorire'? 
Who did the weeding in the jatlm iukutl'? in the j d e n  k/otit.e'? 
Whicti crops in the j d e n  ltrkoir had the most value for the house? 
Which gardrn gives niore food for the house. the jtideti Iukoir or the big parden'? 
Which gardrn has more value ter the housr. the juclen ltibti or the big parden'? 
What importance does the jtrcfm It~koic have for pu'? 

Krqol  Individual Questions 

B. Croup Discussion Questions: 

Where did you first hear about the jaiietr hrkoir? 
What made you interested in having a jaderi lukoir? 
Where did you Ieam the techniques for making ajccden ~ukou'? 
Who went and learned these techniques? 
How did you decide the position of the juden iukoii? 
How did you talk to your husband (wife) io convince them to agree to give the land for the juile)r 
labu? 
How did you Set the garden knced? 

Did you grow green-leafl vegetables (such as gombo. lacvan) before you had a jirden lcikoii? 
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If you didn't grow them before. did you gst them from other places. or buy them. or didn't you 
use them at ri11 when you prepared food? 
1s it only in the jucieir lukoir tliat you now get green-liiafy vegetables, or do you still get tliem 
other places too? 
What are the problems that you have in having a jutferi ltrkoii'? 

Kreyol Croup Questions: 



Appendir Two. Survey Questionaire on Women's Role in Agriculture 

See following pages. 
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MKET SOU WOL FWM NAN AGRIKLLTI. 

Non pat isipan: Konbyen anc ou gen: 
Nimewo kay la: Non groupman oubyen klib kote ou manm: 
(Eskt. mcJsye kt- lu prt7zm putickm n m p  p o x  X-esyon !.O? Si wi, bqy non li: 
Si li pl-ezctn, mete !*on ' F '  i1kote ktqwnji tnm nuti reponn. c? mete !'on 'hi' ttkote ke+.on nt-.ti ct rtiporrri.) 

Eske gen mesye nan kay la ansanm ak ou'? wi /' 1iut1 
Si non. se paske ou poko gen mari. oubyen ou separe. divoze. oubyrn vèv'?: 
Konbyen piti ou gcnyen? Konbyen pitit ou senyen ak niari ou'? 
Eske ou se katolik oubyen konveti? kcr tolik :' kotiveti 
Eske ou ka l i  ekri? r r i  I twn 

Ki sri ou te plante nan jaden sa yo m e  sri'?: I I I I 
Ki les te responsab pou prepare jaden sa yo'? 
(ou-menm. jounaiye. mari ou. oubyen ansanm.) 

T M V A k '  JADEN 

Eske ou tGaden, ou-menm pou kont ou? (si 
wi. ki kalite te:) 

Si wi, konbyen t$? 

Eske mari ou konn achtc jounaIye6? rt.i/rzuri Eske ou-menm konn achte jounalye'? rri/tiori 

Jadm ki te 
pou fanmi ou 
( te endivizr.) 

Jiiden tti  pesonel 
( tS richte. tl; tit. te 

cricye. ) 

Eske mari ou konn vann jounaiye? t~*i/rrun Eske ou-menm konn vann jounalye? rri/rioti 

Jriden ou Iwt. 
oubyen f e m y  
( tS Em. tt; drmütye.) 

Eske ou konn R komes? rtdnon Konbyen jou chnk semenn ou f2 kornes'? 
Eske ou konn prete Iajan pou fè komes? ivi/twn Konbyen Iajan ou konn prete? 
Konbyen bet ou genyen pou kont ou-menm? pou1 - kodenn - kochon 

kabrit bourikimil6t bef 
Konbyen pye banan kap donnen ou gen andedan Iakou OU'? 

Konbyen bwa hi grefe ou gen andan lakou ou? 
Eske ou gen jaden Iakou kote ou plante legirn ak féy vèt? k t +  / rron 
Ki legim ou te plante nan jaden sa ane sa? Eske jaden sa klotire? rdtiotz 

Respoosabilite nan Kay la. 

Ki les ki gen plis responsabilite pou p n n  desizyon nan kay la sou d e :  
1 .  manje: Jbnm nun / guson vn i' toi1 de msclrltn 
2. gwo jaden yo: fùrrm nar~ / gcrson trn i m i  de ~rnsurrm 
3. jaden lakou: Juttm ncrn / gason un / ruLi de unsartm 
4. edikasyon timoun yo: jùnrn nun / gusun un / torr de ansarrm 
5. ti elvaj (poul, koden, kabrit) jùnni nan II gusori art / toti de crttsunm 
6 .  gwo elvaj (bec kochon) funm nan / guson un / tuii de crnmtm 
7. komes: finm tian / grrson an / roll (Ir crnstr~zrn 
S. plante bwa andm Iakou a: jùnnr non / guson an / lori de ansnnrn 
9. jere lajan kay la: firnm nan / guson un / toti de unsanm 
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-- 

Mayi, pitinii (danre) 

Banann 

Rapadou (kann) 

Manyok 

Fwi (müngo. zoranj, ew.) 

Chabon 

Lot Bwa (planche. poto) 

Ti bth (poul, kabrit) 

Gwo b d  (kochon bt3) 

f .  Eske 
nou te 
vann mtiyi 
pandan 
ane sa? 

2. Eske 
nou te 
vann nicrjli 

sou pye 
ane pasr'? 

3.  Pandan mart 
ap grandi jis li  bon 
pou rekolte, ki les 
ki responsab pou 
dirije li? 

4. Ki les 
nan kay la 
responsab 
pou vann 
rekot sa 
yo? 

5 .  Le nou vann 
rekot sa yo. sske 
lajan rete pou 
rnesye a, madam 
nan. oubyen pou 
tout kay la:' 

Aktivite Croup (swa klib oubyen groupman miks). 

1.  Eske group la toujou aktit? 
2. Ki sa se pi gwo avantaj ou te jwenn nan groupman/klib sa pandan denye ane a'? 

3. Ki lot avantaj ou te j wenn nan groupmadklib sa'? 

4. Ki Iot aktivite genyen nan groupmadklib sa? 
5. Depi konbyen semenn groupmardklib an te gen denye reinyon'? 
6. Ki sa nou te diskite nan reyinyon sa? 
7. Eske sekrete groupman an genyen yon kaye pou kontwote byen groupman an'? u i  /' non 

S. Eske li te bay yon rapo sou kes group la nan denye reyinyon an? b1 . i  1 rion 

9. Eske groupmadklib la manm yon asosyasyon'? tt*i !“ norl 

10. Ki pi gwo avantaj ou te jwem nan asosyasyon an pandan denye m e  a? 

1 1. Dapre ou-menm, ki sa ki bi asosyasyon an? 

-- 

12. Ki sa ki pi gwo pwobtem andan asosyasyon an? 

13. Ki sa ki koz pwobtem sa a? 
14. Eske gen (te geo) klas alfa nan group sa'? Si wi. pou konbyen mwa ou te patisipe'? 
15. Si wi, ki chanjman aprann li ekri pote nan Iavi ou? 
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16. Eske group la gen yon proje kredi? Si wi, konbyen lajan chak manm te jwenn'? 

17. Si wi. ki jan ou te sevi lajan sa. c ki chanjman kredi sa te pote nan lavi ou? 

1 S. Eske ou manrn nan lot groupnian toujou? u!i / j l o 1 1  

19. Si wi, avek ki lot projé devlopman groupman sa travay? 
20. Ki aktivite groupnian sa getiyen, ki avantaj ou jwenn nan groupmün sa'? 

-- 

3 1.  Pouki sa ou manm nan 2 groupman - ki di ferans genyen nan 2 groupman sa yo ki fti ou 

patisipe nan ctiak'? 

Wol Fanm nun Kominote ü. 

1. Antan kt. fanm, ki sa ou ka ft ke rnanman ou ak grann ou pat ka ft lontan pnsc? Pouki sa? 

2. Ki chanjman ou ta rennien wé toujou pou pitit ti ou yo? 

3. Nan kominote ou a, ki aktivite pi rapotc lajan pou ti? 
Eske sa chanje depi lontûn pase yo? Si wi, Ici jan'? 

4. Ki chanjman ou wè nan relasyon fanm ak gason pandan denye I O  an yo'? 

. . - - .- - - . - 

5 .  Nan ki domenn eske hnrn toujou gen pi gwo ditikilte nan lavi yo?: 
- kontwole kantite pitit yap té 
- j w e ~  lajan pou bay rnanje nan kay la 
- jwenn lajan pou voye timoun lekol 
- gason ki pran lot madam akote - 
- jwenn swen sante pou yo rnenm ak pitit yo 
- jwenn lajan pou îë komes 
- jwenn t i  pou fè j aden 
- kont ak lot rnoun nan vwazinaj 
- lot 

Si li reponn 'wi' pou plis pase 2 domem, mande li chwnzi 2 ki bay pi gwo difikilte (mete 'J '  akotr yo.) 

6 .  Dapre ou-menm, ki pi gwo pwoblem fanm konfionte nan domen agrikilti? 

7. Ki sa ki koz pwoblem sa a? 

8. Dapre ou-menm. ki pi gwo pwoblern fanm konfronte nan domen sante? 

9. Ki sa ki koz pwoblem sa a? 

IO. Dapre ou-menrn, ki pi gwo pwoblem genyen nan peyi a? 

1 1. Ki sa ou-menm ap fê nan nivo lokal la pou eseye ede rezoud pwoblem peyi a? 

Mesi anpii pou patisipasyon ou nan anket sa! 



Appendiw Three. Declaration of Women's Associations of Anwo 

"Resolution from the Section of 'Timonn', which includes women from Anwo, Bazin, and 
Ka brit." 

"Where we've come frorn: We the wornen of Hatty, ws were in a difticult situation, we didn't 
know our rights in society, Our childreri were dying easily. we weren't organized, we didn't know 

when they did violence against us. we didn't know liow to do [primary health care] prevention 
for our children. we were dying while havins children hecaiise we didn't see a doctor wlien we 

were pregnant. our children were dying from malnourishment, we didn-t have anywhere to get 
primary care when Our children were sick. we didn't have assembly post wherc we could get our 
children vacçinated and weighsd. We never knew that wornsn had a day of the year set risidc for 
them. we didn't know about becoming Iiterate. we didn't talk in society, we didn't panicipntt: in 

making decisions in our homes. we didn't know how to unwind [liberare] ourselves. in sum. thcy 

considered us as domestic slaves." 

"Where wt: are today. thanks to SC: Now, we have already left the level of.qri~r~ptticrtz or club, 
we have arrived at the lsvel of an association, a part of u s  lias already benetïtted Iiom literacy. we 
have become more-or-less solid as a result of the presence of the citiirnt~rrises who have [trained. 
supervised]'" Our clubs. we have become able to clairn our rights in society. we Iiaw corne to 
know where the idea that women are inferior to men came tram. wc have come to know how to 
take care of our children berter so they don't get sick, we participate in making decisions within 
Our houses, we have heaith centers in our areas, we have numerous assembly posts for 
vaccinations, a good number of us have benetited from credit îi-om the community bank. we do 
family planning so that we can limit the nurnbcr of children. can takr care of thrm better and send 

them to school, we know how dry mangos so we have them when there aren't any. we know the 
importance of house-yard kitchen gardens. we have come to sec the danger of borrowing from 
the local money-lenden [loan-sharks], we know how to do a little bit of soi1 conservation. 

"Where we want to amve: We need for the associations to tly with their own wings. we need to 
have Iegal recobgition (so that the state recognizes us), we need a revolving loan fund within the 

associations, we need for al1 women who are in the associations to receive credit, we need al1 
women who are in the associations to have a meeting hall, we need a lot of training. we need to 

visit other women's associations which exist in the country, we need to receive aid for us to set 

' m e  hrqolifrench term is rncudrer. which can be translated as 'to train students. to 
supervise employees'. As i heard it used fiequently in the SC program in reference to the work 
of the animatris-es and animal;, it had a stronger meaning than simply to train, but not quite the 
sense of supervision. The tenn reflected the powerful yet somewhat ambi y o u s  task of the 
unimatris-es and animat2, of ' M i n g T  the work of the commuity groups. 
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up community stores, we need aid for us to set up bakcries, to set up a cassava-bread-making 

workshops. we need to get good water to drink, we need roads, we need to tinisfi our mango- 
cirying workshops. we nred to get employmznr. we nred to get food aid. we need to celebnte 
March S in our local regions, we need to know if the Minister for Women, if she represent us 

women. and what her vision is, what she is doing, we need to have contact with the Ministcr. 
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BACKGROUND. 

This evaluation report is based on 1 1 montlis of observations in the SC Maissade pro, (~rarn area 
(February to December 1 997) while the author conducted field research t'or his Ph.D. degrer. 
This research was focused on investigating how local community groups have interacted, 
interpretad. and negotiated with local NGO development programs. panicularly that of Save the 
Children. While the research priniarily had theoretical goals (such as analysing the development 
interventions in Maissade using a framework that emphasized concepts such as the different 
'know tedges' of different social groups and genders, and the active 'agency ' o t' gendered social 
actors in interpreting and acting according to these knowledges), the extended period of tield 
observation also produced insight into various practical and strategic programming issues. These 
observations have been shared with SC in informai discussions and activity reports with various 
program staff dunng the course of the research period. However. SC staff feLt it would be 
benetïcial to have a more concise and complete record of these observations, analysis and 
recommendations. to k e d  into SC planning and evaluation processes. This report is that record. 
It is hoped that this report will be more immediately accessible and useful to SC thrin the more 
theoreticaily-onented thesis that is now being written. 

RESEARCH METHODS. 

The research methods utilized were primarily participant observation of t'amers' and women's 
group and association meetings, and semi-structured interviews with community teaders. 
participants and program staff. While this research was focused primarily in only 2 frirmers' and 
2 women's associations (out of a total of 7 îàrrners' and S women's associations in the SC 
prognm), SC staff indicated that these two cornmunities wcre representative (in ternis of lrvel of 
capacity) of the other community associations. 

The autiior also observed and participated in numerous SC staff meetings and seminars. Iield 
many informa1 discussions with SC staff, observed daily staff activities at the SC field oftke in 
Maissade, and had access to program documents (gnnt proposal. program plans. reports, 
evaluations, computerized health database.) Other specific methods used included a srnes of S 
focus group sessions investigating gender relations around wornen's role in agricdture. and a re- 
survey of 70 women who had panicipated in a 1992-3 baseline survey on women's role in 
agriculture. Throughout the research penod, the author lived with his family in Maissade, and 
enjoyed a very open, collaborative and supportive relationship with both SC tield and 
management level staff. though he did not have any official role in the program. 

Because principles of informed consent and confidentiality were followed during the course of 
the research, the identities of speciik people (community members and SC staff) and 
cornmunities will not be disclosed in this report, nor wiil recommendations be provided at the 
level of specific communities or personnel. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT. 

The report will be organized into a number of sections. each tocused on a pnnicular 
programmatic issue or area. These are: 

a) some general observations about the SC program in Maissade 
b) pliase over of program interventions to community management 
c)  financial self-sut'ficiency of community development activities 
d) training needs of community associations 
e) SC staff training needs and team structure 
t) strengthening the integration ofgender issues in programming 
g) monitoring and evaluation issues 
h)  SC longer-terrn (phase-out) stntegy in Maissade 

For each area. the author's observations will tint be provided. and then any specitic 
recornmendations will be detailed. However, since these program issues arc interrelateci, some 
overlap and repetition may be noted. 

NOTE: The report focuses primady on the community development compunents of SC'S 
program in Maissade, and less so on its community hedth and education interventions. Huwever, 
to the extent that the long-term sustainability of the health and education activitics also depend on 
developing local community organizational capaçity (in areas such as: revenue ~cnerarion: 
financial management: program planning; networking and partnering with uutside supporting 
organizations: and community accountability). the analysis and recornmendations should also be 
relevant to these sectors. 

A. SOME POINTS OF DEPARTURE CONCERNING THE 
DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT IN RURAL HAITI. 

Perhaps the following observations and statements will be obvious to some. but it seems 
important to be reminded of somr basic realities about the development context in rural Haiti. 
These facts t om the foundation for ail of the observations, analysis and recornmendations that 
follow. 

1. NGOs are one of the tèw providers of social services in rural Haiti. Govemment ability to 
provide basic services in education. health, and rural development are very weak. Thus in the 
commune of Maissade, SC is the major provider of these services, the largest source of outside 
investrnent into the commune, and probabl y the largest employer. 

2. Rural Haitians have traditionally been dis-empowered. The political and economic centers of 
power have traditionally been distant and arbitnry (though the impacts at the rural level have 
been real enough), and rural Haitians have adopted very pragmatic and 'survival oriented' 
strategies in response. This situation also extends to development projects. The histoncally 
short-tem, 'project', and donor-dependent nature of most state and NGO social-service 
interventions means that most social services have been delivered in a top-down and arbitrary 
mamer (i.e. they are not necessarily hitiated in response to levels of local need or capacity. nor 
are projects necessarily renewed based on project performance.) Local people do not feel 
empowered or heard in this context, and as a result, they have adopted very pragmatic 
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orientations toward development projects. Project b e n e h  are exploited in the short term. wliile 
longer term projtxt objectives for local institutional capacity development are discounted. since 
new projects nrely build on institutional structures developed in previous projects. 

3. Local people's response to SC'S programs is very much shaped by both their knowledge of 
the dominant social-service-provider role that SC holds in Maissade, and tlieir pragrnntic attitude 
toward developmrnt projects. SC interventions are highly valucd and appreciatçd, yet remain 
understood within the larger framework ofNGO development projects outlined in 2 above. As a 
resuir, interpreting locai community responses to SC intervrniions rcquires discerning both 
authentic attçnipts to use tliese interventions for self-hrlp and local social change. and pragniatic 
attempts to capture short-term project resources. 

4. SC long-icrm pressncr in Maissadr providcs it  with both advantages and disadvnntages. SC 
long-trrm cornmitment has allowed it to slowly build a signilicant degree of institutional capacity 
at the level of famer's and women's associations. SC has proved itself to bt: a reliablr and 
committed intervenor in Maissade, producing on the commitments and promiscs it has made. 
Howéver. its long-terrn. relatively large-scale presence in Maissade also has created a certain 
level of drpendence on its services. and has made SC itself an important local institution. Thus 
the ground work has becn laid for the establishment of local organizntions that can carry on parts 
of SC services. yet the sheer s i x  of SC interventions will be difficult to maintain by these local 
organizations. The reduction in the level of thex services will likely m a t e  negative impressions 
of decline and abandonment. This negrtt ive psychology niay counteract other positive local 
achievements hcilitated by SC. 

B. PHASE OVER OF PROGRAM INTERVENTIONS TO COMMUNITY 
MANAGEMENT. 

1. SC program interventions respond to important needs in the communitirs. Specitic 
interventions in the areas of literacy training, micro-credit, apricuItunl technical training, and 
support for fruit-drying revenue-generating activities are al1 highIy valued by the communities. 
Though less concrete, SC support of community (farmers' and women's) associations thmugh 
the regular visits and training of its animation staff give these communities an important sense of 
empowerment and capacity for participation in development. Even more valued are the liigh level 
of health services (child health services, dispensaries. health education, etc) delivered by SC. 
Taken together, al1 these interventions have already started to produce long-term change in local 
lives. 

2. The majority of program interventions are still managed directly by SC tiom the SC office. 
and involve little community participation or management. For example, in the litency program 
targeted to the women's associations, SC hired the literacy monitors, and supervised their work 
directly using supervisors it hired. The women's credit program has been managed directly by 
SC staff. The agriculture monitors were hired directly by SC. and accountable to and supervised 
by SC staff. Ml tliese interventions reinforce notions that these projects are beinf d o n e h  SC 
(rather thm by the cornmunity), and that community members who are employed as rnonitors and 
supervisors are working h r  SC (rather than for their community.) 
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In al1 of these prograrns, there is little comrnunity participation in program planning or 
delivery. Therefore, thry do not contribute as much as potentinlly possible to the development of 
local community management capacity and ownership. While direct SC management likely has 
the advaritaçe of ensuring timely delivery of outputs speciiied in projcct gan t  documents, it does 
little to develop local management skills. or rrduce dependence on SC and set the stage for 
pliase-over and sel f-su ftic iency. 

Recommendation: SC should ceasc direct implementation of al1 interventions targrted 
ro the tanners and women's associations. In place ofdirect impkmentation. SC shouid 
put in place joint partnership agreements with tlie associations in which both SC and the 
associations carry speci tic responsibilities for their implementation, in ways that build 
local management capacity and ownership. 

For example. in the literacy program. SC could offer literary training prants to 
the associations. Associations would be rcquired to submit a basic grant proposa1 to SC. 
wliich would outline objectives for tlie number of people to be trained, who the 
association would engage to conduct the classes. and how the classes would bc 
suprrvised and evaluated. A partnrrship agreement would then be sstablished with SC 
which would outline the responsibilities of each Party. initially. SC field staff would 
likrly need to provide considerable facilitation and coaching to the associations in the 
preparation of the proposals and in the subsequent management of the nctivities. but with 
the goal of slowly creating increased organizational capacity. As wcll. the program could 
also build in rcquiremrnts (and strategics) for incrmsiny cornrnunity tïnancing of these 
activities in subsequent years of the grant (see section C. below on Financial Self- 
suficiency.) Sirnilar agreements çould also bc put in place for other interventions in 
agriculture training (see below), health training. dispcnsary management. water suppiy, 
etc. 

3. Phase-over to community management also lias implications for how SC field staff intcrvenc 
at the cornrnunity level, and how SC senior staff plan and manage their sectoral activities. Thrse 
need to become more participatory, and need to become more focused on facilitation. training 
and the promotion of local capacity. This in Nrn suggests specitic needs for SC staff training 
(see E. below.) 

C. FINANCIAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES. 

1. Given the size of SC interventions in Maissade, it is not reasonable to expèct the local 
cornmunity to be able to self-finance al1 these interventions. niey simply do not have the 
financial and management capacity to do so. 

Recommendation: SC needs to caretùlly examine whicli of its current interventions 
have the potential of becorning self-sufficient (self-managed, with intemal or stable 
alternat ive out side resources), and focus program efforts on the training and facilitation 
required to reech this goal. Other interventions which do not have this potential (Le. 
which depend on heavy SC subsidy) should be phased out as soon as possible. If non- 
locally-sustainable interventions are continued until just before SC cornpietes its phase- 
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out from Maissade. this will contribute to a negative psychology that will also discourage 
local efforts to carry on with those activities that are locally viable. SC should also 
evaluate al1 new proposzd interventions against the çntet-ia of thrir potential for local 
sel f-sufficiency. 

2. Given the pcrcrived 'riches' of SC and the direct support it has given to the majority of its 
interventions in Maissade, local psopls do not see the urgrncy for requiring community tinancial 
self-sufficiency for these activities. Community members are more intcrested in seeing that 
protits h m  current revenue-genrrating üctivities bç: distributcd tu niernbzrs, railier tlian bz 
invested in community activities (which are currently supported by SC 'subsidies'.) There fore it 
will be dit'ficult to develop cornmitment for community investment in and support of communal 
drvelopment activities (such as healtli care activitics, literacy activities. o!hrr training activitics.) 
These activities need to be transparently managed. and producr clcar cornniunal benefits. in order 
to attract and retain community support. 

Rccommcndation: SC should encourage community associations to implement a policy 
in which a fixcd prrcentage (for exarnple. 25 percent) of al1 profits from association 
income-gcncrating activities are allocatcd to supporting joint coiiimunal projects or 
interventions (literacy classes. water systems, health ccnters. agriculture training, etc.) 
Alternately. specifk inconie-generation activities could be designated as 'community 
income-genrrating activities'. and al1 profits tiom these activitics b r  allocated to such 
communal activities. Such policies should not bé impossd by SC. but could be a 
concrete outcorne of more foundational discussions about sustainability and local 
institutional development between SC and the community (sec G. below.) 

3. The majority of farmers' and women's groups and associations no longer have a practicc of 
requinng regular iïnancial contributions from members. Now that start-up group assets have 
been established. and groups have contributed their 'rnembership share' to their association. the 
initial practice of weekly or rnonthly member contributions has ceasrd. Anotlier reason 
cuntributions have ceased is because the groups and associations lack profitable activities in 
which to invest these contributions. or they lack the management skills to make given activities 
profitable. Membrrs quite rightly feel they can utilize the rnoney more protitably in thrir 
individual economic activities. Thus the initial sense of investing in the common pood of the 
group or community has faded, and now most mernbers rxpect that the groups and associations 
should be producing and retuming direct material (if not necessarily monetary) brnefits to thrm. 

Recommendotion: The balance between çommon community benetïts and individual 
benefits needs to be rebalanced if SC expects community associations to contribute 
significant tinancial resources to support community services in health, litency or 
education. This is not an easy task, and will likely require a combination 'carrot and 
stick' approach. This means that SC should employ vanous matching gant  strategies. 
that encourage and reward cornmunities that do contribute their own resourcrs with 
additional SC resources fur community ac t ivities, and exclude comrnunities that are not 
willing to contribute their resources. 

4. Another reason replar member contributions have declined is many members view their 
contributions to their group funds as 'Iosr nioney'. They are not assured that they could have 
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their contributions refunded if they decided to leave the group, even though verbal assurances 
may have been given. sinçe the records are only kept in the group treasurer's record-book. 
Members have no record-in-hand of their contributions. 

Recommendation: Institute a 'passbook' system, in wliich each niember received n 
small passbook in which all contributions (and loans. loan rcpayments. intrrest and 
dividend credits) are rntered. (Such a systrm currently is used ai the grotrprrwr Ievel by 
at least one îàrmers' association. Each member grmprnan has a passbook in which its 
assels i n v c s t d  in the  asswiiitictri are rewrded. This anlouilt is updated wlicri dividcnds 
are distributed.) This passbook would rernain in the hands ofeach member. and would 
provide an increased sense that thrir 'investmrnts' or  'savings' in the group remain in 
their own name and are potcntially accessible. This would encourage continued pooling 
of resources. The passbooks could also be used to link member contributions to crrdit 
access - loan amounts could be based on member savings in their group. This systenl 
would require setting up a credit-union type of tinançial açcountins systcm in each 
groupiassociation. This would nlso rrquire considerable training for groiip and 
association treasurers (sec Section D below.) 

(NOTE: Both 3 and 4 cannot be undertaken in isolation. but as part of the 1rirgt.r discussion that 
needs to be initiated concerning the larger questions of SC'S phase-out strategy in Maissade. See 
sections D. and G. below.) 

5. Agriculture remains the productive bûckbone of the rural economy in Maissado. Incrcüsed 
local incomes ultimairly depend on incrrastid productivity in agriculture. and tlirreibre on social 
and tcchnical investments that can increasr agricultural productivity. While agriculture is not a 
priority domain for SC programming, it can also bc viewed as the prime area ofeconomic 
opponunity in Maissade. Economic opportunities in grain storagr. marketing and fruit drying, as 
well as increased community rconomic capacity to support onçoing health. education and othcr 
social services. depend on a productive agricultural base. Further, pst SC investmrnts in this 
area mean chat SC has a core of competent field staff and trained community-level ag. promoters. 
Therefore continued benetïts can be achieved with relativcly low additional investments. 

Recommendation: SC should maintain a basic level of support for agricultural 
activities. This is justifiable within the focus on promoting economic opportunities. 
Howevrr, this support should also be implemented in a manner which supports local 
organizational development. A nurnber OF options are possible. similar to those proposed 
for the literacy activities: 

Option A: Agriculture training activities could be rnanaged as an initiative 
(project) of the farmers' associations and not SC. If the farmcrs' association view these 
training activities as valuable, they should be willing to be responsiblr for planning and 
managing these activities. SC could establish a partnership agreement with each tàrrner's 
association, in which the associations are responsible for engaging and supervishg the 
local agriculture monitors. The ag. monitors would thus become 'technical support staff 
for their local association, and not SC employees (as they currently perceive thernselves.) 
SC would negotiate a partnenhip agreement with each association which would speciQ 
the training outputs to be achieved and the level of SC financial subsidy to the 
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association. The agreement should also specify a plan t'or increasing local community 
financial responsibility for this training activity. 

Option B: The agriculture training activities could be managed as an project of 
AGPM. SC could encourage the ag. monitors to f om an informa1 'protéssional 
association' under the umbrellri of AGPM. SC could establish a partnership agreenient 
with AGPM to implemrnt the agricultural training activitirs. via its team of ag. monitors. 
This agreement would specify the training outputs to be achievrd and the level of SC 
tinanciat subsidy and technical support. Locating responsibility for ongoing agricultural 
training and support iictivities wittiin AGPM wuld aiso increase the 'üttractivzness' to 
other outside açencies of tïnancing agricultural activities with the t'amers' associations. 

6. There is little technical agricultural expertise within SC nianagenient stat'f, and SC is 
perceived in the comrnunity (particularly by [male] farmcrs) as having lost interest in agriculture. 
There is a distinct danger that advances and investments made in this arca will be Iost because 
they have not been 'institutionalized' within any local community structures. nor have sufticient 
linkages bcen made with other outside institut ions that could provide ongoin2 technical and 
program support. 

Recommendation: SC should hclp an assciciation of agriculture promoters (structurcd 
within or outside of AGPM - see 5. above) to estabIish/improve nètworks with outside 
institutions (such as the Ministry of Agriculture in Hinche. the FAO. the ECC). These 
institutions shouId recognize them as a cornpetent channel through whicli they crin 
deliver program services to farmers in Maissade. 

D. TRAINING NEEDS OF COMMUNITY ASSOCIATIONS. 

1. Apart from the SC program interventions mentioned in section B. above. the famier' and 
women's associations do have on-going activities that do not depend on direct SC support. In the 
t'rimer's associations. these are primarily grain storage and credit to member gro~tpmuns (both 
using capital funds established through the sale of donated corn in 1995-96.) in the women's 
associations. these activities are primarily small-scale grain storage, very small-scalt: member- 
club credit, and the mango-drying activities. Yet the management of these activities does still 
depend to a considerable degree on the presence and active leadership of SC animation staff. 
This is particularly true for the activities of the women's associations (which have only been in 
existence for 2-3 years, and whose leaders generaIly have less experience in leadership and 
management skiIls due to women's histotîcd position in society.) 

Recommendation: The famers' and women's association leadership both urgentIy 
need increased training to ensure the sustainability of their on-goinç activities. In part. 
this training needs to be provided through seminan, but more importantly. through a 
moditïcation (re-orientation) of the field-intervention styles of the SC animation team 
away from direct management to a focus on training (see section E. beiow.) These 
training needs are discussed in more detail beiow. Since the situation of the t 'mers '  and 
women's associations are different, some of the analysis and recommendations are made 
speciiïcally for each. 
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2. A key factor in creating and maintaining niember confidence and interrst in any community 
organization is their conildencc in the group or association leaders' abilities to actively and 
lionestly manage group resources. To maintain confidence, there must be transparent 
management of these resources (Le. decisions on how and when to invest the group tùnds in an 
activity such as grain storage must be made in an open participatory manner, and members must 
receive regular and complete reports un group assets and activity profits.) However, some group 
leaders lack either the skills. experience or willingness to allow them to manase in this nianner. 
As a result SC animation staffoften play a key role in manaçing association assets, ensuring 
regular reports are provided to members, en forcing norms of accountability, and generally 
hlfilling a neutral. third-party 'auditing' hnction that gives ordinary members contkience that 
tlieir asssts are weII-manaped and protected. 

Recommendation: Since the 'riuditing' function of SC animation staff is currently vital 
in maintaining meniber contidence in association tinancial management. yet sorne staff 
(particularly the minirrtrice staft) have weak skills in this area (see section E. bèlow). SC 
could establish an 'financial auditing and training' teani (drawn fiom the current credit 
program staff?'?'?) which could brith provide direct scrvices to the f'rirmers and women's 
associations, but in a manner that also cmphasizes training and local cripacity 
dsvelopment. 

3. Both the t'amers' and women's associations have a similar two-level structure: local level 
gruuprncrri or women's clubs. with 8-20 members zach, and the umbrella associations. each with 
12- 1 8 member plrprnarr or women's clubs. The health and effectivcness of associations 
depends on the iinked strength of each of the two levels which compose theni. W ithout strong 
local groups, association activities tend to become too 'distant' tiom individual members. and 
bccome dominated by the executive committee (who often appear to have fairly permanent 
positions - elections do not appear to be held regularly) Local groups can more easiIy organize 
together to work for mutual benetit. since they have stronger interpersonal relations 2nd therefore 
have relatively effective informal mechanisms of accountability and mutual support. Association 
activities need to support these concrete local activities that maintain member interest. Yet 
without an umbrella association, individual local groups do not have suficient 'critical rnass' in 
various areas such as management capacity, voice in communal aflairs, and access to lrtrger 
'outside' resources and services. The associations can also function as a 'higher court' to enforce 
norms of accountability and collaboration in local groups. Thus, ideally, both the umbrella 
association and the local groups reinforce each other. 

Over the past few years, the functioning of the local groups (groirprncin and women's clubs) has 
declined as the number of SC animation staff have been reduced and their attention has been 
focused on the strengthening of the umbrella associations. Many local groups only meet 
infrequently, and do not have active local projects which profitably invest their group hnd. On 
average. the women's clubs are probably more active than the famers grozrprnans, as the clubs 
meet when there are Iiteracy training activities being supported by SC, or when club delegates 
have received new health-related messages to disseminate afier a seminar. But most groirpmuti 
and cIubs do not seem to have a continued system ofmember contributions, nor well-rnanaged 
income-generation activities that invest and increase group assets. Without active local groups, 
the associations tend to become entities unto themselves, pursuing their projects (whether grain 
storage or some other activity) but providing little concrete benefit to their individual members 
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(either in the t om of specific services or distribution of pro tits.) Mernbers brcornc discouragcd. 
but niaintain their membership in the associations. since they do not want to lose their claim to 
their share of the association's capital in case it should be distributed, and to retain their ability to 
claim their share of any project resources which happen to appear tlirouph this channel. 

Recommendation: I t  is not realistic, at tliis stage of SC'S program. to go back to 
investing scarce SC animation staff timr in revitaiizing the groiip~mim and clubs through 
visits and training with individual loçal gro:rorrp~nurt.s or clubs. SC çould organizc some 
repional training session tor group drlegates and leaders. in an attempt to increasr thrir 
skills and encourage increased group functioning. SC could also encourage local group 
funçtioning by providing niatcliing credit funds to local groups based on loçal 
contributions. These î'unds could be used in rotating credit schemes. Beyonci this, SC 
should acwpt that some local groups will declinc in functioning. 

4. The farmers' associations generally have hirly strong management skills. and protitabir 
activities. Of considerable importance to the success of thrse associations is the rrlatively large 
capital iùnd they have acquired tiom the sale of donated corn. which allow the associations to 
engage in the storagr and credit activities whicli members value higlily. Bscausr the initial 
capital fund has had the condition attached to it that it cannot bt: distributed to individual groups. 
but are to remriin for collective community activities. even w hen some dificulties arisc (Le. dut: 
to the association executive committce's poor management). group members remain motivated to 
work to resolve these dificulties in order to retain their access to the capital fund. Even if the 
local groopmum to which each member belongs are not particularly active. rnembctn rctain their 
interest in the association to mûintain their daim to participate in the profits and benefits of 
association resources. Association executive cornmittee rnembers genrrally have suftïcient skills 
to c a ry  on the established and routine activities of their association. Yst critical problem-solving 
and auditing tiinctions are still performcd by SC animation staff. As well. çurrent association 
leaders oniy have limited skills or motivation to innovats and initiate new association ûctivities 
that respond to community needs. 

Recommendation: Training should be providrd to association leaders on community 
problem identification. proposal writing and networking skills. This training could be 
supponrd by a 'srnall projects fund' which could supply matchin% hnding for new 
community initiatives or projects that respond to identified needs. 

5. While the t'amers' associations that have been successfùl have bern so in part because they 
have si p i  ficant pooled financial resources, one of the di fficulties that the women's associations 
face is their lack ofcapitalization. Most only have relatively limited capital funds, generated 
fiom the shares individual women's clubs contributed when the association was forrned. Their 
under-capitalization limits their potcntial for making substantial profits. and the lack of 
substantial profits in tum reduces member's motivation to contribute time and energy to making 
the association hnction weiI. 

Recommendatioo: Significant amounts of capital assets need to be made available to 
the women's associations. SC should consider 'endowing' each of the women's 
associations with a capital tùnd. which they could manage for association and local club 
projects. These funds could be drawn from the current credit capital Iùnd, or sould be  
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solicited %orn other donors. However, just adding a sizeabie capital hnd to each 
women's association will not make them successful - they could ovenvhelm limited 
organizational capacity, creating the conditions for M u r e  or temptations for 
mismanagement. These funds could be provided in parallel with financial and 
management training and coaching (sec nos. 3 and 5 in this section.) Thest. funds could 
also have appropriate conditions placed on them related to each association's 
achievemen t of speci tic capaci ty indicators. 

6. In the women's association, tht: only cuncrete iocally-managed activities are sornt: grain- 
storage activities. sorne limited group credit activities. and the mango-dry hg activit ies. Yrt even 
these activities depenci to a large extent on the facilitation and supervision of' SC aninlators to 
ensure they are well-nianaged. The cunent program coordinators have identitied urgent training 
needs for the women's association leaders (CE .-ltra1y.s~. tfe itr Cqucirc. de Gestion des 
.-ls.vocit~tiotu de Cltrhs de Frnitnes de ~I.lriisscrtfr.) This analysis also proposes a draft 'operational 
plan' which includes numerous training seminars, covenng topics such 3s coop management. 
incorne-generation project planning, project management, marketing, human resource 
management. etc. 

Recommcndation: While the aims and direction of this training plan is to be supported. 
care should be taken to ensure that this formai training receives much support and 
coaching at the community level once the traint'es retum to their associations to 
implement these new skills. Given the background and inexperiencr: o t'these leaders in 
these areas. mucii practice and trial-and-error application wili bt: required bcîbre these 
new skills are îïnnly adopted. The SC animation stat'fwill play a key role in this 
coaching and facilitation process, and so they should receive the appropriate training and 
supervision to snsure they are able to do this (sec Section E. below conceming the re- 
orientation of the animation staffs interventions away from a management focus to a 
training focus.) 

7. The proposed formation of a Federation of Associations of Wornen's Clubs (cf. :lncily.sr de Iu 
Ccrpucite de Gestiorz cies .Issociurions cie Cltîbs tk Fenirnes ck  vui issu de) (FAM) needs to bt: 
developed cautiously, to ensure that the vision is owned by the community leaders, not just SC 
field and management staff. Formation of a federation wiil not automaticaIly ensure the 
durability of' the women's associations. The management and leadership capacities that will be 
required by this federation will represent a new level of experience for the wornen's association 
leaders. As well, it s hould be considered that formation of FAM w iIl put considerable demands 
on the limited time of each association's key leaders. It is these leaders who will inevitabty be 
selected to represent their association in the federation. and many of these leaders already frel a 
considenble burden in their (essentially volunteer) duties as association leaders. 

Recommendation: SC'S facilitation of the formation of the women's federation should 
proceed slowly. SC should be aware that it will take an sustained effort over 4-5 years at 
least in order to develop a capable organization. Key to the durability of the îèdention 
will be generation of sufficient resources and activities that produce tangible benetits for 
member associations, and the establishment of links with other outside agencies that c m  
provide training and services. (also, see section E. below for recomrnendations on SC 
animation staff roles in both farmers' and women's federations.) 
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E. SC STAFF TRAINING NEEDS AND TEAM STRUCTURE. 

1. Because there are no established monitoring systems in place reiated to cornmunity 
organizational capacity. by default the perfbrmance of SC animation staff is mostly evaluated 
('rewarded') according to the outcomes of the community association activities. Staff are secn to 
have dune a good job when their associations have -successful' activities ( i.e. grain storage 
activities are profitable. large quantities of mangos are dried and delivered, credit is repaid.) 
Thrreforc: SC staff tend to s e p  in to ensure good cumrnunity performrince evrn if this means 
usurping functions tliat community leaders themselves should be perfomiing. Staff tend to 
intervene for short term perîbrniance, rather than longer-terrn capacity devclopment. 

Recommendation: SC staffneed to re-orient their work witli the community 
associations and groups away from a 'supervising and managing' mode townrds a 
'facilitation and training' mode. This wil1 require constant and consistent reinforcement 
from field stat'f'supervisors. since current patterns of intervention are well established, 
and are supported by cultural expectations of hiemrchical 'patron-client' relationsiiips. 
Field staff performance evaluat ion criteria and job descriptions should be revised to 
retlect this increased emphasis on facilitation and tnining. h o t h c r  strategy would be to 
limit SC animation staffvisits to association executive cornmittee planning meetings 
only, and instruct them not to attend Genrral Assembly meetings. This would hclp to 
orient their interventions to training and çnpacity building, and avoid their direct 
intervention in association business. 

2. Little rime üppean to have been invested in field staff training (for community organizational 
capacity development) during the past few years. Staff express a strong desire for more training 
in how to hclp the community associations achieve 'independence'. (Staffing shortages at the 
senior level are the main reason this training has not occurred.) 

Recommendation: A comprehensive staff training plan nreds to be established. 
Because there are already heavy demands on existing senior stai'f. consideration should 
be given to contncting out this tnining. However. seminar-type training in itself is not 
sut'ftcient, but must be supported with in-the-field supervision. Thus the involvement of 
supcrvising senior staff is still required. Much of this kind of training involves 'learning- 
by-doing', and regular (monthly) debriefing sessions should be held with tield staff and 
their supervisor. These session would allow field staff to discuss and reflect (and leam 
fiom each other) about their progress and difficulties in tàcilitating comrnunity 
organizational capacit y. 

3. Some SC animation staff lack sufficient skills in the area of financial management. While 
most know basic accounting skills. some are not sufficiently confident or competent to be able to 
train community groups to financially manage group economic activities (this involves 
accounting for group asseis, which may be divided into several different 'accounts', each 
invested in a particular activity, each with different tiscai penods and levels of profits, allocating 
profits to the 'shares' of each member group, managing credit activities, and eventually utilizing 
more accounting principles such as assets, LiabiIities, and equity.) 
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Recommendation: The training pian for tield staff should nlso include training in this 
domain. While the basic training can be delivered in the h of seminars. in-the-field 
supervision and support of staff is also required to ensure that the training is applied. 

4. In the long-term, the expertise and experience of local SC staff (i.e. the current animation 
staft) will continue to be required by local successor development organizations ( i . ~ .  AGPM. the 
proposed Federation of Women's Associations.) As mentioned above, they currently play key 
roles in most Iocal associations. The two federations are much less hrther developed (the 
women's îèderation has not even been iormed yet). and they both will require cven more 
compIex and advanced organizational cornpetencies (in areas such as iinancial control. project 
planning, networking for technical and tlnancial resources, tiiaintaining communications and 
accountability with their membcrship base.) 

Rccommendation: SC should consider if it can intcgrate some or al1 of the current 
(male and female) animation staff' into the respective leadership structure of these local 
umbrella organizations. Allowing these local staff to develop a local organizational base 
from within which they could continue to exercise their valuable skilis would ensure that 
these skills would continue to be available to the local community. Initially, SC could 
estabiish a partnership agreement that would gan t  support for the salaries of these staff. 
This agreement would also establish a plan for each federation to gradually increase its 
tinancial responsibility for these staff'(through iiccessing other outside funding sources or 
internally generated fùnds) 

(A potentiai danger of such an arnngernent is that these staff would likely tend to 
dominate the leadership of thcse federations. Even if they were ol't?cially acçountablc: (as 
kderation employees) to an elected executive committee of (volunteer) local assoçintion 
leaders, their superior training and p s t  roles would likely result in a sipiticrint 
imbalance of effective power, A possible alternative arrangement would be for the 
animation staff to establish an independent association of development animators, which 
could contract (on a projeçt basis) with SC and/or the associations for the services they 
would provide.) 

S. The coordinator responsible for local institutional deve lopment is a key management position 
in the current conjuncture of the SC Maissade program. It is questionable if this person has 
sufficient time to îùlfill al1 the responsibilities of the position (which aiso include responsibility 
for education), particularly if a significant proportion of the recornmendations in this report are 
adopted. 

Recommendation: SC should consider splitting the current responsibilities of this 
position into two positions, one responsible for education and the other for local 
organizational developrnent. This would allow the required intensive implerncntation of 
training and PIID activities that are essential if successtùl phase-over is to be achieved. 
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F. STRENGTHENING THE INTEGRATION OF GENDER ISSUES IN 
PROGRAMMING. 

1. Though accepted gender roles and relationships are largely established and passed on tlirough 
broad and diffuse socialiwtion processes, considerable nqotiat  ion, nianoeuvre and variabili ty 
still occurs at the level of each household. Within the acccpted gender noms. a range of more or 
less equal grnder relationships exist. as the woman and man in each particular household (or 
potential household - some of the negotiation and manoeuvre occur at the 'renmen' stage before 
the household is permanently established) establish the specihc gender divisions of their 
relationship. This negotiation occun in rnostly 'pnvate' spaces within the housrhold. not in 
public spaces. and is theretire difticult to see or intluence. More importantly. women who do 
attempt to renegotiate tliese roles have littlr support. since their efforts occur in private. 

Recommendation: SC should seek to establish more 'public' spaces in wliich both 
women and men can discuss and redefine gender roles and relationships. Tlie two 
specitic cases in which this could be done are discussed in the two recornmrndations 
imrnrdiately bclow. This would support wornen's othrrwise rnostly private attrmpts. 

2. To a certain extent. gender issues ('women's empowerment') have bern 'ghettoizrd' 
(isolated) in the prognms targetrd toward the women's associations. The existence of the 
women's associations hns a tendency to cause staff and cornmunity members (particularly men) 
to assume any gender issues should be dealt with by thrsc women's associations. The famer 's  
associations are assumed to be free to go about 'business as usual' with regards to establislied 
gendrtr roles. (For example. if more women sliould be leaders, let them becornr leaders of the 
women's associations. In this regard. it is telling that the famer's associations are commonly 
referred to by both SC staff and community leaders as the 'men's associations'.) However, if 
gender issues involve the redetinition and 'rebalancing' of gcnder roles and relations. both men 
and women are implicated and need to be involved and targeted. In the past. it apprars tlint 
gender-focussed messages (ix. the animation lessons given to women's clubs whrn they were 
forrning) have been targeted almost exclusively to women. 

Recommendation: If resources permit, educational materials could bc developed for 
use in the agriculture groups or in the litency classes which would cliallenpe both men 
and women to examine gender roles and relations, and their equity. These educational 
materials could include 'animation' style lessons which use participatory and discussion- 
based methods which encourage participants to ac tivel y debate and integrate t hese issues 
with their own life experience. However, given the goals for community self- 
management and SC phase-over, SC should not create new dependencies by directly 
hiring monitors to deliver these lessons. Rather SC should offer these resources (with 
accompanying training and perhaps sorne rnatching gnnts) to interested associations. 
The associations would be responsible for seIecting (and remunerating) volunteer 
delegates tiom their member groups who were interested in providing this training in 
their groups. 

3. The proposed formation of a Federation of Associations of Women's Clubs (FAM) also 
carries the danger of isolating gender issues. Though the formation of a separate women's 
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téderation is likely preferable to inteçrating (subsuming!) the wonien's associations into AGPM. 
effort needs to be made to link the efforts of these two federations where appropriate. 

Recomniendation: In its training and facilitation. SC should encourage a 
coniplimentary and supportive (rather than competitivr) relationship brtwern .4GPM and 
FAM. Both have much to gain if they are supportive of each other's efforts. Since 
AGPM has several years experience already, SC could encourage AGPM leaders to 
provide some training and mentonng to the new FAM leadership. They could also 
combine forces and rcsources in the supply store tiiat AGPM is develciping. 

4. In addition to speci tic gender issues. most 'child survivril' health messages (related to 
children's health) have also been targeted alrnost exclusively tu wornen. Though this recognizes 
that wornen traditionally have primary responsibility for child care and health. the empowerment 
of wornen would seem to also require that their male partners alsu becorne knowledgcable and 
committed about tliese issues. Educating men abolit the requirrmrnts for yood child nutrition and 
hedth (including birth spacing), and their role in contributing resources to allow thest: 
requirernents to bc attained. will provide important support for women who othenvise would have 
to attempt to negotiate and educate their partners on thsir own at the individual household lcvel. 

Recommendation: Health education materials could be developed for use in the 
agriculture groups. These lessons would have the objective of improving men's 
knowledgt: conceming children's liealth and clianging tlieir attitudes toward their rolss in 
supponing children's hralth. Sincr many of the famer's groups do not have on-going 
educationül activities at their local group level, these lessons could also provide a 
renewed focus for local group activities. These lessons should bt: delivered on a locally- 
managed, volunteer basis (similar to that described in 2 above.) 

S. Related to the above. most men and womrn publicly rndorse the idra that gendrr relations in 
the household should be based on principles of consensus decision-making and joint control of 
economic resources. Most people agree that households in which the husband and/or wife 
maintain sepante econornies are less than ideal, and indicate dificulties in the relationship. This 
of course does not deny the fact that many - if not most - households fa11 short ofthis ideal, and 
that it is used by men as a public discourse to protect the status quo. (In an interesting counter to 
the International Women's Day slogan that "Women are the centre-post of development". men 
counter that "Men are the corner-post - and eveqone knows that the corner-post is more 
important in holding the house up than the centre-post.") In the end. most wil1 acknowledgr thai 
both women and men are essential for çood development, and a hamonious. mutual relationship 
is needed for a household to advance. The existence of this relatively progressive ideal and 
discourse can be used to promote increased gender equality and voice for women in households. 

Recommendation: The gender-focused training materials described in 2 and 3 above 
can use the proclaimed ideal and discourse of consensus decision-making and joint economic 
control to promote increased equality in gender relations. 
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G. MONITORING AND EVALUATION ISSUES. 

1. There are no established monitoring systems in place related to community organizational 
capacity. Staff and community associations broadly understand t hat the associations are expccted 
to attain levels of independent hnctioning, yet there are no definrd parameters or tirnehmes to 
allow monitoring of progress to these goals. In large mertsure. there hris been no sustained arid 
participatory dialogue with the community association leaders to define togetlier what 
'independence from SC ' and - institutional capacity' means for the associations. This means that 
botli the coniniunity leaders and SC lkld starf ddo no[ liavt: a strony sense ul' ' wlierr t l i q  art: 
going ' . 1 heürd numerous cxamples of this vagueness frorn association leaders ( including somc 
unrealistic expectations about what things would be like -*when SC is not longer in Mriissade.") 

Recomrnendation: SC staft'need to make it  a priority to establish a participatory 
process with association leadership which wilI establisli a monitoring tool with clearly 
spells out the organizational capacity goals to be reached in each six-month interval 
between now and when SC phases out of Maissade. 

Sucli a organizational capacity monitoring tool should detine the 5 or 6 key domains in 
which organizational capacity needs to be developed. and then establish a scries of 
progressive indicators that provide a comprehensive description of incrertsinp capacity 
within that domain. 

As a suggestion and example, possible organizational capacity domains could include: 
a )  financial control skills (related to accounting, budgeting, auditing, banking.) 
b) governance skifls (related to democratic comrnunity control of the associations. 

executive committee accountability, annual elections, etc.) 
C )  technical skills (related to agriculture, grain storage. h i t  drying, credit, other incorne 

çeneration activities.) 
d) management skills (related to annual planning, project management, monitoring and 

evaluation, etc.) 
e)  networking skills (related to establishing and maintaining relationships with other 

development support organizations, writing tiinding proposals, obtaining outside 
technical support, etc.) 

t) community services skills (related to identi&ing and responding to broader 
community needs, inctusivity. gender equity issues, etc.) 

However, it should be emphasized that such a tool should not be developed by SC alone 
and then presented to the community associations. It needs to be developed in a 
participatory rnanner, so that association leaders are able to explore and together detine. 
with SC tàcilitation, their goals for their associations. The development of this tool can 
be an important training opportunity, as well as creating a common vision and ownership 
for local association organizational capacity. 

Recommendation: To increase the local ownership of capacity development 
monitoring, SC could encourage peer monitoring and evaluation arnong the associations. 
M e r  a locally-developed (and therefore, hopefully, locally understood) monitoring tool 
is developed, SC could encourage associations to send peer monitoring and evaluation 
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teams to neighbouring associations. These inter-association events would encourage 
continued dialogue about progress toward independence. and also encourage sorne 
lieatthy rivalry and motivation within the associations' leadership. 

H. SC LONGER-TERM (PHASE-OUT) STRATEGY IN MAISSAJIE. 

1. SC current program strategy emphasis on Partnsrship/Institutional Development responds to 
an urgent need, and nzeds to be emphasized in al1 programming decisions. Yet past tentative 
steps in a similar direction (i.e. staff strritegic-planning discussions in Iate 1 994-early 1995 on 
Institution Building) that were subsequently not tùlly pursued may have reduced s t a r s  sense of 
urgency regarding this strategy. Further, the past tnrinapement style within SC do not secm to 
have been particularly participatory (ix. field staffrepond to me that they do not feel like they 
have much input into programming decisions, nor lime they had much information conceni~ig 
future prograrnming tirnefranies.) Finally, local field stat'f. at a certain pragmatic level. do not 
have much motivation to create self-suffkient local institutions. since tiiis would irnply 'wnrking 
themselves out of ri job.' Even if they are convinced that their expertise will be required in any 
future local institutions, the current (rich. toreign) employer they know is likely prekrable to 
sorne future, peer-directed local organization they do not yet know. While 1 do not discount the 
professionalism of these local staff, at minimum it should be recoçnized that the PIID strritegy 
does create uncertainty and ambiguity t'or these staff. 

Rccommcndation: A frank and open discussion should be initiated with SC tleld staff 
to address and explore these issues. The SC animation tield staff'possess considerable 
sntrepreneurial skills, which should be harnessed in searching for new flexible 
organizational arrangements that could allow them to provide continued development 
leadership in Maissade. (See section E. abovc for additional discussion of this issue.) 

2. As indicated in the introductory observations in section A. above, and again in section C. 
concerning community tinancial seif-sufficiency, there are fundamental differences in local and 
outside (SC) attitudes toward program phase-over. SC tends to see phase-over as a positive. 
essential part of 'authentic' developrnent, white many community rnembers sec it as negat ive. 
try-to-avoid-it-if-you-can part of the way NGOs and projects operate. ïhese retlect basic 
differences in understandings about what 'developrnent' is and how development projects 'work'. 
While SC has engaged in various discussions with local community and association leaders about 
issues of sustainability and phase-over, these discussions have not been systernatic or 
comprehensive. Rather they seem to have been undertaken whenever SC was confronted with 
the 'need' to adjust its program strategy, due to bnding changes or other ctianging priorities. 

Recommendation: Similar to the discussions with SC staffl SC needs to engage in 
basic, comprehensive discussions with local community and association leaders about 
foundational understandings concerning development and sustainability . Suc h 
discussions will allow SC to promote understanding and acceptance of its concepts of 
partnership and institution development . These discussions should conclude with the 
establishment of a public, comprehensive phase-out strategy and tirnetable for the 
Maissade program. Though such discussions will not likely produce complete agreement 
or acceptance regarding local self-sufficiency and phase-out, they at least should provide 
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some understanding for SC'S goals and strategy. it is important to attempt to create a 
positive rationale for this phase-out strategy, rather than allow it tu be perceivcd as a 
situation of NGO project fatigue, poor projcct performance. or a decline of çommitment. 
.4llowing the phase-out to be surrounded by a 'negative psychology' will seriously harm 
those involved in the local organizations that do continue on as SC phases out. 

3. The process of creating comrnunity organizritionaf capacity and successhl phase-over is a 
long and slow one. Given the relntively large scale of past SC interventions, and the minimal 
community participation and responsibility in their planning and management. it should not be 
expected that sut'ticient local capacity can be created in a matter of a few years. Even with 
intentional and intensive focus on PIID, it is a process that will take at least 5 yerirs. Even then. 
SC should not be surpnsed if some o f these community organizations mutate and transt'orrn into 
unforseen structures as SC withdraws its support. 

Recommendation: SC needs to establish a pubIic target date for ilna1 phase out of direct 
programming interventions in Maissade. Given the long-term nature of organizational 
development, this date should likely be about 5 years in the future. Even i t'this date is 
later revised. a concrete date would make SC's intention to phase out much more real for 
local staff and conimunity leaders. I t  would provide a specitic tirneframe in which to 
plan required organizational development activities. 

FINAL COMMENT. 

This evaluation report may cany an ovenll nrgative tone, for it has trnded to focus on identiticd 
pmblems and deficiencies in the SC program in Maissade. Perhaps 1 should have taken a more 
'appreciative' approach. and attempted to identify and buiid on 'best priictices.' Old habits die 
hard. Yet 1 do want to end this report with scme zncouraging and positive comrnents. There is 
much to commended and appreciatcd in the SC Maissade progrrim. A solid foundation of local 
organizations has been built that already supports the delivery of important services to local 
people. The task that rernains, to create sufticirnt capacity in these organizations so that they 
continue to mobiiize and service local people. should not be underestimated. Ovenll. the focus 
should not be on the sprcitk organizational formations that emerçs. but rather the capacity and 
vision of the PEOPLE in these organizations. The organizations will likely change over cime, but 
the investments in people will continue to produce benetïts for years to come. 

Aanex. A THEORETICAL POINT CONCERNLNG INSTITUTIONS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS. 

This appendix raises a minor point conceming Institutions and Organizations and the difference 
between them, which yet seems to me to hold some important strategic implications with regards 
to SC's proclaimrd strategy of Institutional Development. Institutions can be defined as "stable. 
valued, recurring systems of noms and patterns of behaviour." Some institutions are 
organizations, others are not. For example, money is an established institution that is not an 
organization, while an organization such as the Central Bank (or Frderal Reserve in the US.) is 
so well estabiished and accepted that it is also an institution. However, the 'First State Bank of 
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Westport' is an organization that is not an institution. since society would continue pretty much 
as we know it even if it disappeared. More relevant to this evaiuation. NGOs and community 
associations as a class or type of organization have become institutionalized in Haiti, but specitic 
NGOs or community associations (such as SC or the Famer's Association of Madame Jwa) are 
relatively temporary development organizations that couId easily disappear, thiiugh they do 
embody the noms  and values of NGO and comniunity development institutions. The key 
development concept OF  sustainability is comparable to the concept of institutionalization. of' 
becorning "stabte, valued, recurring systems of noms  and patterns of behaviour." Yet 
development programs have difticulty afficting (non-organizritional) institutions tliat result from 
the informal and evolutionary result of dispersed actions. Thus development programs focus on 
the specitïc development organizations that inthenci: and embody the institutions o h  society. 
"Day to day institutionalized social behaviour is largely expressed by the work o f ,  and 
interactions between, people in organizations." (Fowler. 1993. p. 15). Thus. t think SC should 
think of its work in Maissade more in terms of' organizat ional developrnent, rather tlian 
institutional development. Underlying its objectives in helping develop strong local 
organizations is the goal of prornoting noms  of community cooperation. sel f-help. educat ion. etc. 
But it should not delude itself that it is creating institutions. and it should be prepüred and accept 
that the organizations it helps çreate will change. evolve, wen 611 apart and refom~ in di f irent 
contigurations. That is not as important as whether the noms of cooperation. self-help. good 
cornmunity management are established in whatcver local organizations appear. 




